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ADVERTISEMENT.

THE Proprietors of Mr, MelmotK's Works

respectfully beg leave to apprize the Public that

a spurious and incomplete edition of these Letters

is now in circulation.

In the copy here recommended to their notice,

will be found the celebrated Dialogue on the Rise

and Decline of Eloquence among the Romans, and

an authentic and interesting sketch of the author^s life

and writings. The Greek and Latin quotations,

hitherto very incorrectly printed, have also been

revised with the greatest care.

These advantages, added to superior elegance of

printing and embellishment, will, they trust, be am-

ply sufficient to ensure this edition a decided pre-

ference over every other.





A BRIEF MEMOIR

OF THE

LIFE AND WRITINGS OF THE AUTHOR.

Biographical anecdotes abound but seldom in

the circle described by a literary recluse, in the qua-

lities he usually developes, or the exercises he pre-

fers. Insulated from scenes of activity, habits of

business, and an intercourse with the world, his

days are spent in learned ease, his faculties ab-

sorbed in science, and his avocations filled with

pursuits of taste. Wrapt up in the charms of spe-

culation, and the soft intoxications of fancy, he is

shy of the bustle that surrounds him, and shuns the

ordinary collisions of society.

It is not every one, be his parts and attainments

what they may, who, like Johnson, memorable
for transcendent ability, had the eminent felicity

to unite singularity of exterior with gigantic

strength of mind, access to the fashionable world,

with a preference for the purest sublimities of mo-
rality, a taste for the relaxations and pleasantries of

genteel life, with an inviolable adherence to the

sternest duties of integrity, an austere manner, with

exemplary humanity, and the boldness and faculty

to vociferate alike in all companies, with the happy
dexterity of never suffering himself to be embaras-

sed, abashed, or put out, in any.

Perhaps, it may still be less often the lot of even

the most favourite and illustrious authors, to be

blessed, as he was, with a familiar amanuensis and

associate, who study and cherish all their whims
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and eccentricities, and carefully watch the minutest

variation in their humour or inclination, as Boszzell

did those of this great man, that nothing he said

might escape unrelated, and that posterity might be
fjiruished with a perfect picture of excellence far

above mediocrity, and of folly and weakness as

much beneath it. The copyist was at least as rare

as the original, and a thousand Johnsons may again

enlighten the intellectual hemisphere without one
Boswell.

Williaui Melmoth, Esq. late of Bath, and author

of several valuable publications, was the eldest son
of an eminent lawyer of the same name, and mem-
ber of the honourable society of Lincoln's Inn.

—

This worthy person seems, from all that is known
of him, to have distinguished himself by directing

and practising all the powers of that popular pro-

fession, for reaching the destination and utility of

an honest man. He published a most interesting

and impressive tract on the great hnporiance of a
religious life. He died in 1743, and bequeathed to

survivors the very honourable reputation that " few
" ever passed away a more useful, none a more
" blameless life."

Under the tuition of such a father, with such an
example habitually before his eyes, and inspired by
such motives as paternal goodness thus distinguished

might be supposed to suggest, it is no wonder
young Melmoth, as he actually did, grew in favour

both with God and man. And though his very ad-

vanced age has deprived us of all information from
the companions of his earlier years, they are gene-

rally believed to have been so well husbanded, and
sedulously applied to the acquisition of literature

and science, as io lay a solid foundation for that

maturity and distinction in taste and judgment, he



afterwards displayed. He is moreover said to have

been as amiable and engaging in yonth, as he cer-

tainly became respectable and even venerable, and
remained so to the last stages of a very extended

life.

Little, however, is correctly known of his juve-

nile and domestic habits, whether of a grave or

sprightly deportment, and whether his education

was public or private, at what seminary he studied,

or to what particular master he owed his fine clas-

sical taste. The brilliancies of his younger years,

the scholia of his incipient studies, and the sponta-

neous sallies of an imagination tired and enriched

with the love of literature, and stimulated also to

early excellence, by a galaxy of illustrious names,

continually in his view, have probably perished,

for the most part, with the cotemporaries he sur-

vived. We have nothing, therefore, to relate con-

cerning his puerile indications of future eminence
;

aping, like other boys, manhood in the nursery ;

anticipating, among his playmates, occasionally, the

follies of riper years, or the unseasonable exposure
of premature intelligence. The public's principal

acquaintance with him is through the medium of his

works ; the only means, perhaps, by which the

publicity of an author is legitimate, or his labours

can be duly appreciated. We have no concern

with aught about an author but his writings ; and
it is but too seldom considered how much these

suffer by the silly curiosity of prying into matters

in which we can have no interest. The best books,

by such means, are sometimes rendered useless.

—

The soundest wisdom in writers, dead or alive,

whose respectability is thus lost, becomes no better

than folly !

About five and twenty years ago, a work entitled



Liberal Opinions was published, under the assumed

name of Courtney Melmoth, and by the multitude

ascribed to our author. Their discernment, how-
ever, is not to be envied, who could mistake the

masterly, philosophical, refined, and useful emana-

tions of an enlightened intellect, for the transient

produdtions of that anonymous author.

William Melmoth, Esq. properly so called, and
the subject of this memoir, possessed a dignity of

mind and manners altogether his own, which still

does, and ever will, make his memory revered. So
far from giving the least countenance to the loose

dogmas industriously propagated by the modern
school of infidel bigotry, he asserts his belief of

Christianity, in the genuine spirit she inspires, and
honestly avows his preference for the religious esta-

blishment of the country, unequivocally, in several

parts of his writings.*

Our author, according to the best information,

was of Emanuel's College, Cambridge ; but how
long he studied at that university, or whether he

took any degree, is not certain. From one of his

letters + in this coUedtion, to which we refer the

reader, it would appear that his life had commenced
by mixing more or less with the active world, in a

public character, probably iu the same profession

which his father had previously sustained with so

much honour. Here his motives for relinquishing

this situation, and adopting one more retired and

consonant to his own inclinations and habits, are

briefly, but explicitly stated, and afford an apology

for his choice perfectly satisfac^tory. " How, in-

'' deed," says.he, *' could a man hope to render him-

* S(-e Laelius, or an Essay on Friendship, Remark 68, Page 318,

and Letters 8 and 46 of Fitzosborne.

f Letter 36.
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'^ self acceptable to the various parties which divide

'' our nation., who professes it as his principle,

" that there is no striking wholly into the measures
'* of any, without renouncing either one's sense or
" one's integrity ; and yet, as the world is at pre-
*' sent constituted, it is scarce possible, I fear, to
'' do any good in one's generation, (in public life

" 1 mean) without listing under some or other of
'' those various banners which distinguish the seve-

" ral corps in these our political warfares." Such
is the true estimate which the wisdom of experience

has always stamped on party politics, and we have

the sanction of this good man, also, for still con-

signing the government of the world to Folly.

In the same letter, as well as in several others,

he expatiates with evident complacency on the

peculiar felicities which arise from the posses-

sion and exercise both of the social and conjugal

virtues. Indeed, whether literature or morals, the

regions of speculation, or the duties of life, be the

subject, he seldom fails to embrace every opportu-

nity that offers, of reprobating the libertine and
unprincipled practices of the fashionable world ;

and the elegant description here given of his own
villa, is in such a colouring, as could proceed only
from the heart, and which imparts a sensible charm
to all the localities in the picture. It is also curious

as a specimen of the author's taste for the pictu-

resque in rural scenery.
'' I have pitched my tent upon a spot which I

" am persuaded will not displease you. My villa

'' is situated upon a gentle rise, which commands
" a short though agreeable view of about three
*' miles in circumference. This is bounded on tht>

*' north by a ridge of hills, which afford me, at

once, both a secure shelter, and a beautiful
((
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'' prospect ; for they are as well cultivated as the
" most fertile valleys. In the front of my house,
^' which stands south-east, I have a view of the ri-

" ver, that runs at the distance of somewhat less

*' than a quarter of a mile, at the end of my grounds,

S' and, after making several windings and returns,

" seems to lose itself at the foot of those hills I just
'' now mentioned. As for my garden, I am obliged
'' to nature for its chief beauties ; having no other
" (except a small spot which I have allotted for

" the purposes of my table) but what the fields and
^' meadows aiford. These, however, I have em-
" bellished with some care, having intermixed a-
" mong the hedges all the several sorts of flowering
" shrubs.

" But I must not forget to mention what I look
*' upon to be the principal ornament of the place

;

" as indeed I do not recollect to have seen any
" thing of the kind in our English plantations. I

" have covered a small spot with different sorts of
*' evergreens, many of which are of a species not
" very usual in our country. This little planta-

" tion I have branched out into various labyrinth
" walks, which are all terminated by a small tem-
'' pie in the centre. I have a double advantage
'* from this artificial wood ; for it not only affords

" me a very shady retreat in summer, but, as it is

" situated opposite to my library, supplies me, in

" winter, with a perspedtive of the most agreeable
'' verdure imaginable."

This was probably the favourite spot where his

first nuptials took place, and he retreated into the

country, fortunately emancipated, as one of his

feelings must have conceived himself to be, from all

the turmoil and dissention incident to party contest.

His domestic comforts are not obscurely specified in
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a preceding letter, where he breathes that manly

fervency which always becomes the head of a family.

It is written, as we presume, on the anniversary of

their marriage, and addressed to Mrs. Melmoth,

under the feigned name of Cleora. He there hints

at several passages in his private history, which none

but such as knew it intimately can explain. He
speaks particularly of a musical instrument, for the

use of a young lady, whom he calls Tanninta, and

probably his grand-niece, at that time, as it would

seem, recently entered on the pradiice of music, ce-

lebrates the day by the composition of an appro-

priate ode, and concludes with a rapturous enco-

mium on wedded love.

From this beautiful and roma«tic situation in the

vicinity of Shrewsbury, where he tirst selected his

rural sequestration, to which we may reasonably

suppose he alludes in the preceding quotation, he

removed, it seems, to Bath. Here he had the mis-

fortune to lose his first lady, of whom he frequently

speaks in such raptures in his letters, and to whom
he repeatedly avows the strongest attachment.

—

Soon after her death, however, he married once

more, a Miss Ogle, of an Irish family. A story

goes, that he was precipitated into this match by a

gigantic Hibernian cousin of the lady, and that a

scene in the Irish Widow originated in the incident.

It is well known that the lady, notwithstanding,

proved herself highly deserving of him, by an affec-

tionate and dutiful attention to him on every oc-

casion.

He was much harassed, even at a great age, by
violent attacks of the stone and gravel, which ren-

dered walking so painful to him, that he was con-

fined for several years to his own house, and never

went abroad but when carried in a sedan chair ; but,
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for ten or twelve years before his death, by perse-

vering in the regular use of mephitic water, he lat-

terly walked about, and even with activity. No
wonder these delapidations of nature, connedted with

a long series of intense study, which wears the mind
as much, at least, as labour does the body, rendered

him, in old age, very petulant, and easily provoked.

Yet such were his domestic virtues, and the good-
ness of his heart, that though he often seemed cross,

he was never implacable, and generally retained

his servants till death parted them.

Mr. Melmoth resided in Bath for the last thirty

years of his life, and died at Bladud's Buildings,

in that city, at the great age of 89 years, 1799.

He was of middle stature, and very thin. His eyes

w ere of a lively cast, and his face discovered strong

lines of thought. From a very wrinkled counte-

nance, occasioned, perhaps, by much thinking, even

before he Mas an old man, he discovered stronger

marks of age than is usual. He was a man of ex-

emplary piety, and stern integrity ; and his writings

are not a greater ornament to literature, than his

many amiable qualities to the character both of a

gentleman and christian.

Happily circumstanced as he seems to have been

during many of the best years of his life ; far from the

noise and hurry of the world, and liberally accom-
plished by literature and science, he was not idle,

though retired; nor lost that time in dissipation or

luxury which he denied to the pursuit of honour
and ambition. And, from what he has ev idently both

read and written, he must have employed himself

very assiduously ; and his life, though not laborious,

was, no doubt, singularly studious and inquisitive.

Mr. Melmoth first committed himself in print, by
an Essay on Active and retired Life, in an Kpistle
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to Henry Corentry, Esq. 1735. It was afterwards

inserted in DodsLey's Collection, and contains some
good passages, and many beautiful lines. His ver-

sitication, however, is not equal to his prose: and,

young as he was when this poem was published,

he does not seem to have persisted in subduing the

shyness of the Muses. Among other excellencies

which might be pointed out in this poem, we think

the character of Sir Isaac Newton, and his philo-

sophical discoveries, very handsomely given, and
present it, as a specimen, to the reader.

*'T\vas hence great Newton, mighty genius ! soar'd.

And all creation's wond'rous range explor'd
;

Far as th' Almightj' stretcii'd his utmost line.

He pierc'd in thought, and view'd the vast design-

Too lon^; had darker ages sought in vain.
The secret scheme of nature to explain

:

Too long had truth escap'd each sage's eye,
Orfaitilly shone through vain philosophy.
Each sltapely oflspring of her feeble thought,
A darker vale o'er genuine science brouglit

;

Still stubborn facts o'ertlirew their fruitless toil.

For truth and fiction, who shall reconcile ?

But Briton's sons a surer guide pursue,

Tread safe the maze, since Newton gave the due.

Where'er he turned , true Science rear'<l her head.

While far before her puzzled Ignorance fltd.

From each blest truth, these noble ends he draws,

Use to mankind, and to their God applause.

Taught by his rules, secure the merchant rides,

When threatening seas roll high their dreadful tides:

And either India spreads her precious stores,

'Midst various dangers, safe to Britain's shores.

Long as those orbs he weigh'd shall slied their rays j

His truth shall guide us, and shall last his praise.

Several passages in his Fitxosborne s Letters de-

monstrate that he was accustomed to canvass with

himself the ditierence between an active and retired

Life, and how much better he thought the one ac-

commodated to his plan of happiness, than the

* Dodsley'8 Collection, vol. 1. 203.
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other. In one* of these, he observes, with his ii«iial

ingenuity : " I am too proud to endure a repulse,
" and too humble to hope for success : qualities,-

'* little favourable, 1 imagine, to the pretensions
^' of him who would claim the glittering prizes

" which animate those that run the race of ambi-
" tion. Let those honours, then, you mention,
" be inscribed on the tombs of others : be it rather
" told on mine, that I lived and died

"Unplac'd, unpension'd, no man's heir or slave."

It is added, to the same purpose, in anotherf;—
" One of our monarchs used to say, that he looked
" upon those to be the happiest men in the nation,
'- whose fortune had placed them in the country,
" above an high constable, and below the trouble
" of a justice of peace. It is in a mediocrity of
" this happy kind, that I here pass my life with a
'' fortune far above the necessity of engaging in

" the drudgery of business, and with desires much
" too humble, to have any relish for the splendid
" paths of ambition."

English literature was not a little enriched, and
the history of Roman usage sensibly elucidated, by
his elegant version of the Letters of Pliny the

Younger, which appeared in 1753. This writer

was one of the politest and most fashionable of all

the literati of his time, whose labours have reached

ours. He moved in the highest sphere of so-

ciety ; was intimate with all the most eminent

men who flourished in public or private ; had the

readiest access to all circles and citizens of every

description, and possessed such powers of intelli-

• Letter 32.

f Letter 30.
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gence and observation, as enabled him to make the

best use of whatever he heard or saw. So that no

ancient coteraporary of his appears to us so full of

anecdote, so rich of valuable and well-digested in-

formation, or pictures the private, as well as the

public life of the Romans, so accurately as Pliny.

However, tinctured with that meretricious refine-

ment which then marked the degeneracy of Roman
taste, both in letters and life : the English, into which

these epistles are here rendered, would have pass-

ed the ordeal in the purest periods of our language,

when Swift and Addison, and Bolinbroke, fixed the

standard of its elegance and simplicity. All the

notes to this translation are extremely judicious,

instructive, and entertaining.

This was followed, the same or the beginning of

the subsequent year, with his translation of Mar-
cus Tullius's familiar Epistles to several of his

Friends, with Remarks. These are equally cri-

tical, literary, and philosophical, as those of Pliny,

and certainly much more historical, political, and

professional. They were written on the eve of a

momentous revolution in the empire of the world ;

and while the minds of men were startled and la-

boured under repeated presages of that stupendous

event. The author, himself, was a conspicuous

actor in these important scenes, in which his se-

veral correspondents, likewise, performed their

respective parts. And our translator prefers them,

as he states in his advertisement, to those particu-

larly addressed to Atticus, '' as they shew the au-
" thor of them in a greater variety of connexions,
*' and afford an opportunity of considering him in

*' almost every possible point of view."
They, accordingly, betray not so much domestic

anecdote, or the private character and principles of

b
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individuals, but chiefly delineate the portrait of the

leading partizans who, at that time, divided the in-

terests of the republic, whether friends or foes.

And his sketches often strike us in such a colouring

as gives no imperfect insight into his own ruling

passion. Certainly none of the most celebrated

writers, even in that enlightened and polished age,

can be consulted with greater satisfaction on the
most interesting questions of Roman story; afford

the inquisitive reader a readier key to the secret

springs of the revolutionary crisis then fermenting

;

or better season the minds of our British youth
with the genuine principles of taste and erudition,

than these masterly and elegant epistles. The pre-
sent version of them has been long applauded by
the literary world, and few, who know any thing

of Roman literature, but must have profited by
the notes which accompany it.

Cato^ or an Essay on Old Age ; and Ladiiis^ or
an Essay on Friendship^ both with Remarks^ were
brought forward, one after the other, in an Eng-
lish dress, with the author's usual elegance, in

1777. Nothing, perhaps, was ever written in a
style of more exquisite reasoning, or more refined

and animated illustration, than these two incom-
parable performances. And it is generally allowed
our masterly translator has done both as much jus-

tice as the different genius of a living and dead
language could permit. The remarks on each
twice as copious as the original are critical, bio-

graphical, and explanatory, and disclose such a
fund of Roman antiquities, as must be eminently

useful and acceptable to every classical student.

Besides a few temporary productions, both in

verse and prose, and which were, as usual, ano-

nymous and fugitive, his contributions to the
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Wbrld^ in which it is said he had some share, and

the letters in this volume, he published an answer

to the attack of Jacob Bryant, Esq. on the opinion

of our author concerning the persecution of the

Christians under the Emperor Trajan. He proves

unexceptionably that this circumstance, horrid as

it was, originated not in any antipathy conceived

against the truths they believed, but the laws of the

constitution or established police of the state, against

practices deemed by them indispensible to a ge-

nuine profession of their religion. Memoirs of a
lute eminent Advocate, which he doubtless meant as

a tribute of filial duty, was aL^o written and edited

by him, at a very late period of life. Here we
perceive the same composure of mind, and the same
unafl'ected simplicity, which distinguished all his

preceding pieces ; but the lire and genius of his

earlier evertions are wanting. And this eulogium

comes from him, at last, rather as a task he deemed
it his duty to perform, even under the lassitude of

years, than an exercise of his faculties in their vi-

gour, when their genuine co-operation is, for the

most part, voluntary, and always pleasurable.

Fitzosborne''s Letters,* presented to the public in

this elegant impression, we mention last, though

among the first of his works, as that portion of

them, more particularly, to which our memoir is

prefixed. He was probably pleased with the sort

of novelty implied in this disguise : it suited the

modesty of his nature, in which there might be a

dash of fastidiousness, to be familiar both with his

friends and himself, and to speak as well of their

concerns as his own, in as direct terms as he chose,

through a medium of communication thus obli(|ue

and circnitous. It divested him of feelings that

* First printed in 1742.
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would, otherwise, to a certain degree, have re-

pressed the freedom of his remarks, and laid him
under such restraint as must have contracted his

conceptions, and cramped his expression. The fic-

tion was harmless, and he has rendered it useful.

—

These letters have always had their admirers, and
come from the heart, as treating chiefly on objects

with which the heart is most conversant. The va-

rious domestic scenes, the charming felicities of

private life, the harmonies of social fellowship and
concord, the occurrences of the day, the interest

we are all made to feel and participate in the en-

joyments of one another, and the indefinite number
of nameless circumstances, to which the affections

of none are altogether insensible, are the various

strings on which these letters habitually touch, and
with which our hearts are always in unison. And
these delicacies, steadily directed to the best moral
purposes, impart such a charm to all he says, as

we seldom recognize in modern composition of any
class. One of the best letters in the whole collec-

tion, though merely introductory to our author's

translation of the celebrated, but, as he calls it,

anonymous dialogue on oratory, is replete with ob-

servations of great and public importance. We
know not that this beautiful fragment of antiquity

has been transfused into English by any former
writer, but here it appears with peculiar elegance,

and exhibits specimens of the purest eloquence and
the soundest wisdom. The translator, indeed, has

arranged his letters in such a manner, as to render

them altogether imperfect without it ; and, to many
readers of a particular cast, it may probably be

deemed the most valuable part of the volume.

Notwithstanding the constitutional shyness of

this amiable person, and his invincible reluctance to
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solicit public attention, he was not entirely over-

looked even by the most fashionable and celebrated

literati of his day. We find him an occasional vi-

sitant of the late Mrs. Montague, who lost no op-

portunity of enhancing her own popularity by that

of her guests. With other fashionable wits, who
sparkled at the levee of that literary lady, he was
also sometimes seen ; and every one who talks of

meeting him there, or elsewhere, or knew his per-

son, or had the pleasure of ever conversing with

him, or hearing him discourse with others, ac-

knowledge his politeness both as a gentleman and
a scholar.

Mrs. Piozzi, indeed, while flourishing in all the

gaiety of youth, indulgence, and applause, under the

auspices of a Johnsofi, and the rallying point of all

the wits in town, speaks of Melmoth, in a letter to

her mentor, in terms, not of adulation, but pique.

What disgusted her with this gentleman is not

stated ; but she plainly enough avows her aver-

sion. *' Yesterday evening," she says, " was past

" at Mrs. Montague's. There was Mr. Melmoth.
*' I do not like him tho', nor he me. It was ex-
" pected we should have pleased each other. He
*' is, however, just tory enough to hate the bishop
*' of Peterborough, for his whiggism, and whig
" enough to abhor you for torryism. Mrs. Mon-
^' tague flattered him finely ; so he had a good af-

** ternoon of it."*

The lady's mind, for aught we know, might have

received a bias or taint from the prejudices of her

mentor, and Melmoth figured in her imagination,

probably, as she knew him to do in Johnson's^ or,

from the habits of delicacy in the former, she might

not find it so easy to coquet with him as with the

* Boswdl's Life of Johnson, vol. I. 457.
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latter ; or it might be her design to compliment the

one at the expence of the other. She eannot, how-
ever, deny his general acceptability even among
the brilliant assembly where she found him, and
more especially the affability and caresses he expe-

rienced from his popular and amiable hostess. But
the antithetical sarcasm by which she would stig-

matize his politics, is a competent proof both of his

moderation and good sense.

Even Johnson's comment on her illiberal cen-

sure betrays more malignity than wisdom. He
views him as he usually did all strangers of any li-

terary merit, as a rival or an enemy. So true is

the poet's witticism—" Wits are game cocks to

one another." He conceived Mr. Melmoth as

possessing no attractive or conciliating qualities

whatever, but as equipt in the complete armour of

an antagonist. And he answers his fair but capti-

ous correspondent in a tone of Quixotism peculiar

to himself. " From the author of Fitzosborne's
" Letters I cannot think myself in much danger.
'' I met him only once about thirty years ago, and,
" in some small dispute, reduced him to a whistle.

" Having fiever seen him since, that is the last im-
'' pression,"

It does not at all seem likely, from the unconquer-
able mildness of MelmotJis temper, and the amiable

gentleness of his demeanour, that he would wan-
tonly provoke an argument with this professed and
doughty polemic. He was too wise not to see the

folly, and too well-bred not to avoid the rudeness,

of thus perturbing the company with controversy,

and converting social enjoyment into a scene of

bickering and altercation. Johnson seems to have

been addicted to the silly egotism of exulting in

h is intellectual strength, and contended, in most of
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his extemporary conflicts, more for victory than

truth*. And in this fling at Mr. Melmoth, with

all the confidence of oracular decision in his own
favour, he unwarily stamps the character of both,

and leaves an impression on the reader's mind, as

irreputable to himself as honourable to the person

he would depreciate.

The reputation of Mr. Melmoth, however, was
not to be suppressed or abridged by the narrovv^

surmises and whimsical out-givings of this presump-

tuous school. The most respectable of his cotem-

poraries bore witness to his worth as a man, and

his merit as a writer. He is even mentioned in the

Pursuits of Literature with commendable venera-

tion. " William Melmoth, Esq.'' says that fastidi-

ous but shrewd satirist, '' a most elegant and dis-

*' tinguished writer near half an age with every
*' good man's praise. His translation of Cicero
*' and Pliny will speak for him, while Roman and
*' English eloquence can be united. Mr. Melmoth
'' is a happy example of the mild influence of learn-
^' ing on a cultivated mind, I mean of that learning
^' which is declared to be the aliment of youth, and
" the delight and consolati(m of declining years.
'' Who would not envy this ' Fortunate Old Man^^
'' his most finished translation and comment on Tul-
'' ly's Cato ? or rather, who would not rejoice in

" the refined and mellowed pleasures of so accom-
'' plished a gentleman and so liberal a scholar ?''

The traveller, Mr. Coxe, whose tour it would
seem was originally communicated to our author,

begins his work by addressing him in these respect-

ful terms. '' I am persuaded that I shall travel

" with much greater profit to myself, when I am
" thus to inform you of all I have seen, as the re-

* Boswell's Life of Johnson, vol. 3. 457.
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^' flection that my observations are to be commii-
" nicated to you, will be one means of rendering
" me more attentive and accurate in forming
^' them." And these are the emphatic words in

which he concludes his last edition. " But I can-
" not put forth this new edition, without gratefully

" recollecting the judicious animadversions of the

" elegant writer, to whom these letters are ad-
" dressed, and testifying my regret for the loss of
'' an affectionate and friendly instructor, who
" kindly directed my literary pursuits, and to

" whose precepts I owe more than I can express."

The following additional testimony to Mr. Mel-
moth's literary character, comes from a correspon-

dent, to whose opinion of men and books the

writer of this memoir has long deferred, and whose
name, were he at liberty to mention it, would con-

siderably enhance the credit of our author, high as

it already stands in public estimation. " I am,"
says he, " very well acquainted with Mr. Mel-
" moth's writings. His Fitzosborne's Letters are
*' much esteemed for their good sense, simplicity,

*' and morality. His translations of Cicero have
" not, perhaps, been quite so much approved of as

*' those of Pliny. His taste, too, for the latter,

" has had the effect of pre-possessing against him,
" some eminent critics and elegant scholars. It

" has been said, that he makes Cicero speak like

*' Pliny. There are excellent translations of Cice-
'' ro's Letters in more than one foreign language.
*' These Mr. Melmoth had the advantage of seeing,

'' and, it must be owned, ours is not a little indebt-
*' ed to his masterly version of both these ancient
*' authors."



LETTERS

SEVERAL SUBJECTa

LETTER L

TO CLYTANDER.
Sept. 1739-

I ENTIRELY approvc ofyout design : but whilst I rejoice

in the hope of seeing Enthusiasm thus successfully at-

tacked in her strongest and most formidable holds, I would
claim your mercy for her in another quarter ; and after

having expelled her from her religious dominions, let me
entreat you to leave her in the undisturbed enjoyment of
her civil possessions. To own the truth, I look upon en^

thusiasm, in all other points but that of religion, to be a
very necessary turn of mind ; as indeed it is a vein which
Nature seems to have marked, with more or less strength,

in the tempers of most men. No matter what the object

is, whether business, pleasures, or the fine arts ; whoever
pursues them to any purpose, must do so con amore; and
enamoratos, you know, of every kind, are all enthusiasts.

There is, indeed, a certain heightening faculty which uni-

versally prevails through our species ; and we are all of

us, perhaps, in our several favourite pursuits, pretty much
in the circumstances of the renowned knight of L^ Man-
cha, when he attacked the barber's brazen bason for

Mambrino's golden helmet.

What is Tully's aliquid immensum infinitumque, which he

professes to aspire after in oratory, but a piece of true

rhetorical Quixotism? Yet never, I will venture to affirm,

would he have glowed with so much eloquence, had he

been warmed with less enthusiasm. I am persuaded, in-

B



deed, that nothing great or glorious was ever performed,
where this quaUty had not a principal concern ; and as

our passions add vigour to our actions, enthusiasm gives

spirit to our passions. I might add, too, that it even
opens and enlarges our capacities. Accordingly, I have
been informed, that one of the great lights of the present
age never sits down to study till he has raised his imagina-
tion by the power of music. Far this purpose, he has a
band of instruments placed near his library, which play
till he finds himself elevated to a proper height ; upon
which he gives a signal, and they instantly cease.

But those high conceits which are suggested by enthusi-

asm, contribute not only to the pleasure and perfection of
the fine arts, but to most other effects of our action and
industry. To strike this spirit, therefore, out of the hu-
man constitution, to reduce things to their precise philo-

sophical standard, would be to check some of the main
wheels of society, and to fix half the world in an useless

apathy. For if enthusiasm did not add an imaginary value
to most of the objects of our pursuit; if fancy did not give

them their brightest colours, they would generally, per-
haps, wear an appearance too contemptible to excite
desire :

Weary'd we should lie down in death,
This cheat of life would take no more.

If you thought fame but empty breath,
I Phillis but a perjur'd whore. Prior.

In a word, this enthusiasm for which I am pleading, is

a beneficent enchantress, who never exerts her magic but
to our advantage, and only deals about her friendly spells

in order to raise imaginary beauties, or to improve real

ones. The worst that can be said of her is, that she is a
kind deceiver, and an obliging flatterer. Let me conjure
you, then, good Clytander, not to break up her useful en-
chantments, which thus surround us on every side; but
spare her harmless deceptions in mere charity to man-
kind. I am, &c.



LETTER II,

TO PHILOTES.

I SHOULD not have suffered so long an interval to

interrupt our correspondence, if my expedition to Eu-
phronius had not wholly employed me for these last six

weeks. I had long promised to spend some time with

him before he embarked with his regiment for Flanders

;

and, as he is not one of those Hudibrastic heroes who
choose to run away one day that they may live to fight

another, I was unwilling to trust the opportunity of seeing

him to the very precarious contingency of his return.

—

The high enjoyments he leaves behind him, might, indeed,

be a pledge to his friends that his caution would at least

be equal to his courage, if his notions of honour were less

exquisitely delicate. But he will undoubtedly act as if he
had nothing to hazard ; though, at the same time, from
the generous sensibility of his temper, he feels every

thing that his family can suffer in their fears for his dan-
ger. I had an instance, whilst I was in his house, how
much Euphronia's apprehensions for his safety are ready
to take alarm upon every occasion. She called me one
day into the gallery, to look upon a picture which was just

come out of the painter's hands ; but the moment she car-

ried me up to it, she burst out into a flood of tears. It was
drawn at the request, and after a design of her father,

and is a performance which does great honour to the in-

genious artist who executed it. Euphronius is represented

under the character of Hector, when he parts from An-
dromache, who is personated, in the piece, by Euphronia;
as her sister, who holds their little boy in her arms, is sha-

dowed out under the figure of the beautiful nurse with
the young Astyanax.

I was so much pleased with the design in this uncom-
mon family-piece, that T thought it deserved particular

mention ; as I could wish it were to become a general fa-

shion to have all pictures of the same kind executed in

some such manner. If, instead of furnishing a room with



separate portraits, a whole family were to be thus intro-

duced into a single piece, and represented under some in-

teresting historical subject, suitable to their rank and
character, portraits, which are now so generally and so

deservedly despised, might become of real value to the

public. By this means history-painting would be encou-

raged among us, and a ridiculous vanity turned to the im-

provement of one of the most instructive, as well as the

most pleasing, of the imitative arts. Those who never

contributed a single benefit to their own age, nor will ever

be mentioned in any after-one, might by this means em-
ploytheir pride and their expence in a way, which might

render them entertaining and useful both to the present

and future times. It would require, indeed, great judg-

ment and address in the painter, to choose and recom-

mend subjects proper to the various characters which
would present themselves to his pencil ; and undoubted-

ly we should see many enormous absurdities committed,

if this fashion were universally to be followed. It would
certainly, however, afford a glorious scope to genius, and

probably supply us, in due time, with some productions

which might he mentioned with those of the most cele-

brated schools. I am persuaded, at least, that great talents

have been sometimes lost to this art, by being confined to

the dull, though profitable, labour ofsenseless portraits; as

I should not doubt, if the niethod I am speaking of were to

take effect, to see that very promising genius, who, in

consequence of your generous othces, is now forming his

hand by the noblest models in Rome, prove a rival to

those great masters whose works he is studying^

It cannot, I think, be denied, that the prevailing fond-

ness of having our persons copied out for posterity, is, in

the present application of it, a most absurd and useless

vanity ; as, in general, nothing affords a more ridiculous

scene, than those grotesque figures which usually line the

mansions of a man who is fond of displaying his canvass-

ancestry

:

Good Heav'n! that sots and knaves should be so vaiu.

To wish their vile resemblance may remain
;

And stand recorded, at their own request,

To future times a libel ojr a jest. Dryden.



You must by no means, however, init^ine that I abso-

lutely condemn this lower application of one of the no-

blest arts. It has certainly a very just use, when em-
ployed in perpetuating the resemblances of that part of

our species, who have distinijuished themselves in their

respective generations. To be desirous of an acquaint-

ance with the person of those who have recommended
themselves by their vvritings or their actions to our es-

teem and applause, is a very natural and reasonable cu-

riosity. For myself, at least, I have often found much
satisfaction in contemplating a well-chosen collection of

the portrait kind, and comparing the mind of a favourite

character, as it was either expressed or concealed in its

external lineaments. There is something, likewise, ex-

tremely animating in these lively representations of cele-

brated merit ; and it was an observation of one of the

Scipios, that he could never view the figures of his ances-

tors without finding his bosom glow with the most ardent

passion of imitating ihcir deeds. However, as the days

of exemplary virtue are now no more, and we are not,

many of us, disposed to transmit the most inflaming mo-
dels to future times ; it would be but prudence, methinks,

if we are resolved to make posterity acquainted with the

persons of the present age, that it should be by viewing

them in the actions of the past. Adieu. I am, &c.

LETTER III.

TO PALAMEDES.
July 4, 1739.

Notwithstanding the fine things you alledge in fa-

vour of the Romans, I do not yet find myself disposed to

become a convert to your opinion : on the contrary, I am
still obstinate enough to maintain that the fame of your

admired nation is more dazzling than solid, and owing

rather to those false prejudices which we are early taught

to conceive of them, than to their real and intrinsic me-
rit. If conquest indeed be the genuine glory of a state,



and extensive dominions the most infeUible test of natio-

nal virtue, it must be acknowledged that no people in all

history have so just a demand of our admiration. But if

we take an impartial view of this celebrated nation, per-

haps much of our applause may abate. When we con-

template them, for instance, within their own walls, what
do we see but the dangerous convulsions of an ill-regu-

lated policy ? as we can seldom, I believe, consider them
with respect to foreign kingdoms, without the utmost ab-

horrence and indignation.

But there is nothing which places these sons of Romu-
lus lower in my estimation, than their unmanly conduct

in the article of their triumphs, I must confess, at the

same time, that they had the sanction of a god to justify

them in this practise. Bacchus, or (as Sir Isaac Newton
has proved) the Egyptian Sesostris, after his return from

his Indian conquests, gave the first instance of this unge-

nerous ceremony. But though his divinity was confessed

in many other parts of the world, his example does not

seem to have been followed till we find it copied out in

all its insolent pomp at Rome.
It is impossible to read the descriptions of these arro-

gant exhibitions of prosperity, and not to be struck with

indignation at this barbarous method of insulting the cala-

mities of the unfortunate. One would be apt, at the

first glance, to suspect that every sentiment of humanity
must be extinguished in a people, who could behold with

pleasure the moving instances, which these solemnities

afforded, of the caprice of fortune; and could see the

highest potentates of the earth dragged from their thrones

to fill up the proud parade of these ungenerous triumphs.

But the prevailing maxim which ran through the whole

system of Roman politics, was to encourage a spirit of

conquest ; and these honours were evidently calculated

to awaken that unjust principle of mistaken patriotism.

Accordingly, by the fundamental laws of Rome, no general

was entitled to a triumph, unless he had added some new
acquisition to her possessions. To suppress a civil insur-

rection, however dangerous ; to recover any former mem-
ber of her dominions, however important

;
gave no claim



to this supreme mark of ambitious distinction. For it

was their notion, it seems, (and Valerius Maxiraus is my
authority for saying so) that there is as much ditference

between adding to the territories of a commonwealth,
and restoring those it has lost, as between the actual

conferring of a benefit, and the mere repelling of an in-

jury. It was but of a piece, indeed, that a ceremony
conducted in defiance of humanity, should be founded in

contempt of justice ; and it was natural enough that they

should gain by oppression, what they were to enjoy by

insult.

If we consider Paulus iEmilius, after his conquest of

Macedonia, making his public entry into Rome, attended

by the unfortunate Perseus and his infant family ; and at

the same time reflect upon our Black Prince, when he

passed through London with his royal captive, after the

glorious battle of Poictiers ; we cannot fail of having the

proper sentiments of a Roman triumph. What generous

mind who saw the Roman consul in all the giddy exulta-

tion of unfeeling pride, but would rather (as to that sin-

gle circumstance) have been the degraded Perseus, than

the triumphant /Emilius ? There is something indeed in

distress that reflects a sort of merit upon every object

which is so situated, and turns ofl' our attention from

those blemishes that stain even the most vicious charac-

ters. Accordingly, in the instance of which I am speak-

ing, the perfidious monarch was overlooked in the suffer-

ing Perseus; and a spectacle so affecting checked the

joy of conquest even in a Roman breast. For Plutarch

assures us, when that worthless, but unhappy, prince

was observed, together with his two sons and a daughter,

marching amidst the train of prisoners, nature was too

hard for custom, and many of the spectators melted into

a flood of tears. But with what a generous tenderness

did the British hero conduct himself upon an occasion of

the same kind ? He employed all the artful address of

the most refined humanity, to conceal from his unhappy

prisoner every thing that could remind him of his dis-

grace; and the whole pomp that was displayed upon this

occasion, appeared singly as intended to lighten the



weight of his misfortunes, and to do honour to the van-
quished monarch.
You will remember, Palamedes, I am only considering

the Romans in a political view, and speaking of them
merely in their national character. As to individuals,

you know, I pay the highest veneration to many that rose
up amongst them. It would not, indeed, be just to in-

volve particulars in general reflections of any kind : and I
cantiot but acknowledge, ere I close my letter, that
though, in the article I have been mentioning, the Ro-
mans certainly acted a most unworthy part towards their
public enemies, yet they seem to have maintained the
most exalted notions of conduct with respect to their pri-

vate ones. That noble (and may I not add, that Christian)
sentiment of Juvenal,

minuti
Semper et infirmi est animi exiguique volupias,

TJltio—

was not merely the refined precept of their more improved
philosophers, but a general and popular maxim among
them : and that generous sentiment so much and so de-
servedly admired in the Roman orator ; JSfon pcenitet me
mortales inimicitias, sempiternas amicitias habere, was, as

appears from Livy, so universally received as to become
even a proverbial expression. Thus Sallust likewise, I

remember, speaking of the virtues of the ancient Romans,
mentions it as their principal characteristic, that, upon
all occasions, they shewed a disposition rather ta
forgive than revenge an injury. But the false notions

they had embraced concerning the glory of their country,

taught them to subdue every affection of humanity, and
extinguish every dictate of justice which opposed that de-

structive principle. It was this spirit, however, in return,

and by a very just consequence, that proved at length the

means of their total destruction. Farewel. I am, &c.



LETTER IV.

TO PHILOTES.
July 4, 1743,

Whilst yon are probably enjoying blue skies and cool-

mg grots, I am shivering here in the midst of summer.

—

The molles sub arbore somni, the spelunca vivigue lacus,

9fe pleasures which we in England can seldom taste but
in description. For in a climate, where the warmest season
is frequently little better than a milder sort of winter, the
sun is much too welcome a guest to be avoided. If ever
we have occasion to complain of him, it m«st be for his

absence : at least I have seldom found his visits trouble-

some. You see I am still the same cold mortal as when
you left me. But whatever warmth I may want in my
constitution, I want none in my affections ; and you have
Bot a friend who is more ardently yours than I pretend to

be. You have indeed such a right to my heart from mere
gratitude, that I almost wish I owed you less upon that

account, that I might give it you upon a more disinterest-

ed principle. However, if there is any part of it which
you cannot demand in justice, be assured you have it by
affection ; so that, on one or other of these titles, you may
always depend upon me as wholly yours. Can it be ne-
cessary, after this, to add, that I received your letter

with singular satisfaction, as it brought me an account of
your welfare, and of the agreeable manner in which you
pass your time ? If there be any room to wish you an
mcrease of pleasure, it is, perhaps, that the three virgins

you mention, were a few degrees handsomer and younger.
But I would not desire their charms should be heightened,

were I not sure they will never lessen your repose ; for

knowing your stoicism, as I do, I dare trust your ease with
any thing less than a goddess : and those females, I per-

ceive, are so far removed from the order of divinities,

that they seem to require a considerable advance before
I could even allow them to be so much as women.

It was mentioned to me, the other day, that there is
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some probability we may see you in England by the win^

ter. When I considered only my private satisfaction, I

heard tliis with a very sensible pleasure. But as I have

long learned to submit my own interests to yours, I could

not but regret there was a likelihood of your being so soon

called off from one of the most advantageous opportuni-

ties of improvement that can attend a sensible mind. An
ingenious Italian author, of your acquaintance, compares
a judicious traveller to a river, which increases its stream

the farther it flows from its source ; or to certain springs,

which, running through rich veins of mineral, improve their

qualities as they pass along. It were pity then you should

be checked in so useful a progress, and diverted from a
course, from whence you may derive so many noble ad-

vantages. You have hitherto, I imagine, been able to do
little more than lay in materials for your main design.—

But six months now, would give you a truer notion of what
is worthy of observation in the countries through which
you pass, than twice that time when you were less ac-

quainted with the languages. The truth is, till a man is

capable of conversing with ease among the natives of any
country, he can never be able to form ^ just and adequate

idea of their policy and manners. He who sits at a play

without understanding the dialect, may indeed discover

which of the actors are best dressed, and how well the

scenes are painted or disposed; but the characters and
conduct of the drama must for ever remain a secret to

him. Adieu. I am, &c.

LETTER V.

TO CLYTANDEK.

If I had been a party in the conversation you mention, I

should have joined, I believe, with your friend, in support-

ing those sentiments you seem to condemn. I will ven-

ture, indeed, to acknowledge, that I have long been of

opinion, the moderns pay too blind a deference to the an-
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cients ; and though I have the highest veneration for se-

veral of their remains, yet I am inclined to think they

have occasioned us the loss of some excellent originals.

They are the proper and best guides, I allow, to those

who have not the force to break out into new paths. Bu^
whilst it is thought sutticient praise to be their followers,

genius is checked in her flights, and many a fair tract lies

undiscovered in the boundless regions of imagination.

Thus, had Virgil trusted more to his native strength, the

Romans, perhaps, might have seen an original r^pic in

their language. But Homer was considered by that ad-

mired poet, as the sacred object of his first and principal

attention ; and he seemed to think it the noblest triumph

of genius, to be adorned with the spoils of that glorious

chief.

You will tell me, perhaps, that even Homer himself

was indebted to the ancients ; that the full streams he dis-

pensed, did not flow from hrs own source, but were de-

rived to him from an higher. This, I acknowledge, has

been asserted ; but asserted without proof, and, I may
venture to add, without probability. He seems to have

stood alone and unsupported ; and to have stood, for that

very reason, so much the nobler object of admiration.

Scarce, indeed, I imagine, would his works have received

that high regard which was paid to them from their earli-

est appearance, had they been formed upon prior models;

had they shone only with reflected light.

But will not this servile humour of subjecting the pow-
ers of invention to the guidance of the ancients, account,

in some degree at least, for our meeting with so small a

number of authors who can claim the merit of being ori-

ginals ? Is not this a kind of submission, that damps the

fire, and weakens the vigour of the mind ? For the ancients

seem to be considered by us as so many guards to pre-

vent the free excursions of imagination, and set bounds to

her flight. Whereas they ought rather to be looked upon
(the few, 1 mean, who are themselves originals) as encou-

ragements to a full and uncontrolled exertion of her facul-

ties. But if here or there a poet has courage enough to

trust to his own unassisted reach of thought, his example
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does not seem so much to incite others to make the same
adventurous attempts, as to confirm them in the humble
disposition of imitation. For if he succeeds, he immedi-
ately becomes himself the occasion of a thousand models:
if he does not, he is pointed out as a discouraging instance

of the folly of renouncing those established leaders which
antiquity has authorized. Thus invention is depressed, and
genius enslaved : the creative power of poetry is lost, and
the ingenious, instead of exerting that productive faculty,

which alone can render them the just objects of admira-

tion, are humbly contented with borrowing both the mate-
rials and the plans of their mimic structures, I am, &c.

LETTER VI.

TO ORONTES.
March 10, I729.

There is nothing, perhaps, wherein mankind are more
frequently mistaken, tlian in thejudgments which they pass

on each other. The stronger lines, indeed, in every man^s

character, must always be marked too clearly and distinct-

ly to deceive even the most careless observer; and no
one, I am persuaded, was ever esteemed in the general

opinion of the world, as highly deficient in his moral or in-

tellectual qualities, who did not justly merit his reputa-

tion. But I speak only of those more nice and delicate

traits which distinguish the several degrees of probity and
good sense, and ascertain the quantum (if I may so express

it) of human merit. The powers of the soul are so often

concealed by modesty, diffidence, timidity, and a thousand

other accidental affections ; and the nice complexion of

her moral operations depends so entirely on those internal

principles from whence they proceed; that those who form
their notions of others by casual and distant views, must
unavoidably be led into very erroneous judgments. Even
Orontes, with all his candou»and penetration, is not, I per-

ceive, entirely secure from mistakes of this sort ; and the

s entiments you expressed in your last letter ccmcerning



Varus, are by no means agreeable to the truth of his cha-

racter.

It must be acknowledged, at the same time, that Va-

rus is an exception to all general rules : neither his head

nor his heart are exactly to be discovered by those indexes

which are usually supposed to point directly to the genius

and temper of other men. Thus, with a memory that

will scarce serve him for the common purposes of life,

with an imagination even more slow than his memory,
and with an attention that could not carry him through

the easiest proposition in Euclid ; he has a sound and ex-

cellent understanding, joined to a refined and exquisite

taste. But the rectitude of his sentiments seems to arise less

from reflection than sensation ; rather from certain suitable

feehngs which the objects that present themselves to his

consideration instantly occasion in his mind, than from

the energy of any active faculties which he is capable of

exerting for that purpose. His conversation is unenter-

taining : for though he talks a great deal, all that he ut-

ters is delivered with labour and hesitation. Not that his
' ideas are really dark and confused ; but because he is

never contented to convey them in the first words that oc-

cur. Like the orator mentioned by Tully, metuens ne

vitiosum colUgeret, etiam verum sanguinem deperdebat, he
expresses himself ill by always endeavouring to express

himself better. His reading cannot so properly be said

to have rendered him knowing, as not ignorant : it has

rather enlarged, than filled his mind.
His temper is as singular as his genius, and both equal-

ly mistaken by those who only know him a little. If you
were to judge of him by his general appearance, you
would believe him incapable of all the more delicate sen-

sations: nevertheless, under a rough and boisterous be-

haviour, he conceals a heart full of tenderness and hu-

manity. He has a sensibility of nature, indeed, beyond
what I ever observed in any other man ; and I have of-

ten seen him affected by those little circumstances, which
would make no impression on a mind of less exquisite

feelings. This extreme sensibility in his temper influ-

-ences his speculations as well as his actions, and he hovers



between various hypotheses without settling upon any, by
giving importance to these minuter difficulties which
would noi be strong enough to suspend a more active and
vigorous mind. In a word, Varus is in the number of
those whom it is impossible not to admire, or not to de-

spise; and, at the same time that he is the esteem of all

his friends, he is the contempt of all his acquaintance.—
Adieu. I am, &c.

LETTER VII.

TO HORTENSIUS.

Your excellent brawn wanted no additional recommen-
dation to make it more acceptable but that of your com-
pany. However, though I cannot share it with my friend,

I devote it to his memory, and make daily offerings of it

to a certain divinity, whose temples, though now well-

nigh deserted, were once held in the highest veneration :

she is mentioned by ancient authors under the name and
title of Diva Amicitia. To her I bring the victim you
have furnished me with, in all the pomp of Roman rites.

Wreathed with the sacred vitta, and crowned with the

branch of rosemary, I place it on an altar of well-polished

mahogany, where I pour libations over it of acid wine,

and sprinkle it with flour of mustard. I deal out certain

portions to those who assist at this social ceremony, re-

minding them, with an hoc age, of the important business

upon which they are assembled ; and conclude the festi-

<val with this votive couplet

:

Close as this brawn the circling fillet binds,

JMay friendship's sacred bauds unite our minds

!

Farewel. I am, &c.
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LETTER VIIL

TO CLYTANDE^l.
July 2, 1736.

You must have been greatly distressed, indeed, Cly-

tander, when you thought of calling me in as your auxili-

ary, in the debate you mention. Or was it not rather a

motive of generosity which suggested that design ? and

you were willing, perhaps, I should share the glory of a

victory which you had already secured. Whatever your

intention was, mine is always to comply with your requests;

and I very readily eiiter the lists, when I am at once to

combat iri the cause of truth and on the side of my
friend.

It is not necessary, I think, in order to establish the

credibility of a particular Providence, to deduce it (as

your objector, I find, seems to require) from known and

undisputed facts. I should be exceedingly cautious in

pointing out any supposed instances of that kind ; as those

who are fond of indulging themselves in determining the

precise cases wherein they imagine the immediate inter-

position of the Div inity is discoverable, often run into the

weakest and most injurious superstitions. It is impossi-

ble, indeed, unless we were capable of looking through

the whole chain of things, and of viewing each effect in

its remote connexions and final issues, to pronounce of

any contingency, that it is absolutely and in its ultimate

tendencies either good or bad. That can only be known
by the great Author of nature, who comprehends the full

extent of our total existence, and sees the influence

which every particular circumstance will have in the gene-

ral sum of our happiness. But though the peculiar points

of divine interposition are thus necessarily, and from the

natural imperfectionof our discerning faculties, extremely

dubious, yet it can by no means from thence be justly infer-

red, that the doctrine of a particular Providence is either

groundless or absurd : the general principle may be true,

though the application of it to any given purpose be in-

volved in very inextricable difficulties.
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The notion, that the material world is governed by ge-

neral mechanical laws, has induced your friend to argue
that " it is probable the Deity should act by the same
*' rule of conduct in the intellectual; and leave moral
" agents entirely to those consequences which necessarily
" result from the particular exercise of their original

" powers." But this hypothesis takes a question for

granted, which requires much proof before it can be
admitted. The grand principle which preserves this sys-

tem of the universe in all its harmonious order, is gra-

vity, or that property by which all the particles of mat-
ter mutually tend to each other. Now this is a power
which, it is acknowledged, does not essentially reside in

matter, but must be ultimately derived from the action

of some immaterial cause. Why therefore may it not
reasonably be supposed to be the effect of the divine

agency, immediately and constantly operating for the

preservation of this wonderful machine of nature ? Cer-
tain, at least, it is, that the explication which Sir Isaac

Newton has endeavoured to give of this wonderful phe-

nomenon, by means of his subtil ether, has not afforded

universal satisfaction : and it is the opinion of a very

great writer, who seems to have gone far into enquiries

©f this abstruse kind, that the numberless effects of this

power are inexplicable upon mechanical principles, or in

any other way than by having recourse to a spiritual

agent, who connects, moves, and disposes all things ac-

cording to such methods as best comport with his incom-
prehensible purposes.

But successful villany and oppressed virtue are deemed,
I perceive, in the account of your friend, as powerful in-

' stances to prove that the Supreme Being remains an unin-

terposing spectator of what is transacted upon this theatre

of the world. However, ere this argument can have a de-

termining weight, it must be proved (which yet, surely,

never can be proved) that prosperous iniquity has ail those

advantages in reality which it may seem to have in ap-

pearance ; and that those accidents which are usually es-

teemed as calamities, do, in truth, and in the just scale of

things, deserve to be distinguished by that appellation.
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It is a noble saying of the philosopher cited by Seneca,
that " there cannot be a more unhappy man in the world
" than he who has never experienced adversity.** There
is nothing, perhaps, in which mankind are more apt to

make false calculations, than in the article both of their

own happiness and that of others ; as there are few, I be-
lieve, who have lived any time in the world, but have
found frequent occasions to say with the poor hunted stag

in the fable, who was entangled by those horns he had but
just before been admiring

:

O me infelicem f qui nunc demum intelligo,

Ut ilbi mihi prqfueriitt quir (teKpereram,
Et qua laudaram quantum luctui habuerint. Phacd.

If we look back upon the sentiments of past ages, we
shall find the opinion for which I am contending has pre-

vailed from the remotest account of time. It must un-
doubtedly have entered the world as early as religion her-

self; since all institutions of that kind must necessarily be
founded upon the supposition of a particular Providence.

It appears, indeed, to have been the favourite doctrine

of some of the most distinguished names in antiquity.

—

Xenophon tells us, when Cyrus led out his army against

thr A'Jsvrians, the nord which he gave to his soldiers was,

ZEYS ITMMAXOS KAI HFEMnN, " Jupiter the
" defender and conductor :" and he represents that prince

as attributing success, even in the sports of the field, to

Divine Providence. Thus, likewise, Timoleon, as the
author of his life assures us, believed every action of
mankind to be under the immediate influence of the gods:
and Livy remarks of the first Scipio Africanus, that he
never undertook any important affair, either of private or
pubfic concern, without going to the Capitol in order to

implore the assistance of Jupiter, Balbus, the stoic, in

the dialogue on tlie nature of the gods, expressly de-
clares for a particular providence: and Cicero himself,

in one of his orations, imputes that superior glory which
attended the Roman nation, singly to this animating per-

suasion. But none of the ancients seem to have had a
stronger impression of this truth upon their minds, than
the immortal liomer. Every page in the works of that

c



divine poet will furnish proofs of this observation. I can-

1

not, however, forbear mentioning"; one or two remarkable
instances, which just now occur to me. When the Gre-
cian chiefs cast lots which of tliem should accept the chal-

lenge of Hector, the poet describes the army as lifting

up their eyes and hands to heaven, and imploring the

gods that they would direct the lot to fall on one of their

most distinguished heroes

:

Aetoi,— ^soicri ^b yit^xs ocviay^ov,

Xvj ijjoclsp. in Aixvla. XocyHVy vi Tvoeos viov,

H exvTov BxaiXiricx. 'cyoX-jy^fvo'oio Myx.ijwtjs'.*

So likewise Antenor proposes to the Trojans the resti-

tution of Helen, as having no hopes, he tells them, that

any thing would succeed with them after they had broken
the faith of treaties

:

yvv o^vLix tJi^x

EXTTo^a/ ExifAsso-S'aK.t

And indeed Homer hardly ever makes his heroes succeed

fas his excellent translator justly observes) unless they

have first offered a prayer to heaven. " He is perpetu-
" ally," says Mr. Pope, " acknowledging the hand of God
" in all events, and ascribing to that alone all the vic-

" tories, triumphs, rewards, or punishments of men. The
" irrand moral laid down at the entrance of his poem, A<or
*' ^' ET£X«£To 0eXv), The will of God was fulfilled, runs
" through his whole work, and is, with a most remarka-
* ble care and conduct, put into the mouths of his great-
" est and wisest persons on every occasion."

• The people pray with Hfted eyes and hands,

And vows like those ascend from all the bands:
Grant, thou, Almighty, in whose hand is fate,

A worthy champion for the Grecian state

:

This task let Ajax or Tydides prove,

Or he, the khig of kings, belov'd of Jove. Pope.

t The ties of faith, the sworn alliance broke.

Our impious battles the just gods provoke. Pope.
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Upon the whole, Clytandcr, we may safely assert, that

the belief of a particular providence is founded upon such

probable reasons as may well justify our assent. It would
bcarce, therefore, be wise to renounce an opinion, which
affords so tirm a support to the soul in those seasons

wherein she stands most in need of assistance, merely be-

cause it is not possible, in questions of this kind, to solve

every dithculty which attends them. If it be highly con-

sonant to the general notions of the benevolence of the

Deity (as highly consonant it surely is) that he should

not leave so impotent a creature as man to the single

guidance of his own precarious faculties; who would
abandon a belief so full of the most enlivening consola-

tion, in compliance with those metaphysical reasonings

which are usually calculated rather to silence, than to sa-

tisfy, an humble enquirer after truth ? Who indeed
would wish to be convinced, that he stands unguarded by
that heavenly shield, which can protect him against all

the assaults of an injurious and malevolent world ? The
truth is, the belief of a particular providence is the most
animating persuasion that the miufl of man can embrace

;

it gives strength to our hopes, and firmness to our resolu-

tions ; it subdues the insolence of prosperity, and draws
out the sting of affliction. In a word, it is like the gol-

den branch to which Virgil's hero was directed, and af-

fords the only secure passport through the regions of
darkness and sorrow. I am, &c.

LETTER IX.

TO TIMOCLEA.
July 29, 1748.

It is with wonderful satisfaction I find you are grown
such an adept in the t)ccult arts, and that you lake a lau-

dable pleasure in the ancient and ingenious study of mak-
ing and solving riddles. It is a science, undoubtedly, of
most necessary acquirement, and deserves to make a part

in the education of both sexes. Those of yours may by
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this raeuns very innocently indulge their usual curiosity

of discovering and disclosing a secret; whilst such amongst
ours who have a turn for deep speculations, and are fond
o{ puzzling themselves and others, may exercise their fa-

culties this way with much private satisfaction, and with-

out the least disturbance to the public. It is an art, in-

deed, which I w ould recommend to the encouragement of
both the universities, as it alfords the easiest and shortest

method of conveying some of the most useful principles

of logic, and might therefore be introduced as a very pro-

per substitute in tlie room of those dry systems, which
are at present in vogue in those places of education. For,

as it consists in discovering truth under borrowed appear-
ances, it might prove of wonderful advantage in every

branch of learning, by habituating the mind to separate

all foreign ideas, and consequently preserving it from that

grand source of error, the being deceived by false con-
nexions In short, Timoclea, this your favourite science

contains the sum of all human policy ; and as there is no
passing through the world without sometimes mixing with

fools and knaves ; who would not choose to be master
of the enigmatical art, in order, on proper occasions, to

be able to lead aside craft and impertinence from their

aim, by the convenient artifice of a prudent disguise ? It

was the maxim of a very wise prince, that " he who
" knows not how to dissemble, knows not how ta reign ;"

and I desire you would receive it as mine, that " he who
** knows not how to riddle, knows not how to live."

But besides t!ie general usefulness of this art, it will

have a further recommendation to all true admirers of
antiquity, as being practised by the most considerable

personages of early times. It is almost three thousand
years ago since Samson proposed his famous riddle so well

known ; though the advocates for ancient learning must
forgive me, if in this article I attribute the superiority to

the moderns : for if we may judge of the skill of the for-

mer in this profound art, by that remarkable specimen of
it, the geniuses of those early ages were by no means
equal to those which our times have produced. But, as a
friend of mine has lately finished, and intends very shortly
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to publish, a most curious work in folio, wherein he has

fully proved that important point, I will not anticipate

the pleasure you will receive by perusing; his ingenious

performance. In the mean while let it be remembered
to the immortal glory of this art, that the wisest man, as

well as the greatest prince that ever lived, is said to have

amused himself and a neighbouring monarch in trying the

strength of each other's talents in this way ; several rid-

dles, it seems, having passed between Solomon and lliram,

upon condition that he who failed in the solution should

incur a certain penalty. It is recorded, likewise, of the

great father of poetry, even the divine Homer himself,

that he had a- taste of this sort; and we are told, by a

Greek writer of his life, that he died with vexation for

not being able to discover a riddle, which was proposed

to him by some fishermen at a certain island called 16.

I am inclined to think, indeed, that the ancients in

general were such admirers of this art, as to inscribe rid-

dles upon their tombstmies, and that, not satisfied w ith

pu/zling the world in their life time, they bequeathed enig-

matical legacies to the public after their decease. My
conjecture is founded upon an ancient inscription, which 1

will venture to quote to you, though it is in Latin, as your

friend and neighhour the antiquarian will, I am persuaded,

be very glad of obliging you with a dissertation upon it.

Be pleased then to ask him, whether he does not think

that the following inscription favours my sentiments

:

VJATORES. OPTIMr.

HI?. NVGIS. GRYPHIS. AMBAGIBVSQVE.
MEIS. CONDONARE. POSCIMUS.

However this may be, it is certain that it was one of the

.great entertainments of the pastoral life, and therefore, if

for no other reason, highly deserving the attention of our

modern Arcadians. You remember, I dare say, the riddle

•which the shepherd Dametas proposes to Maenalcas, in

Dryden's V^irgil-.

Say where the round of Hrav'n, which all contains.

To three short ells on earth our sight restrains

:

Tell that, and rise a Phrebus for thy pains.
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This aenigma, which has exercised the guesses of many a

learned critic, i-emains yet unexplained ; which I mention

not only as an instance of the wonderful penetration which

is necessary to render a man a complete adept in this most

noble science, but as an incitement to you to employ your

skill in attempting the solution. And now, Timoclea, what
will your grave friend say, who reproached you, it seems,

for your riddling genius, when he shall find you are thus

able to defend your favourite study by the lofty examples

of kings, commentators and poets ? I am, &c.

LETTER X.

TO PHTDIPPUS.

Hardly, I imagine, were you in earnest, when you re-

quired my thoughts upon friendship : for to give you the

truest idea of that generous intercourse, may I not justly

refer you back to the sentiments of your own heart ?

I am sure, at least, I have learned to improve my own
notions of that refined affection, by those instances which
I have observed in yourself; as it is from thence I have
received the clearest conviction, that it derives all its

strength and stability from virtue and good sense.

There is not, perhaps, a quality more uncommon in thff

world, than that which is necessary to form a man for this

refined commerce : for however sociableness may be es-

teemed a just characteristic of our species, friendliness, I

am persuaded, will scarce be found to enter into its general

definition. The qualifications requisite to support and
conduct friendship in all its strength and extent, do not
seem to be sufficiently diffused among the human race, to

render them the distinguishing marks of mankind ; unless

generosity and good sense should be allowed Cwhat they

never can be allowed) universally to prevail. On the con-
trary, how few are in possession of those most amiable of
endowments ? How few are capable of that noble eleva-

tion of mind, which raises a man above those little jealou-
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sLes and rivalshipe Uiat shoQt up in the paths of comiBon
amities ?

We should not. indeed, so often hear complaints of the

inconstancy and falseness of friends, if the world in gene-

ral were more cautious than they usually are, in forming

connexions of this kind. But the misfortune is, our friend-

ships are apt to be tooforzoardy and thus either fall off in

the blossom, or never arrive atJust maturity. It is an ex-

cellent piece of advice, thereh)re, that the poet MartiaJ

gives upon this occasion :

Tu tantum inspice, qui novus paratuTy
An possit fit-ri vetus sodalis.

Were I to make trial of any person's qualifications for

an union of so much delicacy, there i§ no part of his con-

duct I would sooner sin;»le out, than to observe him iij

his resentments. And this not upon the maxim frequent-

ly advanced, " that the best friends make the bitterest

" enemies ;" but, on the contrary, because I am persuaded
that he who is capable of beintj a bitter eneniy, can never

possess the necessary virtues that constitute a true friend.

For must he not want generosity (that most essential prin-

ciple of an amicable combination) who can be so mean as

to indulge a spirit of sef^/erf revenge, and coolly triumph
ip the oppression of an adversary ? Accordingly there is

no circumstance in the character of the excellent Agrico-
la, that gives me a higher notion of the true heroism of his

mind, than what the historian of his life mentions con-
cerning his conduct in this particular instance. Ex Ira-

cundia (says Tacitus) nihil supererat : secretum et silenti-

wn (jus non tinieres. His elevated spirit was too great to

suffer his resentment to survive the occasion of it; and
those who provoked his indignation had nothing to appre-
hend from the secret and silent workings of unextinguished
mahrc. But the practice, it must be owned, (perhaps
I might have said the principle too) of the world runs
strongly on the side of the contrary disposition; and thus,

io opposition to that generous sentiment of your admired
orator, which I have so often heard you quote mth ap-
plause, our friendships are mortal, whiUt it is our erynities

only that never di^.
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But though judgment must collect the materials of
this goodly structure, it is affection that gives the cement;
and passion as well as reason should concur in forming a
firm and lasting coalition. Hence, perhaps, it is, that

not only the most powerful, but the most lasting friend-

ships are usually the produce of the early season of our
lives, when we are most susceptible of the warm and af-

fectionate impressions. The connexions into which we
enter in any after period, decrease in strength, as our pas-

sions abate in heat ; and there is not, I believe, a single

instance of a vigorous friendship that ever struck root in

a bosom chilled %y years. How irretrievable then is the

loss of those best and fairest acquisitions of our youth?

Seneca, talcing notice of Augustus Caesar's lamenting,

upon a certain occasion, the death of Macenas and
Agrippa, observes, that he who could instantly repair

the destruction of whole fleets and armies, and bid Rome,
after a general conflagration, rise out of her ashes even
with more lustre than before; was yet unable, during a
whole hfe, to fill up those lasting vacancies in his friend-

ship : a reflection which reminds me of renewing my soli-

citations, that you would be more cautious in hazarding a

life which I have so many reasons to love and honour.

For whenever an accident of the same kind shall separate
(and what other accident can separate) the happy union

which has so long subsisted between us, where shall I re-

trieve so severe a loss? I am utterly indisposed to enter into

new habitudes, and extend the little circle of my friend-

ships, happy if I may but preserve it firm and unbroken to

the closing moment of my life! Adieu. I am, &c.

LETTER XI.

TO HORTENSIUS.
August 12, 1742.

If any thing could tempt me to read the Latin poem
you mention, it would be your recommendation. But
shall I venture to own, that I have no taste for modern
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compositions of that kind ? There is one prejudice which

always renmins with me against them, and which I have

never yet found cause to renounce ; no true genius, I am
persuaded, would submit to write any considerable poem
m a dead language. A poet, who glows with the genu-

ine fire of a warm and lively imagination, will find the

copiousness of his own native English scarce sufficient to

convey his ideas in all their strength and energy. The
most comprehensive language sinks under the weight of

great conceptions ; and a pregnant imagination disdains

to stint the natural growth of her thoughts, to the con-

fined standard of classical expression. An ordinary ge-

nius, indeed, may be humbly contented to pursue words

through indexes and dictionaries, and tamely borrow

phrases from Horace and Virgil ; but could the elevated

mvention of Milton, or the brilliant sense of Pope, have

ingloriously submitted to lower the force and majesty of

the most exalted and nervous sentiments, to the scanty

measure of the Ronmii dialect ? For copiousness is by

no means in the number of those advantages which at-

tend the Latin language ; as many of the ancients have

both confessed and lamented. Thus Lucretius and Se-

neca complain of its deficiency with respect to subjects

of philosophy ; as PUny the younger owns he found it in-

capable of furnishing him with proper terms, in compo-

sitions of wit and humour. But if the Romans themselves

found their language thus penurious, in its entire and

most ample supplies ; how much more contracted must

it be to us, who are only in possession of its broken and

scattered remains?

To say truth, I have observed, in most of the modern
I.atin poems which I have accidentally run over, a re-

markable barrenness of sentiment, and have generally

found the poet degraded into the parodist. It is usually

the little dealers on Parnassus, who have not a sufficient

stock of genius to launch out into a more enlarged com-

merce with the Muses, that hawk about these classical

gleanings. The style of these performances always puts

me in mind of Harlequin's snuff, which he collected by

borrowing a pinch out of every man's box he could meet.
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and then retailed it to his customers under tl>e pompous
title of tabac de miUe fleurs. Half a line from Virgil or

Lucretius, pieced out with a bit from Horace or Juvenal,

is generally the motley mixture which enters into com-
positions of this sort. One may apply to these jack-daw
poets, with their stolen featliers, what Martial says to a

contemporary plagiarist

:

Stat contra, dicitque tibi tua pagina : Fur es.

This kind of theft, indeed, every man must necessarily

commit, who sets up for a poet in a dead language, —
For, to express himself with propriety, he must not only

be sure that every single word which he uses is autho-

rized by the best writers, but he must not even venture

to throw them out of that particular combination in

wliich he finds them connected : otherwise he may run

into the most barbarous solecisms. To explain my mean-
ing by an instance from modern language: the French
words arene and rive, are both to be met with in their

approved authors ; and yet if a foreigner, unacquainted

^^ith the niceties of that language, should take the liberty

of bringing those two words together, as in the following

verse,

Sur la rive dii fleuve amassant de V arene ;

he would be exposed to the ridicule, not only of the cri-

tics, but of the most ordinary mechanic in Paris. For
the idiom of the French tongue will not admit of the ex-

pression sur la rive du^fieuve, but requires the phrase sur

le hard de la riviere ; as they never say amasser de I'arene

but du sable. The same observation may be extended to

all languages, whether living or dead. But as no reason-

ings from analogy can be of the least force in determining

the idiomatic proprieties of any language whatsoever ; a

modern Latin poet has no other method of being sure of

avoiding absurdities of this kind, than to take whole

phrases as he finds them formed to his hands. Thus, in-

-stead of accommodating his expression to his sentiment,

(if any he should have) he must necessarily bend his sen-

timent to his expression, as he is not at liberty to strike

4)ut into that boldness of style, and those uncjtpected
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combinations of words, which give such grace and encrjTy

to the thoughts of every true genius. True genius, in-

deed, is as much discovered by style, as by any other

distinction; and every eminent writer, without indulging

any unwarranted licences, has a language which he de-

rives from himself, and which is peculiarly and literally

his own.
I would recommend, therefore, to these empty echoes

of the ancients, which owe their voice to the ruins of

Rome, the advice of an old philosopher to an affected

orator of his times: Vive moribus prateritis, "smd he, lo-

guere verbis prcesentibus. Let these poets form their con-

duct, if th€y please, by the manners of the ancients ; but

if they would prove their genius, it must be by the lan-

guage of the moderns. I would not, however, have you
imagine, that I exclude all merit from a qualification of

this kind. To be skilled in the mechanism of Latin verse,

is a talent, I confess, extremely worthy of a pedagogue
;

as it is an exercise of singular advants^e to his pupils.

—

Adieu. I am, &:c.

LETTER XII.

TO AMASIA.
July 8, 1744.

If good manners will not justify my long silence, policy

at least will : and you must confess, there is some pru-

dence in not owning a debt one is incapable of paying.

1 have the mortification, indeed, to find myself engaged in

a commerce, which I have not a sufficient fund to sup-

port, though I must add, at the same time, if you expect

an equal return of entertainment for that which your let-

ters afford, I know not where you will find a correspon-

dent. You will scarcely at least look for him in the de-

sart, or hope for any thing very lively from a man who is

obliged to seek his companions among the dead. You
who dwell in a land flowing with mirth and good humour,
meet with many a gallant occurrence worthy of record;
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but what can a village produce, which Is more famous

For repose than for action, and is so much behind the man-
ners of the present age, as scarce to have got out of the

simplicity of the first ? The utmost of our humour rises

no higher than punch ; and all that we know of assem-

blies, is once a year round our May-pole. Thus unqua-

liMed, as I am, to contribute to your amusement, I am as

much at a loss to supply my oicn ; and am obliged to have

recourse to a thousand stratagems to help me off with

those lingering hours, which run so swiftly, it seems, by

you. As one cannot always, you know, he playing at

push-pin, I sometimes employ myself with a less philoso-

phical diversion ; and either pursue butterflies, or hunt

rhymes, as the weather and the seasons permit. This

morning not proving very favourable to my sports of the

field, I contented myself with those under covert ; and as

I am not at present supplied with any thing better for

your entertainment, will you suffer me to set before you
some of my game ?

A TALE.

Ere Saturn's sons vrere yet disgrac'd,

And heathen gods were all the taste,

Full oft (we read) 'twas Jove's high will

To take the air on Ida's hill.

It chanc'd, as once, with serious ken.

He view'd from thence the ways of men.
He saw (and pity touch'd his breast)

The world by three foul fiends possest.

Pale Discord there, and Folly vain,

With haggard Vice, upheld their reign.

Then forth he sent his summons high,

And call'd a senate of the sky.

Hound as the winsred orders prest,

Jove thus his sacred mind cxpress'd :

" Say, which of all ti»is«hining train
" Will ^'zrfMP'S' conflict hard sustain ?

*' For see ! she di-oopino; takes her flight,

" While not .a god supports her right."

He paub'd—when, from amidst the sky.
Wif:, Innoce7ice, aud Harmony,
With one united zeal arose,

The triple tyrants to oppose.-

That instant from the realms of day.
With gen'rous speed they took their way ;

To Britain s isle direct their car,

And enter'd with the ev'ning star.
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Beside the road a mansion stood.

Defended by a circlin;? ^^•ood.

Hillier, dis^uis'd, their steps they benJ,

In hopes, perchance, to find a friend.

Nor vain their hope ; for records say

Worth ne'er from thence was turn'd away.
They urge tlie traveler's common chance.

And ev ry piteous plea advance.

Tlie artful tale that Hit had feign'd.

Admittance easy soon obtain'd.

The dame who owud, adom'd the place ;

Three blooming daughters addexl grace.

Tl>e first, with aentlest manners blest,

And temper sweet, each heart posscst

;

"Who view'd her, catch'd the tender flame ;.

And soft Amasia was her name.
In spri!;htly sense and polish'd air.

What maid with Mira might compare .'

While Lucia's eyes and Lucia's lyre,

Did unresisted love mspire.

Imagine now the table clear,

And mirth in ev'ry face appear:
Ti'he song, the tale, the jest went round.
The jiddle daik, the trick profound.

Thus each admiring and admir'd,

The hosts and guests at length retir'd :

When Wit thus spake her sister-train

;

" Faith, friends, our errand is but vain

—

" Quick let us meaaare back the sky ;

" These nymphs alone may well supply
" WU, Inttocence, and Uarnumy."

You see to what expedient solitude has reduced me,
when I am thus forced to string rhymes, as boys do birds'

eggs, ill order to while away my idle hours. But a gayer

scene is, I trust, approaching, and the day will shortly, I

hope, arrive, when I shall only complain that it steals away
too fast. It is not from any improvement in the objects

which surround me, that I expect this wondrous change

;

Bor yet that a longer familiarity will render them more
agreeabhe. It is from a proinise I received that Amasia
will visit the hermit in his cell, and disperse the gloom of
a solitaire by the cheerfulness of her conversation. What
inducements shall I mention to prevail with you to hasten

that day } Shall I tell you that I have a bower over-arched

with jessamine.? that I have an oak which is the favourite

haunt of a dryad .? that I have a plantation which flou-

rishes with all the verdure of May, in the midst of all the

cold of December ? Or, may I not hope that I have some-
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tWng still more prevailing with you than all these, as I can
with truth assure you, that I have a heart v\ hich is faith-

fully yours, &c.

LETTER XIII.

TO PHILOTES.

Among all the advantages which attend friendship,

there is not one more valuable than the liberty it admits

in laying open the various affections of one's mind, with-

out reserve or disguise. There is something in disclosing

to a friend the occasional emotions of one's heart, that

wonderfully contributes to sooth and allay its perturba-

tions, in ail its most pensive or anxious moments. ISature,

indeed, seems to have cast us with a general disposition

to communication : though at the same time it must be
acknowledged, there are few to whom one may safely be

communicative. Have I not reason, then, to esteem it

as one of the most desirable circumstances of my life,

that I dare, without scruple or danger, think aloud to

Philotes? It is merely to exercise that happy privlege,

I now take up my pen; and you must expect nothing in

this letter but the picture of my heart in one of its sple-

netic hours. There are cert.'iin seasons, perhaps, in every

man's life, when he is dissatisfied with himself and every

thing around him, without being able to give a substantial

reason for being so. At least I am unwilling to think

that this dark cloud, which at present hangs over my mind,

is peculiar to my constitution, and never gathers in any
breast but my own. It is much more, however, my concern

to dissipate this vapour in myself, than to discover that it

sometimes arises in others : as there is no disposition a
man would rather endeavour to cherish, than a constant

aptitude of being pleased. But my practice will not al-

ways credit my philosophy ; and I find it much easier to

point out my distemper than to remove it. After all, is

it not a mortifying consideration, that the powers of rea-
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son should be less prevalent than those of nmtter ; and
that a page of Seneca cannot raise the spirits, when a pint

of claret will? It might, nielhinks, somewhat abate the
insolence of human pride to consider, that it is but in-

creasing or diminishing the velocity of certain fluids in the
animal machine, to elate the soul with the gayest hopes,
or sink her into the deepest despair ; to depress the hero
into a coward, or advance the coward into a hero. It is

to some such mechanical cause I am inclined to attribute

the present gloominess of my mind: at the same time 1

will confess, there is s<jmcthing in that very consideration

which gives strength to the tit, and renders it so much the
more ditHcult to throw off. For, tell nw», is it not a dis-

couraging reflection to find one's self servile (as Shake-
speare expresses it) to every skyey influence, and ti)e sport

of every paltry atom ? to owe the ease of one's, mind not
only to the disposition of one's own body, but almost to

that of every other which surrounds us } i^dieu. I am, &c,

LETTER XIV.

TO ORONTES.

The passage you quote is entirely in my sentiments.

I agree both with that celebrated author and yourself,

that our oratory is by no means in a state of perfection ;

and, though it has much strength and solidity, that it

may yet be rendered far more polished and affecting.

The growth, indeed, of eloquence, even in those coun-
tries where she flourished most, has ever been exceed-
ingly slow. Athens had been in possession of all the

other polite improvements, long before her pretensions

to the persuasive arts were in any degree considerable

;

as the earliest orator of note among the Romans did not

appear sooner than about a century before Tally.

That great master of persuasion, taking notice of this

remarkable circumstance, assigns it as an evidence of the

superior ditiiculty of his favourite art. Possibly there
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may be some truth in the observation : but whatever the
cause be, the fact, 1 believe, is undeniable. Accord-
ingly, eloquence has by no means made equal advances
in our own country, with her sister arts ; and though we
have seen some excellent poets, and a few good painters

rise up amongst us, yet I know not whether our nation

can supply us with a single orator of deserved eminence.
One cannot but be surprised at this, when it is consider-

ed that we have a profession set apart for the purposes
of persuasion ; and which not only affords the most ani-

mating and interesting topics of rhetoric, but wherein a
talent of this kind would prove the likeliest, perhaps, of
any other to obtain those ambitious prizes which were
thought to contribute so much to the successful progress

of ancient eloquence.

Among the principal defects of our English orators,

their general disregard of harmony has, I think, been
the least observed. It would be injustice indeed to deny
that we have some performances of this kind amongst us,

tolerably musical : but it must be acknowledged, at the

same time, that it is more the effect of accident than de-

sign, and rather a proof of the power of our language,

than of the art of our orators.

Dr. Tillotson, who is frequently mentioned as having

carried this species of eloquence to its highest perfection,

seems to have had no sort of notion of rhetorical num-
bers : and may I venture, Orontes, to add, without ha-

zarding the imputation of an affected singularity, that I

think no man had ever less pretensions to genuine oraf-

tory, than this celebrated preacher .'' If any thing could

raise a flame of eloquence in the breast of an orator,

there is no occasion upon which, one should imagine, it

would be nv>re likely to break out, than in celebrating

departed merit : yet the two sermons which he preached

upon the death of Mr. Gouge and Dr. Whichcote are asj

cold and languid performances as were ever, perhaps,

produced upon such an animating subject. One cannot

indeed but regret, that he who abounds with such noble

and generous sentiments, should want the art of setting

them off with all the advantage they deserve ; that the
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•sublime in morals should not be attended with a suitable

elevation of language. The truth however is, his words

are frequently ill chosen, and almost always ill-pla<-pd ;

his periods are both tedious and unharmonious ; as his

metaphors are generally mean, and often ridiculous. It

were easy to produce numberless instances in support of

this assertion. Thus, in his sermon preached before

Queen Anne, when she was Princess of Denmark, he

talks of squeezing a parable, thrusting religion hi/, driv-

ing a strict bargain with God, sharking shifts, &c. and,

speaking of the day ofjudgment, he describes the world

as cracking about our ears. I cannot however but ac-

knowledge, in justice to the oratorical character of this

most valuable prelate, that there is a noble simplicity in

some few of his sermons, as his excellent discourse on

siiicerity deserves to be mentioned with particular ap-

plause.

But to show his deficiency in the article I am consi-

dering at present, the following stricture will be suffici-

ent, among many others, that might be cited to the same
purpose, " One might be apt," says he, " to think, at first

" view, that this parable was over done, and wanted some-
" thing of a due decorum ; it being hardly credible, that
" a man after he had been so mercifully and generously
" dealt withal, as upon his humble request to have so huge
** a debt so freely forgiven, should, whilst the memory of
" so much mercy was fresh upon him, even in the very
" next moment, handle his fellow-servant, who had made
" the same humble request to him which he had done to
" his Lord, with so much roughness and cruelty for so in-

" considerable a sum."

This whole period (not to mention other objections

which might justly be raised against it) is unmusical

throughout; but the concluding members, which ought to

have been particularly flowing, are most miserably loose

and disjointed. If the delicacy of Tully's ear was so ex-

quisitely refined, as not always to be satisfied even when
he read Demosthenes, how would it have been offended

at the harshness and dissonance of so unharmonious a

sentence ? d
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Nothing, perhaps, throws our eloquence at a greater dis-

tance from that ot" the ancients, than this gothic arrange-

ra?nt; as those wonderful effects, which sometimes at-

tended their elocution, were, in all probabihty, chiefly

owing to their skill m musical concords. It was by the

charm of numbers, united with the strength of reason,

that Tully confounded the audacious Catiline, and si-

lenced the eloquent Hortensius. It was this that de-

prived Curio of all power of recollection, when be rose

up to oppose that great master of enchanting rhetoric :

it was this, in a word, made «ven Caesar himself tremble
;

nay, what is yet more extraordinary, made Ca'sar alter

his determined purpose, and acquit the man he had re-

solved to condemn.
You will not suspect that I attribute too much to the

power of numerous composition, when you recollect the

instance which Tully produces of its wonderful effect.—

He informs us, you may remember, in one of his rheto-

rical treatises, tbat he was himself a witness of its in-

fluence, as Carbo was once haranguing to the people.

—

When that orator pronounced the followincr sentence,

patris dictum sajnens, tenierifas fi/ii cdinprobdrtt, it was
astonishing, says he, to observe the general applaus<>

which followed that harmonious close. A modern ear,

perhaps, would not be much affected upon this occasion;

and, indeed, it is more than probable, that we are igno-

rant of the art of pronouncing that period with its genuine

emphasis and cadence. V\ e are certain, however, that

the music of it consisted in the diclwree with which it is

terminated : for (^icero him.self assures us, that if the

final measure had been changed, and the words placed iu

a different order, their whole effect would have been ab-

solutely destroyed.

This art was first introduced among the Greeks by
Thrasymachus, though some of the admirers of Isocrates

attributed the invention to that orator. It docs not ap-

pear to have been observed by the Romans till near the

times of- Tully, and even then it was by no means univer-

sally received. The ancient and less numerous manner
of composition, had still many admirers, who were such
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enthusiasts to nntiquity as to adopt her very defects. A
disposition of the same kind may, perhaps, prevent its

being received w ith us ; and while tlie archbishop shall

maintain his authority as an orator, it is not to be expect-
ed that any great advancement will be made in this

species of eloquence. That strength of understanding,
likewise, and solidity of reason, which is so eminently
our national characteristic, may add somewhat to the dif-

ficulty of reconciling us to a study of this kind; as at

first glance it may seem to lead an orator from his grand
and principal aim, and tempt him to make a sacrifice of
sense to sound. It must be acknowledged, indeed, that

in the times which succeeded the dissolution of the Ro-
man republic, this art was so perverted from its true end,
as to become the single study of their enervated orators.

Pliny, the younger, often complains of this contemptible
affectation ; and the polite author of that elegant dialogue
which, with very little probability, is attributed either to

Tacitus or Quintilian, assures us it was tl>e ridiculous

boast of certain orators, in the time of the declension of
genuine eloquence, that their harangues were capable of
being set to music, and sung upoa the stage. But it must
be remembered, that the true end of this art I am recom-
mending, is to aid, not to supersede reason ; that it is so
far from being necessarily effeminate, that it not only adds
grace but strength to the powers of persuasion. For this

purpose Tully and Quintilian, those great masters of nu-
merous composition, have laid it down as a fixed and in-

variable rule, that it must never appear the effect of la-

bour in the orator ; that the tuneful flow of his periods
must always seem the casual result of their disposition

;

and that it is the highest offence against the art, to weakea
the expression, in order to give a more musical tone to
the cadence. In short, that no unmeaning words are to
be tlvrown in merely to fill up the requisite measure, but
that they must still rise in sense as they improve in sound.
I am, &c.
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LETTER XV.

TO CLEOAA.
August 11, T7S8.

Though it is but a few hours since I parted from my
Cleora, yet I have already, you see, taken up my pen to

write to her. You must not expect, however, in this, or
in any of my future letters, that I say fine things to you

;

since 1 only intend to tell you true ones. My heart is

too full to be regular, and too sincere to be ceremonious.
I have changed the manner, not the style of ray former
conversations : and I write to you, as I used to talk to

you, without form or art. Tell me then, with the same
undissembled sincerity, what effect this absence has upon
your usual cheerfulness ? as I will honestly confess, on my
own part, that I am too interested to wish a circum-
stance, so little consistent with my own repose, should be
altogether reconcileable to yours. I have attempted,
however, to pursue your advice, and divert myself by the

subject you recommended to my thoughts : but it is im-
possible, I perceive, to turn off the mind at once from an
object, which it has long dwelt upon with pleasure. My
heart, like a poor bird which is hunted from her nest, is

still returning to the place of its affections, and after some
vain efforts to fly off, settles again where all its cares and
all its tenderness are centered. Adieu.

LETTER XVI.

TO PHILOTES.
August CO, 1739.

I FEAR I shall lose all my credit with you as a gar-

dener, by this specimen which I venture to send you of

the produce of my walls. The snails, indeed, have had

more than their share of my peaches and nectarines this

season : but will you not smile when I tell you, that I

deem it a sort of cruelty to suffer them to be destroyed ?
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r should scarce dare to acknowledge this weakness (as

the generality of the world, no doubt, would call it) had
I not experienced, by many agreeable instances, that I

may safely lay open to you every sentiment of my heart:

To confess the truth, then, I have some scruples with re-

spect to the liberty we assume in the unlimited destruc-

tion of these lower orders of existence. I know not
upon what principle of reason and justice it is, that

mankind have founded their right over the lives of every
creature that is placed in a subordinate rank of being to

themselves. Whatever claim they may have in right of
food and self-defence, did they extend their privilege no
farther than those articles would reasonably carry them,
numberless beings might enjoy their lives in peace, who
are now hurried out of them by the most wanton and un-
necessary cruelties. I cannot, indeed, discover why it

should be thought less inhumane to crush to death a
harmless insect, whose single offence is that he eats that

food which nature has prepared for its sustenance : than
it would be, were I to kill any more bulky creature for

the same reason. There are few tempers so hardened
to the impressions of humanity, as not to shudder at the

thought of the latter; and yet the former is universally

practised without the least check of compassion. This
seems to arise from the gross error of supposing that every
creature is really in itself contemptible, which happens
to be cloathed with a body infinitely disproportionate to

our own ; not considering that great and little are merely
relative terms. But the inimitable Shakespeare would
teach us, that

the poor beetle, that we tread upon,
In corp'ral suflF'rance feels a pang as great
As when a giant dies.

And this is not thrown out in the latitude of poetical ima-
gination, but supported by the discoveries of the most
improved philosophy ; for there is every reason to be-
lieve that the sensations of many insects are as exquisite

as those of creatures of far more enlarged dimensions
;

perhaps even more so. The millepedes, for instance,

rolls itself round, upon the slightest touch ; and the
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snail gathers in her horns upon the least approach of
your hand. Are not these the stronp;est indications of
their sensibility ? and is it any evidence of ours, that we
are not therefore induced to treat them with a more sym-
pathizing tenderness ?

I was extremely pleased with a sentiment I met with
the other day in honest Montaigne. That good-natured
author remarks, that there is a certain general claim of
kindness and benevolence which every species of crea-

tures has a right to from us. It is to be regretted that

this generous maxim is not more attended to, in the affair

of education, and pressed home upon tender minds in its

full extent and latitude. I am far, indeed, from thinking

that the early delight which children discover in torment-
ing flies, &c. is a mark of any innate cruelty of temper

;

because this turn may be accounted for upon other

principles, and it is entertaining unworthy notions of the

Deity to suppose he forms mankind with a propensity to

the most detestable of all dispositions. But most cer-

tainly, by being unrestrained in sports of this kind, they

may acquire by habit, what they never would have learned

from nature, and grow up into a confirmed inattention to

every kind of suffering but their own.- Accordingly, the

supreme court of judicature at Athens thought an in-

stance of this sort not below its cognizance, and punished

a boy for putting out the eyes of a poor bird that had un-
happily fallen into his hands.

It might be of service, therefore, it should seem, in or-

der to awaken, as early as possible, in children, an exten-

sive sense of humanity, to give them a view of several

sorts of insects as they may be magnified by the assistance

of glasses, and to shew them that the same evident marks
of wisdom and goodness prevail in the formation of the

minutest insect, as in that of the most enormous Levia-

than : that they are equally furnished with whatever is

necessary not only to the preservation but the happiness

of their beings, in that class of existence to which Pro-

vidence has assigned them : in a word, that the whole con-

struction of their respective organs distinctly proclaims

them the objects of the divine benevolence, and therefore

that they justly ought to be so of ours. I am, &c.
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LETTER XVII.

TO THE SAME.

Feb. 1, 1738.

You see how much I trust to your ^ood-nature and
your judgment, whilst I am the only person, perhaps,

among your friends, who have ventured to omit a con-

gratulation in I'orm. I am not, however, iiiientionally

guilty ; for I really designed you a visit before now; but

hearing that your acquaintance flowed in upon you from
all quarters, t thought it would be more agreeable to you,

as well as to myself, if I waited till the inundation was
abated. But if I have not joined in the general voice

of congratulation, I have not, however, omitted the sin-

cere, though silent wishes, which the warmest fri»uidship

can suggest to a heart entirely in your interests. Had I

not long since forsaken the regions of poetry, I would
tell you, in the language of that country, how often I

have said, may
all heaVn,

And happy constellations on that hour
Shed their selectest influence ! Milton.

But plain prose will do as well for plain truth; and there

is no occasion for any art to persuade you, that you have,

upon every occurrence of your life, my best good wishes.

I hope shortly to have an opportunity of making myself
better known to Aspasia. When I am so, I shall rejoice

with her, on the choice she has made of a man, from
whom I will undertake to promise her all the happiness
which the state she has entered into can afford. Thus
much I do not scruple to say of her husband tO3^0M ; the

rest I had rather say to her. If upon any occasion you
should mention me, let it be in the character which I
most value myself upon, that of your much obliged and
very aifectionate friend.
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LETTER XVIII.

TO HORTENSIUS.
July 5, 175g.

I CAN by no means subscribe to the sentiments of
vour last letter, nor agree with you in thinking that the
love of fame is a passion which either reason or religion

condemns. I confess, indeed, there are some who have
represented it as inconsistent with both; andl remember,
in particular, the excellent author of The Religion of Na-
ture delineated^ has treated it as highly irrational and ab-

surd. As the passage falls in so thoroughly with your
own turn of thought, you will have no objection, I ima-
gine, to my quoting it at large ; and I give it you, at the

same time, as a very great authority on your side. " In
" reality," says that writer, " the man is not known ever
" the more to posterity, because his name is transmitted
" to them ; He doth not live because his name does.—
" When it is said, Julius Caesar subdued Gaul, conquered
" Pompey, &c. it is the same thing as to say, the con-
" querer of Pompey was Julius Caisar, i. e. Caesar and
" the conqueror of Pompey is the same thing ; Caesar
" is as much known by one designation as by the other.
" The amount then is only this: that theconquerer of Pora-
" pey conquered Pompey ; or somebody conquered some-
" body ; or rather, since Pompey is as little known now
" as Caesar, somebody conquered somebody. Such a poor
" business is this boasted immortality ! and such is the
" thing called glory among us ! To discerning men this

" fame is mere air, and what they despise, if not shun.'*^

But surely, Hwere to consider too curiously (as Horatio
says to Hamlet) to consider thus. For though fame with

posterity should be, in the strict analysis of it, no other

than what is here described, a mere uninteresting propo-

sition, amounting to nothing more than that somebody acted

meritoriously; yet it would not necessarily follow, that

true philosophy would banish the desire of it from the

human breast. For this passion may be (as most certain-

ly it is) wisely implanted in our species, notwithstanding
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die corresponding object should in reality be very differ*

ent from what it appears in imagination. Do not many
of our most refined and even comtemplative pleasures

owe their existence to our mistakes ? It is but extending

(I will not say improving) some of our senses to a higher

degree of acuteness than we now possess them, to make
the fairest views of nature, or the noblest productions of
art, appear horrid and deformed. To see things as they

truly and in themselves are, would not always, perhaps,

be of advantage to us in the intellectual world, any more
than in the natural. But after all, who shall certainly as-

sure us, that the pleasure of virtuous fame dies with its-

possessor, and reaches not to a farther scene of existence ?

There is nothing, it should seem, either absurd or unphi-
losophical in supposing it possible, at least, that the praises

of the good and the judicious, that sueetest music to an
honest ear in this world, may be echoed back to the man-
sions of the next : that the poet's description of Fame
may be literally true, and though she walks upon earth,

she may yet lift her head into heaven.

But can it be reasonable to extinguish a passion which
nature has universally lighted up in the human breast,

and which we constantly find to burn with most strength

and brightness in rhe noblest and best-formed bosoms ?

Accordingly, revelation is so far frotn endeavouring (as

you suppose) to eradicate the seed which nature has thus

deeply planted, that she rather seems, on the contrary,

to cherish and forward its growth. To be exalted with
honour, and to be had in everlasting remembrance, are in?

the number of those eiicouragements which the Jewish
dispensation offered to the virtuous ; as the person from
whom the sacred author of the christian system received'

his birth, is herself represented as rejoicing that all gene-

rations should call her blessed.

To be convinced of the great advantage of cherishing

this high regard to posterity, this noble desire of an after-

life in the breath of others, one need only look back upon
the history of the ancient Greeks and Romans. What
other principle was it, Hortensius, which produced that

exalted strain of virtue in Mose days, that may well serve
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as a model to these ? Was it not the comentiens lam bo--

novum, the incorrupta vox benejudkantium (as Tully calls

it) the concurrent approbation of the ^'^ooc?, the uncorrupted
applause of the wise, that animated their most generous
pursuits ?

To confess the truth, I have been ever inclined to think

it a very dangerous attempt, to endeavour to lessen the
motives of right acting, or to raise any suspicion concern-
ing their solidity. The tempers and dispositions of man-
kind are so extremely different, that it seems necessary
they should be called into action by a variety of incite-

ments. Thus, while some are willing to wed Virtue for
her personal charms, others are engaged to take her for

the sake of her expected dowry: and since her followers

and admirers have so little to hope from her in present,

it were pity, methinks, to reason them out of any imaginary-

advantage in Reversion. Farewel. I am, &c.

LETTER XIX.

TO CLEORA.

I THINK, Cleora, you are the truest female hermit I

ever knew ; at least I do not remember to have met with

any among your sex of the same order with yourself; for

as to the religious on the other side of the water, I can

by no means esteem them worthy of being ranked in your

number. They are a sort of people who either have seen

nothing of the world, or too much ; and where is the me-
rit of giving up what one is not acquainted with, or what
one is weary of? But you are a far more illustrious re-

cluse, who have entered into the world with innocency,.

and retired from it with good humour. That sort of life,

which makes so amiable a figure in the description of

poets and philosophers, and which kings and heroes have

professed to aspire after, Cleora actually enjoys : she

lives her own, free from the follies and impertinences,

the hurry and disappointments of false pursuits of every
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b'md. How much do T prefer one hour of such soUtude,
to all the gHtterin», gh\nng, gaudy days of the ambitious?

I shall not envy them their gold and their silver, their pre-

cious jewels, and their changes of raiment, while you per-
mit mc to join you and Alcximder in your hermitage^
I hope to do so on Sunday evening, and attend you to the
s^ifge of Tyre, or the deserts of Africa, or wherever else

your hero shall lead you. But should I find you in more
elevated company, and engaged with the rapturous * * * *

even then, I hope, you will not refuse to admit me of your
party. If I have not yet a proper gout for the mystic
writers, perhaps I am not quite incapable of acquiring one

;

and as I have every thing of the hermit in my composition

except the enthusiasm, it is not impossible but I may catch

that also, by the assistance of you and **-**. I desire

you would receive me as a probationer, at least, and as

one who is willing, if he is worthy, to be initiated into

your secret doctrines. I think I only want this taste, and
a relish for the marvellous, to be wholly in your senti-

ments. Possibly I may be so happy as to attain both in-

good time : I fancy, at least, there is a close connexion

between them, and I shall not despair of obtaining the

one, if I can by any means arrive at the other. But
which must I endeavour at first ? shall I prepare for the

mystic, by commencing with the romance, or would you
advise me to begin with Malbranch before I undisrtake

CJelia.? Suffer me, however, ere I enter the regions of

fiction, to bear testimony to one constant truth, by as-

suring you that I am, &c.

LETTER XX.

TO EUPHRONIUS.^
October 10, 1742:

I HAVE often mentioned to you the pleasure 1 received

from Mr. Pope's translation of the Iliad : but my admira-

tion of that inimitable performance has increased upon
me, since you tempted me to compare the copy with the
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original. To say of this noble work, that it is the bcsr
which ever appeared of the kind, would be speaking in

much lower terras than it deserves; the world, perhaps^

scarce ever before saw a truly poetical translation ; for,

as Denham observes.

Such is our pride, our folly, or our fate.

That few, but those who cannot write, translate.

Mr. Pope seems, in most places, to have been inspired'

with the sarae sublime spirit that animates his original

;

as he often takes fire from a single hint in his author, and
blazes out even with a stronger and brighter flame of
poetry. Thus the character of Thersites, as it stands in

the English Iliad, is heightened, I think, with more mas-
terly strokes of satire than appear in the Greek; as many
of those simiiies in Homer, which would appear, perhaps,

to a modern eye too naked and unornamented, are

painted by Pope in all the beautiful drapery of the most
graceful metaphor. With what propriety of figure, for

instance, has he raised the following comparison

!

Tloi[jiE(7iv an (pi\riv, KXeiflri^B T£ wktos xixeivco,

Toacrov ris r sviXsvcraei, oa-ov r S7n Xcuxv ifiaiv'

Cls apa rut vno t3o(7cri ko)H(T(tcx,Xos uqvvr aitX\ns

E^p^o/xEvwv. 1l. iii. 10.

Thus from his flaggy wings when Eurus sheds
Anight of vapours round the mountain-heads,
Swift gliding mists the dusky fields invade ;

To thieves more grateful than the midnight shade
While scarce the swains their feeding flocks survey.

Lost and confus'd amidst the thicken'd day ;

So wrapt in gath'ring dust tl\e Grecian train,

A moving cloud, swept on and hid die plain.

When Mars, being wounded by Diomed, flies back to

heaven, Homer compares him, in his passage, to a dark

cloud raised by summer heats, and driven by the wind.

O/*) V £)t ys<psuv s^sl^snv) ^ocivilxi oiv^,

¥Latv(AixlQS £^ av£(A,oio '^v(7a,i<^ o^vu[xsvoio. II. v. 864.

The inimitable translator improves this image, by
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throwing in some circumstances, which, though not in the

original, are exactly in the spirit of Homer :

As vapours, blown by Auster's sultry breath,

Pregnant with plagues, and shcddinj? seeds of death.

Beneath the rage of burning Sirius rise,

Choak the parch'd earth, and blacken all the skies:

In such a cloud the god, from combat driven,

High o'er the dusty whirlwind scales the heaven.

There is a description in the eighth book, which Eusta-
thius, it seems, esteemed the most beautiful night-piece

that could be found in poetry. If I am not greatly mis-

taken, however, I can produce a finer : and I am persuaded
€ven the warmest admirer of Homer will allow the fol-

lowing lines are inferior to the corresponding ones in the

translation

:

fis S* ot' ey u^a,¥w ar^a (^a«v*)» xfA<pt <7£Xtj»w

^aiviT ocpi'TT^sTeax, ore t' eirXsro yKVBiJi.os ottQri^y

E)t t' s(pacvov zjixo'oit aryLoiriati Kixt zj^ujons aix.^01,

Ka< vxiraif apxvoQsy S' a^* VTrs^pxyn a.a'aii^ cciOr)^,

Tletvlcx, Se r et^Brac.1 ac^ptx' yeynoB ^b ri ^qita, zjoifMftv.

Ll. viii, 565.

As when the moon, refulgent lamp of night,

Oer heav'n's clear azure spreads her sacred light;

"When not a breath disturbs the deep serene,

And not a cloud oercasts the solemn scene.

Around her throne the vivid planets roU,

And stars unnumber'd gild the glowing pole:
O'er the dark trees a yellower verdure shed.
And tip with silver eVry mountain's head

;

Then shine tlie vales, the rocks in prospect rise,

A flood of glory bursts from all the skies
;

The conscious swains, rejoicing in the sight.

Eye tlie blue vault, and bless the useful light.

I fear the enthusiastic admirers of Homer would look

upon me with much indignation, were they to hear mc
speak of any thing in modern language as equal to the

strength and majesty of that great father of poetry. But
the following passage having been quoted by a celebrated

author of antiquity, as an instance of the true sublime,

I will leave it to you to determine whether the transla-

tion has not at least as just a claim to that character as

the original.
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fls ors ytiyiitq^oi 'Sijola.fxoi nxr* opsaipt psov]ss,

Es (xia-yafKeiocv crvixQcx-XXerov o fn^oy v^up,

l^pavuv sx. fxeyixXcuv, KoiKris evrocrOE p^apa^pyjy, .

Tifv^E re rnXoai '^a'Jtov £v apeaiv sycXve -croz/x^jv

Cls TMv fAtayoiJi,Ev iJv ysvsro ixy^io rs <PoQqs T£,

As torrents roll, increas'd by num'rous rills,

With rage, impetuous down their echouip hills,

Rush to the vales, and, pour'd along the plain, '

Iloar through a thousand channels to the main ;

The distant shepherd, trembling, hears the sound

:

So mix both hosts, and so their cries rebound.

There is no ancient author more likely to betray an
mjudicious interpreter into meannesses, than Homer; as

k requires the utmost skill and address to preserve that

venerable air of simplicity which is one of the characte-

ristical marks of that poet, without sinkhig the expres-

sion or the sentiment into contempt. Antiquity will fur-

nish a very strong instance of the truth of this observa-

tion, in a single line which is preserved to us from a trans-

lation of the Tliad by one Labeo, a favourite poet, it seenjs,

of Nero: it is quoted by an old scholiast upon Persius,

and happens to be a version of the following passage in

the fourth Book :

n/xov ^s'^^uGois TlpiafjLOv np/a/w.0/0 te zjoci^ms.

which Nero's admirable poet rendered literally thus-:

Crudum mandvces Priaimim Priamique pisinnos.

I need not indeed have gone so far back for my in-

stance: a Ljibeo of our own nation would have supplied

me with one much nearer at hand. Ogilby or Hobbs (I

forget which) has translated this very verse in the same
ridiculous manner :

And eat up Priam and his children all.

But, among many other passages of this sort, I observ-

ed one in the same book, which raised my curiosity to

examine in what manner Mr, Pope had conducted it.-^

Juno, in a general council of the gods, thus accosts J-u-

piter

:
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Atvoroilt K^ovi^rj,

Tlxs eOsXsis txXiov ^etvxi ruovoy, r^* ocrtXsTO^

Aacov cxysipaaviy n^iafjLoi koikx, roio te zsa-KTui.

which is as much as if she had said, in plain English,

" Why surely, Jupiter, you won't he so cruel as to ren-

" der ineftbctual all my expence of labour and sweat.—
" Have I not tired both my horses, in order to raise forces
" to ruin Priam and his family ?" It requires the most
delicate touches imaginable to raise such a sentiment as

this into any tolerable dejiree of dii];nity. But a skilful

artist knows how to embellish the most ordinary subject

;

and what would be low and spiritless fiom a less masterly

pencil, becomes pleasing and graceful when worked up
by Mr. Pope's :

Shall then, O tyrant of th' etherial plain,

JMy schemes, my labours, and my hopes be vain ?

Have I for this shook Ilion with alarms.
Assembled nations, set two worlds in arms ?

To spread the war I Hew from shore to shore,

Th' immortal coursers srarce the labour bore.

But, to shew you that I am not so enthusiastic an ad-

mirer of this glorious performance, as to be blind to its

imperfections, I will venture to point out a passage or

two ("amongst others which might be mentioned) wherein

Mr. Pope's usual judgment seems to have failed him.

When Iris is sent to inform Helen that Paris and Me-
nelaus were going to decide the fate of both nations by
single combat, and were actually upon the point of en-

gaginii;, Homer describes her as hastily throwing a veil

over her face, and fl\ing to the Seaman gate, from whence
she might have a full view of the field of battle.

Avliitac, S' a.pysviYiO'i nxXv^Xfxsvy) o8o»»7(Tiv.

ClffxxT ex. ^xKxfxoio, rspsv x.xrx ^xy.pv ytovax.

Ova. oiv' x[xx T-nye >cxi xix^iTtoXoi ^v ettovIo, 6iC.

A/'vJ/fls S' £'7r«9' t)txvov, o9i t,x.xixi 'usvXxi rxTxv.

1l. iii. 141.

Nothing could possibly be more interesting to Helen,
than the circumstances in which she is here represented

:
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it was necessary therefore to exhibit her, as Homer we
see has, with much eagerness and impetuosity in her mo-
tion. But what can be more calm and quiet than the at-

titude wherein the Helen of Mr. Pope appears ?

O'er her fair face a snowy veil she threw,
And softly sighing from the loom withdrew ••

Her handmaids wait
Her siient footsteps to the Scasan gate.

Those expressions of speed and impetuosity, which
occur so often in the original lines, avrncac—wp(/.ixro'—

m^a, otavov, would have been sufficient, one should have^
im;igined, to have guarded a translator from falling into

an impropriety of this kind .

This brings to my mind another instance of the same
nature, where our English poet, by not attending to the

particular expression of his author, has given us a picture

of a very different kind than what Homer intended. In

the first Iliad the reader is introduced into a council of
the Grecian chiefs, where very warm debates arise be-

tween Agamemnon and Achilles, As nothing was likely to

prove more fatal to the Grecians than a dissension be-

tween those two princes, the venerable old Nestor is re-

presented as greatly alarmed at the consequences of this

quarrel, and rising up to moderate between them with a
vivacity much beyond his years. This circumstance

Homer has happily intimated by a single word

:

ANOPOTZE.

Upon which one of the commentators very justly ob-

serves

—

ut in re magna ef ptriculosa, non placidt assurgen-

tern facit, sed prorumpentem senem quoque. A circum-
stance which Horace seems to have had particularly in his

view in the epistle to Lollius :

Nestor componere lites

Inter Pcleiden festinat et inter Atreiden. Ep. i. 2.

This beauty Mr. Pope has utterly overlooked, and sub-

stituted an idea very different from that which the verb

civofy'M suggests : he renders it,
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Sloic from his seat arose the Pylian sage.

But a more untbrtuimte word couUl scarcely have been

joined with a7-()se, as it destroys the whole spirit of the

piece, and is just the reverse of what both the occasion

and the oricinal required.

I doubt, Euphronins, you are 2:rowin<r weary : will you
have patience, however, whilst I mention one observa-

tion more? and 1 will interrupt you no longer.

When Menelaus and Paris enter the lists, Pope says.

Amidst the dreadful vale the chiefs advance,
All pale with rage, and shake the threat'ning lance.

In the original it is,

Attvof^tpico(ji.£voi. 11. iii. 341.

But does not the expression

—

alf pnle. with ruiie—call up
a very contrary idea to ^e/vov ^tpKOfjuyoi ? The former
seems to suggest to one's imagination, the ridiculous pas-

sion of a couple of female scolds ;'whereas the latter con-

veys the terrifying image of two indignant heroes,

animated with calm and deliberate valour. Farewel.

—

I am, &c.

LETTER XXI.

TO CLEORA.
March 3, nSQ.

After having read your last letter, I can no longer

doubt of the truth of those salutary effects which are said

to have been produced by the application of certain

written words. I have myself experienced the possibility

of the thinji : and a few strokes of your pen have abated
a pain, which of all others is the most uneasy, and the

most difficult to be reheved ; even the pain, my Cleora,
of the mind. To sympathize with my sufferings, as Cleora
kindly assures me she does, is to assuage them ; and half

the uneasiness of her absence is removed, when she tells

me that she regrets mine.

E
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Since I thus assuredly find that you can work miracles^

I will believe likewise that you have the gift of prophecy

;

and I can no Ioniser despair that the time will come, when
we shall again meet, since you have absolutely pronounc-
ed that it will. I have ventured, therefore, (as you will

see by my last letter) already to name the day. In the

mean time, I amuse myself with doing every thing that

looks like a preparation for my journey ; e gia apro le

bracciu per stringervi affettuosamente al mio senno.

The truth is, you are every instant in my thoughts,

and each occurrence that arises suggests you to my re-

membrance. If I see a clear sky, I wish it may extend

to you; and if I observe a cloudy one, I am uneasy lest

my Cleora should be exposed to it. I never read an in-

teresting story, or a pertinent remark, that I do not long

to communicate it to you, and learn to double my relish

by hearing your judicious observations, I cannot take a
turn in my garden but every walk calls you into my
mind. Ah Cleora ! I never view those scenes of our for-

mer conversations, without a sigh. Judge then how of-

ten I sigh, when every object that surrounds me brings

you fresh to my imagination. You remember the

attitude in which the faithful Penelope is drawn in Pope's

Odyssey, when she goes to fetch the bow of Ulysses for

the suitors

:

Across her knees she laid the well-known bow,
And pensive sat, and tears began to flow.

I find myself in numberless such tender reveries; and
if I were ever so much disposed to banish you from my
thoughts, it would be im})ossible I should do so, in a
place where every thing that presents itself to me, re-

minds me that you were once here. I must not expect

(1 ought not, indeed, for the sake of your repose, to wish)

to be thus frequently and thus fondly the subject of your
meditations : but may I not hope that you employ a few
moments at least of every day, in thinking of him whose
whole attention is fixed upon you?

I have sent you the History of the Conquest of Mexi-
co, in Euglish, which, as it is translated by so good a
hand, will be equally pleasiiig and less troublesome, than
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reading it in the original. I long to he of this part^r \m

your expedition to the new world, as I lately was in your

conquests of Italy. How happily could I sit by Cleora's

side, and pursue the Spaniards in their triumphs, as I

formerly did the Romans ; or make a transition from a

nation of heroes to a republic of ants ! Glorious days in-

deed ! when we passed whole mornings either with dic-

tators or butterflies ; and sometimes sent out a colony of

Romans, and sometimes of emmets ! Adieu. 1 am, &c.

LETTER XXII.

TO PALEMON.
Dec. 18, 1740.

Though I am not convinced by your arguments, I am
charmed by your eloquence, and admire the preacher at

the same time that I condemn the doctrine. But there

is no sort of persons whose opinions one is more inclined

to wish right, than those who are ingeniously in the

wrong ; who have the art to add grace to error, and can
dignify mistakes.

Forgive me, then, Palemon, if I am more than com-
monly solicitous that you should review the sentiments

you advanced, (I will not say, supported) with so much
elegance in your last letter, and that I press you to re-

consider your notions again and again. Can I fail, in-

deed, to wish that you may find reason to renounce an

opinion, which may possibly, one day or other, deprive

me of a friend, and my country of a patriot, while Pro-

vidence, perhaps, would yet have spared him to both ?

—

Can I fail to regret, that I should hold one of the

most valuable enjoyments of my life upon a tenure

more than ordinarily precarious ; and that, besides those

numberless accidents by which chance may snatch you
from the world, a gloomy sky, or a cross event, may de-

termine Palemon to put an end to a life, which all who
have been a witness to must for ever admire .''

But, " does the Supreme Being (you ask) dispense his
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" bounties upon conditions different from all other bene^
" factors, and will he force a gift upon me which is no
" longer acceptable ?"

Let me demand, in return, whether a creature, so con-
fined in its perceptions as man, may not mistake his true

interest, and reject, from a partial regard, what would
be well worth accepting upon a more comprehensive
view ? May not even a mortal benefactor better under-
stand the value of that present he offers, than the person
to whom it is tendered ? And shall the supreme Author
of all beneticence be esteemed less wise in distinguishing

the worth of those grants he confers ? T agree with you,

indeed, that we were called into existence in order to

receive happiness : but I can by no means infer from
thence, that we are at liberty to resign our being when-
ever it becomes a burden. (3n the contrary, those pre-

mises seem to lead to a conclusion directly opposite ; and
if the gracious Author of ray life created me with an in-

tent to make me happy, does it not necessarily follow,

that I shall most certainly obtain thai privilege, if I do
not justly forfeit it by my own misconduct ? Numberless
ends may be answered, if the schemes of Providence,

by turning aside or interrupting that siream of bounty,

which our limited reason can in no sort discover. How
presumptuous, then, must it be, to throw back a grant

upon the hands of the great Governor of the universe,

merely because we do not immediately feel, or under-
stand, its full advantages !

That it is the intention of the Deity we should remain
in this state of bemg, till his summons calls us away, seems
as evident as that we at first entered into it by his com-
mand ; for we can no more continue, than we could be-

gin to exist, without the concurrence of the same supreme
interposition. While, therefore, the animal powers do
not cease to perform those functions to which they were
directed by their great Author, it may justly, I think, be

concluded that it is his design they should not.

Still, however, you urge, *' That by putting a period to

" your own existence here, you only alter the modifica-
" tion of matter ; and how (you ask) is the order of Pro-
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** vidence disturbed by changing the combination of a
" parcel of atoms from one figure to another ?"

But surely, Palemou, there is a fallacy in this reason-

ing : suicide is something more than changing the com-
ponent parts of the animal machine. It is striking out a
spiritual substance from that rank of beings wherein the

wise Author of nature has placed it, and forcibly break-

ing in upon some other order of existence. And as it is im-
possible for the limited powers of reason to penetrate the

designs of Providence, it can never be proved that this

is not disturbing the schemes of nature. We possibly

may be, and indeed most probably are, connected with

some higher rank of creatures : now philosophy will ne-
ver be able to determine, that those connexions may not
be disconcerted by prematurely quitting our present man-
sion.

One of the strongest passions implanted in human na-

ture is the fear of death. It seems, indeed, to be placed
by Providence as a sort of guard to retain mankind with-

in their appointed station. Why, else, should it so uni-

versally, and almost invariably, operate? It is observable
that no such affection appears in any species of beings be-

low us. They have no temptation, or ao ability, to de-

sert the post assigned to them, and therefore it should
seem, they have no checks of this kind to keep them

^

within their prescribed limits. This general horror, then,

'

in mankind, at the apprehension of their dissolution, car-

ries with it, I think, a very strong presumptive argument
in favour of the opinion I am endeavouring to maintain ;

for if it were not given to us for the purpose I have sup-

posed, what other can it serve ? Can it be imagined
that the benevolent Author of nature would have so

deeply wove it into our constitution, only to interrupt

our present enjoyments ?

I cannot, I confess, discover how the practice of sui-

cide can be justified upon any principle, except upon
that of downright atheism. If we suppose a good Pro-
vidence to govern the world, the consequence is undeni-
able, that we must entirely rely upon it. If we imagine
an evil one to prevail, what chance is there of rinding
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that happiness in another scene, which we have in vaiBf

sought for in this ? The same malevolent omnipotence
can as easily pursue us in the next remove, as persecute

us in this our first station.

Upon the whole, Palemon, prudence strongly forbids

so hazardous an experiment as that of being our own ex-

ecutioners. We know the worst that can happen in sup-

porting life under all its most wretched circumstances :

and if we should be mistaken in thinking it our duty to

endure a load, wfiich in truth we may securely lay down ;

it is an error extremely limited in its consequences. They
caimot extend beyond this present existence, and possibly

may end much earlier : whereas no mortal can, with the

least degree of assurance, pronounce what may not be the

effect of acting agreeably to the contrary opinion.

—

I am, &c.

LETTER XXIIL

TO CLYTANDER.
Sept. 2S, 1733.

I AM by no means in the sentiments of that Grecian
of your acquaintance, who, as often as he was pressed to

mfirry, replied either that it w as too soon or too late : and
I think my favourite author, the honest Montaigne, a
little too severe when he observes, upon this story, qiiil

faut refuser i'opportuniti a toute action importune : for

higher of the genial bed by far

And with mysterious reverence I deem. Milton.

However, I am not adventurous enough to join with

those friends you mention, who are soliciting you, it

seems, to look out for an engagenicnt of this kind. It is

an union which requires so much delicacy in the cement-
ing; it IS a commerce where so many nice circumstances

must concur to render it successful, thatl would not

venture to pronounce of any two persons, that they are

tpialiiied for each other.
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I do not know a woman in the world who seems more
formed to render a man of sense and generosity liappy in

this state, than Amasia : yet I should scarcely have cou-

rage to recommend even Amasia to my friend. You
have seen her, I dare say, a thousand times ; but I am
persuaded she never attracted your particular observa-

tion, for she is in the number of those who are e\ cr over-

looked in a crowd. As often as I converse with her,

she puts me in mind of the golden age : there is an inno-

cency and simplicity in all her words and actions, that

equals any thing the poets have described of those pure
and artless times. Indeed the greatest part of her life

has been spent much in the same way as the early inha-

bitants of the world, in that blameless period of it, used,

we are told, to dispose of theirs; under the shade and
shelter of lier own venerable oaks, and in those rural

amusements which are sure to produce a confirmed habit

both of health and cheerfulness. Amasia never said, op
attempted to say, a sprightly thing in all her life ; but she

has done ten thousand generous ones : and if she is not
the most conspicuous figure at an assembly, she never en-

vied or maligned those who are. Her heart is all tender-

ness and benevolence : no success ever attended any of
her acquaintance, which did not fill her bosom with the

most disinterested complacency ; as no misfortune ever
^•eached her knowledge, that she did not relieve or parti-

cipate by her generosity. If ever she should fall into the

tands of a man she loves, (and I am persuaded she would
esteem it the worst kind of prostitution to resign herself

into any other) her whole life would be one continued

series of kindness and compliance. The humble opinion

she has of her own uncommon merit, would make her so

much the more sensible of her husband's; and those little

submissions on his side, which a woman of more pride

and spirit would consider only as a claim of right, would
be esteemed by Amasia as so many additional motives to

her love and gratitude.

But if I dwell any longer upon this amiable picture, I

may be in danger, perhaps, of resembling that ancient

artist, who grew enamoured of the production of his own
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pencil : for my security, therefore, as well as to put an
end to your trouble, it will be best, I believe, to stop

here. I am, &c.

LETTER XXIV.

TO ORONTES.

I WAS apprehensive my last had given you but too much
occasion of recollecting the remark of one of your ad-

mired ancients, that " the art of eloquence is taught by
" " man, but it is the Gods alone that inspire the wisdom of
" silence." That wisdom, however, you are not willing I

should yet practise; and you must needs, it seems, have
my farther sentiments upon the subject of oratory. Be it

then as my friend requires : but let him remember, it is a
hazardous thing to put some men upon talking on a fa-

vourite topic.

One of the most pleasing exercises of the imagination,

is that wiierein she is employed in comparing distinct

ideas, and discovering their various resemblances. There
is no single perception of the mind that is not capable of
^n infinite number of considerations in reference to other

objects ; and it is in the novelty and variety of these un-

expected connexions, that tin; richness of a writer's genius

is chiefly displayed. A vigorous and lively fancy does
not tamely confine itself to the idea which lies before it,

but looks beyond the immediate object of its contempla-
tion, and observes how it stands in conformity with num-
berless others. It is the prerogative of the human mind
4;hus to bring its images together, and compare the several

circumstances of similitude that attend them. By this

means, eloquence exercises a kind of magic power; she

can raise innumerable beauties from the most barren sub-

jects, and give the grace of novelty to the most common.
The imagination is thus kept awake by the most agreeable

motion, and entertained with a thousand different views

both of art and nature, which still terminate upon the

principal object. For this reason I prefer tlte metaphor
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lo the simile, as a far more pleasing method ofillustration.
• In die former, the action of the mind is less languid, as it

is employed at one and the same instant, in comparing
the resemblance with the idea it attends: whereas, in the

latter, its operations are more slow, being obliged to stand

still, as it were, in order to contemplate first the principal

object, and then its corresponding image.

Of all the flowers, however, that embelhsh the regions

of eloquence, there is none of a more tender and delicate

nature; as there is nothing wherein a fine writer is more
distinguished from one of an ordinary class, than in the

conduct and application of this figure. He is at liberty,

indeed, to range through the whole compass of creation,

and collect his images from every object that :<urrounds

him. But though he may be thus amply furnished with

materials, great judgment is required in choosing them:
for to render a metaphor perfect, it must not only be apt,

but pleasing; it must entertain, as well as enlighten.

Mr. Drvden, therefore, can hardly escape the imputation

of a very unpardonable breach of delicacy, when, in the

dedication of his Juvenal, he observes to the Earl of Dor-
set, that " some bad poems carry their owner's marks
" about them—some brand or other on this buttock, or
" that ear, that it is notorious who are the owners of the
" cattle." The poet Manilius seems to have raised an
image of the same injudicious kind, in that compliment
which he pays to Homer in the following verses

:

cujusque ex ore projusos
Omnis posteritcis latices in cai'tnine duxU.

I could never read these lines without calling to mind
those grotesque heads, which are fixed to the roof of the

old building of King's college in Cambridge; which the

ingenious architect has represented in the act of vomiting

out the rain, that falls through certain pipes most judi-

ciously stuck in their mouths for that purpose. Mr. Ad-
dison recommends a method of trying the propriety of a
metaphor, by drawing it out in visible representation.—

Accordingly, I think this curious conceit of tlie builder

might be employed to the advantage of the youth in that

university, and serve for as proper an illustration of the
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absurdity of the poet's image, as that ancient picture

which TEUan mentions, where Homer was figured with a
stream running from his mouth, and a groupe of poets

lapping it up at. a distance.

But besides a certain decorum which is requisite to

constitute a perfect metaphor ; a writer of true taste and
genius will always single out the most obvious images,

and place them in the most unobserved points of resem-
blance. Accordingly, all allusions which point to the

more abstruse branches of the arts or sciences, and with

which none can be supposed to be acquainted but those

who have gone far into the deeper studies, should be
carefully avoided,' not only as pedantic, but impertinent

;

as they pervert the single use of this figure, and add nei-

ther grace nor force to the idea they would elucidate.—

The most pleasing metaphors, therefore, are those which
are derived from the more frequent occurrences of art or

nature, or the civil transactions and customs of mankind.
Thus, how expressive, yet at the same time how familiar,

is that image which Otway has put into the mouth of Me-
tellus, in his play of Caius Marius, where he calls Sul-

j)icius

That mad wild bull whom Marius lets loose

On<each occasion, when he'd make Rome feel him.

To toss our laws and liberties i' th' air !

But I never met with a more agreeable, or a more sig-

nificant allusion, than one in Quintus Curtius, which is

borrowed from the most ordinary object in common life.

That author represents Cratcrus as dissuading x\lexander

from continuing his Indian expedition, against enemies

too contemptible, he tells him, for the glory of his arms ;

and concludes his speech with the following beautiful

thought : Ciib gloria obwiescit in sordidis hostibus ; nee

quidquum indignius est quum consumi earn uhi non potest

ostendi. Now I am got into Latin quotations, I cannot

forbear mentioning a most beautiful passage, which I

lately had the pleasure of reading, and which I will ven-

ture to produce as equal to any thing of the same kind,

pither in ancient or modern composition. I met with it

in the speech of a young orator, to whom I have the hap-

p'mess to be related, and who will one day, I persuade
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myself, prove as great an honour to his country, as he i?

at present to that learned society of which he is a mem-
ber. He is speaking of the writings of a celebrated pre-

late, who received his education in that fjimous seminary

to which he belongs, and illustrates the peculiar elegance

which distinguishes all that author's performances, by the

following just and pleasing assembhige of d ction and
imagery : In quodcumque opus se paruhut (et per omnia
sane versatile i/lius se duvit ingenium) nescio qua luce sibi

soli propria, id illuminavit ; haud dissimili ei aureo TUiani
radio, qui per totam tahulam gliscens earn vert siuim denun^
ciut. As there is nothing more entertaining to the imagina-
tion than the productions of the fine arts; there is no kind

of similitudes or metaphors which are in general more
striking, than those which allude to their properties and
effects. It is with great judgment, therefore, that the

ingenious author of the dialogue concerning the decline

of eloquence among the Romans, recommends to his

orator a general acquaintance with the whole circle of the

polite arts. A knowledge of this sort furnishes an au-

thor with illustrations of the most agreeable kind, and
sets a gloss upon his compositions which enlivens them
with singular grace and spirit.

Were I to point out the beauty and efficacy of meta-
phorical language, by particular instances, I should rather

draw my examples from the moderns than the ancients

;

the latter being scarcely, I think, so exact and delicate in

this article of composition, as the former. The great im-
provements, indeed, in natural knowledge, which have
been made in these later ages, have opened a vein of
metaphor entirely unknown to the ancients, and enriched

the fancy of modern wits with a new stock of the most
pleasing ideas: a circumstance which must give them a
very considerable advantage over the Greeks and Ro-
mans. I am sure, at least of all the writings with which I

have been conversant, the works of Mr. Addison will

afford the most abundant supply of this kind, in all its

variety and perfection. Truth and beauty of imagery is,

indeed, his characteristical distinction, and the principal

point of eminence which raises his style above that of
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every author in any language that has fallen within my
notice. He is every wliere highly figurative; yet, at the

same time, he is the most easy and perspicuous writer I

have ever perused. The reason is, his images are always

taken from tlie most natural and famiUar appearances

;

as they are chosen with the utmost delicacy and judg-

ment. Suffer me only to mention one out of a thousand

I could name, as it appears to me the fmest and most ex-

pressive that ever language conreyed. It is in one of
his inimitable papers upon Paradise Lost, where he is tak-

ing notice of those changes in nature which the author

of that truly divine poem describes as immediately suc-

ceeding the fail. Among other prodigies, Milton repre-

sents the sun in an eclipse ; and at the same time a bright

cloud in the western region of the heavens descending

with a band of angels. Mr. Addison, in order to shew
his author's art and judgment in the conduct and dispo-

sition of this sublime scenery, observes, " the whole thea-
" tre of nature is darkened., that this glorious machine
" may appear in all its lustre and maguiticence." I know
not, (Brontes, whether you will agree in sentiment with

me ; but I must confess I am at a loss which to admire
most upon this occasion, the poet or the critic.

There is a double beauty in images of this kind when
they are not only metaphors, but illusions. I was nmch
pleased with an instance of this uncommon species, in a
little poem entitled The Spleen. The author of that piece

(who has thrown together more original thoughts than I

ever read in the same compass of lines) speaking of the

advantages of exercise in dissipating those gloomy va-

pours, vvliich are so apt to hang upon some minds, em-
ploys the following image :

Throw but a stone, the giant dies.

You will observe, Orontes, that the metaphor here is

conceived with great propriety of thought, if we consider

it only in its primary view ; but when we see it pointing

still farther, and hinting at the story of David and Goliah,

it receives a very considerable improvement from thi^

double applicution.
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It must be owned some of the greatest authore, both

ancient and modern, have made many remarkable slips

in the management of this figure, and have sometimes ex-

pressed themselves with as much impropriety as an honest

sailor of my acquaintance, a captain of a privateer, who
wrote an account to his owners of an engagement, " in

" which he had the good fortune," he told them, " of having
" only one of his hand.s shot through the no^e." The great

caution, therefore, should be, never to join any idea to a

figurative expression, which would not be applicable to

it in a literal sense. Thus Cicero, in his treatise De Cla-

ris OratoribuSj speaking of the family of the Scipios, is

guilty of an impropriety of this kind : generouim stir-

pern (says he) et tanquam in unam arhorern pliira genern^

sic in istam domum multorum insitam atqve illuminatam

sapientiam. Mr. Addison, likewise, has fallen into an er-

ror of the same sort, where he observes, " There is not a
** single view of humsm nature, which is not sufficient to
" extinguish the seeds of pride." In this passage he evi-

dently unites images together which have no connexion
with each other. When a seed has lost its power of ve-

getation, I might, in a metaphorical sense, say it is ex-

tinguished: but when, in tlie same sense, I call that dis-

position of the heart which produces pride the seed of
that passion, I cannot, without introducing a confusion

of ideas, apply any word to seed but what corresponds

with its real properties or circumstances.

Another mistake in the use of this figure is, when dif-

ferent images are crowded too close upon each other, or

(to express myself after Quintilian) when a sentence sets

out with storms and tempests, and ends with fire and
flames. A judicious reader will observe an impropriety

of this kind in one of the late essays of the inimitable au-

thor last quoted, where he tells us, " that women were
" formed to temper mankind, not to set an edge upon
" their minds, and blow up in them those passions which
" are too apt to rise of their own accord." Thus a cele-

brated orator, speaking of that little blackening spirit in

mankind, which is fond of discovering spots in tlie bright-

est characters, remarks, that when persons of this cast
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of temper have mentioned any virtue of their neighbour,
" it is well if, to balance the matter, they do not clap
" some fault into the opposite scale, that so the enemy
'' may not go off" with flying colours^" Dr. Swift also,

whose style is the most pure and simple of any of our
classic writers, and who does not seem in general very

fond of the figurative manner, is not always free from
censure in his management of the metaphorical language.

In his Essay on the Dissentions of Athens and Rome,
speaking of the populace, he takes notice, that, " though.
" in their corrupt notions of divine worship, they are apt
" to multiply their gods, yet their earthly devotion is

" seldom paid to above one idol at a time, whose oar
" they pull with less murmuring, and much more skill,

" than when they share the ladings or even hold the
" helmT The most injudicious writer could not possibly

have fallen into a more absurd inconsistency o-f metaphor
than this eminent wit has inadvertently been betrayed

into, in this passage. For what connexion is there be-

tween worshipping and rozving, and who ever heard be-

fore of pulling the oar of an idol ?

As there are certain metaphors which are common to

all languages, there are others of so delicate a nature, as

not to bear transplanting from one nation into another.

There is no part, therefore, of the business of a transla-

tor more difficult to manage, than this figure, as it re-

quires great judgment to distinguish when it may, and
may not, be naturalized with propriety and elegance.

The want of this necessary discernment has led the com-
mon race of translators into great absurdities, and is one

of the principal reasons that performances of this kind

are generally so insipid. What strange work, for instance,

would an injudicious interpreter make with the following

metaphor in Honver ?

Ny» yap ^*j 'ura.vrtaa-iv ziii fypa ts'etra.i txxixvs.

IL. X. 173.

But Mr. Pope, by artfully dropping the particular image,

yet retaining the general idea, has happily preserved the

spirit of his author, and at the same time humoured the

thfierent taste of his own countrymen.
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Each single Gre^k, in this conclusive strife.

Stands on the shat-pest edge of death or life.

And now, Orontes, do you not think it high time to be
dismissed from this fairy landr Permit me, however,

just to add, that this figure, which casts so much light

and beauty upon works of genius, ought to be entirely

banished from the severer compositions of philosophy.

It is the business of the latter to separate resemblances,

not to find them, and to deliver her discoveries in the

plainest and most unornamented expressions. Much dis-

pute, and, perhaps, many errors, might have been avoid-

ed, if metaphor had been thus confined within its proper
limits, and never wandered from the regions of eloquence
»nd poetry. I am, &c.

LETTER XXV.

TO PHILOTES.
Auctust 5, 1744.

Don't you begin to think that I ill deserve the pre-

scription you sent me, since I have scarce had the man-
ners even to thank you for it? It must be confessed I
have neglected to honour my physician zcith the honour
due unto him : that is, I have omitted not only what I

ought to have performed by good- 1 reeding, but what I

am expressly enjoined by my Bible. I am not, however,
entirely without excuse ; a silly one, I own ; neverthe-

less, it is the truth. I have lately been a good deal out
of spirits. But at length the fit is over. Amongst the

number of those things which are wanting to secure me
from a return of it, I must always reckon the company
of my friend. I have, indeed, frequent occasion for you;
not in the way of your profession, but in a better : in the

way of friendship. There is a healing quality in that

intercourse, which a certain author has, with infinite pro-

priety, termed the medicine of life. It is a medicine
which, unluckily, lies almost wholly out of my reach

;

fortune having separated me from those few friends
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whom I pretend or desire to claim. General acquaint-

ances, you know, I am not much inclined to cultivate

;

so that I am at present as much secluded from society as

if I were a sojourner in a strange land. Though retire-

ment is my dear delight, yet, upon some occasions, I

think I have too much of it; and I agree with Balzac,

gue la solitude est certainement une belle chose : mais ily

a plaisir d^avoir quelqu^un qui sache repondre ; a qui on
puisse dire de terns en terns, que la solitude est une belle

chose. But I must not forget, that, as I sometimes
want company, you may as often wish to be alone ; and
that I may, perhaps, be at this instant breaking in upon
one of those hours which you desire to enjoy without in-

terruption. I will only detain you, therefore, whilst I add
that I am, &c.

LETTER XXVI.

TO PHIDIPPUS.

May 1, 1745,

If that friend of yours, whom you are desirous to add
to the number of mine, were endued with no other quality

than the last you mentioned in the catalogue of his vir-

tues; I should esteem his acquaintance as one of my most
valuable privileges. When you assured me, iherefore, of

the generosity of his disposition, I wanted no additional

motive to embrace"your proposal of joining you and him
at * *. To say truth, I consider a generous mind as the

noblest work of the creation, and am persuaded, where-

ever it resides, no real merit can be wanting. It is, per-

haps, the most singular of all the moral endowments. I

am sure, at least, it is often imputed where it cannot justly

be claimed. The meanest self-love, under some refined

disguise, frequently passes upon common observers for

this godlike principle ; and I have known many a popular

action attributed to this motive, when it flowed from no

higher a source than the suggestions of concealed vanity.

Good-nature, as it has many features in common with this
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Slow from his seat arose the Pyliau sage.

But a more unfortuimte word could scarcely iiave been
joined with ai-use, as it destroys the whole spirit of the

piece, and is just the reverse of what both the occasioQ

and the oriiiinal required.

I doubt, Euphronius, you are growing weary : will you
have patience, however, whilst I mention one observa-

tion more ? and I will interrupt you no longer.

When Menelaus and Paris enter the lists, Pope says,

Amidst the dreadful vafe the chiefs advance,
All pale with rage, and shake the threat'ning lance.

In the original it is,

Acivov ^fpxo/xEvo/. 11. iii. 341.

But does not the expression

—

all pale with ra^e—call up
a very contrary idea to ^£;»oy ^spKOfAsvot ? The former

seems to suggest to one's imagination, the ridiculous pas-

sion of a couple of female scolds ; whereas the latter con-

veys the terrifying image of two indignant heroes,

animated with calm and deliberate valour. Farewel.

—

1 am, &c.

LETTER XXI.

TO CLEORA.
March 3, ITSQ.

After having read your last letter, I can no longer

doubt of the truth of those salutary effects which are said

to have been produced by the application of certain

written vvords. I have myself experienced the possibility

of the thing : and a few strokes of your pen have abated
a pain, which of all others is the most uneasy, and the
most difficult to be relieved ; even the pain, my Cleora,
of the mind. To sympathize with my sutFerings, as Cleora
kindly assures me she does, is to assuage them ; and half
the uneasiness of her absence is removed, when she tells

me that she regrets mine.
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Since I thus assuredly find that you can work miracles,

I will believe likewise that you have the gift of prophecy

;

and I can no longer despair that the time will come, when
we shall again meet, since you have absolutely pronounc-
ed that it will. I have ventured, therefore, Tas you will

see by my last letter) already to name the day. In the

mean time, I amuse myself with doing every thing that

looks like a preparation for my journey ; e gia upro le

hraccia per stringervi afftttuosameate al mio senno.

The truth is, you are every instant in my thoughts,

and each occurrence that arises suggests you to ray re-

membrance. If I see a clear sky, I wish it may extend

to you; and if I observe a cloudy one, I am uneasy lest

my Cleora should be exposed to it. I never read an in-

teresting story, or a pertinent remark, that I do not long

to communicate it to you, and learn to double my relish

by hearing your judicious observations. I cannot take a
turn in my garden but every walk calls you into ray

mind. Ah Cleora ! I never view those scenes of our for-

mer conversations, without a sigh. Judge then how of-

ten I sigh, when every object that surrounds me brings

you fresh to my imagination. You remember the

attitude in which the faithful Penelope is drawn in Pope's

Odyssey, when she goes to fetch the bow of Ulysses for

the suitors:

ArroES her knees she laid the well-known bow,
And pensive sat, and tears began to flow.

I find myself in numberless such tender reveries; and
if I were ever so much disposed to banish you from my
thoughts, it would be impossible I should do so, in a
place where every thing that presents itself to me, re-

minds me that you were once here. I must not expect

(I ought not, indeed, for the sake of your repose, to wish)

to be thus frequently and thus fondly the subject of your
meditations: but may I not hope that you employ a few
moments at least of every day, in thinking of him whose
whole attention is fixed upon you?

I have sent you the History of the Conquest of Mexi-
co, in English, which, as it is translated by so good a

band, will be equally pleasing and Jess troublesome, than
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reading it in the original. I long to he of this party ia

your expedition to the new world, as 1 lately was in your

con»iuests of Italy. How happily could I sit by Cleora's

side, and pursue the Spaniards in their triumphs, as I

formerly did the Romans ; or make a transition from a

nation of heroes to a republic of ants ! Glorious days in-

deed ! when we passed whole morniniis either with dic-

tators or buttei-flies ; and sometimes sent out a colony of

Romans, and sometimes of emmets ! Adieu. I am, &c.

LETTER XXII.

TO PALEMON.
Dec. 18, 1740.

Though I am not convinced by your are;uments, I am
charmed by your eloquence, and admire the preacher at

the same time that I condemn the doctrine. But there

is no sort of persons whose opinions one is more inclined

to wish right, than those who are ingeniously in the

wroni: ; who have the art to add grace to error, and can

dignify mistakes.

Forgive me, then, Palemon, if I am more than com-
monly solicitous that you should review the sentiments

yon advanced, (I will not say, supported) with so much
elegance in your last letter, and that I press you to re-

consider your notions again and again. Can I fail, in-

deed, to wish that you may find reason to renounce an

opinion, which may possibly, one day or other, deprive

me of a friend, and my country of a patriot, while Pro-

vidence, perhaps, would yet have spared him to both ?—
Can I fail to regret, that I should hold one of the

most valuable enjoyments of my life upon a tenure

more than ordinarily precarious ; and that, besides those

numberless accidents by which chance may snatch you
from the world, a gloomy sky, or a cross event, may de-

termine Palemon to put an end to a life, which all who
have been a witness to must for ever admire ?

But, " does the Supreme Being (you ask) dispense his
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" bounties upon conditions different from all other bene-
*' factors, and will he force a gift upon me which is no
" longer acceptable ?"

Let me demand, in return, whether a creature, so con-
fined in its perceptions as man, may not mistake his true

interest, and reject, from a partial regard, what would
be well worth accepting upon a more comprehensive
view ? May not even a mortal benefactor better under-
stand the value of that present he offers, than the person
to whom it is tendered ? And shall the supreme Author
of all beneficence be esteemed less wise in distinguishing

the worth of those grants he confers ? 1 agree with you,
indeed, that we were called into existence in order to

receive happiness: but I can by no means infer from
thence, that we are at liberty to resign our being when-
ever it becomes a burden. On the contrary, those pre-

mises seem to lead to a conclusion directly opposite ; and
if the gracious Author of ray life created me with an in-

tent to make me happy, does it not necessarily follow,

that I shall most certainly obtain that privilege, if I do
not justly forfeit it by my own misconduct ? Numberless
ends may be answered, if the schemes of Providence,
by turning aside or interrupting that stream of bounty,

which our limited reason can in no sort discover. How
presumptuous, then, must it be, to throw back a grant
upon the hands of the great Governor of the universe,

merely because we do not immediately feel, or under-
stand, its full advantages !

That it is the intention of the Deity we should remain
in this state of bemg, till his summons calls us away, seems
as evident as that we at first entered into it by his com-
mand ; for we can no more continue, than we could be-

gin to exist, without the concurrence of the same supreme
interposition. While, therefore, the animal powers do
not cease to perform those functions to which they were
directed by their great Author, it may justly, I think, be
concluded that it is his design they should not.

Still, however, you urge, " That by putting a period to
" your own existence here, you only alter the modirica-
" tion of matter ; and how (you askj is the order of Pro-
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* vidence disturbed by changing the combination of a
" parcel ot* atoms from one figure to another ?"

But surely, Palemon, there is a fallacy in this reason-

ing : suicide is something more than changing the com-
ponent parts of the animal machine. It is striking out a

spiritual substance froui that rank of beings wherein the

wise Author of nature has placed it, and forcibly break-

ing in upon some other order of existence. And as it is im-

possible for the limited powers of reason to penetrate the

designs of Providence, it can never be proved that this

is not disturbing the schemes of nature. We possibly

may be, and indeed most probably are, connected with

some higher rank of creatures : now philosophy will ne-

v-er be able to determine, that those connexions may not

be disconcerted by prematurely quitting our present man-
sion.

One of the strongest passions implanted in human na-

ture is the fear of death. It seems, indeed, to be placed

by Providence as a sort of guard to retain mankind with-

in their appointed station. Why, else, should it so uni-

versally, and almost invariably, operate? It is observable

that no such affection appears in any species of' beings be-

low us. They have no temptation, or no ability, to de-

sert the post assigned to them, and therefore it should

seem, they have no checks of this kind to keep them
within their prescribed limits. This general horror, then,

in mankind, at the apprehension of their dissolution, car-

ries with it, I think, a very strong presumptive argument
in favour of the opinion I am endeavouring to maintain ;

for if it were not given to us for the purpose I have sup-

posed, what other can it serve? Can it be imagined

that the benevolent Author of nature would have so

deeply wove it into our constitution, only to interrupt

our present enjoyments ?

I cannot, I confess, discover how the practice of sui-

cide can be justified upon any principle, except upon
that of downright atheism. If we suppose a good Pro-

vidence to govern the world, the consequence is undeni-

able, that we must entirely rely upon it. If we imagine

an evil one to prevail, what chance is there of finding
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that happiness in another scene, which we have in vain

sought for in this ? The same malevolent omnipotence
can as easily pursue us in the next remove, as persecute

us in this our first station.

Upon the whole, Palemon, prudence strongly forbids

so hazardous an experiment as that of being our own ex-

ecutioners. We know the worst that can happen in sup-

porting life under all its most wretched circumstances :

and if we should be mistaken in thinking it our duty to

endure a load, which in truth we may securely lay down
;

it is an error extremely limited in its consequences. They
cannot extend beyond this present existence, and possibly

may end much earlier : whereas no mortal can, with the

least degree of assurance, pronounce what may not be the

effect of acting agreeably to the contrary opinion.

—

I am, &;c.

LETTER XXIII.

TO CLYTANDER.
Sept. 3S, 1733.

I AM by no means in the sentiments of that Grecian
of your acquaintance, who, as often as he was pressed to

marry, replied either that it was too soon or too late : and
I think my favourite author, the honest Montaigne, a
little too severe when he observes, upon this story, qu'il

faut refuser L'oppoi'tunitx a toute action importune : for

higher of the genial bed by far

And with mysterious reverence I deem. MUton.

However, I am not adventurous enough to join with

those friends you mention, who are soliciting you, it

seems, to look out for an engagement of this kind. It is

an union which requires so much delicacy in the cement-
ing; it is a commerce where so many nice circumstances

must concur to render it successful, that I would not

venture to pronounce of any two persons^ that tliey are

ijualified for each other.
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T do not know a woman in the world who seems more
formed to render a man of sense and generosity liappy in

this state, than Amasia : yet I should scarcely have cou-
rage to recommend even Amasia to my friend. You
have seen her, I dare say, a thousand times ; but I am
persuaded she never attracted your particular observa-

tion, for she is in the number of those who are e\ er over-

looked in a crowd. As often as I converse with her,

she puts me in mind of the golden age : there is an inno-

cency and simplicity in all her words and actions, that

equals any thing the poets have described of those pure
and artless times. Indeed the greatest part of her life

has beeji spent much in the same way as the early inha-

bitants of the world, in that blameless period of it, used,

we are told, to dispose of theirs; under the shade and
shelter of her own venerable oaks, and in those rural

amusements which are sure to produce a confirmed habit

both of health and cheerfulness. Amasia never said, or
attempted to say, a sprightly thing in all her life ; but she

has done ten thousand generous ones : and if she is not
the most conspicuous figure at an assembly, she never en-
vied or maligned those who are. Her heart is all tender-

ness and benevolence : no success ever attended any of
her acquaintance, which did not fill her bosom with the

most disinterested complacency ; as no misfortune ever
reached her knowledge, that she did not relieve or parti-

cipate by her generosity. If ever she should fall into the

hands of a man she loves, (and I am persuaded she would
esteem it the worst kind of prostitution to resign herself

into any other) her whole life would be one continued
series of kindness and compliance. The humble opinion

she has of her own uncommon merit, would make her so

much the more sensible of her husband's; and those little

submissions on his side, which a woman of more pride

and spirit would consider only as a claim of right, would
be esteemed by Amasia as so many additional motives to

her love and gratitude.

But if I dwell any longer upon this amiable picture, I

may be in danger, perhaps, of resembling that ancient

artist, who grew enamoured of the production of hi» own
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pencil : for my security, therefore, as well as to put an
end to your trouble, it will be best, I believe, to stop
here. I am, &c.

LETTER XXIV.

. TO ORONTES.

I WAS apprehensive my last had given you but too much
occasion of recollecting the remark of one of your ad-
mired ancients, that " the art of eloquence is taught by
" man, but it is the Gods alone that inspire the wisdom of
" silence," That wisdom, however, you are not willing I
should yet practise ; and you must needs, it seems, have
my farther sentiments upon the subject of oratory. Be it

then as ray friend requires : but let him remember, it is a
hazardous thing to put some men upon talking on a fa-

vourite topic.

One of the most pleasing exercises of the imagination,
IS that wherein she is employed in comparing distinct

ideas, and discovering their various resemblances. There
is no single perception of the mind that is not capable of
an infinite number of considerations in reference to other
objects ; and it is in the novelty and variety of these un-
expected connexions, that the richness of a writer's genius
is chiefly displayed. A vigorous and lively fancy does
not tamely confine itself to the idea which lies before it,

but looks beyond the immediate object of its contempla-
tion, and observes how it stands in conformity with num-
berless others. It is the prerogatixe of the human mind
thus to bring its images together, and compare the several

circumstances of similitude that attend them. By this

means, eloquence exercises a kind of magic power; she

can raise innumerable beauties from the most barren sub-

jects, and give the grace of novelty to the most common.
The imagination is thus kept awake by the most agreeable

motion, and entertained with a thousand different views

both of art and nature, which still terminate upon the

principal object. For this reason I prefer tlie metaphor
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tu the simile, as a far more pleasing method ofillustration,
• In the former, the action of the mind is less languid, as it

is employed at one and the same instant, in comparing
the resemblance with the idea it attends: whereas, in the

latter, its operations are more slow, being obliged to stand
still, as it were, in order to contemplate first the principal

object, and then its corresponding image.

Of all the flowers, however, that embellish the regions

of eloquence, there is none of a more tender and delicate

nature; as there is nothing wherein a fine writer is more
distinguished from one of an ordinary class, than in the

conduct ai;d application of this figure, lie is at liberty,

indeed, to range through the whole compass of creation,

and collect his images from every object that surrounds
him. But though he may be thus amply furnished with
materials, great judguient is required in choosing them:
for to render a metaphor perfect, it must not only be apt,

but pleasing; it must entertain, as well as enlighten,

Mr. i)ryden, therefore, can hardly escape the imputation
of a very unpardonable breach of delicacy, when, in the

dedication of his Juvenal, he observes to the Earl of Dor-
set, that " some bad poems carry their owner's marks
" about them—some brand or other on this buttock, or
" that ear, that it is notorious who are the owners of the
" cattle." The poet Manilius seems to have raised an
image of the same injudicious kind, in that compliment
which he pays to Homer in the following verses

:

cujusque ex ore prqf\/sos
Omnis posteritas latices in carmine duxit.

I could never read these lines without calling to mind
those grotesque heads, which are fixed to the roof of the

old building of King's college in Cambridge; which the

ingenious architect has represented in the act of vomiting

out the rain, that falls through certain pipes most judi-

ciously stuck in their mouths for that purpose. Mr. Ad-
dison recommends a method of trying the propriety of a
metaphor, by drawing it out in visible representation.

—

Accordingly, I think this curious conceit of the builder

might be employed to the advantage of the youth in th it

university, and serve for as proper an illustration of the
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absurdity of the poet's image, as that ancient picture
which' yEHan mentions, where Homer was figured with a
stream running from his mouth, and a groupe of poets
lapping it up at a distance.

But besides a certain decorum which is requisite to

constitute a perfect metaphor ; a writer of true taste and
genius will always single out the most obvious images,
and place them in the most unobserved points of resem-
blance. Accordingly, all allusions which point to the
more abstruse branches of the arts or sciences, and with
which none can be supposed to be acquainted but those
who have gone far into the deeper studies^ should be
carefully avoided, not only as pedantic, but impertinent

;

as they pervert the single use of this figure, and add nei-

ther grace nor force to the idea they would elucidate.

—

The most pleasing metaphors, therefoi-e, are those which
are derived from the more frequent occurrences of art or
nature, or the civil transactions and customs of mankind.
Thus, how expressive, yet at the same time how familiar,

is that image which Otway has put into the mouth of Me-
tellus, in his play of Caius Marius, where he calls Sul-

picius

That mad wild bull wlioni Marius lets loose
On each occasion, when he'd make Rome feel him,
To toss our laws and liberties i' th' air !

But I never met with a more agreeable, or a more sig-

nificant allusion, than one in Quintus Curtius, which is

borrowed from the most ordinary object in common life.

That author represents Craterus as dissuading Alexander
from continuing his Indian expedition, against enemies
-too contemptible, he tolls him, for the glory of his arms ^

and concludes his speech W'ith the following beautifuj

thought: Cito gloria obxolescit in sordidis hostibus ; nee

guidguarn indignius est ijuarn consumi earn uhi non potest

ostendi. Now I am got into Latin quotations, I cannot

'forbear mentioning a most beautiful passage, which I

Jately had the pleasure of reading, and which I will ven-

ture to produce as equal to any thing of the same kind,

cither in ancient or modern composition. I met with it

•in the speech of a young orator, to whom I have the hap-

piness to be related, and who will one day, I persuade
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myself, prove as great an honour to his country, as he is

at present to that learned society ot* which he is a mem-
ber. He is speakinjj; of the writino;s of a celebrated pre-

late, who received his education in that famous seminary

to which he belongs, and illustrates the peculiar elegance

which distinguishes all that author's performances, by the

following just and pleasing assemblage of d ction and
imagery: In quodcumque opus se parabut (et per omnia

sane versatile if/ins se du.vit ingenium) nescio qua luce sibi

soli propria, id illuminavit ; hand dissimili ei aureo Titiani

radio, qui per totam tabulam gliscens earn vert svam denun'

ciat. As there is nothing more entertaining to the imagina-

tion than the productions of the tine arts; there is no kind

of similitudes or metaphors which are in general more
striking, than those which allude to their properties and
effects. It is with great judgment, therefore, that the

ingenious aiithor of the dialogue concerning the decline

of eloquence among the Romans, recommends to his

orator a general acquaintance with the whole circle of the

polite arts. A knowledge of this sort furnishes an au-

thor with illustrations of the most agreeable kind, and
sets a closs upon his compositions which enlivens them
with singular grace and spirit.

Were I to point out the beauty and efficacy of meta-

phorical language, by particular instances, I shcmld rather

<Iravv my examples from the moderns than the ancients

;

the latter being scarcely, I think, so exact and delicate in

this article of composition, as the former. The great im-

provements, indeed, in natural knowledge, which have

been made in these later ages, have opened a vein of

metaphor entirely unknown to the ancients, and enriched

the fancy of modern wits with a new stock of the most
pleasing ideas : a circumstance which must give them a
very considerable advantage over the Greeks and Ro-
mans. I am sure, at least of all the writings with which I

have been cotiversant, the works of Mr. Addison will

afford the most abundant supply of this kind, in all its

variety and perfection. Truth and beauty of imagery is,

indeed, his characteristical distinction, and the principal

point of eminence which raises his style above that of
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notice. He is every wiiere highly figurative; yet, at the

same time, he is the most easy and perspicuous writer I

have ever perused. The reason is, his images are always
taken from the most natural and familiar appearances

;

as they are chosen with the utmost delicacy and judg-
ment. Sutfer me only to mention one out of a thousand
I could name, as it appears to me the finest and most ex-

pressive that ever language conreyed. It is in one of
his inimitable papers upon Paradise Lost, where he is tak-

ing notice of those changes in nature which the author
of that truly divine poem describes as immediately suc-

ceeding the fall. Among other prodigies, Milton repre-

s>ents the sun in mi eclipse ; and at the same time a bright

cloud in the western region of the heavens descending
"with a band of angels, Mr. Addison, in order to shew
his author's art and judgment in the conduct and dispo-

sition of this sublime scenery, observes, " the whole thca-
" tre of nature is darkentd, that this glorious machine
" may appear in all its lustre and magnificence." I know
not, (Jrontes, whether you will agree in sentiment witb

me ; but I must confess I am at a loss which to admire
most upon this occasion, the poet or the critic.

There is a double beauty in images of this kind when
ihey are not only metaphors, but illusions. I was much
pleased with an instance of this uncommon species, in a
little poem entitled The Spleen. The author of that piece

(who has thrown together more original thoughts than I

ever read in the same compass of lines) speaking of the

advantages of exercise in dissipating those gloomy va-

pours, wliich are so apt to hang upon some minds, em-
ploys the following itnage :

Throw but a stone, the giant dies.

You will observe, Orontes, that the metaphor liere is

conceived with great propriety of thought, if we consider

it only in its primary view ; but when we see it pointing

still farther, and hinting at the story of David and Goliah,

it receives a very considerable improvement from thi^

double application.
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^ It must be owned some of the greatest authors, both

Ancient and modern, have made many remarkable slips

in the management, of this figure, and have sometimes ex-

pressed themselves with as much impropriety as an honest

sailor of my acquaintance, a captain of a privateer, who
wrote an account to his owners of an engagement, " in

" which he had the good fortune," he told them, " of having
" only one of his hands shot through the nose." The great

caution, therefore, should be, never to join any idea to a

figurative expression, which would not be applicable to

it in a literal sense. Thus Cicero, in his treatise De Cla-

ris Oratoribus, speaking of the family of the Scipios, is

guilty of an impropriety of this kind : genetosarn stir-

pern {sfiyshe) et tanquam in unurn arhorem plnra genera^

sic in istum domum multorian insitam atque illuminatam

sapientiam. Mr. Addison, likewise, has fitllen into an er-

ror of the same sort, where he observes, " There is not a
" single view of human nature, which is not sufficient to
" extinguish the seeds of pride.'^ In this passage he evi-

dently unites images together which have no connexion
with each other. When a seed has lost its power of ve-

getation, I might, in a metaphorical sense, say it is ex-

tinguished : but when, in the same sense, I call that dis-

position of the heart which produces pride the seed of
that passion, I cannot, without introducing a confusion

of ideas, apply any word to seed but what corresponds

with its real properties or circumstances.

Another mistake in the use of this figure is, when dif-

ferent images are crowded too close upon each other, or

(to express myself after Quintilian) when a sentence sets

out with storms and tempests, and ends with fire and
flames. A judicious reader will observe an impropriety

of this kind in one of the late essays of the inimitable au-

thor last quoted, where he tells us, " that women were
" formed to temper mankind, not to set an edge upon
" their minds, and blow up in them those passions which
" are too apt to rise of their own accord." Thus a cele-

brated orator, speaking of that little blackening spirit in

mankind, which is fond of discovering spots in the bright-

est characters, remarks, that when persons of this cast
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of temper have mentioned any virtue of their neighbour,
" it is well if, to balance the matter, they do not clap
" some fault into the opposite scale, that so the enemy
*^ may not go off withJlying colours^ Dr. Swift also,

whose style is the most pure and simple of any of our
classic writers, and who does not seem in general very

fond of the figurative manner, is not always free from
censure in his management of the metaphorical language.

In his Essay on the Dissentions of Athens and Rome,
speaking of the populace, he takes notice, that, " though
" in their corrupt notions of divine worship, they are apt
" to multiply their gods, yet their earthly devotion is

" seldom paid to above one idol at a time, whose oar
" they pull with less murmuring, and much more skill,

" than when they share the ladings or even hold the
" helmP The most injudicious writer could not possibly

have fallen into a more absurd inconsistency of metaphor
than this eminent wit has inadvertently been betrayed

into, in this passage. For what connexion is there l)e-

tween worshipping and rowing, and who ever heard be-

fore of pulling the oar of an idol .?

As there are certain metaphors which are common to

all languages, there are others of so delicate a nature, as

not to bear transplanting from one nation into another.

There is no part, therefore, of the business of a transla-

tor more difficult to manage, than this figure, as it re-

quires great judgment to distinguish when it may, and
may not, be naturalized with propriety and elegance.

The want of this necessary discernment has led the com-
mon race of translators into great absurdities, and is one

of the principal reasons that performances of this kind

are generally so insipid. What strange work, for instance,

would an injudicious interpreter make with the following

metaphor in Homer ?

Nyy y/xp ^v 'ZJtxvTscraiv tTTi ^vpn i^ocroti ax/A*}?.

II. X. 173.

But Mr. Pope, by artfully dropping the particular image,

yet retaining the general idea, has happily preserved the

spirit of his author, and at the same time humoured the

different taste of his own countrymen.
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Each single Greek, in tliis conclusive strife,

Stands on the shaiyest edge of death or life.

And now, Orontes, do you not think it high time to be

dismissed from this fairy landr Permit me, however,

just to add, that this figure, which casts so much hght

and beauty upon works of genius, ought to be entirely

banished from the severer compositions of philosophy.

It is the business of the latter to separate reseinblances,

not to find them, and to deliver her discoveries in the

plainest and most unornamented expressions. Much dis-

pute, and, perhaps, many errors, might have been avoid-

ed, if metaphor had been thus c(mtined within its proper

limits, and never wandered from the regions of eloquence

and poetry. I am, &c.

LETTER XXV.

TO PHILOTES.
Aucust 5, 1744.

Don't you begin to think that I ill deserve the pre-

scription you sent me, since I have scarce had the man-
ners even to thank you for it? It must be confessed I

have neglected to honour my physician zcith the honour

due unto him : that is, I have omitted not only what 1

ought to have performed by good-hreeding, but what I

am expressly enjoined by my Bible. I am not, however,

entirely without excuse ; a silly one, I own ; neverthe-

less, it is the truth. I have lately been a good deal out

of spirits. But at length the fit is over. Amongst the

number of those things which are wanting to secure me
from a return of it, I must always reckon the company
of my friend. I have, indeed, frequent occasion for you;

not in the way of your profession, but in a better : in the

way of friendship. There is a healing quahty in that

intercourse, which a certain author has, with infinite pro-

priety, termed the medicine of life. It is a medicine

vrhicn, unluckily, lies almost wholly out of my reach

;

fortune having separated me from those few friends
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whom I pretend or desire to claim. General acquaint-

ances, you know, I am not much inclined to cultivate

;

so that I am at present as much secluded from society as

if I were a sojourner in a strange land. Though retire-

ment is my dear delight, yet, upon some occasions, I

think I have too much of it; and I agree with Balzac,

que la solitude est certainement une belle chose : mais il

y

a plaisir d'avoir quelqu'un qui sache repondre ; a qui on
puisse dire de terns en terns, que la solitude est nne belle

chose. But I must not forget, that, as I sometimes
want company, yau may as often wish to be alone ; and
that I may, perhaps, be at this instant breaking in upon
one of those hours which you desire to enjoy without in-

terruption. I will only detain you, therefore, whilst I add
that I am, &c.

LETTER XXVI.

TO PHIDIPPUS.

May 1, 1745,

If that friend of yours, whom you are desirous to add
to the number of mine, were endued with no other quality

than the last you mentioned in the catalogue of his vir-

tues ; I should esteem his acquaintance as one of my most
valuable privileges. When you assured me, iherelore, of
the generosity of his disposition, I wanted no additional

motive to embrace your proposal of joining you and him
at * *. To say truth, I consider a generous mind as the

noblest work of the creation, and am persuaded, where-
ever it resides, no real merit can be wanting. It is, per-

haps, the most singular of all the moral endowments. I

am sure, at least, it is often imputed where it cannot justly

be claimed. The meanest self-love, under some refined

disguise, frequently passes upon common observers for

this godlike principle ; and I have known many a popular

action attributed to this motive, when it flowed from no
higher a source than the suggestions of concealed vanity.

Good-nature, as it has many features in common with this
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"Vfrtae, is usually mistaken for it : the former, iiowever, is

but the effect, possibly, of a happy disposition of the ani-

mal structure, or, as Dryden somewhere calls it, of a cer-

tain *' milkiness of blood :" whereas the latter is seated

in the mind, and can never subsist where good sense and
enlar<^ed sentiments have no existence.. It is entirely

founded, indeed, upon justness of thought: which, per-

haps, is th^ reason this virtue is so little the characteristic

of mankind in general. A man, whose mind is warped by
the selfish passions, or contracted by the narrow preju-

<iices of sects or parties, if he does not want honesty, must
undoubtedly want understanding. The same clouds that

darken his intellectual views, obstruct his moral ones ; and
his generosity is extremely circumscribed, because his rear

son is exceedingly limited.

It is the distinguishing pre-eminence, of the Christian

system, that it cherishes this elevated principle in one
of its noblest exertions. Forgiveness of injuries, I

confess, indeed, has been inculcated by several of the

heathen moralists ; but it never entered into the establish-

ed ordinances of any religion, til! it had the sanction of
the great Author of our's. I have often, however, won-
dered that the ancients, who raised so many virtues and
affections of the mind into divinities, should never have
given a place in their temples to Generosity ; unless,

perhaps, they included it under the notion of fides or

HON OS. But surely she might reasonably have claimed a
separate altar, and superior rites. A principle of honour
may restrain a man from counteracting the social ties,

who yet has nothing of that active flame of generosity,

which is too powerful to be confined within the humbler
boundaries of mere negative duties. True generosity

rises above the ordinary rules of social conduct, and flows

with mu(;h too full a stream to be comprehended within

the precise marks of formal precepts. It is a vigorous

principle in the soul, which opens and expands all her
virtues far beyond those which are only the forced and
unnatural productions of a timid obedience. The man
who is influenced singly by motives of the latter kind,

aims no higher Uiau at certain authoritative standards,

F
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without ever attempting to reach those glorious elievation*

which constitute the only true heroism of the social cha-

racter. Religion, without this sovereign principle, dege-

nerates into slavish fear, and wisdom into a specious cun-

ning : learning is but the avarice of the mind, and wit its

more pleasing kind of madness. In a word, generosity

sanctifies every passion, and adds grace to every acquisi-

tion of the soul ; and if it does not necessarily include, at

least it reflects a lustre upon the whole circle of moral
and intellectual qualities.

But I am running into a general panegyric upon gene-
rosity, when I only meant to acknowledge the particular

instance you have given me of yours, in being desirous of
communicating to me a treasure, which I know much
better how to value than how to deserve. Be assured,

therefore, though Euphronius had none of those polite

accomplishments you enumerate, yet, after what you have

informed me concerning his heart, I should esteem his

friendship of more worth, than all the learning of ancient

Greece, and all the virtu of modem Italy, I am, &c.

LETTER XXVII.

TO SAPPHO.*
March 10, 1731.

While yet no am'rous youths around thee bow.

Nor flattVing verse conveys the faithless vow

;

To graver notes will Sappho's soul attend,

And ere she hears the lover, hear the friend ?

Let maids less bless'd employ their meaner arts

To reign proud tyrants o'er unnumber'd hearts

;

May Sappho learn (for nobler triumphs born)

Those little conquests of her sex to scorn.

To form the bosom to each gen'rous deed

;

To plant thy mind with ev'ry useful seed;

Be these thy arts ; nor spare the grateful toil.

Where nature's hand has bless'd the happy soil.

• A yonng lady of thirteen years of age.
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So shalt thou know, with pleasing skill to blend
The lovely mistress and instructive friend

:

So shalt thou know, when unrelenting time
Shall spoil those charms yet op'ning to their prime,
To ease the loss of beauty's transient flow'r.

While reason keeps what rapture gave before.

And oh ! whilst wit, fair dawning, spreads its ray,

Serenely rising to a glorious day,

To hail the growing lustre oft be mine,

Thou early fav'rite of the sacred Nine

!

And shall the Muse with blameless boast pretend,

In youth's gay bloom that Sappho call'd me friend
;

That urg'd by me she shunn'd the dangVous way,
Where heedless maids in endless error stray;.

That scorning soon her sex's idler art.

Fair praise inspir'd, and virtue warm'd her heart;

That fond to reach the distant paths of fame,

I taught her infant genius where to aim ?

Thus when the feather'd choir first tempt the sky,

And, all unskill'd, their feeble pinions try,

Th' experienced sire prescribes th' adventurous height.

Guides the young wing, and pleas'd attends the flight.

LETTER XXVIII.

TO PHIDIPPUS.

Yes, Phidippus, I entirely agree with you ; the ancients

most certainly had much loftier notions of friendship than
seem to be generally entertained at present. But may
they not justly be considered, on this subject, as downright
enthusiasts ? Whilst, indeed, they talk of friendship as a
virtue, or place it in a rank little inferior, I can admire the

generous warmth of their sentiments; but when they go so

far as to make it a serious question, whether justice her-

self ought not, in some particular cases, to yield to this

their supreme affection of the heart; there, I confess, they

leave me far behind.
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If we had not a treatise extant upon the subject, w«
should scarce believe this fact, upon the credit of those au-
thors who have delivered it down to us : but Cicero him-
self has ventured to take the affirmative side of this de-

bate, in his celebrated dialogue inscribed Laelius. He fol-

lowed, it seems, in this notion, the sentiments of the Gre-
cian Theophrastus, who publicly maintained the same
astonishing theory.

It must be confessed, however, these admirers of the

false sublime in friendship talk upon this subject with so

much caution, and in such general terms, that one is in-

clined to think they themselves a little suspected the vali-

dity of those very principles they would inculcate. We
find, at least, a remarkable instance to that purpose, in

a circumstance related of Chi to, one of those famous
sages who are distinguished by the pompous title of the

wise men of Greece.

That celebrated philosopher, being upon his death-bed,

addressed himself, we are informed, to his friends who
stood round him, to the following effect :

" I cannot,
" through the course of a long life, look back with uneasi-
*' ness upon any single instance of my conduct, unless,

" perhaps, on that which I am going to mention, wherein,
" I confess, I am still doubtful whether I acted as I ought,
** or not. I was once appointed judge, in conjunction
" with two others, when my particular friend was ar-

" raigned before us. Were the laws to have taken their

" free course, he must inevitably have been condemned
" to die. After much debate, therefore, with myself,
" I resolved upon this expedient : I gave my own vote ac-

" cording to my conscience, but, at the same time, em-
" ployed all my eloquence to prevail with my associates
" to absolve the criminal. Now I cannot but reflect

" upon this act with concern, as fearing there was some-
" thing of perfidy, in persuading others to go counter to
" what I myself esteemed right."

It does not, certainly, require any great depth of ca-

suistry to pronounce upon a case of this nature. And
yet had TuUy, that great master of reason, been Chilo's

confessor, upon thisoccasion, it is very plain he would
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liave given him absolution, to the just scandal of the most

iguorant curate that ever lulled a country village.

What I have here observed, will suggest, it I mistake

Bot, a very clear answer to the question you propose :

" Whence it should happen, that we meet with instances
" of friendship among the Greeks and Romans, far su-

" perior to any thing of the same kind which modern
" times have produced ?" For while the greatest ge-

niuses among them employed their talents in exalting this

noble affection, and it was encouraged even by the laws

themselves ; what eflfects might one not expect to arise

from the concurrence of such powerful causes ? The
several examples of this kind, which you have pointed

out, are undoubtedly highly animating and singular: to

which give me leave to add one instance, no less re-

markable, though, I think, not so commonly observed.

Eudamidas, the Corinthian, (as the story is related in

Luciau's Toxaris) thougli in low circumstances himself,

was happy in the friendship of two very wealthy persons,

Charixenus and Aretheus. Eudamidas, finding himself

drawing near his end, made his will in the following

terms :
" 1 leave my mother to Aretheus, to be main-

" tained and protected by him in her old age. I bequeath
" to Charixenus the care of my daughter; desiring that
** he would see her disposed of in marriage, and portion
" her, at the same time, with as ample a fortune as his

" circumstances shall admit : and, in case of the death of
" either of these my two friends, I substitute the sur-

" vivor in his place."

This will was looked upon, by some, as we may well

imagine, to be extremely ridiculous : however, the lega-

tees received information of it with very diU'erent senti-

ments, accepting of their respective legacies with great

satisfaction. It happened that Charixenus died a few
days after his friend, the testator; the survivorship,

therefore, taking place in favour of Aretheus, he, accord-

iogiy, not only took upon himself the care of his friend's

mother, but also made an equal distribution of his estate

between this child of Eudamidas, and an only daughter

of his own, soiemnizing both their marriages on the same
day.
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I do not recollect that any of the moderns have raised

their notions of friendship to these extravagant heights,

excepting only a very singular French author, who talks

in a more romantic strain upon this subject than even the
ancients themselves. Could you, Phidippus, believe a
man in earnest, who should assert that the secret one has
sworn never to reveal, may, without perjury, be discovered
to one's friend ? Yet the honest Montaigne has ventured
gravely to advance this extraordinary doctrine, in clear

and positive terras. But I never knew a sensible man in

my life, that was not an enthusiast upon some favourite

point; as, indeed, there is none where it is more excusa-
ble than in the article of friendship. It is that which af-

fords the most pleasing sunshine of our days; if, there-

fore, we see it now and then break out with a more than
reasonable warmth and lu^^tre, who is there that will not
be inclined to pardon an excess, which can only flow from
the most generous principles? Adieu. I am, &c.

LETTER XXIX.

TO THE SAME.

{ July 3, 1746.

When I mentioned graee as essential in constituting a
fine writer, I rather hoped to have found my sentiments
reflected back with a clearer light by yours, than ima-
gined you would have called upon me to explain in form,
what I only threw out by accident. To confess the
truth, I know not whether, after all that can be said to

illustrate this uncommon quality, it must not at last be
resolv-ed into the poet's nequeo monstrare et sentiotantiim.

In cases of this kind, where language does not supply us
with proper words to express the notions of one's mind,
we can only convey our sentiments in figurative terms : a
defect which necessarily introduces some obscurity.

I will not, therefore, undertake to mark out, with any
soft of precision, that idea which I would express by the
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word grace : and, perhaps, it can no more he clearly de-

scribed than justly defined. To give you, however, a

general intimation of what I mean, when I apply that

term to compositions of genius, I would resemble it to

that easy air, which so remarkably distinguishes certain

persons of a genteel and liberal cast. It consists, not

only in the particular beauty of single parts, but arises

from the general symmetry and construction of the whole.

An author may be just in his sentiments, lively in his fi-

gures, and clear in his expression
;
yet may have no

claim to be admitted into the rank of finished writers.

Those several members must be so agreeably united as

mutually to reflect beauty upon each other: their ar-

rangement must be so happily disposed as not to admit of

the least transposition, without manifest prejudice to the

entire piece. The thoughts, the metaphors, the allusions,

and the diction should appear easy and natural, and seem
to arise like so many spontaneous productions, rather

than as the effects of art or labour.

Whatever, therefore, is forced, or affected, in the sen-

timents; whatever is pompous, or pedantic, in the expres-

sion, is the very reverse of grace. Her mien is neither

that of a prude nor a coquet ; she is regular without for-

mality, and sprightly without being fantastical. Grace,

in short, is to good writing what a proper light is to a fine

picture ; it not only shews all the figures in their several

proportions and relations, but shews them in the most

advantageous manner.
As gentility (to resume my former illustration) appears

in the minutest action, and improves the most inconsider-

able gesture ; so grace is discovered in the placing even

of a single word, or the turn of a mere expletive. Nei-

ther is this inexpressible quality confined to one species

of composition only, but extends to all the various kinds

;

to the humble pastoral as well as to the lofty epic ; from
the slightest letter to the most solemn discourse.

I know not whether Sir William Temple may not be

considered as the first of our prose authors, who intro-

duced a graceful manner into our language. At least that

quality does not seem to have appeared early, or spread
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far amongst us. But wheresoever we may look for it»'

origin, it is certainly to be found in its highest perfec-
tion in the essays of a gentleman whose writings will be
distinguished so long as politeness and good sense have
any admirers. That becoming air which TuUy esteemed
the criterion of fine composition, and which every reader,
he says, imagines so easy to be imitated, yet will find so
difficult to attain, is the prevailing characteristic of all

that excellent author's most elegant performances. In a.

word, one may justly apply to him what Plato, in his alle-

gorical language, says of Aristophanes ; that the Graces
having searched all the world round for a temple where-
in they might for ever dwell, settled at last in the brea^
of Mr, Addison. Adieu. I am, &c.

LETTER XXX.

TO CLYTANDER.

Can it then be true, Clytander, that, after all the fine

things which have been said concerning the love of our
country, it owes its rise to the principles you mention,
and was originally propagated among mankind in order to

cheat them into the service of the community ? And is

it thus, at last, that the most generous of the human pas-

sions, instead of bearing the sacred signature of nature,

can produce no higher marks of its legitimacy than the

suspicious impress of art ? The question is worth, at

least, a few thoughts ; and I will just run over the princi-

pal objections in your letter, without drawing them up,

however, in a regular form.

That the true happiness of the individual cannot arise

from the single exercise of the mere selfish principles, is

CA'ident, I think, above all reasonable contradiction. If a
man would thoroughly enjoy his own being, he must, of
necessity, look beyond it ; his private satisfactions always
increasing in the same proportion with which he promotes
tho^e of others. Thus self-interest, if rightly directed,
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flows throii^ the nearer charities of relations, friends^

and dependents, till it rises, and dilates itself into gene-
ral benevolence. But if every addition which we make to

tlie welfare of others be really an advancement of our
own ; the love of our counti-y must necessarily, upon a
principle of self-interest, be a passion founded in the

strictest reason ; because it is a disposition pregnant with

the greatest possible good, which the limited powers of
man are capable of producing. Benevolence, therefore,

points to our country, as to her only adequate mark :

whatever falls short of that glorious end, is too small for

her full gratification: and all beyond is too immense for

her grasp.

Thus our country appears to have a claim to our af-

fection, as it has a correspondent passion in the human
breast : a passion, not raised by the artifices of policy, or

propagated by the infection of enthusiasm, but necessa-

rily resulting from the original constitution of our species,

and conducive to the highest prira^e advantage of each
individual. When Curtius, therefore, or the two Decii,

sacrificed their lives, in order to rescue their community
from the calamities with which it was threatened, they

were by no means impelled (as you seemed to represent

them) by a political phrenzy, but acted on the most solid

and rational principles. The method they pursued, for

that purpose, was dictated, I confess, by the most absurd
and groundless superstition: yet, while the impression of
that national belief remained strong upon their minds,

and they were thoroughly persuaded that falling, in the

manner we are assured they did, was the only effectual

means of preserving their country from ruin ; they took
the most rational measures of consulting their private

happiness, by thus consenting to become the public vic-

tims. Could it even be admitted (what, with any degree
of probability, never, indeed, can be admitted) that these

glorious heroes considered fame as the vainest of shadows,
and had no hopes of an after-life in any other scene of
existence; still, however, their conduct might be justified

as perfectly wise. For surely, to a mind that was not
wholly immersed in the lowest dregs of the most con-
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tracted selfishness ; that had not totally extinguished

every generous and social affection ; the thoughts of hav-

ing preferred a mere joyless existence (for such it must
have been) to the supposed preservation of numbers of
one's fellow-creatures, must have been far more painful

than a thousand deaths.

I cannot, however, but agree with you, that this af-

fection was productive of infinite mischief to mankind, as

it broke out among the Romans, in the impious spirit of
their unjust conquests. But it should be remembered,
at the same time, that it is the usual artifice of ambition,
to mask herself in the semblance of patriotism. And it

can be no just objection to the noblest of the social pas-

sions, that it is capable of being inflamed beyond its na-

tural heat, and turned, by the arts of policy, to promote
those destructive purposes, which it was originally im-
planted to prevent.

This zeal for aur country may, indeed, become irra-

tional, not only wiien it thus pushes us on to act counter

to the natural rights of any other community ; but, like-

wise, when it impels us to take the measures of violence

in opposition to the general sense of our own. For may
not public happiness be estimated by the same standard

as that of private ? and as every man^s own opinion must
determine his particular satisfaction, shall not the gene-
ral opinion be considered us decisive in the question con-

cerning general interest } Far am I, however, from insi-

nuating, that the true welfare of mankind, in their col-

lective capacities, depends singly upon a prevailing fancy,

any more than it does in their separate ; undoubtedly, in

both instances, theym^ equally embrace a false interest.

But whenever this is the case, I should hardly imagine
that the love of our country, on the one hand, or of our

neighbour on the other, would justify any methods of
bringing them to a wiser choice, than those of calm and
rational persuasion.

I cannot at present recollect which of the ancient au-

thors it is that mentions the Cappadocians to have been
so enamoured of subjection to a despotic power, as to

*efuse the enjoyment of their liberties, though gene-
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Tously tendered to them by the Romans. Scarcely,!

suppose, can there be an instance produced of a more
remarkable depravity of national taste, and of a more
false calculation of public welfare : yet, even in this in-

stance, it should seem the highest injustice to have at-

tempted, by force, and at the expence, perhaps, of half

the lives in the state, the introduction of a more improv-

ed system of government.

In this notion I am not singular, but have the authority

of Plato himself on my side, who held it as a maxim of
undoubted truth, in politics, that the prevailing sentiments

of a state, how much soever mistaken, ought by no
means to be opposed by the measures of violence : a
maxim, which if certain pretended or misguided patriots

had happily embraced, much effusion of civil blood had
been lately -spared to our nation. Adieu. I am,&c.

LETTER XXXI,

TO PALAMEDES.
Nov, 4, 1740.

The dawn is overcast, the morning Imirs,

And heasily witli clouds brin.'S on the day.

How then can I better disappoint the gloomy effects

of a louring sky, than by calling my thoughts off from the

dull scene before me, and placing them upon an object

which I always consider with pleasure ? Much, certain-

ly, are we indebted to that happy faculty, by which, with

a sort of magic power, we can bring before one's mind
v^hatever has been the subject of its most agreeable con-

templation. In vain, therefore, would that lovely dame,
who has so often been the topic of our conversations,

pretend to enjoy you to herself: in spite of your favou-

rite philosophy, or even of a more powerful divinity ; in

spite of Fortune herself, I can place you in my view,

though half a century of miles lies between us. But am
I for ever to be indebted to imagination only for your

presence ? and will you not sometimes let me owe that
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weeks before the summer ends, without any inconveni-

ence to that noble plan upon which I know you are so in-

tent. As for my own studies, they go on but slowly :

I am, like a traveller without a guide in an unknown
country, obliged to enquire the way at every turning, and
consequently cannot advance with all the expedition I

could wish. Adieu. I am, &c.

LETTER XXXU.

TO THE SAME.
August 10, 1745.

Forgive me, Palamedes, if I mistrust an art, which
the greatest of philosophers has called the art of deceiv-

ing, and by which the first of orators could persuade the

people that he had conquered at the athletic games,

though they saw him fall at his adversary's feet. The
voice of Eloquence should ever, indeed, be heard with

caution ; and she, whose boast it has formerly been, to

make little things appear considerable, may diminish ob-

jects, perhaps, as well as enlarge them, and lessen even

the charms of repose. But I have too long experienced

the joys of retirement, to quit her arms for a more lively

mistress ; and I can look upon ambition, though adcM*ned

in all the ornaments of your oratory, with the cool in-

difference of the most confirmed stoic. To confess the

whole truth, I am too proud to endure a repulse, and too

humble to hope for success : qualities little favourable, I

imagine, to the pretensions of him who would claim the

glittering prizes, which animate those that run the race of

ambition. Let those honours, then, you mention, be in-

scribed on the tombs of others; be it rather told on
mine, that I hved and died

Unplac'd, unpcnsion'd, no man's heir or slave.

And is not this a privilege as valuable as any of those

which you have painted to my view, in all the warmest co-
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lours of your enlivening eloquence ? Bruyere, at least,

has just now assured me, that " to pay one's court to no
" man, nor expect any to pay court to you, is the most
" agreeable of all situations ; it is the true golden age,"

says he, '* and the most natural state of man."
Believe me, however, I am not in the mistake of those

whom you justly condemn, as imagining that wisdom is

the companion only of retirement, and that virtue enters

not the more open and conspicuous walks of life : but I

will confess, at the same time, that though it is to Tully I

give my applause, it is Atticus that has my affection.

" Life, says a celebrated ancient, " may be compared
** to the Olympic games : some enter into those assem-
** blies for glory, and others for gain ; while there is a
" third party (and those by no means the most contempti-
** ble) who clroose to be merely spectators." I need not
tell you, Palaraedes, how early it was my inclination to be
numbered with the last ; and as nature has not formed
me with powers, am I not obliged to her for having divest-

ed me of every inclination for bearing a part in the am-
bitious contentions of the world ? Providence, indeed,

seems to have designed some tempers for the obscure
scenes of life ; as there are some plants which flourish

best in the shade. But the lowest shrub has its use, you
tire sensible, as well as the loftiest oak ; and, perhaps,

your friend may find some method of convincing you, that

«ven the humblest talents are not given in vain. FareweL
I am, &c.

LETTER XXXIII.

TO PALEMON.
May 28, 1748.

Is it possible you can thus descend from the highest

concerns to the lowest, and, after deliberating upon the

afl&iirs of Europe, have the humility to enquire into mine ?

But the greatest statesmen, it seems, have their trifling as

well as their serious hours : and I have read of a Roman
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consul that amused himself with gathering cockle-shells;

and of a Spartan monarch who was found riding upon a
hobby-horse. Or shall I rather say, that friendship gilds

every object upon which she shines? As it is the singular

character of Palemon to preserve that generous flame in

all its strength and lustre, amidst that ambitious atmos-
phere which is generally esteemed so unfavourable to

every brighter affection.

It is upon one or other of those principles alone, that

you can be willing to suspend your own more important
engagements, by attending to an account of mine. They
have lately, indeed, been more diversified than usual, and I
have passed these three months in a continual succession

of new scenes. The most agreeable, as well as the far-

thest part of my progress, was to the seat of Hortensius
;

and I am persuaded you will not think my travels have
been in vain, since they afford me an opportunity of in-

forming you, that our friend is in possession of all that

happiness which I am sure you wish him. It is probable,

however, you have not yet heard that he owes the chief

part of it to female merit; for his marriage was concluded
even before those friends, who are most frequently with

him, had the least suspicion of his intentions. But though
he had some reasons for concealing his designs, he has

none for being ashamed of them now they are executed.

I say not this from any hasty approbation, but as ha\ ing

long known and esteemed the lady whom he has chosen :

and, as there is a pleasure in bringing two persons of merit

to the knowledge of each other, will you allow me, in the

remainder of this letter, to introduce her to your acquaint-

ance ?

Hortensia is of a good stature, and perfectly well pro-

portioned; but one cannot so properly say her air is gen-

teel, as that it is pleasing: for there is a certain unaffected

carelessness in her dress and mien, that wins by degrees

rather than strikes at first sight. If you were to look no
farther than the upper part of her face, you would think

her handsome; were you only to examine the lower, you
would immediately pronounce the reverse

;
yet there is

something in her eyes which, without any pretence to be
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called fine, gives such an agreeable liveliness to her whole
countenance, that you scarce observe, or soon forget,. all

her features are not regular. Her conversation is rather

cheerful than gay, and more instructive than sprightly.

—

But the principal and most distinsuished faculties of her

niind are her memory and her judgment, both which she

possesses in a far higher degree than one usually finds

even in persons of our sex. She has read most of the ca-

pital authors both in French and English; but her chief

and favourite companions of that kind have lain among
the historical and dramatic writers.. There is hardly a
remarkable event, in ancient or modern story, of which
she cannot give a very clear and judicious account ; as

she is equally well versed in all the principal characters

and incidents of the most approved stage compositions.

The mathematics is not wholly a stranger to her; and
though she did not think proper to pursue her enquiries

of that kind to any great length, yet the very uncommon
facility with which she entered into the reasonings of that

science, plainly discovered she was capable of attaining a
thorough knowledge of all its most abstruse branches.—.

Her taste, in performances of polite literature, is always

just; and she is an excellent critic, without knowing any
thing of the artificial rules of that science. Her observa-

tions, therefore, upon subjects of that sort, are so much
the more to be relied upon, as they are the pure and un-

biassed dictates of nature and good sense. Accordingly

Hortensius, in the several pieces which you know he has

published, constantly had recourse to her judgment ; and
I have often heard him, upon those occasions, apply with

singular pleasure, and with equal truth, what the tender

Propertius says of his favourite Cynthia

:

Mejurat in grermo doctct legisse puellee,

Auribus et piiris scripta probusse mea :

Hac ubi contigerint, populi confusa valeto

Fabula ; nam, dominajudice, tutus ero.

But her uncommon strength of understanding has pre-

served her from that fatal rock of all female knowledge,

the impertinent ostentation of it ; and she thinks a re-

serve in this article an essential part of that modesty
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tvhich is the ornament of her sex. I have heard her ob-
serve, that it is not in the acquired endowments of the
female mind, as in the heauties of her person, where it

may he sufficient praise, perhaps, to follow the example
of the virgin described by Tasso, who,

Non copre site bellezze, e non Vespose.

On the contrary, she esteems it a point of decency to
throw a veil over the superior charms of her understand-
ing ; and if ever she draws it aside, you plainly perceive
it is rather to gratify her good-nature than her vanity

;

less in compliance with her own inclinations, than with
those of her company.
Her refined sense and extensive knowledge have not,

however, raised her above the more necesi«ary acquisitions

of female science; they have only taught her to fill that
part of her character with higher grace and dignity. She
enters into all the domestic duties of her station with the
most consjnnmate skill and prudence. Her economical
deportment is calm and steady; and she presides over
her family like the Intelligence of some planetarj' orb,

conducting it in all its proper directions without violence

or disturbed efforts.

These qualities, however considerable they might ap-
pear in a less shining character, are but under parts in

Hortensia's ; for it is from the virtues of her heart that

she derives her most irresistible claim to esteem and ap-
probation. A constant flow of uniform and unaffected

cheerfulness gladdens her own breast, and enlivens that

of every creature around her. Her behaviour, under
the injuries she has received (for injuries even the blame-
less Horlensia has received) was with all the calm for-

titude of the most heroic patience ; as she firmly relied,

that Providence would either put an end to her misfor-

tunes, or support her under them. And with that ele-

vated hope, she seemed to feel less for herself than for

the unjust and inhuman author of her sufferings, gene-
rously lamenting to see one, so nearly related to her,

stand condemned by that severest and most significanr of
sentences, the united reproaches of the world and of his

conscience.
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Thus, Palemon, T have given you a faithful copy of an
excellent original : but whether you will join with me in

thinking my pencil has been true to its subject, must be
left to some future opportunity to determine. I am, &c.

LETTER XXXIV.

TO HORTENSIUS.
Dec. 10, 1730.

I HAVE read over the treatise you recommended to me,
with attention and concern. I was sorry to find an au-
thor, who seems so well qualified to serve the cause of
truth, employing his talents in favour of what appears to

me a most dangerous error. I have often wondered, in-

deed, at the policy of certain philosophers of this cast,

who endeavour to advance religion by depreciating human
nature. Methmks it would be more for the interest of
virtue, to represent her congenial (as congenial she surely

is) with our make, and agreeable to our untainted con-
stitution of soul: to prove that every deviation from mo-
ral rectitude is an opposition to our native bias, and con-
trary to those characters of dignity which the Creator has
universally impressed upon the mind. This, at least, was
the principle which many of the ancient philosophers la-

boured to inculcate ; as there is not, perhaps, any single

topic in ethics that might be urged with more truth, or

greater efficacy.

It is upon this generous and exalted notion of our spe-

cies, that one of the noblest precepts of the excellent Py-
thagoras is founded : Tlxvruv Se (/.xXi^ix (says that philo-

sopher) oii(Ty(vveo (Totvrov, The first and leading dispo-

sition to engage us on the side of virtue, was, in that

sage's estimation, to preserve, above all things, a constant

reverence to our own mind, and to dread nothing so much
as to offend against its native diiinity. The ingenious

Mr. Norris, 1 remember, reconnnends this precept as one
of the best, perhaps, that was ever given to the world.

May one not justly, then, be surprised to find it so sel-
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dora enforced in our modern systems of morality ? To
confess the truth, I am strongly inclined to suspect that

much of that general contempt of every manly principle,

which so remarkably distinguishes the present times, may
fairly be attributed to the Jmmour of discarding this ani-

mating notion of our kind. It has been the fashion to

paint human nature in the harshest and most unpleasing

colours. Yet there is not, surely, any argument more
likely to induce a man to act unworthily, than to per-

suade him that he has nothing of innate worthiness in his

genuine disposition ; than to reason him out of every ele-

vated notion of his owt\ grandeur of soul; and to destroy,

in short, every motive that might justly inspire him with a

principle of self-reverence, that surest interna/ guard hea-

ven seems to have assigned to the human virtues.

—

Farevvel. lam, &c.

LETTER XXXy.

TO CLEORA.

Though it was not possible for me to celebrate with

you, as usual, that happy anniversary which we have so

many reasons to commemorate, yet I could not suffer

so joyful a festival to pass by me without a thousand ten-

der reflections. I took pleasure in tracing back that

stream to its rise, which has coloured all my succeeding

days with happiness ; as my Cleora, perhaps, was at that

very instant running over in her own mind those many
moments of calm satisfaction which she has derived from
the same source.

My heart was so entirely possessed with the senti-

ments which this occasion suggested, that I found my-
self raised into a sort of poetical enthusiasm ; and I

could not forbear expressing, in verse, what I have often

said in prose, of the dear author of my most valuable en-

joyments. As I imagined Teraminta would, by this

time, be with you, I had a view to her harpsichord in the

composition, and 1 desire you would let her know, I hope
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she will shew me, at my return, to what advantage the

most ordinary numbers will appear, when judiciously ac-

companied with a fine voice and instrument.

I must not forget to tell you, it was in your favourite

grove, which we have so often traversed together, that I

indulged myself in these pleasing reveries; as it was not,

you are to suppose, without having first invoked the

Genius of the place, and called upon the Muses in dii»

form, that I broke out in the following rhapsody :

ODE FOR MUSIC.

ATR T.

Thrire has the circlini; parth, swift-pacing, run.
And thrire a»ain armmd the sun,

Siiire fiist the whitc-rob"d priest, with sacred band.
Sweet union ! join'd us hand in hand.

CITORUS.

All Heav'n, and ov'ry friendly pow^r,

Approv'd the vow and bless'd the hoiK.

RECITATIVE.

What tho' in silence sacred Hymen trod,

Nor lyre proclaim'd, nor garland crown'd the God :

"What tho' nor feast nor revel dance was there,

(Vain pomp of joy the happy well may spare !)

Yet Love unfeign'd, and conscious Honour, led

Tlie spotless virgin to the bridal bed
;

Rich, tho' dexpaU'd of all her little store ;

For who shall seize fair virtue's better dow'r '

AIR II.

BVst with sense, with temper blest.

Wisdom o'er thy lips presides ;

Virtue guards thy gen'rous breast.

Kindness all thy actions guides.

AIR III.

Ev'ry home-felt bliss is mine,
Evry matron grace is thine ;

Chaste deportment, artless mien.
Converse sweet, and heart serene-

Sinks my soul with gloomy pain '

See, she smiles !— 'tis joy again '.

Swells a passion m my breaat i

JIark, she speaks! and all is rest.
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oft as clouds my paths o'erspead
(Doubtful where my steps should tread)
She, with judgment's steady ray,

Marks, and smooths, the better way,

CHORUS.
Chief amongst ten thousand she.

Worthy, saci ed Hymen ! tliee.

While such are the sentiments which T entertain of-my
Cleora, can T find myself obliged to be thus distant from
her, without the highest regret ? The truth, believe me,
is, though both the cornpany and the scene wherein I am
engaged are extremely agreeable, yet I find a vacancy in

my happiness, which none but you can fill up. Surely

those who have recommended these little separations as

necessary to revive the languor of the married state, have
ill miderstood its most refined gratifications: there is no
satiety in the mutual exchange of tender offices.

There seems to have been a time, when a happiness of
this kind was considered as the highest glory, as well as

the supreme blessing of human life. I remember, when
I was in Italy, to have seen several conjugal inscriptions

upon the sepulchral monuments of ancient Rome, which,

instead of running out into a pompous panegyric upon
the virtues of the deceased, mentioned singly, as the most
significant of encomiums, how many years the parties

had lived together in full and uninterrupted harmony.—
The Romans, indeed, in this, as in many other instances,

afford the most remarkable examples; and it is an ob-
servation of one of their writers, that, notwithstanding

divorces might very easily be obtained among them, their

republic had subsisted many centuries, before there was a
single instance of that privilege ever having been exerted.

Thus, my Cleora, you see, however unfashionable I may
appear in the present generation, I might have been
kept in countenance in a former; and by those too who
had as much true gallantry and good-sense as one usually

meets with in this. But affections which are founded in

truth and nature stand not in need of any precedent to

support them ; and I esteem it my honour no less than

«iy happiness, that I am, &c.
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LETTER XXXVI.

TO CLYTANDER.

Did you imagine I was reullv in earnest, when I talked

of quitting ***, and withdrawing from those gilded pros-

pects which ambition had once so strongly set in my
view ? But my vows, you see, are not in the numher of

those which are made to be broken ; for the retreat I

had long meditated is now, at last, happily executed. To
say truth, my friend, the longer I lived in the high scenes

of action, the more I was convinced that nature had not

formed me for bearing a part in them : and though I was
once so unexperienced in the ways of the world, as to be-

lieve I had talents, as I was sore 1 had inclination, to

serve my country, yet every day's conversation contri-

buted to wean me, by degrees, from that flattering delu-

sion.

How, indeed, could a man hope to render himself ac-

ceptable to the various parties which divide our nation,

who professes it as his principle, that there is no striking

wholly into the measures of any, without renouncing ei-

ther one's sense or one's integrity? and yet, as the world
is at present constituted, it is scarce possible, I fear, to

do any good in one's generation, (in public life 1 mean)
without listing under some or other of those various ban-

ners which distinguish the several corps in these our po-

litical warfares. To those, therefore, who may have cu-

riosity enough to enter into my concerns, and ask a rea-

son for my quitting the town, I answer, in the words of
the historian, Civital'ta morum tadet pigetque.—But I am
wandering from the purpose of my letter, which was not
so much to justify my retreat, a^ to incline you to follow

me into it : to follow me, I mean, as a visitor only ; for I

love my country too well to call you off from those great

services you are capable of doing here.

I have pitched my tent upon a spot which I am per-

suaded will not displease you. My villa (if you will allow

me to call by that fine name, what, in truth, is no better
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which commands a short, though ao;reeable, view of about
three miles in circumference. This is bounded on the

north by a ridge of hills, which afford me at once both a
secure shelter and a beautiful prospect; for they are as

well cultivated as the most fertile valleys. In the front

of ray house, which stands south-east, I have a view of

the river that runs, at the distance of somewhat less than

a quarter of a mile, at the end of my grounds, and, after

making several windings and turnings, seems to lose itself

at the foot of those hills I just now mentioned. As for

my garden, I am oVjllged to nature for its chief beauties;

having no other (except a small spot which I have allotted

for the purposes of my table) but what the fields and
meadows afford. These, however, I have embellished

with some care, having intermixed among the hedges all

the several sorts of flowering shrubs.

But I must not forget to mention what I look upon to

be the principal ornament of the place; as, indeed, I da
not recollect to have seen any thing of the kind in our
English plantations. I have covered a small spot with

different sorts of ever-greens, many of which are of a

species not very usual in 'our country. This little planta-

tion I have bran(5hed out into various labyriuth-walkSy

which are all terminated by a small temple in the centre.

I have a double advantage from this artificial wood ; for

it not only affords me a very shady retreat in summer,
but, as it is situated opposite to my library, supplies me
in winter with a perspective of the most agreeable ver-

dure imaginable.

What heightens my relish of this retirement, is the

Qpmpany of my Cleora; as, indeed, many of the best im-

provements I have made in it are owing to hints which I

have received from her exquisite taste and judgment.
She will rejoice to receive you as her guest here, and has

given it me in charge to remind you, that you have pro-

mised to be so. As the business of parliament is now
drawing to a conclusion, I may urge this to you without

any imputation upon my patriotism ; though, at the same
time, I must add, I make a very considerable sacrifice of
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private ir>tei-e6t, wheivever I resign you tor the sake of the

public. Adieu. I am, &c.

LETTER XXX VII.

TO H0RTEN6IUS.

Are you aware, Hortensius, how far I may mislead
you, when you are willing to resign yourself to my guid-

ance, through the regions of criticism ? Remember, how-
ever, that I take the lead in these paths, not in contidence

of my own superior knowledge of them, but in comphance
with a request, which I never yet knew how to refuse.—
In short, Hortensius, I give you my sentiments, because
it is my sentiments you require : but I give them, at the

same time, rather as doubts than decisions.

After having thus acknowledged my insufficiency for

the office you have assigned me, I will venture to confess

that the poet who has gained over your approbation, has
been far less successful with mine. I have ever thought,

with a very celebrated modern writer, that

Le vers le mieux rempli, la plus noble penser,

Ne peut plaire d Vesprtt quand I'oreille est blessee.

Boileau.

Thus, though I admit there is both wit in the raillery,

and strength in the sentiments, of your friend's moral
epistle, it by no means falls in with those notions I have
formed to myself concerning the essential requisites in

compositions of this kind. He seems, indeed, to have
widely deviated from the model he professes to have had
in view, and is no more like Horace, than Hifperion to a
Satyr, His deficiency in point of versification, not to

mention his want of elegance in the general manner of his

poem, is sufficient to destroy the pretended resemblance.
Nothing, in truth, can be more absurd, than to write in

poetical measure, and yet neglect harmony ; as, of all the

kinds of false style, that which is neither prose nor verse,

but I know not what inartificial combination of powerless
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words bordered with rhyme, is far, surely, the most iiv

suiTerable.

But you are of opinion, I perceive (and it is an opinion

in which you are not singuhir) that a neghgence of this

kind may be justified by the authority of the Roman sati-

rist : yet surely those who entertain that notion, have not
thoroughly attended either to the precepts or the practice

of Horace. He has attributed, I confess, his satirical

composition to the inspiration of a certain Muse, whom
he distinguishes by the title of the Musa pedfstris, audit
is this expression which seems to have misled the genera-

lity of his imitators. But though he will not allow her to

fly, he by no means intends she should creep : on the con-

trary, it may be said of the Muse of Horace, as of the

Eve of Milton, that

Grace is in all her steps.

That this was the idea which Horace himself had of her,

is evident, not only from the general air which prevails

in his satires and epistles, but from several express decla-

rations, which he lets fall in his progress through them.
Even when he speaks of her in his greatest fits of mo-
desty, and describes her as exhibited in his own moral
writings, he particularly insists upon the ease and har-

mony of her motions. Though he humbly disclaims, in-

deed, all pretensions to the higher poetry, the acer spi'-i-

tus et vis, as he calls it; he represents his style as being

governed by the tempora certa modmqur, as flowing with

a certain regular and agreeabk cadence. Accordingly,

we find him particularly condemning his predecessor,

Lucilius, for the dissonance of his numbers ; and he pro-

fesses to have made the experiment, whether the same
kind of moral subject might not be treated in more soft

and easy measures

:

Quid vetat et nosmet Lucilt scripta legentes
Qutcrere, nunc illius, num m-um dura ntgcirit
Ver.iiculos natura rnagisfactos, et euntes
MolUus ?

The truth is, a tuneful cadence is the single prerogative

of poetry which lie pretends to claim to his writings of
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this kind : and so far is he from thinking it unessential

that he ackiwwledges it as the on!)' separation which dis-

tinguishes them from prose. If that were once to he

broken down, and the musical order of his words de-

stroyed ; there would not, he tells us, be the least ap-

pcarajjce of poetry remaining :

Non
Invtnias etiam diyecti membra po€t<e.

However, when he delivers himself in this humble strain,

he is not, you will observe, sketching out a plan of this

species of poetry in general, but speaking merely of his

own performances in particular. His demands rise much
higher, when he informs us what he expects of those,

who would succeed in compositions of this moral kind.

He then not only requires flowing numbers, but an ex-

pression concise and unincumbered; wit, exerted with

good breeding, and managed vvith reserve; as, upon some

occasions, the sentiments may be enforced with all the

strength of eloquence and poetry : and though, in some

parts, the piece may appear with a more serious and

solemn cast of colouring, yet, upon the whole, he tells

us, it must be lively and riant. This I take to be hi»

meaning in the following passage :

Est brevitate opus, ut currat sevtentia, neu se

Impediat verbis Lassas overantibus aures ;

Et sermcne opus est, modd tri^ti, scepe jocoso,

DefendeJite viceiu modd 7-hetoris; atqiie po'etct ;

hiterdum urbani, parcentis vii Urns, atque
Extenuaiitis eas consulto-

Such, then, was the notion which Horace had of this kind

of writing. And if there is any propriety in these his

rules, if they are founded on the truth of taste and art;

I fear the performance in question, with numberless others

of the same stamp, (which have not, however, wanted ad-

mirers) must inevitably stand condemned. The truth of

it is, most of the pieces which are usually produced upon
this plan, rather give one an image of Lucilius, than of

Horace: the authors of them seem to mistake the awk-
ward negligence of the favourite of Scipio, for the easy

air of the friend of Maecenas.
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You will still tell me, perhaps, that the example of
Horace himself is an unanswerable objection to the no-
tion I have embraced; as there are numberless lines in

his satires and epistles, where the versification is evident-

ly neglected. But are you sure, Hortensius, that those

hues which sound so unharraonious to a modern ear, had
the same effect upon a Roman one ? For myself, at least,

I am much inclined to believe the contrary ; and it seems
highly incredible, that he who had ventured to censure
Lucilius for the uncouthness of his numbers, should him-
self be notoriously guilty of the very fault, against

which he so strongly exclaims. Most certain it is, that

the delicacy of the ancients, with respect to numbers, was
far superior to any thing that modern taste can pretend
to; and that they discovered differences, which are to us

absolutely imperceptible. To mention only one remark-
able instance •. A very ancient writer has observed upon
the following verse in Virgil,

Arma, virwnque carw, Troj(t qui primus ab oi'is—

that if, instead o^ primus, we were to pronounce hprimiSf

ii$ being long, and us short) the entire harmony of the

line would be destroyed. But whose ear is now so ex-

«|uisitely sensible, as to perceive the distinction between
those two quantities ? Some refinement of this kind

might probably give music to those lines in Horace, which
now seem so untuneable.

In subjects of this nature, it is not possible, perhaps,

to express one's ideas in any very precise and determinate

manner. I will only, therefore, in general, observe, with

respect to the requisite style of these performances, that

it consists in a natural ease 6^ expression, an elegant fa-

miliarity of phrase, which, though formed of the most
usual terms of language, has yet a grace and energy, no
less striking than that of a more elevated diction. There
is a certain lively colouring peculiar to compositions in

this way, which, without being so bright and glowing as

is necessary for the higher poetry, is, nevertheless, equal-

ly removed from whatever appears harsh and dry. But
particular instances will, perhaps better illustrate ray
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meaning, than any thing I can farther s^y to explain it.

There is scarce a line in the moral epistles of Mr, Pope,
which might not he produced for this purpose. I choose,

however, to lay before you the following verses, not as

preferring them to many others which might be quoted
from that inimitable satirist; but as they afford me an
opportunity of comparing them with a version of the same
original lines, of which they are an imitation; and, by.

that means, of shewing you, at one view, what I conceive

is, and is not, in the true manner of Horace

:

Peace is my dear delight,—not Fleury's more
;

But touch me, and no minister so sore

:

Whoe'er offends, at some unlucky time.

Slides into verse, and hitches in a rhyme ;

Sacred to ridicule his whole life long,

And the sad burthen of some merry soni;.

I will refer you to your own memory for the Latin pas-

sage, from whence Mr, Pope has taken the general hint

of these verses; and content myself with adding a transt-

lation of the lines from Horace by another hand :

Behold me blameless bard, how foqd of peace !

But he who hurts me, (nay, I will be heard) ^

Had better taken a lion by the beard ;

His eyes shall weep the folly of his tongue,
By laughing crowds in rueful ballad sung.

There is a strength and spirit in the former of these pas-

sages, and a flatness and languor in the latter, which
cannot fail of being discovered by every reader of the

least delicacy of discernment; and yet the words which
compose them both are equally sounding and significant.

The rules then, which I just now mentioned from Ho-
race, will point out the real cause of the different effects

which these two passages produce in our imnds ; as the

passages themselves will serve to confirm the truth and
justice of the rules. In tlie lines from Mr. Pope, one of
the principal beauties will be found to consist in the
shortness of the expression; whereas, the sentiments in

the other are too much incumbered with words. Thus,
for instance.

Peace is my dear delight,

is pleasing, because it is concise ; as

Behold me blameless bard, how fond ofpeace!
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is, in comparison of the former, the verba lassas oneran-

tia uurea. Another distinguishing perfection in the imita-

tor of Horace, is that spirit of gaiety which he has dif^

fused through these hnes, not to mention those happy,

though familiar, images of sliding into verse, and hitching

in a rhyme; which can never be sufficiently admired:—
But the translator, on the contrary, has cast too serious

an air over his numbers, and appears with an emotion

and earnestness that disappoint the force of his satire :

Nay, I will be heard,

has the mien of a man in a passion ; and

His eyes shall weep the folly of his tongue:

though a good line in itself, is much too solemn and tra-

gical for the undisturbed pleasantry of Horace.
But I need not enter more minutely mto an examina-

tion of those passages. The general hints I have thrown
out in this letter will suffice to shew you wherein I ima-
gine the true manner of Horace consists. And after all,

perhaps, it can no more be explained, than acquired, by
rules of art. It is what true genius can only execute,

and just taste alone discover. I am, &c.

LETTER XXXVIII.

TO THE SAME.
Nov, 7, 173Q.

Your admired poet, I remember, somewhere lays it

down as a maxim, that

The proper study of mankind is man .

There cannot, indeed, be a more useful, nor, one should

imagine, a more easy science : so many lessons of this

kind are every moment forcing themselves upon our obser-

vation, that it should seem scarce possible not to be well

acquainted with the various turns and dispositions of the
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human heart. And yet there are so few who are really

adepts in this article, that to say of a man, he knows the

world, is generally esteemed a compliment of the most
significant kind.

The reason, perhaps, of the general ignorance which
prevails in this sort of knowledi;,e, may arise from our

judging too much by universal principles. Whereas
there is a wonderful disparity in mankind, and number-
less characters exist which cannot properly be reduced

to any regular and fixed standard. Monsieur Paschal

observes, that the greater sagacity any man possesses, the

more originals he will discern among his species : ns it is

the remark of Sir William Temple, that no nation under
the sun abounds with so many as our own. Plutarch, if

I remember right, is of opinion, that there is a wider dif-

ference between the individuals of our own kind, than

what is observable between creatures of a separate order:

while Montaigne (who seems to have known human na-

ture perfectly well) supposes the distance to be still more
remote, and asserts that the distinction is much greater

between man and man, than between man and beast.

The comic writers have not,! think, taken all the advan-

tage they might of this infinite diversity of humour. in the

human race. A judicious observer of the world might sin-

gle out abundant materials for ridicule, without having re-

course to those worn-out characters which are for ever le-

turningupon thetjtage. Iflwere acquainted with any genius
in this class of writers, I think I could furnish him with an
original, which, if artfully represented, and connected
with proper incidents, might be very successfully intro-

duced into comedy. The person I have in view is my
neighbour Stilotes,

Stilotes, in his youth, was esteemed to have good sense,

and a tolerable taste for letters; as he gained some j-e-

putation at the university in the exercises usual at that

place. But as soon as he was freed from the restraint of
tutors, the natural restlessness of his temper broke out,

and he has never, from tViat time to this, applied himself

for half an hour together to any single pursuit. He is ex-

tremely active in his disposition ; but his whole life is o»fi
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incessant whirl of trifles. He rises, perhaps, with a full

intent of amusing himself all the morning with his gun :

but before he has got half the length of a field, he recol-

lects that he owes a visit, which he must instantly pay :

accordingly his horse is saddled, and he sets out. But ia

his way he remembers that he has not given proper or-

ders about such a flower, and he must absolutely return^

or the whole economy of his nursery will be ruined.—

^

Thus, in whatever action you find him engaged, you may
be sure it is the very reverse of what he proposed. Yet
with all this quickness of transition and vivacity of spi-

rits, he is so indolent in every thing which has the air ot
business, that he is at least tw o or three months before

he can persuade himself to open any letter he receives

:

and, from the same disposition, he has suffered the divi-

dends of his stocks to run on for many years, without re-

ceiving a shilling of the interest. Stilotes is possessed of

an estate in Dorsetshire, but that being the place where
his chief business lies, he chooses constantly to reside

with a friend near London. This person submits to his

humour and his company, in hopes that Stilotes will con-

sider him in his will : but it is more than possible that

he will never endure the fatigue of signing one. How-
ever, having here every thing provided for him but

ck>ihes and pocket-money, he lives perfectly to his satis-

faction, in full employment vvithout any real business
;

and while those who look after his estate take care to

•supply him with sufficient to answer those two articles,

he is entirely unconcerned as to all the rest : though,

when he is disposed to appear more than ordinarily im-

portant, he will gravely harangue upon the roguery of

stewards, and complain that his rents will scarce main-

tain him in powder and shot half the partridge season.—

In short, Stilotes is one of the most extraordinary com-
pounds of indolence and activity that I ever met with;

and, as I know you have a taste for curiosities, I present

you with his character as a rarity that merits a place in

your collection. Adieu. I am, &c.
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LETTER XXXIX.

TO PHimPPUS.

Tis well, my friend, that the age of transformation is no
more; otherwise I should tremble for your severe attack

upon the Muses, and expect to see the story of your meta-
morphosis embellish the poetical miracles of some modern
Ovid. But it is long siiice tl»e fate oi' the Fierides has

gained any credit in the world, and you may now, in full

security, contemn the divinities of Parnassus, and speak
irreverently of the daughters of Jove liimself. You see,

nevertheless, how highly the ancients conceived of them,
when they thus represented them as the offspring of tlie

great father of gods and men. You reject, I know, this

article of the heathen creed : but I may venture, however,
to assert, that philosophy will confirm what fable has
thus invented, and that the Muses are, in stricl truth, of
heavenly extraction.

The charms of the fine arts are, indeed, literally de-
rived from the Author of all nature, and founded in the

original frame and constitution of the human mind. Ac-
cordingly, the general principles of taste are common to

our whole species, and arise from that internal sense of
beauty which every man, in some degree at least, evi-

dently possesses. No rational mind can be so wholly
void of all perceptions of this sort, as to be capable of
contemplating the various objects that surround him,
with one equal coldness and indifference. There are cer-

tain forms which must necessarily fill the soul with agree-

able ideas; aiid she is instantly determined in her appro-
bation of them, previous to all reasonings concerning their

use and convenience. It is upon these general principles

that what is called fine taste in the arts is founded; and,
consequently, is by no means so precarious and unsettled

an idea as you choose to describe it. The truth is, taste

is nothins; more than this universal sense of beauty, ren-
dered more exquisite by genius, and more correct by cul-

tivatiooi: and it is from the simple and original ideas of
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this sort, that the mind learns to form her judgment of
the higher and more complex kinds. Accordingly, the

whole circle of the imitative and oratorical arts is go-
verned by the same general rules of criticism ; and to

prove t\\e certainty of these with respect to any one ot

tl>em,is toestabUsh their validity with regard to all the rest.

I will, therefore, consider the criterion of taste in rela-

tion only to fine writing.

Each species of composition has its distinct perfec-

tions; and it would require a much larger compass than a
letter affords to prove their respective beauties to be de-
rived from truth and nature; and consequently reducible

to a regular and precise standard. I will only mention,

therefore, those general properties which are essential to

them all, and without which they must necessarily be de-

fective in their several kinds. These, I think, may be
comprehended under uniformity in the design, variety

and resemblance in the metaphors and similitudes, toge-

ther with propriety and harmony in the diction. Now
some or all of these qualities constantly attend our ideas

of beauty, and necessarily raise that agreeable perception

of the mind, in what object soever they appear. The
charms of fine composition, then, arc so far from exist-

ing only in the heated imagination of an enthusiastic ad-

mirer, that they result from the constitution of nature

herself. And, perhaps, the principles of criticism are as

certain and indisputable even as those of the mathema-
tics. Thus, for instance, that order is preferable to con-

^fusion, that harmony is more pleasing than dissonance,

with some few other axioms upon which the science is

tiuilt, are truths which stiike at once upon the mind with

the same force of conviction, as that the whole is greater

than any of its parts, or that, if from equals you take

•away equals, the remainder will be equal. And, in both
cases, the propositions which rest upon these plain and
obvious maxims, seem equally capable of the same evi-

dence of demonstration.

But as every intellectual as well as animal faculty is

improved and strengthened by exercise, the more the soul

*jterts this her internal sense of beauty upon any partis
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cular object, the more she will enlarjie and refine her re-

lish of that peculiar species. For this reason, the works
of those great masters, whose performances have been
long and generally admired, supply a farther criterion of
fine taste, equally fixed and certain as that which is im-

mediately derived from nature herself. The truth is, tine

writing is only the art of raising agreeable sensations of
the most intellectual kind ; and, therefore, as, by examin-
ing those original forms which are adapted to awaken
this perception in the mind, we learn what those quaUties

are which constitute beauty in general ; so, by observing

the peculiar construction of those compositions of genius

which have always pleased, we perfect our idea of fine

writing in particular. It is this united approbation, in

persons of different ages, and of various characters and
languages, that Longinus has made the test of the true

sublime ; and he might with equal justice have extended
the same criterion to all the inferior excellencies of ele-

gant coniposition. Thus, the deference paid to the per-

formances of the great masters of antiquity, is fixed upon
just and solid reasons: it is not because Aristotle and
Horace have given us the rules of criticism, that we sub-
mit to their authority; it is because those rules are de-
rived from works which have been distinguished by the
uninterrupted admiration f>f all the more imj'roved part
of mankind, from their earliest appearance down to this

present hour. For whatever, through a long series of
ages, has been universally esteemed as beautiful, cannot
but be conformable to our just and natural ideas of
beauty.

The opposition, however, which sometimes divides the

opinions of those whose judgments may be supposed equal
and perfect, is urged as a powerful objection against the

reality of a fixed canon of criticism : it is a proof, you
think, that, after all which can be said of fine taste, it

must ultimately be resolved into the peculiar relish of
each individual. But this diversity of sentiments will

not, of itself, destroy the evidence of the criterion; since

the same effect may be produced by numberless other

causes. A thousand accidental circumstances may con-

u
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cur in counteracting the force of the rule, even allowing

it to be ever so fixed and invariable, when left in its free

and uninfluenced state. Not to mention that false bias

which party or personal dislike may fix upon the mind,
the most unprejudiced critic will find it ditficult to disen-

gage himself entirely from those partial affections in fa-

vour of particular beauties, to which either the general

course of his studies, or the peculiar cast of his temper,

may have rendered him most sensible. But as perfec-

tion, in any works of genius, results from the united

beauty and propriety of its several distinct parts; and as

it is impossible that any human compositions should pos-

sess all those qualities in their highest and most sovereiirn

desiree; the mind, when she pronounces judifment upon
any piece of this sort, is apt to decide of its merit, as

those circumstances which she most admires either pre-

vail or are deficient. Thus, for instance, the excellency

of the Roman masters, in painting, consists in beauty of
design, nobleness of attitude, and delii-acy of expression ;

but the charms of good colouring are wanting. On the

contrary, the Venetian school is said to have neglected

design a little too much ; but at the same time has been
more attentive to the grace and harmony of well-disposed

lights and shades. Now it will be admitted, by all ad-

mirers of this noble art, that no composition of the pencil

can be perfect, "where either of these qualities are absent

;

yet the most accomplished judge may be so particularly

struck with one or other of these excellencies, in prefer-

ence to the rest, as to be influenced in his censure or ap-

plause of the whole tablature by the predominancy or de-

ficiency of his favourite beauty. Something of this kind

(where the meaner prejudices do not operate) is ever, I

am persuaded, the occasion of that diversity of sentences

which we occasionally hear pronounced, by the most im-

proved judges, on the same piece. But this only shews

that much caution is necessary to give a fine taste its full

and unobstructed effect; not that it is in itself uncertain

and precarious. I am, &c.
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LETTER XL.

TO PALAMEDES.

Your resolution to decline those overtures of acquaint-

ance which Mezentius, it seems, hashUely made to you, is

aureeahle to the refined principles which have ever in-

fluenced your conduct. A man of your elejjant notions

of inteerity will observe the same delicacy with respect

to his companions, as Cajsar did with regard to his wife,

and refuse all couunerce with persons even but of sus-

pected honour. It would not, indeed, be domg justice to

Mezentius, to represent him in that number: for though

his hypocrisy has preserved to him some few friends, and
his immense wealth draws after him many followers, the

world in general are by no means divided in their senti-

ments concerning him.

But, whilst you can have his picture from so many bet-

ter hands, why are you desirous of seeing it by mine .?

It is a painful employment to contemplate human nature

in its deformities ; as there is nothing, perhaps, more dif-

ficult, than to execute a portrait of the characteristical

kind with strength and spirit. However, since }o\i have
assigned me the task, I do not think myself at lib -rty to

refuse it ; especially as it is your interest to see him de-

lineated in his true form.

Mezentius, with the designs and artifice of a Catiline,

aflfects the integrity and patriotism of a Cato. Liberty,

justice, and honour, are words which he knows perfectjy

well how to apply with address; and having them always

ready, upon proper occasions, he conceals the blackest

purposes under the fairest appearances. For void, as in

truth he is, of every worthy principle, he has too much
policy not to pretend to the noblest; well knowing, that

counterfeit virtues are the most successful vices. It is by
arts of this kind that, notwithstanding he has shewn him-
self unrestrained by the most sacred engagements of so-

cietv, and uninfluenced by the most tender affections of

nature, he has still been able to retain some degree of
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credit in the world ; for he never sacrifices his honour to

his interest, that he does not, in some less considerable,

but more . open instance, make a concession of his inte-

rest to his honour; and thus, while he sinks his charac-

ter on one side, very artfully raises it on the other. Ac-
cordingly, under pretence of the most scrupulous delica-

cy of conscience, he lately resigned a post which he held

under my lord Godolphin; when, at the same time, he
was endeavouring, by the most shameless artifices and
evasions, to deceive and defraud a friend of mine in one
of the most solemn and important transactions that can
pass between man and man.

But will you not suspect that I am describing a phan-

tom of my own imagination, when I tell you, after this,

that he has erected himself into a reforn>er of manners,

and is so injudiciously officious as to draw the enquiry of

the world upon his own morals, by attempting to expose

the defects of others? A man who ventures publicly to

point out the blemishes of his contemporaries, should, at

least, be free from any uncommon stain himself, and
have nothing remarkably dark in the complexion of his

own private character. But Mezentius, not satisfied

with being vicious, has at length determined to be ridicu-

lous; and, after having wretchedly squandered his youth

and his patrimony in riot and dissoluteness, is contempti-

bly mispending his old age in measuring impotent sylla-

bles, and dealing out pointless abuse. Farewel. I am,

&c.

LETTER XLL
TO ORONTES.

March 10, 1738.

What haughty Sacharissa has put you out of humour
with her whole sex ? For it is some disappointment, I sus-

pect, of the tender kind, that has thus sharpened the

edge of your satire, and pointed its invective against the

fairer half of our species. You were not mistaken, how-
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ever, when you supposed I should prove no convert to

your doctrine; but rise up as an advocate, where I pro-

fess myself an admirer. I am not, 'tis true, altogether of

old Montaigne's opinion, that the souls of both sexes sunt

jettez (as he expresses it) eri mesme monks: on the con-

trary, I am willing enough to join with you in thinking

that they may be wrought oflFfrom different models. Yet,

the casts may be equally perfect, thought it shouUl be al-

lowed that they are essentially difterent. Nature, it is

certain, has traced out a separate course of action for

the two sexes; and as they are appointed to distinct of-

fices of life, it is not improbable that there may be some-

thing distinct Hkewise in the frame of their nunds ; that

there may be a kind of sex in the very soul.

I cannot, therefore, but wonder that Plato should

have thought it reasonable to admit them into an equal

share of the ilignities and offices of his imaginary com-
monwealth; and that the wisdom of the ancient Egyp-

tians should have so strangely inverted the evident inten-

tions of Providence, as to confine the men to domestic

affairs, whilst the women, it is said, were engaged abroad

in the active and laborious scenes of business. History,

it must be owned, will supply some few female instances

of all the most masculine virtues : but appearances of

that extraordinary kind are too uncommon, to support

the notion of a general equality in the natural powers of

their minds.

Thus much, however, seems evident, that there are

certain moral boundaries which Nature has drawn be-

tween the two sexes, and that neither of them can pass

over the limits of the other, without equally deviating

from the beauty and decorum of their respective charac-

ters : Boadicea, in armour, is to me, at least, as extra-

vagant a sight as Achilles in petticoats.

fn determining, therefore, the comparative merit of

the two sexes, it is no derogation from female excellen-

cy, that it differs in kind from that which distinguishes

the male part of our species. And if, in general, it shall

be found, (what, upon an impartial enquiry, I believe,

will most certainly be found) that women fill up their ap-
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pointed circle of action with cit ater regularity and dig-

nity than men, the claim of preference cannot justly be
decided in our favour. In the prudential and ceconomi-
cal part of life, I think it undeniable that they rise far

above us. And if true fortitude of mind is best disco-

vered by a cheerful resignation to the measures of Pro-
vidence, we shall not find reason, perhaps, to claim that

most singular of the human virtues as our peculiar privi-

lege. There are numbers of the other sex, who, from
the natural delicacy of their constitution, pass through
one continued scene of sutfering, from their cradles to

their graves, with a firmness of resolution that would de-
serve so many statues to be erected to their memories,
if horoisui were not estimated more by the splendour than
the merit of actions.

But, whatever real difference there may be between
the moral or intellectual pow-ers of the male and female
mind, Nature does not seem to have marked the distinc-

tion so strongly as our vanity is willing to imagine : and,

after all, perhaps, education will be found to constitute

the principal superiority. It nmst be acknowledged, at

least, that in this article we have every advantage over

the softer sex, that art and industry can possibly secure

to us. The most animating examples of Greece and
Rome are set before us, as early as we are capable of
any observation ; and the noblest compositions of the an-
cients are given into our hands, almost as soon as we ha\e
strength to hold them : while the employments of the

other sex, at the same period of life, are generally the

reverse of every thing that can open and enlarge their

minds, or fill them with just and rational notions. The
truth of it is, fenmle education is so much worse than

none, as it is better to leave the mind to its natural and
uninstructed suggestions, than to lead it into false pur-

suits, and contract its views by turning them upon the

lowest avid most trifling objects. We seem, indeed, by
the manner in which we sutfer the youth of that sex to

be trained, to consider women agreeably to the opinion

of certain Mahometan doctors, and treat them as if we
believed they have no souls : why else are they
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Bred only and completed to the taste

Of lustful appetence, to sing, to dance,

To dress, and troule the tongue, and roll the eye ?

MUt.

This Strange neglect of cultivatine; the female mind,

can hardly be allowed as good policy, when it is consi-

dered how much the interest of society is concerned in

the rectitude of their understandings. That season of

every man's life which is most susceptible of the strongest

impressions, is necessarily under female direction; as

there are few instances, perhaps, in which that sex is not

one of the secret springs which regulates the most impor-

tant movements of private or public transactions. What
Cato observed of his countrymen, is, in one respect, true

of every nation under the sun :
" The Romans," said he,

" govern the world, but it is the women that govern the
" Romans." I-et not, however, a certain pretended Cato
of your acquaintance, take occasion, from this maxim,
to insult, a second time, that innocence he has so often

injured : for I will tell him another maxim as true as the

former, that " there are circunmtancn wherein no woman
** has power enough to control a man of spirit."

If it be true, then, (as true beyond all peradventure it

is) that female influence is thus extensive ; nothing, cer-

tainly, can be of more importance, than to give it a pro-

per tendency, by the assistance of a well-directed educa-
tion. Far am I from recommending any attempts to ren-

der women learned
; yet, surely, it is necessary they

should be raised above ignorance. Such a general tinc-

ture of the most useful sciences, as may serve to free the

mind from vulgar prejudices, and give it a relish for the

rational exercise of its powers, might very justly enter

into the plan of female erudition. That sex might be
taught to turn the course of their reflections into a pro-

per and advantageous channel, without any danger of
rendering them too elevated for the femimne duties of
life. In a word, I would have them considered as de-
signed by Providence for use as well as shew, and trained

up not only as women, but as rational creatures. Adieu.
1 am, &c.
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LETTER XLIL

TO PALEMON.
May 5, 1746.

Whilst you are en}?aged in turning over the records of
past ages, and tracing our constitution from its rise

through all its several periods, I sometimes amuse myself
with reviewing certain annals of an humbler kind, and
considering the various turns and revolutions that have
happened in the sentiments and affections of those with
whom I have been most connected. A history of this

sort is not, indeed, so striking as that which exhibits

kings and heroes to our view ; but may it not be con-
templated, Palemou, with more private advantage?

Methinks we should scarce be so embittei-ed against

those who differ from us in principle or practice, were we
oftener to reflect how frequently we have varied from
ourselves in both those articles. It was but yesterday

that Lucius, whom I once knew a very zealous advocate
for the most controverted points of faith, was arguing,

with equal warmth and vehemence, on the principles of
deism ; as Bathillus, who set out in the world a cool infi-

del, has lately drawn up one of the most plausible de-

fences of tl>e mystic devotees, that, perhaps, was ever

written. The truth is, a man must either have pavsed

his whole life without reflecting, or his thoughts must
have run in a very limited channel, who has not often

experienced many remarkable revolutions of mind.

The same kind of inconstancy is observable in our

pursuits of happiness, as well as truth. Thus our friend

Curio, whom we both remember, in the former part of
his lite, enamoured of every fair face he met, and enjoy-

ing every woman he could purchase, has at last collected

this diffusive flame into a single point, and could not be

tempted to commit an infidelity to his marriage vow,

though a form as beautiful as the Venus of Apclles was

to court his embi*ace : whilst Apamenthes, on the other

hand, who was the most sober and dou\estic man I ever

knew, till he lost his wife, commenced a rake at five and

forty, and is now for ever in a tavern or stew.
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Who knows, Paleraon, whether even this humour of
morahzing, which, as you often tell nie, so strongly marks
my character, may not wear out in time, and be suc-

ceeded by a brighter and more lively vein ? Who knows
but I may court again the mistress I have forsaken, and
die at last in the arms of ambition ? Cleora, at least, who
frequently rallies upon me that fever of ray youth, assures

me I am only in the intermission of a fit, which will cer-

tainly return. But though there may be some excuse,

perhaps, in exchanging our follies or our errors, there can
be none in resuming those we have once happily quitted

:

for surely he must be a very injudicious sportsman, who
can be tempted to beat over those fields again which
have ever disappointed him of his game. Farewel. I

an*. 6ic.

LETTER XLIII.

TO EUFHRONIUS.
July 2, lT4t.

It is a pretty observation, which I have somewhere
met, that, " the most pleasing of all harmony arises from
** the censure of a single person, when mixed with the
** general applauses of the world." I almost suspect,

therefore, that you are considering the interest of your
admired author, when you call upon me for my farther

objections to his performance ; and are for joining me,
perhaps, to the number of those who advance his reputa-

tion by opposing it. The truth, however, is, you could
not have chosen a critic (if a critic I might venture to

call myself) who has a higher esteem for all the compo-
sitions of Mr. Pope ; as, indeed, I look upon every thing

that comes from his hands with the same degree of ve-

neration as if it were consecrated by antiquity. Never-
theless, though I greatly revere his judgment, I cannot
absolutely renounce my own; and since some have been
bold enough to advance, that even the sacred writings

themselves do not always speak the language of the Spi-
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lit, I may have leave to suspect of the poets what has

been asserted of the prophets, and suppose that their

pens are not at all seasons under the guidance of inspi-

ration. But as there is something extremely ungrateful

to the mind, in dwelling upon those little spots that ne-

cessarily attend the lustre of all human merit; you must
allow me to join his beauties with his imperfections, and
admire with rapture, after having condemned with

regret.

There is a certain modern figure of speech, which the

authors of The art of sinking in poetry/ have called the di-

minishing. This, so far as it relates to words only, consists

in debasing a great idea, by expressing it in a term of

meaner import. Mr. Pope has himself now and then

fallen into this kind of the profound, which he has with

such uncommon wit and spirit exposed in the writings of

others. Thus Agamemnon, addressing himself to Mene-
laus and Ulysses, asks,

And can you, chiefs, witliout a blush, survey
Whole troops before you, laboring in the. fray ? B. iv.

So likewise Pandarus, speaking of Diomed, who is per-

forming the utmost elForts of heroism in the field of bat-

tle, says,

some e;uardian of the skies,

Involv'd in clouds, protects him iu Xhcfray. V. 235.

But what would you think, Euphronius, were you to

hear of the " impervious foanr and " rough waves" of a
** brook ^" would it not put you in mind of that droll

thought of the ingenious Dr. Young, in one of his epistles

to our author, w here he talks of a puddle in a storm y yet,

by thus confounding the properties of the highest objects

•with those of the lowest, Mr. Pope has turned one of

the most pleasing similes in the whole Iliad into down-
light burlesque.

As when some simple swain his cot forsakes.

And wide thro' fens an unknown journey takes
;

If chance a swellinii brook his passage stay.

And foam i/npeniotts cross the wand'rer's way,
Confus'd he stops, a length of country past.

Eyes tlie rough waves, aud tir'd returns at last. v. 734.
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This swelling brook, however, of Mr. Pope, is in Homer a
rapid river, rushing with violence into the sea :

2t»)i) iti wKVfou 'CTOTa/x.w xXx^e zjpoptovTi. v. 598.

It is one of the essential requisites of an epic poem,
and indeed of every other kind of serious poetry, that the

style be raised above common language ; as nothing takes

off so much from that solemnity of diction, from which
the poet ought never to depart, as idioms of a vulgar and
familiar cast. Mr. Pope has sometimes neglected this

important rule ; but most frequently in the introduction

of his speeches. To mention only a few instances :

That done, to Phoehix Ajax gave the sign. ix. 291.

With that stern Ajax his long silence broke, ix. 7-35.

With that the venerable warrior rose. x. 150.

With that they stepp'd aside, &c. x. 415.

whereas Homer generally prefaces his speeches with a
dignity of phrase, that calls up the attention of the reader

to what is going to be uttered. Milton has very happily

copied his manner in this particular, as in many others :

and though he often falls into a flatness of expression, he
has never once, I think, coiiMnitted that error upon oc-

casions of this kind. He usually ushers in his harangues

with something characteristical of the speaker, or that

points out soMje remarkable circumstance of his present

situation, in the following manner :

Satan with bold words
•Breaking the horrid silence, thus began. i. 82.

Him thus answer'd soon his bold compeer. i. 185.

He ended, frowning

:

On the other side uprose
Belial,

And with persuasive accents thus began. ii. 106.

If you compare the effect which an introduction of this

dcscripti\'e sort has upon the mind, with those low and
unawakeniiig expressions which I have marked in the

lines I just now quoted from our English Iliad, you will

not, perhaps, consider my objection as altogether without

foundation.
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All opposition of ideas should be carefully avoided in

a poem of this kind, as unbecoming the gravity of tlie he-

roic Muse. But does not Mr. Pope sometimes sacrifice

simplicity to false ornament, and lose the majesty of
Homer in the affectations of Ovid ? Of this sort a severe

critic would perhaps esteem his calling an army, marching
with spears erect, a moving iron wood

:

Suchaud so thick th' embattled squadrons stood,
With spears erect, a moving iron wood.

There seems also to be an inconsistency in the two parts

of this description ; for the troops are represented as

standing still, at the same time that the circumstance

mentioned of the spears should rather imply (as indeed

the truth is) that they were in motion. But if the tran-

slator had been faithful to his author, in this passage, nei-

ther of these objections could have been raised : for in

Homer it is,

Totxi

Kvxvixi, (rixx.£(Tiv t£ KXi syKsa"! tse^ptx.vtai. iv. 280.

Is there not likewise some little tendency to a pun,

in those upbraiding lines which Hector addresses to

Paris ?

For tbce great Ilion's guardian heroes fall.

Till heaps ot dead alone defend the wall.

Mr. Pope at least deserts his guide, in order to give us

this conceit of dead men defending a town ; for the origi-

nal could not possibly lead him into it. Homer, with a

plainness suitable to the occasion, only tells us,

Mx^vcxfA^svot. vi. 327.

Teucer,in the eighth book, aims a dart at Hector, which,

missing its way, slew Gorgythion ; upon which we are told,

Another shaft the racjins archer threw ;

That other shaft with errinc fury flew

'From Hector Phoebus turn'd the flying woundJ
Yet fell not dri/ or guiltless to the ground.
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A ftying wound is a thoMght exactly in the spirit of
Ovid ; but highly unworthy of Pope as well as of Ho-
mer ; and, indeed, there is not the least foundation for

it in the original. Bot what do you think of the shaft

that fell dry or guiltless^ where, you see, one figura-

tive epithet is added as explanatory of the other. The
doubling of epithets, without raising the idea, is not al-

lowable in compositions of any kind ; but least of all in

poetry. It is, says Quintilian, as if every common sol-

dier in an army were to be attended with a valet
; yott

increase your number, without adding to your strength.

But if it be a fault to crowd epithets of the same im-

port one upon tlie other, it is much more so to employ
such as call off the attention from the principal idea to be
raised, and turn it upon little or foreign circumstances.

—

When iEneas is wounded by Tydides, Homer describes

Venus as conducting him through the thickest tumult of
the enemy, and conveying him from the field of battle.—

But while we are following the hero with our whole con-

cern, and trembling for the danger which surrounds him
on all sides, Mr. Pope leads us off from our anxiety for

.^Lneas, by an uninteresting epithet relating to the structure

of those mstruments of death, which were every where
flying about him ; and we are coldly informed, that the

darts werefeathered

:

Safe thro' the rushing horse and feathered flight

Of sounding shafts, she bears him thro' the fiE;ht. v. SQS.

But as his epithets sometimes debase the general image
to be raised, so they now and then adorn them with a
false brilliancy. Thus, speaking of a person slain by an
arrow, he calls it a pointed death, iv. 607. Describing

another who was attacked by numbers at once, he tells

us,
A grove of lances glittered at his breast, iv. 021.

and representing a forest on fire, he says.

In blazing heaps the grove's old honours fall,

And one refulgent ruin levels all. x. 201.

But one of the most unpardonable instances of this kind
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it seems, exercised the sacerdotal office

:

On his broad shoulder fell the forceful brand.
Thence glancing downward lopt lus holy hand.
And stain'd with sacred blood the blushing sand.

To take the force of this epithet, we must suppose that
the redness which appeared upon the sand, on this occa-
sion, was an effect of its blushing to find itself stained

with the blood of so sacred a person : than which there
cannot be a more forced and unnatural thought. It puts
me in mind of a passage in a French dramatic writer,

who has formed a play upon the story of Pyramus and
Thisbe. The hapless maid, addressing herself to the dag-
ger, which lies by the side of her lover, breaks out inta

the following exclamation

:

Ah ! void lepoignard qui du sang de son maitre
iS' est souiUe lachement : il tn rougit ie traitre.

Boileau, taking notice of these lines, o\>%ex\^% touted Jes

glaces du Nord ensemble ne sont pas, a man sens, plusfroides

que cette pensee But of the two poets, I know not whe-
ther Mr. Pope is not most to be condemned ; for what-
ever shame the poignard might take to itself, for being
concerned in the murder of the lover ; it is certain that

the sand had not the least share in the death of the

priest.

The ancient critics have insisted much upon propriety

of language; and, indeed, one may with great justice say

what the insulted Job does to his impertinent friends, how
Jbrcible are right words i The truth is, though the senti-

ment must always support the expression, yet the expres-

sion must give grace and etficacy to the sentiment ; and
the same thought shall frequently be admired or condemn-
ed, according to the merit of the jiarticular phrase in

which it is conveyed. For this reason J. Caisar, in a trea-

tise which he wrote concerning the Latin language, calls a

judicious choice of words, the origin of ebqneuce : as, in-

deed, neither oratory nor poetry can be raised to any de-

gree of perfection, wliere this their principal root is neg-

ected. In this art Virgil particularly excels ; and it is
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the inimitable grace of his words (as Mr. Dryden some-

where justly observes) wherein that beauty principally

consists, which gives so inexpressible a pleasure to him,

who best understands their force. No man was ever a

more skilful master of this powerful art than Mr. Pope ;

as he has, upon several occasioiw throughout this tran-

slation, raised and dignified his style with certain anti-

quated words and phrases, that are most wonderfully so-

lenm and majestic, I cannot, however, forbear mention-

ing an instance, where he has employed an obsolete term

less happily, I think, tlum is his general custom. It occurs

in some lines which I just now quoted for another pur-

pose

:

On his broad shoulder fell the forceful brnnd,
Tlience glancing downward lo))t his holy hand. v. 105.

Brand is sometimes used by Spenser for a sword ; and
in that sense it is here introduced. But as we still retain

this word in a different application, it will always be im-

proper to adopt it in its antiquated meaning, because it

must necessarily occasion ambiguity : an error in style of

all others the most to be avoided. Accordingly, every

reader of the lines I have quoted nmst take up an idea

very different from that which the poet intends, and which
he will carry on with him, till he arrives at the middle of

the second verse. And if he happens to be unacquainted

with the language of our old writers, when he comes to

Lopt his holy hand,

he will be lost in a confusion of images, and have abso-

lutely no idea remaining.

There is another uncommon elegance in the manage-
ment of words, which requires a very shicular turn of

genius, and srreat delicacy of judgment to attain. As the

art I just before mentioned, turns upon employing anti-

quated words with force and propriety, so this consists in

giving the jirace of novelty to the received and cmrent
terms of a language, by applying them in a new and un-

expected manner :

Direrts egregii, notum fri, cnllida verbum
Reddiderit Junctura Twvun. Hor.
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tempt of this kind, is so judiciously to connect the ex-

pressions, as to remove every doubt concerning the signi-

fication in which they are designed : for as perspicuity is

the end and supreme excellency of writing, there cannot
be a more fatal objection to an author's style, than that

it stands in need of a commentator. But will not this

objection lie against the following verse?

Next artful Phereclus untimely fell. V. 75.

The word artful is here taken out of its appropriated ao
ceptation, in order to express

OS yjifO'it tviTXTo d»idxXa -crajfT*

But however allowable it may be (as indeed it is not only

allowable, but graceful) to raise a word above its ordi-

nary import, when the callida junctura (as Horace call*

it) determines at once the sense in which it is used : yet

it should never be cast so far back from its customary
meaning, as to stand for an idea which has no relation to

what it implies in its primary and natural state. This

would be introducing uncertainty and confusion into a^

language; and turning every sentence into a riddle. Ac-
cordingly, after we have travelled on through the seve-

ral succeeding lines in this passage, we are obliged to

change the idea with which we set out; and find, at last,

that by the artful Phereclus we are to understand, not

what we at first apprehend, a man of cunning and design,

but one who is skilled in the mechanical arts.

It is with a liberty of the same unsuccessful kind, that

Mr. Pope has rendered

Toy ispoTspos 'apoa-iei'iti Avjcotows ctyXaos vios.

V. 276.
Stern Lycaon's warlike race begun.

I know not by what figure of speech the whole race of
a man can denote his next immediate descendant : and,

I fear, no synecdoche can acquit this expression of non-

sense. The truth is, whoever ventures to strike out of
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the common road, must be more than ordinarily careful,

or lie will probably lose his way.

This remfnds me of a passage or two, where our poet
iias been extremely injurious to the sense of his author,

and made him talk a language, which he never uses; the

language, 1 mean, of absurdity. In the sixth Iliad, Aga-
memnon assures Menelaus,

iXiH t^xiroXotxr', aiKri^es'oi vi. 60.

But, in Mr. Pope's version, that chief tells his brother,

Ilion shall perish whole, and bury all.

Perhaps it may be over-nice to remark, that, as the de-
struction of Troy is tirst mentioned, it has a little the ap-
pearance of nonsense to talk afterwards of her burying
her sons. However, the latter part of this verse directly

contradicts the original ; for Agamemnon is so far from
asserting that Ilion should bury all her inhabitants, that

he pronounces, positively, they should not be buried at

all : a calamity, in the opinion of the ancients, of all others

the most terrible. But possibly the error may lie in the

printer, not in the poet ; and perhaps the hne originally

stood thus

:

Ilion shall perish whole, unbury'd all.

If so, both ray objections vanish : and those who are Con-
versant with the press, will not think this supposition im-
probable ; since much more unlikely mistakes often hap-
pen by the carelessness of compositors.

But though I am willing to make all the allowance pos-

sible to an author, who raises our admiration too often

not to have a right to the utmost candour, wherever he
fails

; yet I can rind no excuse for an unaccountable ab-

surdity he has fallen into, in translating a passage of the

tenth book. Diomed and Ulysses, taking advantage of
the night, set out in order to view the Trojan camp. In
their way they meet with Dolon, who is going from thence
to the Grecian, upon an errand of the same kind. After
ba\ ing seized this unfortunate adventurer, and examined

I
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him concerning the situation and designs of the enemy J

Diomed draws his sword, and strikes off Doh)n's head, in

the very instant that he is suppHcating for mercy :

^Btyfofxeva d^ xpx t« ys Kxpv} -xovirio-iv sfxiy^Ov). x. 457.

Mr. Pope has turned this into a most extraordinary mi-
racle, by assuring us that the head spoke after it had
quitted the body

:

The heud yet speaking, muttered as it fell.

This puts me in mind of a wonder of the same kind in

the Fairy Queen, where Corflambo is represented as

blaspheming, after his head had been struck off by Prince

Arthur

:

He smote p.t him with all his might and main
So furiously, tliat, ere he wist, he found
His head before him tumbling on the ground,

The whiles his babbling tongue did yet blaspheme.
And curs'd his God, that did him so confound. Book iv. 8.

But Corflambo was the son of a giantess, and could con-
quer whole kingdoms by only looking at them. We may,
perhaps, therefore allow him to talk, when every other

man must be silent : whereas there is nothing in the his-

tory of poor Dolon, that can give him the least pretence
to this singular privilege. The truth is, Mr. Pope seems
to have been led into this blunder by Scaliger, who has
given the same sense to the verse, and then with great
wisdom and gravity ohserves,falsum est a pulmone caput
avuhum loqui posse.

The most pleasing picture in the whole Iliad, is, I think,

the parting of Hector and Andromache: and our excel-

lent translator has, in general, very successfully copied
It. But in some places he seems not to have touched it

with that delicacy of pencil, which graces the original;

as he has entirely lost the beauty of one of the figures.—

Hector is represented as extending his arms to embrace
the little Astyanax, who being terrified with the unusual

appearance of a man in armour, throws himself back
upon his nurse's breast, and falls into tears. But though
the hero and his son were designed to draw our principal
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attention, Homer intended likewise that we should cast a
glance towards the nurse. Accordingly, he does not

mark her out merely by the name of her office ; but adds

an epithet to shew that she makes no inconsiderable figure

in the piece : he does not simply call her ri9riyv, but

tv^cutos TiOmn. This circumstance Mr. Pope has entirely

overlooked :

fif tiiruy. a vatt'Sos opz^xro (pxt^tfAOs Eiclajp.

AnJ/ S' zjocis rspos KoXirov ev^aivoio TiBmns
Eit\tv9v> la^cjv. Tzraclpos (DiKu o-^iv arvy^Bm,
Tap^fiaoLi j^aXjtov te. loi Xo^oi nnrio^xt]'nv,

Ae/yoy a.ir' oiy.po]cx.Ty)S icopv9oi devovI/x vorKTOcs'

Ex S' tysXxfTO-f frxTfip re ^tXos, icoci troTvtx fjiioliof.

Avrt)t atiTo xpxros xopvS' iiKtro ^xr^ifjios Ektu^,

Krxi mv fxti KXTsOyjuev S'jri "x^oin 'C!TiXfji,(pxvou(rxv.

vi.4(j6.

Thus having said, th' illustrious chief of Troy
Stretch'd his fond arms to clasp the lovely boy

;

The babe clung crying to his 7inrse's breast,

Scar'd by the dazzling helm and nodding cre^t;

With secret pleasure each fond parent smil'd,

And Hector hasted to relieve his child :

The glitt'ring terrors from his head unbound.
And plac'd the beanung helmet on the ground.

I was going to object to the glittering terrors, in the last

line but one : but I have already taken notice of these

little affected expressions, where the substantive is set at

variance with its attribute.

It is the observation of Quintilian, that no poet ever
excelled Homer in the sublimity with which he treats

great subjects, or in the delicacy and propriety he always
discovers in the management of small ones. There is a
passage in the ninth Iliad, which will justify the truth of
the latter of these observations. When Achilles receives

Ajax and Ulysses in his tent, who were sent to him in the

name of Agamemnon, in order to prevail with him to re-

turn to the army, Homer gives a very minute account of
the entertainment, which was prepared for them upon
that occasion. It is impossible, perhaps, in modern lan-

guage to preserve the same dignity in descriptions of this

kind, which so considerably raises the original : and in-
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deed Mr. Pope warns his readers not to expect much
,

beauty in the picture. However, a translator should be
j

careful not to throw in any additional circumstances, ;

which may lower and debase the piece ; which yet Mr.
Pope has, in his version of the following line :

ix. 211.

Mean while Patroclus sweats, the fire to raise.

Own the truth, Euphronius : does not this give you the

idea of a greasy cook at a kitchen fire.? whereas nothing

of this kind is suogested in the original. On the contrary,

the epithet ia-o&soi seems to have been added by Homer,
in order tG reconcile us to the meanness of the action, by

reminding us of the high character of the person who
is engaged in it ; and, as Mr. Addison observes of Virgil's

husbandman, that " he tosses about his dung with an air

" of gracefulness ;" one may, with the same truth, say of

Homer's hero, that he lights his tire with an air of dignity.

I intended to have closed these hasty objections, with

laying before you some of those passages, where Mr.
Pope seems to have equalled, or excelled his original.

—

But I perceive I have already extended my letter beyond

a reasonable limit : I will reserve, therefore, that more
pleasing, as well as much easier task, to some future oc-

casion. In the mean time, I desire, you will look upon
those remarks, not as proceeding from a spirit of cavil

(than which I know not any more truly contemptible) but

as an instance of my having read your favourite poet

with that attention, which his own unequalled merit and

your judicious recommendation most deservedly claim.

I am, &c.

LETTER XLIV.

TO PALAMEDES.
,

> April 18, 1739.

I HAVE had occasion, a thousand times siiice I saw

you, to wish myself in the land where all things are for-
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gotten ; at least, that I did not live in the memory of

certain restless mortals of your acquaintance, who are

visitors by profession. The misfortune is, no retirement

is so remote, nor sanctuary so sacred, as to afford a pro-

tection from their impertinence ; and thoujih one were

to fly to the desart, and take refuge in the cells of saints

and hermits, one should be alarmed with their unmean-
ine; voice, crying even in th^ wildcrneas. They spread

themselves, in truth, over the whole face of the land,

and lay waste the fairest hours of conversation. For my
own part, (to speak of them in a style suitable to their

taste and talents) I look upon them, not as paying visits,

but visitations ; and am never obliged to give audience

to one of this species, that I do not consider myself as

under a judgment tor those numberless hours which I

have spent in vain. If these sons and daughters of idle-

ness and folly would be persuaded to enter into an exclu-

sive society among themselves, the rest of the world

might possess their moments unmolested : but nothing

less will satisfy ihem than opening a general commerce,
and sailing into every port where choice or chance may
drive them. Were we to live, indeed, to the years of the

antediluvians, one might afford to resign some part of

one's own time in charitable relief of the unsutferable

weight of theirs; but, since the days of man are shrunk

into a few hasty rcvolutious of the sun, whole afternoons

are much too considerable a sacrifice to be offered up to

tame civility. What heightens the contempt of this cha-

racter, is, that they who have so much of the form, have

always least of the power of friendship; and though they

will craze their chariot zcheels (as Milton expresses it) to

destroy your repose, they would not drive half the length

of a street to assist your distress.

It was owing to an interruption from one of these ob-

sequious intruders, that I was prevented keeping my en-

gagement with you yesterday ; and you must indulge me
in this discharge of my invective against the ridiculous

occasion of so mortifying a disappointment. Adieu. I

am, &c.
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LETTER XLV.

TO HORTENSIUS
May 8, 175?.

To be able to suppress my acknowledgments of the plea-

sure I received from your approbation, were to shew that

I do not deserve it ; for is it possible to value the praise

of the judicious as one ought, and yet be silent under its

influence ? I can, with strict truth, say of you, what a
Greek poet did of Plato, who, reading his performance
to a circle where that great philosopher was present, and
finding himself deserted, at length, by all the rest of the

company, cried out, " 1 will proceed, nevertheless, for
" Plato is himself an audience."

True fame, indeed, is no more in the gift than in the

possession of numbers, as it is only in the disposal of the

"wise and the impartial. But if both those qualifications

must concur to give validity to a vote of this kind, how
little reason has an author to be either depressed or elated

by general censure or applause?

The triumphs of genius are not like those of ancient

heroism, where the meanest captive made a part of the

pomp, as well as the noblest. It is not the multitude,

but the dignity of those that compose her followers, that

can add any thing to her real glory ; and a single atten-

dant may often render her more truly illustrious than a
whole train of common admirers. I am sure, at least, I

have no ambition of drawing after me vulgar acclama-
tions ; and, whilst I have the happiness to enjoy your ap-

plause, I shall always consider myself in possession of
the truest fame. Adieu. I am, &c.

LETTER XLVL
TO CLYTANDER.

Sept, 10. 1738.

You, who never forget any thing, can tell me, I dare

say, whose observation it is, that, " of all the actions of
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" onr life, nothing is more uncommon than to laugh Or to

" cry with a good grace." But, though I cannot recollect

the author, I shall always retain his maxim; as, indeed,

every day's occurrences suggest the truth of it to my
mind. I had particularly an occasion to see one part of

it verified in the treatise I herewith return you; for ne-

ver, surely, was mirth more injudiciously directed, tlian

that which this writer of your acquaintance has employ-

ed. To droll upon the established religion of a country,

and laugh at the most sacred and inviolable of her ordi-

nances, is as far removed from good politics, as it is from
good manners. It is, indeed, upon maxims of policy

alone, that one can reason with those who pursue the

principles which this author has embraced : I will add,

therefore, (since, it seems, you sometimes communicate
to him my letters) that to endeavour to lessen tliat vene-

ration which is due to the religious institutions of a na-

tion, when they neither run counter to atiy of the great

lines of morality, nor oppose the natural rights of man-
kind, is a sort of zeal which I know not by what epithet

suificiently to stigmatize : it is attacking the strongest

hold of society, and attempting to destroy the firmest

guard of human security. Far am I, indeed, from think-

ing there is no other, or that the notion of a moral sense

is a vain and groundless hypothesis. But wonderfully
limited must the experience of those philosophers un-
doubtedly be, who imagine that an implanted love of vir-

tue is sufficient to conduct the generality of mankind
through the paths qf moral duties, and supersede the ne
cessity of a farther and more powerful guide. A sense of
honour, likewise, where it operates in its true and genuine
vigour, is, I confess, a most noble and powerful principle,

but far too refined a motive of action, even for the more
cultivated part of our species to adopt in general ; and,

in fact, we find it much oftener professed, than pursued.

Nor are the laws of a community sufficient to answer all

the restraining purposes of govermnent; as there are many
moral points which it is impossible to secure by express
provisions. Human institutions can reach no farther

than to certain general duties, in which the collective
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welfare of society is more particularly concerned.—
Whatever else is necessary for the ease and happiness of
social intercourse, can be derived only from the assist-

ance of religion ; which influences the nicer connexions

and dependencies of mankind, as it regulates and cor-

rects the heart. How many tyrannies may I exercise as

a parent, how many hardships may I inflict as a master,

if I take the statutes of my country for the only guides of
my actions, and think every thing lawful that is not im-
mediately penal ? The truth is, a man may be injured in

a variety of instances far more atrociously, than by what
the law considers either as a fraud or a robbery. Now, in

cases of this kind, (and many very important cases of this

kind there are) to remove the bars of religion, is to throw

open the gates of oppression : it is to leave the honest

exposed to the injurious inroads of those (and they are

far, perhaps, the greatest part of mankind) who, though
they would never do justice and love inercy^ in compliance
with the dictates of nature, would scrupulously practise

both in obedience to the rules of revelation.

The gross of our species can never, indeed, be influ-

enced by abstract reasoning, nor captivated by the naked
charms of virtue : on the contrary, nothing seems more
evident than that the generality of mankind must be en-

gaged by sensible objects ; must be wrought upon by their

hopes and fears. And this has been the constant maxim
of all the celebrated legislators, from the earliest esta-

blishment of government, to this present hour. It is

true, indeed, that none have contended more warmly than

the ancients for the dignity of human nature, and the

native disposition of the soul to be enamoured with the

beauty of virtue : but it is equally true, that none have

more strenuously inculcated the expediency of adding the

authority of religion to the suggestions of nature, and
maintaining a reverence to the appointed ceremonies of

J)ublic worship. The sentiments of Pythagoras (or who-
ever he be who was author of those verses which pass

under that philosopher's name) are well known upoA
this subject

:
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AOxvxras y^ti tr^urx ^ms. vofxu us ^tAKitrai,

Tifjiot.

Many, indeed, are the ancient passages which might be

produced in support of this assertion, if it were necessar-

ry to produce any passages of this kind to you, whom I

liave so often heard contend for the same truth with all

the awakening powers of learning and eloquence. Suffer

me, however, for the benefit of your acquaintance, to re-

mind you of one or two, which I do not remember ever to

have seen quoted.

Livy has recorded a speech of Appius Claudius Cras-

sus, which he made ni opposition to certain demands of

the tribunes. That zealous senator warmly argues against

admitting the plebeians into a sliare of the consular dig-

nity ; from the power of taking the auspices being origi-

nally and solely vested in the patrician order. " But,
" perhaps," says Crassus, " I shall be told, that the peck-
" ing of a chicken, &c. are trifles unworthy of regard

:

" trifling, however, as these ceremonies may now be deem-
" ed, it was by the strict observance of them, that our
" ancestors raised this commonwealth to its present point
" of grandeur." Parva sunt hac : sed parva ista non con-

temnendo, majores nostri maximum hanc rem fecerunt.—
Agreeably to this principle, the Roman historian of

the life of Alexander, describes that monarch, after

having killed his friend Clitus, as considering, in his cool

moments, whether the gods had not permitted him to be

guilty of that horrid act, in punishment for his irreligi-

ous neglect of their sacred rites. And Juvenal * impute*

the source of that torrent of vice which broke in upon the

age in which he wrote, to the general disbelief that pre-

vailed of the public doctrines of their established reli-

gion. Those tenets, he tells us, that influenced the glori-

ous conduct of the Curii, the Scipios, the Fabricii, and
the Camilli, were, in his days, so totally exploded, as

scarce to be received even by children. It Avere well for

8on»e parts of the Christian world, if the same observa-

tion might not with justice be extended beyond the limits

•Sat. II. 149.
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of ancient Rome : and I often reflect upon the very ju-

dicious remark of a great writer of the last century, wlio

takes notice, that " the generality of Christendom is now
"well-nigh arrived at that fatal condition, which irame-
" diately preceded the destruction of the worship of the
" ancient world; when the face of religion, in their pub-
" lie assemblies, was quite different from that apprehen-
" sion which men had concerning it in private/^

Nothing, most certainly, couid less plead the sanction

of reason, than the general rites of pagan worship. Weak
and absurd, however, as they were in themselves, and,

indeed, in the estimation too of all the wiser sort; yet,

the more thinking and judicious part, both of their states-

men and philosophers, unanimously concurred in sup-

porting them as sacred and inviolable: well persuaded,

DO doubt, that religion is the strongest cement in the great

structure of moral government. Farewel. I am, &c.

LETTER XLVII.

TO CLEORA.

Sept. 1

.

I LOOK upon every day, wherein T have not some com-
munication with my Cleora, as a day lost ; and I take up
my pen every afternoon to write to you, as regularly as

I drink my tea, or perform any the like important article

of ray life.

I frequently bless the happy art that affords me a
means of conveying myself to you at this distance, and,

by an easy kind of magic, thus transports me to your par-

lour at a time when I could not gain admittance by any
other method. Of all people in the world, indeed, none
are more obliged to this paper commerce, than friends

and lovers. It is by this they elude, in some degree, the

malevolence of fate, and can enjoy an intercourse with

each other,though theAlps themselves shall i ise up between
them. Even this imaginary participation of your society
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is far more pleasing to me, than the real enjoyment of

any other conversation the whole world could supply.

The truth is, I have lost all relish for any but your« ; and,

if I were invited to an assembly of all the wits of the

Augustan age, or all the heroes that Plutarch has cele-

brated, I should neither have spirits nor curiosity to be
of the party. Yet, with all this indolence or indifference

about me, I would take a voyage as far as the pole to sup
with Cleora on a lettuce, or only to hold the bowl while

she mixed the syllabub. Such happy evenings I once
knew : ah, Cleora! will they never return ? Adieu.

LETTER XLVIII.

TO EUPHRONIUS.

I HAVE read the peformance you communicated to me,
with all the attention you required; and I can, with strict

sincerity, apply to your friend's verses, what an ancient
has observed of the same number of Spartans who de-
fended the passage of Thermopylae ; nunquam vidi plures

trecentos ! Never, indeed, was there greater energy of
language and sentiment united together in the same com-
pass of lines: and it would be an injustice to the world,

as well as to himself, to suppress so animated and so use-
ful a composition.

A satirist, of true genius, who is warmed by a generous
indignation of vice, and whose censures are conducted by
candour and truth, merits the applause of every friend to

virtue. He may be considered as a sort of supplement
to the legislative authority of his country; as assisting

the unavoidable defects of all legal institutions for the
regulating of manners, and striking terror even where the
divine prohibitions themselves are held in contempt. The
strongest defence, perhaps, against the inroads of vice,

among the more cultivated part of our species, is well-

directed ridicule : they who fear nothiny^ else, dread to

be marked out to the contempt and indignation of the
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world. There is no succeeding in the secret purposes of
dishonesty, without preserving some sort of credit among
mankind ; as there cannot exist a more impotent crea-

ture than a knave convict. To expose, therefore, the

false pretensions of counterfeit virtue, is to disarm it at

once of all power of mischief, and to perform a public

service of the most advantageous kind, in which any man
can employ his time and his talents. The voice, indeed,

of an honest satirist, is not only beneficial to the world,

as giving alarm against the designs of an enemy so dan-
gerous to all social intercourse, but as proving likewise

the most efficacious preventative to others, of assuming
the same character of distinguished infamy. Few are so

totally vitiated, as to have abandoned all sentiments of
shame; and when every other principle of integrity is sur-

rendered, we generally find the conflict is still maintain-

ed in this last post of retreating virtue. In this view,

therefore, it should seem, the function of a satirist may
be justified, notwithstanding it should be true, (what an
excellent moralist has asserted) that his chastisements ra-

ther exasperate, than reclaim those on whom they fall.

Perhaps, no human penalties are of any moral advantage

to the criminal himself; and the principal benefit that

seems to be derived from civil punishments of any kind,

is their restraining influence upon the conduct of others.

It is not every arm, however, that is qualified to ma-
nage this formidable blow. The arrows of satire, when
they are not pointed by virtue, as well as wit, recoil back
upon the hand that directs them, and wound none but

him from whom they proceed. ^Accordingly, Horace rests

the whole success of writings of this sort upon the poet's

being Integer Ipse ; free himselffrom those immoral stains

which he points out in others. There cannot, indeed, be
a more odious, nor at the same time a more contempti-

ble character than that of a vicious satirist

:

Quis coelum terris non misceat ^ mare ccelo,

Sifurdispliceat Fern, homicida Miloni / Juv.

The most favourable light in which a censor of this spe-

cies could possibly be viewed, would be that of a public
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exectitioner, who inflicts the punishment on others, which
he has already merited himself. But the trutli ot'it is,

he is not qualified even for so wretched an office ; and
there is nothing to be dreaded from a satirist of known
dishonesty, but his applause. Adieu.

LETTER XLIX.

TO PALAMEDES.
Aug. 2, 17S4.

Ceremony is never more unwelcome, than at that sea-

son in which you will, probably, have the greatest share

of it ; and, as I should be extremely unwilling to add to

the number of those, who, in pure good manners, may in-

terrupt your enjoyments, I choose to give you my con-

gratulations a little prematurely. After the happy office

shall be completed, your moments will be too valuable to

be laid out in forms.; and it would be paying a compli-

ment with a very ill grace, to draw oiF your eyes from
the highest beauty, though it were to turn them on the

most exquisite wit. I hope, however, yon will give me
timely notice of your wedding day, that I may be pre-

pared with my epithalamium. I have already laid in

half a dozen deities extremely proper for the occasion,

and have even made some progress in my first simile.

But I am somewhat at a loss how to proceed, not being

able to determine whether your future bride is most like

Venus or Hebe. That she resembles both, is universally

agreed, I find, by those who have seen her. But it

would be offending, you know, against all the rules of po-

etical justice, if I should only say she is as handsome as

she is young, when, after all, perhaps, the truth may be,

that she has even more beauty than youth. In the meaii

while, I am turning over all the tender compliments that

love has inspired, from the Lesbia of Catullus to the

Chloe of Prior, and hope to gather such a collection of

flowers as may not be unworthy of entering into a garland
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as a poet, let me be recommended to her by a mudi bet-

ter title, and assure her that I am your, &c.

LETTER L.

TO EUPIIUONIUS.

I AM much inclined to join with you in thinkinf]; that

the Romans had no peculiar word in their language which
answers precisely to what we call good sense in ours. For
though prudentia, indeed, seems frequently used by their

best writers to express that idea, yet, it is not confined to

that sir.gle meaning, but is often apphed by them to sig-

nify skill in any particular science. But good sense is

something very distinct from knowledge; and it is an in-

stance of the poverty of the Latin language, that she is

obliged to use the same word as a mark for two such dif-

ferent ideas.

Were I to explain what I understand by good sense, I

should call it right reason ; but right reason that arises,

not from formal and logical deductions, but from a sort

of intuitive faculty in the soul, which distinguishes by im-

mediate perception : a kind of innate sagacity, that, in

many of its properties, seems very much to resemble in-

stinct. It would be improper, therefore, to say, that Sir

Isaac Newton shewed his good sense by those amazing
discoveries which he made in natural philosophy : the

operations of this gift of Heaven are rather instantaneous,

than the result of any tedious process. Like Diomed,
after Minerva had endowed him with the power of dis-

cerning gods from mortals, the man of good sense dis-

covers, at once, the truth of those objects he is most con-

cerned to distinguish, and conducts himself with suitable

caution and security.

It is for this reason, possibly, that this quality of the

mind is not so often found united with learning as one
.could wish : for good sense being accustomed to receive

her discoveries without labour or study, she cannot so
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easily wait for those truths, which, being placed at a

distance, and lying,concealed under numberless covers,

require much pains and application to untold.

But though good sense is not in the number, nor al-

ways, it must be owned, in the company of the sciences;

yet it is (as the most sensible of poets has justly observed)

fairly worth tlie seven.

Rectitude of understanding is, indeed, the mostuseful, as

well as the most noble, ofhuman endowments, as it is the

sovereign guide and director in every branch of civil and

social intercourse.

Upon whatever occasion this enlightening faculty is

exerted, it is always sure to act with distinguished emi-

nence ; but its chief and peculiar province seems to lie in

the commerce of the world. Accordingly we may observe,

that those who have conversed more with men than with

books, whose wisdom is derived rather from experience

than contemplation, generally possess this happy talent

with superior perfection : for good sense, though it can-

not be acquired, may be improved; and the world, I be-

lieve, will ever be found to afford the most kindly soil for

its cultivation.

I know not whether true good sense is not a more un-

common quality even than true wit; as there is nothing,

perhaps, more extraordinary than to meet with a person,

whose entire conduct and notions are under the direction

of this supreme guide. The single instance, at least,

which I could produce of its acting steadily and inva-

riably throughout the whole of a character, is that which

Euphronius, I am sure, would not allow me to mention:

at the same time, perhaps, I am rendering my own pre-

tensions of this kind extremely questionable, when I thus

venture to throw before you my sentiments upon a sub-

ject, of which you are universally acknowledged so per-

fect a master. I am, &c.
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LETTER LI.

TO PA LEMON.
May eg, 1743.

I ESTEEM your letters in the number of my most va-

luable possessions, and preserve them as so many pro-

phetical leaves upon which the fate of our distracted na-

tion is inscribed. But, in exchange for the maxims of a
patriot, I can only send you the reveries of a recluse, and
give you the stones of the brook for the gold of Ophir.

Never, indeed, Palemon, was there a commerce more
unequal than that wherein you are contented to engage
with me ; and I could scarce answer it to my conscience

to continue a traffic, where the whole benefit accrues

singly to myself, did I not know, that to confer without
the possibility of an advantage, is the most pleasing exer-

cise of generosity. I will venture then to make use of a
privilege which I have long enjoyed ; as I well know you
love to mix the meditations of the philosopher with the

reflections of the statesman, and can turn with equal

relish from the politics of Tacitus to the morals of Se-

neca,

I was in my garden this morning somewhat earlier than

usual, when the sun, as Milton describes him,

With wheels, yet hov'rins; o'er the ocean brim
Shot parallel to th' earth his dewy ray.

There is something in the opening of the dawn, at this

season of the year, that enlivens the mind with a sort of

cheerful seriousness, and tills it with a certain calm rap-

ture in the consciousness of its existence. For my own
part, at least, the rising of the sun has the same effect on
me, as it is said to have had on the celebrated statue of
Menmon : and I never observe that glorious luminary
breaking out upon me, that I do not find myself harmo-
nized for the whole day.

Whilst I was enjoying the freshness and tranquillity of
'this early season, and, considering the many reasons I

had to join in oflfering up that morning incense^ which the
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poet I just now mentioned, represents as particularly

arising at this hour from the eurtfi^a ^reat altar ; 1 could
not but esteem it as a principal blessing, that I was en-

tering upon a new day with health and spirits. To
awake with recruited vigour for the transactions of life,

is a mercy so generally dispensed, that it passes, like

other the ordinary bounties of Providence, without mak-
ing its due impression. Yet, were one never to rise under
these happy circumstances, without reflecting what num-
bers there are, who (to use the language of the most pa-
thetic of authors) when they said, My bed shall comfort
me, my couch shall ease my comphint, were, like him,JuU
of tossings to and J'ro, unto the dawning of' the day, or
scared with dreams, and terrified through visions—were
one to consider, I say, how many pass their nights in all

the horrors of a disturbed imagination, or all the wakeful-
ness of real pains, one could not find one's self exempt
from such uneasy slumbers, or such terrible vigils, without
double satisfaction and gratitude. There is nothing, in-

deed, contributes more to render a man contented with
that draught of life which is poured out to himself, than
thus to reflect on those more bitter ingredients which are
sometimes mingled in the cup of others.

In pursuing the same vein of thought, I could not but
congratulate myself, that I had no part in that turbulent
drama which was going to be re-acted upon the great
stage of the world ; and rejoiced that it was my fortune
to stand a distant and unengaged spectator of those se-

veral characters that would shortly fill the scene. This
suggested to my remembrance, a passage in the Roman
tragic poet, where he describes the various pursuits of
the busy and ambitious world, in very just and lively co-
lours :

lUe superbos aditus regurn
Durasquefores, expers somni,
Colit : Hie ntdlofine beatus
Componit opes, gazis inhians,
Et congesto pauper in aura est.

Ilium populifavor attoiiitvm,
Flintin/tte magis mobile vulgus,
Aura tumidum toUit inani.
Uic clamosi rubiosafori

K
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Jurgiu vendens improbus, iras
Et verba locat.

and I could not forbear saying to myself, in the language
of the same author,

me mea tellus

Lare secreto tutoque tegat

!

Yet this circumstance, which your friend considers as

so valuable a privilee;e, has been esteemed by others as

the most severe of afflictions. The celebrated count de
Bussy Rabutin has written a little treatise, wherein,

after having shewn that the greatest men upon the stage

of the world are generally the most unhappy, he closes the

account by producing himself as an instance of the

truth of what he had been advancing. But can you
guess, Palemon, what this terrible disaster was, which
thus entitled him to a rank in the number of these unfor-

tunate heroes ? He had composed, it seems, certain sati-

rical pieces which gave offence to Lewis the XlV^th; for

which reason that monarch banished him from the sla-

very and dependence of a court, to live in ease and free-

dom at his country house. But the world had taken too

strong possession of his heart, to suffer him to leave even

the worst part of it without reluctance ; and, like the pa-

triarch's wife, he looked back with regret upon the scene

from which he was kindly driven, though there was no-

thing in the prospect but flames. Adieu. I am, &c.

LETTER LII.

TO EUPHRONIUS.
Aug. 20, 1742.

Surely, Euphronius, the spirit of criticism has

strangely possessed you. How else could you be willing

to step aside so often from the amusements of the gayest

scenes, in order to examine with me certain beauties, far

other than those which at present, it might be imagined,

would wholly engage your attention ? Who, indeed, that

sees my friend over night, supporting the vivacity of the
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most sprightly assemblies, would expect to find him the

next morning gravely poring over antiquated Greek, and
weighing the merits of ancient and modern geniuses ?

But I have long admired you as an elegant spectatorfor-
marumy in every sense of the expression ; and you can
turn, I know, from the charms of beauty to those of wit,

with the same refinement of taste and rapture. I may
venture, therefore, to resume our critical correspondence

without the form of an apology ; as it is the singular cha-

racter of Euphronius to reconcile the philosopher with

the man of the world, and judiciously divide his hours

between action and retirement.

What has been said of a celebrated French translator,

may, with equal justice, be applied to Mr. Pope :
" that

" it is doubtful whether the dead or the living are most
" obhged to him." His translations of Homer, and imi-

tations of Horace, have introduced to the acquaintance of
the English reader, two of the most considerable authors

in all antiquity ; as, indeed, they are equal to the credit

of so many original works. A man must have a very

considerable share of the different spirit which distin-

guishes those most admirable poets, who is capable of re-

presenting, in his own language, so true an image of their

respective manners. If we look no farther than these

works themselves, without considering them with respect

to any attempts of the same nature which hav« been
made by others, we shall have sufficient reason to esteem
them for their own intrinsic merit. But how will this un-
common genius rise in our admiration, when we com-
pare his classical translations with those similar perform-
ances, which have employed some of the most celebrated

of our poets? I have lately been turning over the Iliad

with this view; and, perhaps, it will be no unentertain-

ing amusement to you, to examine the several copies

which I have collected of the original, as taken by some
of the most considerable of our English masters. To
single them out for this purpose according to the order
of the particular books, or passages, upon which they
have respectively exercised their pencils, the pretensions

of Mr. Tickel stand first to be examined.
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Tlie action of the Iliad opens, you know, with the

speech of Chryses, whose daughter, having been taken

captive by the Grecians, was allotted to Agamemnon.
This venerable priest of Apollo is represented as address-

ing himself to the Grecian chiefs, in the following pa-

thetic simplicity of eloquence :

Ar^ei^oti rs, aaci ocXXot ivTCVYifxioss A^xiotf

Y/w-iV fjLiv ^£01 ooiEv, oXviA.'jna, ocJiAOtT tyo'ilss,

ExTTE^fTa* Tlpi<xiA,oio zjoXtv, sv S' 0/x.aS' iy.sa9xt'

Tiact^ix ^£ /!A0/ Xv(T(X.<TOe (piXriv, rot. S' amoi^a. ^lyta^^^

A^of-tsvo* A/oj" viot iKvtQoXov AmoXXuvot. i. 17.

Great Atreus' sons, and warlike Greece, attend,

So may th' immortal Gods your cause defend,

So may you Priam's lofty bulwarks burn,

And rich in gather'd spoils to Greece return,

As, for these gifts, my daughter you bestow.
And rev'rence due to great Apollo shew,
Jove's fav'rite offspring, terrible in war.

Who sends his shat ts unerring from afar. Ticket.

That affecting tenderness of the father, which Homer ha»

marked out by the melancholy flow of the line, as well as

by the endearing expression of

is entirely lost by Mr. Tickel. When Chryses coldly

mentions his daughter, without a single epithet of con-

cern or affection, he seems much too indifferent himself

to move the audience in his favour. But the whole pas-

sage, as it stands in Mr. Pope's Iliad, is in general ani-

mated with a far more lively spirit of poetry. Who can

observe the moving posture of supplication in which he

has drawn the venerable old priest, stretching out his

arms in all the affecting warmth of entreaty, without shar-

ing in his distress, and melting into pity ?

Ye kings and warriors ! may your vows be crown'd.

And Troy's proud walls lie level with the ground :

May Jove restore you, when your toils are o'er.

Safe to the pleasures of your native shore :

But oh ! relieve a wretched parent's pain,

And give Chryseis to these arms again.

If mercy fail, yet let my presents move,
And dread avenging Phcebus, son of Jove. Pope.
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The insinuation with which Chryses closes his speech,

that the Grecians must expect the indignation of Apollo

would pursue them if they rejected tlie petition of his

priest, is happily intimated hy a single epithet

:

And dread avenging Phoebus;

whereas, the other translator takes the compass of three

lines to express the same thought less strongly.

When the lieralds are sent by Agamemnon to Achilles,

in order to demand Briseis, that chief is prevailed upon
to part with her : and, accordingly, directs Patroclus to

deliver up this contested beauty into their hands:

Ex ^' ciyixyt itXicnns Bp/(7»jVSa xaXX/Traprjov,

H ^' xsKtiO'' ot(t.x roidi yin/y) Knr i. 345.

The beauty of Chryseis, as described in these lines, toge-

ther with the reluctance with which she is here repre-

sented as forced from her lord, cannot but touch the

reader in a very sensible manner. Mr. Tickel, however,

has debased this affecting picture, by the most unpoeti-

cal and familiar diction. I will not delay you with

making my objections in form to his language ; but have

distinguished the exceptionable expressions, in the lines

tliemselves

:

Patroclus his dearfriend obliged,

And'u^hej'd in the lovely weeping maid ;

Sore sighed she, as the heralds took her hand,
And oftlook'd back, slow-moving o'er the strand. Tickel.

Our British Homer has restored this piece to its original

grace and delicacy:

Patroclus now th' unwilling beauty brought

:

She, in soft sorrows, and in pensive thought,
Pass'd silent, as the heralds held her hand.
And oftlook'd back, slow-moving o'er the strand. Pope.

The tumultuous behaviour of Achilles, as described by

Homer in the lines immediately following, affords a very

pleasing and natural contrast to the more composed and
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silent sorrow of Briseis. The poet repi*esent3 that hero
as suddenly rushing out from his tent, and flying to the

sea-shore, where he gives vent to his indignation : and, in

bitterness of soul, complains to Thetis, not only of the

dishonour brought upon him by Agamemnon, but of the

injustice even of Jupiter himself:

civrtxp A^iXXsvs
AocK^vaets, zrx^uv a,^a,q .s^sro voatpi Xta.a-'^e;!,

&tv^ Ei^' ixKos TZtoXifis, o^oojv siri oivottx 'rrovlov.

TloAAat ^E [j.inTpt ^iXr) vj^vktcitq ^sipas oqtyws.

i. 348.

Mr. Tickel, in rendering the sense of these lines, has

risen jnto a somewhat higher flight of poetry than usual.

Howi^ver, you will observe his expression, in one or two
places, is exceedingly languid and prosaical ; as the epi-

thet he has given to the waves is highly injudicious. Curl-

ing billows might be very proper in describing a calm,

but suggests too pleasing an image to be applied to the

ocean when represented as Mack with stonm,

Tlie widow'd hero, when the fair was gone,
Far front his friends, sat, bath'd in tears, alone.

On the cold beach he sat, and fix'd his eyes
Where, black witli storms, the curling billows rise,

And as the sea, wide-rolling, he survey'd.

With out-stretch'd arms to hisfond mother pray'd.
Tickel.

Mr. Pope has opened the thought in these lines with

great dignity of numbers, and exquisite propriety of

imagery; as the additional circumstances which he has

thrown in, are so many beautiful improvements upon his

author :

Not so his loss the fierce Achilles bore

;

l^ut sad retirins? to the soundinc; shore,

O'er tlie wild margin of the deep he hung.
That kindred deep from which his mother sprung

:

Then bath'd in tears of anger and disdain.

Thus loud lamented to the stormy main. Pope.

Apollo having sent a plague among the Grecians, in re-

sentment of the injury done to his priest Chryses by de-

taining his daughter, Agamemnon consents that Chryseis
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shall be restored. Accordingly a sliip is fitted oui under

the command of Ulysses, who is employed to conduct the

damsel to her father. That hero and his companions be-

ing arrived at Chrysa, the place to which they were bound,

deliver up their charge ; and having performed a sacrifice

to Apollo, set sail early the next morning for the Grecian

camp. Upon this occasion Homer exhibits to us a most
bjeautiful sea-piece :

H/A®' y vitXtos x.oils'Sv. Kxi fni Kve^as nXOe,

Art TOTS Koifjufiaxiro Tsafot tJ^vfjiyvKria vr®'.

H/x(^ S' ripiyiveta. (pocvvi ^o^o^aKivXos Hus,

Kxi TOT iiTHr aix[oi\o (/.flat ^^xtov Bvpvv Ay^^xiur.

Toiaut S' iK[xtvov tipov tet txxspy'^ AiroXXuv.

Oi /fo» s"»j(ravT', avx 3' /f/a Xsvux zsiixtraxi'

E* S' xvEfxos ZTpri(Tiv fji.t7ov 'fiov, xfx^i ^f y.v/xx

'Lrsipv) zsop^pvptoi fxtyxX' ix^s, vtoi inaris'

H S' £0££v ycotlx xv/xx ^ixtTprKT(THax KiXtvQx. i. 475.

If there is any passage throughout Mr. Tickel's translation

of tiiis book, which has the least pretence to stand in

competition with Mr. Pope's version, it is undoubtedly
that which corresponds with the Greek lines just now
quoted. It would indeed be an instance of great parti-

ality not to acknowledge they breathe the true spirit of
poetry; and I must own myself at a loss which to prefer

upon the whole ; though I think Mr. Pope is evidently

superior to his rival, in his manner of opening the de-

scription :

At ev'ning through the shore dispers'd, they sleep,

Ilush'd by the distant roarings of the deep.
When now, asecndinsi from the shades of night,
Aurora glow'd in all her rosy light,

Tiic dauiiliter of the dawn : th' awaken'd crew
Back to the Greeks encanip'd their course renew:
The breezes freshen : for, with friendly gales,

Apollo swell'd their wide-distended sails
;

Cleft by tlie rapid prow, the waves divide,

And in hoarse murmurs break on either side. Ticket.

Twas night : the chiefs beside their vessel lie,

Till rosy morn had purpled o'er the sky

;

Then launch, and hoise the mast ; indulgent gales,

Supplied by Phoebus, fill the swelling sails

;
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The milk-white canvas bellying as they blow,
Tlie parted ocean foams and roars below :

Above the bounding billows swift they flew, &:c. Pope.

There is something wonderfully pleasing in that judi-

cious pause, which Mr. Pope has placed at the beginning
of these lines. It necessarily awakens the attention of
the reader, and gives a much greater air of solemnity to

the scene, than if the circumstance of the time had been
less distinctly pointed out,and blended, as in Mr. Tickel's

translation, with the rest of the description.

Homer has been celebrated by antiquity for those sub-
lime images of the Supreme Being, which he so often

raises in the Iliad. It is Macrobius, if 1 remember right,

who informs us, that Phidius being asked from whence
he took the idea of his celebrated statue of Olympian
Jupiter, acknowledged that he had heated his imagination
by the following lines :

H, KCci y-va-viYiTiv ett' o^^va-t vsvas K^ovtoov'

Kpxl^ txTC aOizvxToio' [j.syxv & eXsKi^bv OAy/ATro*.

.. 528.

But whatever magnificence of imagery Phidias might dis-

cover in the original, the English reader will scarce, I

imagine, conceive any thing very grand and sublime

from the following copy

:

This said, his kingly brow the sire iiK:lin'd,

The lar2c black curls fell awful from behind,
Thick shadowinii the stern forehead of tlie nod :

Olympus trembled at th' almighty nod. Tickel.

That our modern statuaries, however, may not have an
excuse for burlesquing the figure of the great father of
gods and men, for want of the benefit of so animating a

model, Mr. Pope has preserved it to them it all its origi-

nal majesty;

He spoke, and awful bends his sable brows ;

Shakes his ambrosial curls, and gives tl\e nod.
The stamp of fate, and sanction of the god :

High heaven with trembling the dread signal took,

And all Olympus to the centre shook. Pope.
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I took occasion, in a fornaer letter, to make some ex-

ceptions to a passage or two in the parting of Hector
and Andromache, as translated by your favourite poet.

—

I sliall now produce a few lines from the same beautiful

episode, for another purpose, and in order to shew, with

l.ow much more masterly a hand, even than Dryden him-
s( If, our great improver of English poetry has worked
upon the same subject.

As Andromache is going to the tower of Ilion, in wder
to take a view of the field of battle, Hector meets her,

together with her son, the young Astyanax, atthe'Scaean

gare. The circumstances of this sudden intcn icw are

finely imagined. Hector, in the first transport of his joy,

is unable to utter a single word ; at the same time that

Andromache, tenderly embracing his hands, bursts out
into a flood of tears :

Avo^ofjiOc^Yi ^e 01 oJ\'/j 'mxpi<r3cio oocx.^v^eutx,

E>T acpx 01 (pv X.^P'f ^'^^ "^^ lipxT, sx. T'oyo/Ajt^j'

VI. 401.

Dryden has translated this passage with a cold and un-

poetical fidelity to the mere letter of the original

:

Hector beheld him with a silent smile ;

Ills tender wife stood weepinst hy the while;
Press'd in her own, his warlike hand she took.

Then sigh'd, and ihns prophetically spoke. Driven.

But Pope has judiciously taken a larger compass, and, by
heightening the piece with a few additional touches, has

wrought it up in all the atfecting spirit of tenderness and
poetry

:

Silent the warrior smil'd, and pleas'd resign'd

To tender passions all his niiethty mind :

His beauteous princess cast a mournful look,

IIuus on his hand, and then dcjpcted spoke ;

Her bosom labourM with a boding sish.

And the big tear stood trembling in her eye. Pope.

Andromache afterwards endeavours to persuade Hector
to take upon himself the defence of the city, and not

hazard a life so important, she tells him, to herself and
his son, in the more dangerous action of tlie field :
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T>j» ^' acvTE TTPoiTsei'Tre (jLsyots KO^BxtoX^ "Eitla?^,

H >txi E/J^oi rxot ZTXvrx fxsXet, yvvxr x\Xa ixx>? xivcjs

Ai^eofjixi T^uxs kxi T^ujxBxs iXyisa-msTrXas,

Atics, Kxyc^ us, voa^iv xXvcrKX(^otj tioKtjxoio. vi. 440.

To whom the noble Hector thus repUed :

That and the rest arc in my daily care
;

But sliould I shun tlie dangers of the war,
With scorn the Trojans would reward my paias,

And their proud ladies, with their sweeping trains.

The Grecian swords and lances I can bear

:

But loss of honour is my only care. Dryden.

Nothing can be more flat and unaniinated than these

lines. One may say, upon this occasion, what Dryden
himself, I remember, somewhere observes, that a good
poet is no more like himself in a dull translation, than

his dead carcase would be to his living body. To catch

indeed the soul of our Grecian bard, and breathe his

spirit into an English version, seems to have been a pri-

vilege reserved solely for Pope :

The chief replied : that post shall be my care;
Nor that alone, but all the works of war.
How would the sous of Troy, in arms renown'd,
And Troy's proud dames, whose garments sweep the ground.
Attaint the lustre of my former name.
Should Hector basely quit the fields of fame ? Pope.

In the farther prosecution of this episode Hector pro-

phesies his own death, and the destruction of Troy ; to

which he adds that Andromache should be led captive

into Argos, where, among other disgraceful offices, which
he particularly enumerates, she should be employed, he

tells her, in the servile task of drawing water. The dif-

ferent manner in which this last circumstance is express-

ed by our two English poets, will afford the strongest

instance, how much additional force the same thought

will receive from a more graceful turn of phrase :

Or from deep wells the living stream to take,

And on thy weary shoulders bring it back. Dryden.

or bring
The weight ofwaters from Hyperia's spring. Pope.

It is in certain peculiar turns of diction that the language
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of poetry is principally distinguished from that of prose

;

as indeed the same words are, in general, common to them
both. It is in a turn of this kind, that the beauty of the

last quoted Hue consists. For the whole grace of the

expression would vanish, if, instead of the two substan-

tives which are placed at the beginning of the verse, the

poet had employed the more common syntax of a sub-

stantive with its adjective.

When this faithful pair have taken their final adieu of

each other. Hector returns to the field of battle, at the

same time that the disconsolate Andromache joins her
maidens in the palace. Homer describes this circum-

stance in the following tender manner :

Evr^sTraA/^o/itEvi), ^aiKepov xajac ^acKpv veti(r».

A/\|/i» §' Btreid^ tKOlVB ^OfJLUS VJ VCtHTlZOVlXS

Ex./o^®' a.vopo<povoio x.i^ina'ixh d tvbohi TroXXats

AiA^moXas^ rricty Je yoov Trxa-ria-tv tvupasi.

At fjisv sri '(^uov yoov Eiclopx u £>< oiku. vi. 494.

I will make no remarks upon the different success of our
two celebrated poets in translating this passage ; but,

after having laid both before you, leave their versions to

speak for themselves. The truth is, the disparity be-

tween them is much too visible to require any comment
to render it more observable:

At this, for new replies he did not stay,

But lac'd his crested lielni, and strode away.
His lovely consort to her house return'd,
And looking; often back, in silence mourn'd :

Home when she came, her secret woe she vents.
And Hlls the palace with her loud laments

;

Those loud laments her echoing maids restore.

And Hector, yet alive, as dead deplore. Drijden,

Thus having said, the glorious chief rt sumes
His tow'ry helmet, black with shading plumes.
His princess parts with a prophetic sigh.

Unwilling parts, and oft reverts her eye,

Tliat streani'd Ht ev'ry look : then moving slow.

Sought her own palace, and indulg'd her woe.
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There, while her tears deplor'd the godlike man,
Through all the train the soft infection ran

;

The pious maids tiieir mingled sorrow shed.

And mourn the living Hector as the dead. Pope.

As I purpose to follow Mr. Pope through those several

parts of the Iliad, where any of our distinguished poets

have gone before him ; I must lead you on till we come
to the speech of Sarpedon to Glaucus, in the Xllth Book:

Eopv) TB, y.peix.<riv Tf, t^B zjXhou ^sirccBa-rrtv,

Ev AvKivi, •cjavlEJ Se, ^bus uis, ei<xopocua-t,

KaXov, (pvroi''kiYH H(Xi aipHpifis zsvpoi^opoio
;

Tw vyv yjpti Avkiokti fJiBTx zjpwroicriy sovra,:

E^-a//,sv, Ti'^B (xixyjns x.ccvs'H^rjS otvUQoXrtortxi'

0(p^a. rts cvT HfiYi AvAiuv-zyvKcc Siv^*j)tJac«;»,

Ov /xav oocXeiHs Avuiriv ynxlxKoi^acvBuaiv

H(/.sTs^oi ^otaiK'nBS, t^aai rs zynvx ixy,Kx,

Oivov r"" B^oiirov, (/.bKiyiObiz' aXX' apx ycai is

Ea-^Xv), BTiH AvKiotart ixera, zypwroLai fxxypvlxi.

Ct zyEirov' ei (jlbv yap zijoXb^qv zjs^i rov^s (pvyovJEy,

Atei §») ixBXXoifXBv (xyinqu r ocBavxTM rs

Ec7(7£(7S', «T£ K-EV OIVTOS BVi ZJ^wrOlTt (XOCy^O11X^1,

O'JTB X.E (TE S'eXXoIIXI [X.OL'^'fl)) ES Kv^ixvei^xv'

'Nvv S' (EfxTrvs yoip kyi^es E^^ss'a.aiv ^xvxToio

Mv^ixi, as ax e^i (pvyeiv fipoTov, sS' vjrxXv^ai)

1q(/.ev vie ru.£v^os Qps^ofxEv, int ris vnt.iy. \ii. 310.

This spirited speech has been translated by the famous
author of Cooper's Hill

:

Above the rest whj' is our pomp and pow'r ?

Our flocks, our herds, and our possessions more ?

"SVhy all tlie tributes land and sea afford,

Ileap'd in, great chargers, load our sumptuous board ?

Our cheerful guests carouse the spaikling tears

Of the rich grape, wliilst music charms tlieir ears.

M'hy, as we pass, do those on Xanthus' shore
As go(is behold us, and as gods adore ?

But that, as well in danger as degree,
AVe stand the first: that when our Lycians see

-Our brave examples, they admiring saj',

Behold our gallant leaders ! these are they
Deserve their greatness ; and unenvied stand,

Since what they act transcends what they command.
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Could the declining of this fate, oh ! friend.

Our tiate to immortality extend,
Or if death sought not thcni who seek not death,
Would I advance, or should my vainer breath
With such a ((lorious folly thee inspire ?

But since with fortune nature doth conspire;
Since a^e, disease, or some less noble end.
Though not less certain, does our days attend

;

Since 'tis decresd, and to this period led

A thousand ways, the noblest path we'll tread ;

And bravely on, till they, or we, or all,

A common sacrifice to honour fall. Denham.

Mr. Pope passes so high an encomium on these lines,

as to assure us, that, if his translation of the same passage

has any spirit, it is in some degree due to them. It is

certain they have great merit, considering the state of
our English versification when Denham flourished : but

they will by no means support Mr. Pope's compliment,
any more than they will bear to stand in competition with

his numbers. And I dare say, you will join with me in

the same opinion, when you consider the following ver-

sion of this animated speech :

Why boast we, Glaucus, our extended reign.

Where Xanthus' streams enrich the Lycian plain ?

Our num'rous herds, that rauge the fruitful field.

And hills where vines their purple harvest yield ?

Our foaming bowls with purer nectar crown'd,
Our feasts enhanc'd with music's sprightly sound ?

Why on these shores are we with joy survey'd,
Admir'd as heroes, and as gods obey'd ?

Unless great acis superior merit prove.
And vindicate the bounteous powers above

;

That when, with wond'ring eyes, our martial bands
Behold our deeds transcending our commands,
Such, they may cry, deserve the sov'reign state,

Whom those that envy dare not imitate.

Could all our care elude the gloomy grave,
Which claims no less the fearful than the brave.
For lust of fame I should not vainly dare
In fighting fields, nor urge thy soul to war.
But since, alas ! ignoble age must come.
Disease, and death's inexorable doom

;

The life which others pay, let us bestow.
And give to fame what we to nature owe

;

Brave though we fall, and honour'd if we live.

Or let us glory gain, or glory give. Pope.

If any thing can be justly objected to this translation, it

is, perhaps, that in one or two places it is too diffused and
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descriptive for that agitation in which it was spoken. In

general, however, one may venture to assert; that it is

warmed w'ith the same ardour of poetry and heroism that

glows in the original : as those several thoughts, which
Mr. Pope has intermixed of his own, naturally aHse out

of the sentiments of his author, and are perfectly con-

formable to the character and circumstances of the

speaker.

I shall close this review with Mr. Congreve, who has

translated the petition of Priam to Achilles for the body
of his son Hector, together with the lamentations of An-
dromache, Hecuba, and Helen.

Homer represents the unfortunate king of Troy, as en-

tering unobserved into the tent of Achilles : and illus-

trates the surprise which arose in that chief and his at-

tendants, upon the first discovery of Priam, by the fol-

lowing simile

:

n.s V oracv ocv^f ar*j 'HZvkivi^ AaCi?, o<r^ cv/ 'cxxlprt

tPcJloc, Kix\ixyC\eivoi.s, a-XKuv i^ittdo ^v/jlov,

Av^pos ss xtpvsia '^x(aQos ^' zyjti sia-opouvla,s'

xxiv. 480.

Nothing can be more languid and inelegant than the

manner in which Congreve has rendered this passage :

But as a wretch who has a murder done,
And, seeking refuge, does from justice run ;

Ent'iing some liouse in haste where he's unknown.
Creates amazement in the lookers-on :

So did Achilles gaze, surpris'd to see

The godlike Priam's royal misery. Congreve.

But Pope has raised the same thought with his usual

grace and spirit:

As when a wretch, who, conscious of his crime,
Pursu'd for murder, flies his native clime.

Just gains some frontier, breathless, pale, amaz'd !

All gaze, all wonder ; thus Achilles gaz'd. Pope.

The speech of Priam is wonderfully pathetic and af-

fecting. He tells Achilles, that, out of fifty sons he had
one only remaining; and of him he was now unhappily

bereaved by his sword. He conjures him, by his tender-
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ness for his own father, to commiserate the most wretched
of" parents, who, by an uncommon severity of fate, was
thus obliged to kiss those hands which were imbrued m
die blood of his children :

Ava-o(ji.ivos zjoc^x asto, (^tfu 5' xvtptia-t tzirotvx.

AXX' aci^eto ^ms, A^iXiv, xvrov r iXsviarovj

Mwa-oifxtvos at: 'aotr^os' syco S' sXtsiyoltpos nstf^

EtA»jv ^, 01 avdj rts frri^Qovios (Sporos aXAof,

Av^pos ZTixt^o(povoio nroii Tot*-ot x*<f' o^eyeaSa/.

V. 501.

These moving lines Mr. Congreve has debased into

the lowest and most unaffecting prose :

For his sake only I am hither come ;

Rich gitits I bring, and wealth, an endless sum ;

All to redeem that fatal prize you won,
A worthless ransom for so brave a son.

Fear Uie just gods, Achilles, and on me
Witli pity look ; tliink you your father see :

Such as I am, he is ; alone in this,

I can no equal have in miseries ;

Of all mankind most wretched and forlorn.

Bow '«! with such weight as never lias been borne

;

Reduc'd to kneel and pray to you, from whom
The spring and source of all my sorrows come ;

With gifts to court mine and my country's bane.
And kiss those hands which have my children slain.

Congreve.

Nothing could compensate the trouble of labouring through

these heavy and tasteless rhymes, but the pleasure of be-

ing relieved at the end of them with a more lively pros-

pect of poetry

:

For him thro' hostile camps I bent my way,
For him thus prostrate at tliy feet I lay ;

Large gifts proportion'd to thy wrath I bear

;

O hear the wretched, and the gods revere !

Think of thy father, and this face behold ?

See him in me, as htlpless and as old !

Tho' not so wretched : there he yields to me.
The first of men in sov'reign misery ;

Thus forc'd to kneel, thus grov'ling to embrace
The scourg"^ and ruin ot my realm and race :

Suppliant my children's murd'rer to implore,

And kiss those hands yet reeking with their gore. Pope.
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Achilles having, at length, consented to restore th*

dead body of Hector, Priam conducts it to his palace. It

is there placed in funeral pomp, at the same time that

mournful dirges are sung over the corpse, intermingled

with the lamentations of Andromache, Hecuba, and He-
len:

TOV /XEV 57r«Ta

TpriTois £v A3p^Efo-«7< ^e(ra.v, i^scpx ^' etaacv txoi^as^

Gpr)vuv e^ocpy(^iis. o<te Tovoscra-atv ototdviv

Oi fji,sv a,^ sQpyivsoVj tui Se fsvaj^ovTo yvvotiKis. v. 719.-

There is something extremely solemn and affecting in

Homer's description of this scene of sorrow. A translator

who was touched with the least spark of poetry, could

not, one sliould imagine, but rise beyond himself, in co-

pying after so noble an original. It has not, however,,

been able to elevate Mr. Congreve above his usual flat-

ness of numbers :

then laid

With care the body on a sumptuous bed.
And round about were skilful sin'Tcis plac'd,

Wlio wept and sigh'd, and in sad notes expressed

Their moan : All in a chorus did agree
Of universal, mournful harmotiy. Congreve.

It would be the highest injustice to the following lines-

to quote them in opposition to those of Mr. Congreve : I

produce them, as marked with a vein of poetry much
superior even to the original.

They weep, and place him on a bed of state.

A melancholy choir attend around
With plaintive sighs, and music's solemn sound :

Alternately they sing, alternate flow

Th' obedient tears, melodious in their woe
;

While deeper sorrows groan from each full heart.

And nature speaks at ev'ry pause of art. Pope.

Thus, Euphronius, I have brought before you some of
the most renowned of our British bards, contending, as it

were, for the prize of poetry : and there can be no debate
to whom it justly belongs. Mr. Pope seems, indeed, to

have raised our numbers to the highest possible perfec-

tion of strength and harmony : and, I fear, all the praise
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that the best succeeding poets can expect, as to their ver-

sification, will be, that they have happily imitated his man-

ner, l-'areweh I am, &c.

LETTER LIII.

TO OBONTES.
July 2, 1741.

Youu letter found me just upon my return from an

excursion into Berkshire, where 1 had been paying a visit

to a friend, who is drinking the waters at Sunning-hill. In

one of my morning rides over that delightful country, I

accidentally passed through a little village, which afforded

me much agreeable meditation; as in times to come, per-

haps, it will be visited by the lovers of the polite arts,

with as much vent^ration as Virgil's tomb, or any other

celebrated spot of antiquity. The place I mean is Bin-

field, where the poet to whom I am indebted (in common
with every reader of taste) for so much exquisite enter-

tainment, spent the earliest part of his youth. I will not

scruple to confess, that I looked upon the scene where

he planned some of those beautiful performances which

first recommended him to the notice of the world, with a

degree of enthusiasm; and could not but consider the

ground as sacred that was impressed with the footsteps of

a genius that undoubtedly does the highest honour to our

age and nation.

The situation of mind in which I found myself, upon
this occasion, suggested to my remembrance a passage in

Tully, which I thought I never so thoroughly entered into

the spirit of before. That noble author, in one of his

philosophical conversation-pieces, introduces his friend

Atticus as observing the pleasing effect which scenes of

this nature are wont to have upon one's mind : Movemur
enim (says that polite Roman) nescio quo pacto, locis ipsiSy

in quibus eorum, quos diligimus aut admiratnur, adsunt

vestigia. Me quidem ipsa ilia nostra Athena, nan turn
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operibus magnificis exquisitisque antiquorum artibus delec-

tant, quam recordatione surmnorum virorum, ubi quisqua

habitare, ubi sederCj ubi disputare sit solitus.

Thus, you see, I could defend myself by an example of
great authority, were I in danger, upon this occasion, of
being ridiculed as a romantic visionary. But I am too

well acquainted with the refined sentiments of Orontes,

to be under any apprehension he will condemn the im-
pressions I have here acknowledged. On the contrary, I

have often heard you mention, with approbation, a cir-

cumstance of this kind which is related of Silius Italicus.

The annual ceremonies which that poet performed at

Virgil's sepulchre, gave you a more favourable opinion of
his taste, you confessed, than any thing in his works was
able to raise.

It is certain, that some of the greatest names of anti-

quity have distinguished themselves by the high reverence

they shewed to the poetical character. Scipio, you may
remember, desired to be laid in the same tomb with En-
nius : and I am inclined to pardon that successful madman
Alexander many of his extravagancies, for the generous
regard he paid to the memory of Pindar, at the sacking

of Thebes.

There seems, indeed, to be something in poetry, that

raises the possessors of that very singular talent far higher

in the estimation of the world in general, than those who
excel in any other of the refined arts. And, accordingly^

we find that poets have been distinguished by antiquity

with the most remarkable honours. Thus Homer, we
are told, was deified at Smyrna ; as the citizens of Myti-

lene stamped the image of Sappho upon their public

coin : Anacreon received a solemn invitation to spend
his days at Athens, and Hipparchus, the son of Pisis-

tratus, fitted out a splendid vessel in order to transport

him thither: and when Virgil came into the theatre at

Rome, the whole audience rose up and saluted him with

the same respect as they would have paid to Augustus^

himself.

Painting, one should imagine, has the fairest preten-

sion of rivalling her sister-art in the number of admirers;
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and yet, where Apclles is inentionetl once, Homer is ce-

lebrated a thousand times. Nor can tliis be accounted for

by urginti;, that the works of the latter are still extant,

while those of the former have perished long since: for is

not Milton's Paradise Lost more universally esteemed
than Raphael's cartoons ?

The truth, I iniajiine, is, there are more who are na-

tural judges of the harmony of numbers, than of the

grace of proportions. One meets with but few who have
not, in some degree at least, a tolerable ear; but a judi-

cious eye is a far more uncommon possession. For as

words are the universal medium which all men employ
in order to convey their sentiments to each other, it

seems a just consequence that they should be more ge-

nerally formed for relishing and judging of performances

in that way: whereas the art of repre^senting ideas, by
means of lines and colours, lies more out of the road of
common use, and is, therefore, less adapted to the taste

of the general run of mankind.
I hazard this observation, in the hopes of drawing

from you your sentiments upon a subject, in which no
man is more qualified to decide : as, indeed, it is to the

conversation of Orontes that I am indebted for the dis-

covery of many refined delicacies in the imitative arts,

which, without his judicious assistance, would have lain

concealed to me with other common observers. Adieu.
I am, &c.

LETTER LIV.

TO PHIDIPPUS.

I AM by no means surprised that the interview you
have l&.ely had with Cleanthes, has given you a much
lower opinion of his abilities than what you had before
conceived: and since it has raised your curiosity to know
my sentiments of his character, you shall have them with
all tiiat freedom you may justly expect.
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I have always then considered Cleanthes as possessed

of the most extraordinary talents; but his talents are of
a kind, which can only be exerted upon uncommon oc-

casions. They are formed for the greatest depths of bu-
siness and affairs; but absolutely out of all size for the

shallows of ordinary life. In circumstances that require

the most profound reasonings, in incidents that demand
the most penetrating politics, there Cleanthes would
shine with supreme lustre. But view him in any situa-

tion inferior to these
;

place him where he cannot raise

admiration, and he will, most probably, sink into con-
tempt. Cleanthes, in short, wants nothing but the ad-
dition of certain minute accomplishments, to render him
a finished character : but, being wholly destitute of those

little talents which are necessary to render a man useful

or agreeable in the daily commerce of the world, those

great abilities which he possesses lie unobserved or neg-

lected.

He often, indeed, gives one occasion to reflect how
necessary it is to be master of a sort of under-qualities,

in order to set off and recommend those of a superior

nature. To know how to descend with grace and ease

.into ordinary occasions, and to fall in with the less iii\-

portant parties and purposes of mankind, is an art of
more general influence, perhaps, than is usually imagined.

If I were to form, therefore, a youth for the world, I

should certainly endeavour to cultivate in him these se-

condary qualifications ; and train him up to an address

in these lower arts, which render a man agreeable in

conversation, or useful to the innocent pleasures and
accommodations of life. A general skill and taste of
this kind, with moderate abilities, will, in most instances,

I believe, prove more successful in the world than a
much higiier degree of capacity without them. I am, &c.
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LETTER LV.

TO BUPHRONIUS.
July 17, I7.W.

If the temper and turn of Tiinanthes had not long

prepared me for what has happened, I should have re-

ceived your account of his death with more surprise; but

I suspected, from our earliest acquaintance, that his

sentiments and disposition would lead him into a satiety

of life, much sooner than nature would, probably, carry

him to the end of it. When unsettled principles fall in

with a constitutional pjloominess of mind, it is no wonder
the tadiwn vita should gain daily strength, till it pushes

a man to seek relief against this most desperate of all

distempers, from the point of a sword, or the bottom of

a river.

But to learn to accommodate our taste to that portion

of happiness which Providence has set before us, is, of

all the lessons of philosophy, surely the most necessary.

Hii!;h and exquisite gratifications are not consistent with

tlie appointed measures of humanity : and, perhaps, if

we would fully enjoy the relish of our being, we should

rather consider the miseries we escape, than too nicely

examine the intrinsic worth of the happiness we possess.

It is, at least, the business of true wisdom, to bring to-

gether every circumstance which may light up a flame

of cheerfulness in the mind : and though we must be in-

sensible if it should perpetually burn with the same un-

varied brightness, yet prudence should preserve it as a

sacred fire, which is never to be totally extinguished.

I am persuaded this disgust of life is frequently in-

dulged out of a principle of mere vanity. It is esteemed

as a mark of uncommon refinement, and as placing a

man above the ordinary level of his species, to seem su-

perior to the vulgar feelings of happiness. True good
sense, however, most certainly consists not in despising,

but in managing our stock of life to the best advantage
;

as a cheerful acquiescence in the measures of Providence

is one of the strongest symptoms of a well-constituted
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mind. Self-weariness Is a circumstance that ever attends
folly; and to contemn our being is the greatest, and, in-

deed, the peculiar, infirmity of human nature. It is a
noble sentiment which Tully puts into the mouth of
Cato, in his treatise upon old age : Non lube.t mihi (says
that venerable Roman) deplorare vitam, quod multi, etii
docti smpt fecerunt ; neque me vixisse pmnitet : quoniam
ita vixi, ut non frustra me naiu?n existimenu

It is in the power, indeed, of but a very small propor-
tion of mankind, to act the same glorious part that af-

forded such high satisfaction to this distinguished pa-
triot : but the number is y<3t far more inconsiderable of
those who cannot, in any station, secure to themselves a
sufficient fund of complacency to render life justly valu-

able. Who is it that is placed out of the reach of the
highest of all gratifications, those of the generous aft'ec-

tions; and that cannot provide for his own happiness by
centributing something to the welfare of others? As
this disease of the mind generally breaks out with most
violence in those who are supposed to be endowed with
a greater delicacy of taste and reason, than is the usual
allotment of their fellow-creatures, one may ask them,
Whether there is any satiety in the pursuits of useful

knowledge } or, if one can ever be weary of benefiting

mankind ? Will not the fine arts supply a lasting feast

to the mind I Or can there be wanting a pleasurable em-
ployment, so long as there remains even one advantage-
ous truth to be discovered or confirmed ? To complain
that life has no joys, while there is a single creature
whom we can relieve by our bounty, assist by our coun-
sels, or enliven by our presence, is to lament the loss of
that which we possess, and is just as rational as to die of
thirst with the cup in our hands. But the misfortune is,

when a man is settled into a habit of receiving all his

pleasures from the mere selfish indulgencies, he wears
out of his mind the relish of every nobler enjoyment, at

the same time that his powers of the sensual kind are

growing more languid by each repetition. It is no won-
der, therefore, he should fill up the measure of his grati-

fications, long before he has completed the circle of his
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duration ; and either wretchedly sit down the remainder
of his days in discontent, or rashly throw them up in des-

pair. Farewel. I am, &c.

LETTER LVI.

TO TIMOCLEA.
October 1. 17«.

Certainly, Timoclea, you have a passion for the mar-
vellous beyond all power of gratification. There is not
an adventurer, throughout the whole regions of chivalry,

with whom you are unacquainted ; and have wandered
through more folios than would furnish out a decent li-

brary. Mine, at least, you have totally exhausted ; and
have so cleared my shelves of knights-errant, that I have
not a single hero remaining that ever was regaled in

bower or hall. But, though you have drained me of my
whole stock of romance, I am not entirely unprovided
for your entertainment ; and have enclosed a little Gre-
cian fable, for your amusement, which was lately

transmitted to me by one of my friends. He discovered

it, he tells me, among some old manuscripts, which have
been long, it seems, in the possession of his family ; and,

if you will rely upon his judgment, ^jt is a translation

by Spenser's own hand.

This is all the history I have to give you of the follow-

ing piece ; the genuineness of which I leave to be settled

between my friend and the critics ; and am, &c.

THE TRANSFORMATION OF LYCON AND EUPHORMIUS.

I.

DEEM not ye plaintive crew, that suffer wrong,
Ne thou, O man ! who deal'st the tort, misween

The equal gods, who heav'n's sky mansions throng,

(Though viewless to the eyne they distant sheen)
Spectators reckless of our actions been.

Turnin? the volumes of grave sages old,

Where auncient saws in fable may be seen.

This truth I fond in paynim tale enroll'd,

Which for ensample drad my Muse shall here unfold.
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II.

"What tVmc Arcadia's flowret vallies fam'd
Pclasgus, first of monaichs old, obe.y'd.

There wonn'd a wight, and Lycon was he nam'd,
Unaw'd by conscience, of no cods afraid,

IN 8 justice rul'd his heart, ne mercy sway'd.
Some held him kin to that abhorred race,

Which heav'n's high tow'rs with mad emprize assay'd ;

And some his cruel lynage did ytrace
From fell Erynnis join'd in Pluto's dire embrace.

III.

But he, perdy, far other tale did feign.

And claim'd alliaunce with the Sisters nine ;

And deem'd himself (what deems not pride so vain ?)

The peerless paragon of wit divine,

Vaunting that every foe should rue its tine.

Right douehty wight! yet, sooth, withouten smart.
All pow'rless fell the losel's shafts malign :

'Tis virtue's arm to wield wit's heav'niy dart,

Pouit its keen barb witli force, and send it to the heart,

IV.

One only impe he had, Pastora hight,

Whose sweet amenaunce pleas'd each shepherd's eye

:

Yet pleas'd she not base Lycon's evil spright,

Tho' blame in her not malice moteii 'spy,

Clear, without spot, as summer's cloudless sky.

Hence poets feign'd, Lycean Pan array'd
In Lycon's form, enflam'd with passion high,

Deceiv'd her mother in the covert glade
;

And from the stol'u embrace ysprong the heav'niy maid.

V.

Thus fabling they : mean while the damsel fair

A shepherd youth remark'd, as o'er the plain

She deftly pac'd eloug so debonair :

Seem'd she as one of Dian's chosen train.

Full many a fond excuse he knew to feign,

Jn sweet converse to while with her the day,
'Till love unwares his heedless heart did gain,

Nor dempt he, simple wight, no mortal may
The blinded God once harbour'd, when he list, foresay.

Now much he meditates if yet to speak,
And now resolves his passion to conceal

:

But sure, quoth he, my seely heiirt will break

If aye I smother what I aye must feel

At length by hope embolden'd to reveal.

The lab'ring secret dropped from his tong.

Whiles frequent singults check" d his faltring tale,

In modest wise her head Pustora hong

:

For never maid more chaste inspired sheplicrd's so
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VII.

Wliat needs me to recount in loue detail

'I'lie tender parley which tliese lemans held ?

How oft he vow'd his love her ne'er should fail

;

How oft the stream from forth her eyne outwell'd,

Doubting if constancy yet ever dwell'd

In heart of youthful wight : suffice to know,

Each risin? doubt he in her bosome quell'd.

So parted ihey. more blithsome both. I trow :

For rankling love conceal'd, me seems, is deadly woo.

VIII.

Eftsoons to Lycon swift tlie youth did fare,

(I>a2ii'd ever youth when Cupid urg'd his way ?)

Aud strajcrht his gentle purpose did declare,

And sooth the mount'naunce of his herds display.

ISe Lycon meant his suiten to foresay

:

" Be thine Pastora (quoth the masker sly)

" And twice two thousand sheep her dow'r shall pay."

Beat then the lover's heart with joyaunce high ;

Ne dempt that aught his bliss could now betray.

Ke guess'd that foul deceit in Lycon's bosome lay.

IX.

So forth he yode to seek his rev'rend sire

(The eood Euphorraius shepherds him did call)

How sweet Pastora did his bosome fire,

Her worth, her promisd flocks, he tolden all.

•' Ah ! nere, my son, let Lycon thee enthrall,

(Reply'd the sage in wise experience old)

"•Smooth is his tongue, but full of guile withal,

In promise faithless, and in vaunting bold :

Ne ever lamb of his will bleat within thy fold."

X.
With words prophetic thus Euphormius spake :

And fact conhrm'd what wisdom thus foretold.

Full many a mean devise did Lycon make,
The hoped day of spousal to withhold,

Framing new trains when nought mote ser%'ehis old.

Nathless he vow'd. Cyllcne, cloud-topt hill.

Should sooner down the lowly delve be roU'd,

Tlian he his plighted promise nould fulfill

:

But when, perdy, or where, the caitive sayen nill.

XI.
Whiles thus the tedious suns had journey'd round,

Ne ou^ht mote now the lovers hearts divide,

Ne trust was there, ne truth in Lycon found
;

The maid with matron Juno for her guide.

The youth by Concord led, in secret hy'd

To Hymen's sacred fane : the honest deed
Each god njiprov'd, and close the bands were ty'd.

Certes, till happier moments should succeed,

lie prying eyne they ween'd their einprize mote areed.
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But prying eyne of Lycon 'twas in vain
(Richt practick in disguise) to hope beware.

-He trac'd their covert steps to Hymen's fane,
And joy'd to find them in his long-laid snare.
Aleales, in semblaunt ire, he 'gan to swear,

And roaren loud as in displeasaunce high
;

Then out he liurlen forth his daughter fair,

Forelore, the houseless child of misery,
Expos'd to killing cold, and pinching penury.

XIIT.

Ah !. whither now shall sad Pastora wend,
To want abandon'd, and by wrongs oppress'd '

, Who shall the wretched outcast's teen befriend ?

Lives mercy then if not in parent's breast ?

Yes, Mercy lives, the gentle goddess blest.

At Jove's right hand, to Jove for ever dear.
Aye at his feet she pleads the cause distrest,

To sorrow's plains she turns his equal ear,
And wafts to heav'n's star-throne fair vertue's silent t

XIV.
'Twas SHE that bade Euphormius quell each thought
That well mote rise to check his gen'rous aid.

Tho' high the torts which Lycon him had wrought,
Tho' few the flocks his humble pastures fed

;

When as he learn'd Pastora's hapless sted,
His breast humane with wonted pity flows.
He op'd his gates, the naked exile led

Beneath his roof; a decent drapet throws
O'er her cold limbs, and sooths her undeserved woes.

XV.
Now loud-tongu'd Rumour bruited round the tale:

Th' astoned swains uneath could credence give,

That in Arcadia's unambitious vale
A faytor false as Lycon e'er did live,

But Jove (who in high heav'n does mortfds prive,
And ev'ry deed in srolden baHance weighs)
To earth his flamins charet baden drive,

And down descends, enwrapt in peerless blaze,

To deal forth guerdon meet to good and evil ways.

XVI.
Where Eurymanthus. crown'd with many a wood.
His silver stream through dasy'd vales does lead,

Stretch'd on the flow'ry marge, in reckless mood,
Proud Lycon sought by charm ofjocund reed
To lull the dire remorse of tortious deed.

Him Jove accosts, in rev'rend semblaunce dight
Of good Euphormius, and 'gan mild areed

Of compact oft confnm'd, of fay yplight,

Of nature's tender tye, of sacred rule of right.
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XVII.
"With lofty eync, half loth to looke so low.
Him Lycon view'd, and with swol'n surquedry

'Ghu rudely treat his sacred old ; When uow
Fortl) stood tlie God contest that rules Uie sky.
In sudden sheen of drad divinity :

" And Icnow false man," tlie Lord of tliunder» said,
" Not unobservd by Heav'u's all-persent eye

" Thy cruel deeds : nor shall be unappay'd :

" Go ! be in form tliat best beseems tliy thews, array'd.'

XVIII.

Whiles yet h" spake, th' aftVayed trembling; wight
Transmewd to blatant beast, with hidious howl

Rush'd headlong forth, in well-deserved plight,

'Midst drai,'ous, minotaurs, and fiends to prowl,
A wolf in form as erst a wolf in soul

!

To Pholot', tbrfst wild, he hy'd away,
The horrid haunt of savaje monsters foul.

There helpless innocence is still his prey,
Thief of the bleating fold, and shepherd's dire dismay.

XIX.

Then Jove to good Euphormius' cot did wend.
Where peaceful dwelt the man of vertue high,

Each shepherd's praise and eke each shepherd's friendi.

In evry act of sweet humanity.
Him Jove approaching in mild majesty.

Greeted all hail ! then bade him join the throng
Of glit'rand lights that gild the glowing sky.

There shepherds nightly view his orb yhong,
Where bright he shines eterne, the brightest stars among.

LETTER LVIL

TOCIiYTANDER.

Feb. 8, 1739.

If there was any thing in my former letter inconsis-

tent with that esteem which is justly due to the ancients,

I desire to retract it in this, and disavow every expres-

sion which might seem to give precedency to the mo-
derns in works of genius. I am so far, indeed, from en-

tertaining the sentiments you impute to me, that I have

often endeavoured to account for that superiority which

is so visible in the compositions of their poets; and have
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frequently assigned their religion as in the number of
those causes, which probably concurred to give them this

remaikable pre-eminence. That enthusiasm which is so

essential to every true artist in the poetical way, was
considerably heightened and inflamed by the whole turn

of their sacred doctrines ; and the fancied presence of
their Muses had almost as wonderful an effect upon
their thoughts and language, as if they had been
really and divinely inspired. Whilst all nature was
supposed to swarm with divinites, and every oak and foun-

tain was believed to be the residence of some presiding

deity ; what wonder if the poet was animated by the ima-

gined influence of such exalted society, and found him-
self transported beyond the ordinary limits of sober

humanity ? The mind, when attended only by mere
mortals of superior powers, is observed to rise in her

strength; and her faculties open and enlarge themselves,

when she acts in the view of those, for whom she has

conceived a more than common reverence. But when
the force of superstition moves in concert with the pow-
ers of imagination, and genius is inflamed by devotion,

poetry must shine out in all her brightest perfection and
splendor.

Whatever, therefore, the philosopher might think of

the religion of his country, it was the interest of the poet

to be thoroughly orthod'^x. If he gave up his creed, he
must renounce his numbers^ and there could be no inspi-

ration, where there were no Muses. This is so true, that

it is in compositions of the poetical kind alone, that the

ancients seem to have the principal advantage over the

moderns : in every other species of writing, one might
venture, perhaps, to assert, that these latter ages have, at

least, equalled them. When I say so, I do not confine

m}selfto the productions of our own nation, but com-
prehend, likewise, those of our neighbours: and with that

extent, the observation will possibly hold true, even with-

out an exception in favour of history and oratory.

But whatever may with justice be determined concern-

ing that question ; it is certain, at least, that the practice

of all succeeding poets confirms the notion for which I am
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Principally contending. Though the altars of paganism
have many ages since been thrown down, and groves are
no longer sacred

; yet the language of the poets has not
changed with the religion of the times, but the gods of
Greece and Rome are still adored in modern verse. Is

not this a confession, that fancy is enlivened by supersti-

tion, and that the ancient bards catched their rapture
from the old mythology ? I will own, however, that I

think there is something ridiculous in this unnatural adop-
tion, and that a modern poet makes but an awkward fi-

gure with his antiquated gods. When the pagan system
was sanctilied by popular belief, a piece of machinery of
that kind, as it had the air of probability, afforded a
very strikirg manner of celebrating any remarkable cir-

cumstance, or raising any common one. But now that

this superstition is no longer supported by vulgar opinion,

it has lost its principal grace and efficacy, and seems to

be, in general, the most cold and uninteresting method in

which a poet can work up his sentiments. What, for in>-

stance, can be more unaffecting and spiritless, than the
compliment which Boileau has paid to Louis XIV. on his

famous passage over the Rhine ? He represents the
Naiads, you may remember, as alarming the god of that

river with an account of the march of the French mo-
narch ; upon which the river god asssumes the appear-
ance of an old experienced commander, and flies to a
Dutch fort, in order to exhort the g.irrison to sally out and
dispute the intended passage. Accordingly they range
themselves in form of battle, with the Rhine at their

head, who, after some vain efforts, observing Mars and
Bellona on the side of the enemy, is so terrified with the
view of those superior divinities, that he most gallantly

runs away, and leaves the hero in quiet possession of his

banks. I know not how far this may be relished by cri-

tics, or justified by custom; but as I am only mentioning
my particular taste, I will acknowledge, that it appears to
nie extremely insipid and puerile.

I have not, however, so much of the spirit of Typhoeus
in me, as to make war upon the gods without restriction,

and attempt to exclude them from their whole poetical
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dominions. To represent natural, moral, or intellectual

qualities and atFections as persons, and appropriate to them
those general emblems by which their powers and pro-
perties are usually typified in pagan theology, may be al-

lowed as one of the most pleasing and graceful figures of
poetical rhetoric. When Dryden, addressing himself t«>

the month of May, as to a person, saySj

For thee the Graces lead the dancing hours

:

one may consider him as speaking only in metaphor : and
when such shadowy beings are thus just shewn to the
imagination, and immediately withdrawn again, they cer-

tainly have a very powerful effect. But I can relish thera

no farther than as figures only : when they are extended in

any serious composition beyond the limits of metaphor,
and exhibited under all the various actions of real per-

sons, I cannot but consider them as so many absurdities,

which custom has unreasonably authorised. Thus Spen-
ser, in one of his pastorals, represents the god of love as

flying, like a bird, from bough to bough. A shepherdy
who hears a rustling among the bushes, supposes it to be
some game, and ancordin^iy discharges his bow. Cupid
returns the shot, and after several arrows had been mu-
tually exchanged between them, the unfortunate swain»

discovers whom it is he is contending with ; but as he is

endeavouring to make his escape, receives a desperate

wound in the heel. This fiction makes the subject of a
very pretty idyllium in one of the Greek poets, yet is ex-

tremely flat and disgusting as it is adopted by our British

bard. And the reason of the difference is plain : in the

former it is supported by a popular superstition ; whereas
no strain of imagination can give it the least air of proba-

bility, as it is worked up by the latter

:

Quodcunque osfendis mild sic, ina-edulus odi. Hot.

I mus tconfess, at the same time, that the inimitable Prior

has introduced this fabulous scheme with such uncom-
mon grace, and has paid so many genteel compliments

to his mistress, by the assistance of Venus and Cupid,

that one is carried off from observing the impropriety
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of this machinery, by the pleasing address with which he
manages it; and I never read his tender poems of this

kind, without applying to hun what Seneca somewhere says

upon a similar occasion : Major ilk est quijudicium ab~

stulity quam qui meruit.

To speak my sentiments in one word, I would leave the

gods in full possession of allegorical and burlesque poems

:

in all others I would never sutFer them to make their ap-

pearance in person, and as agents, but to enter only

m simile, or allusion. It is thus Waller, of all our poets,

has most happily employed them ; and his application of
the story of Daphne and Apollo will serve as an instance

in what manner the ancient mythology may be adopted'

with the utmost propriety and beauty. Adieu. I am, &c.

LETTER LVIII.

TO EUPHRONIUS.
August 8, 1741.

I KNOW not in what disposition ofmind this letter may
find you ; but I am sure you will not preserve your usual

cheerfulness of temper, when I tell you that poor Hydas-
pes died last night.

I will not at this time attempt to offer that consolatioa

to you, of which I stand in so much need myself. But
may it not somewhat abate the anxiety of our mutual
grief, to reflect, that however considerable our own loss,

is, yet, with respect to himself, it scarce deserves to be
lamented that he arrived so much earlier at the grave thaa
his years and his health seemed to promise ? For who,
my friend, that has any experience of the world, would
wish to extend his duration to old age? What, indeed, is

length of days but to survive all one's enjoyments, and,

perhaps, to survive even one's very self? I have somewhere
met with an ancient inscription founded upon this senti-

ment, which infinitely pleased me. It was fixed upon a
bath, and contained an imprecation in the following

terms, against any one who should attempt to remove the

building

:
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QVISQVrS. HOC. SVSTVLERIT.

AVT. IVSSERIT.

VLTIMVS. SVORVM. MORIATVR,

The thought is conceived with great delicacy and justness,

as there cannot, perhaps, be a sharper calamitv to a ge-
nerous mind, than to see itself stand single amidst the
ruins of whatever rendered the world most desirable.

Instances of the sort I am lamenting, while the im-
pressions remain fresh upon the mind, are sufficient to

damp the gayest hopes, and chill the warmest ambition.
When one sees a person in the full bloom of life, thus
destroyed by 'one sudden blast, one cannot but consider
all the distant schemes of mankind as the highest folly.

It is amazing indeed that a creature such as man, with
so many memorials around him of the shortness' of his

duration, and who cannot ensure to himself even the
next moment, should yet plan designs which run far into

futurity. The business however of life must be carried

on ; and it is necessary, for the purpose of human affairs,

that mankind should resolutely act upon very precarious
contingencies. Too much reflection, therefore, is as

inconsistent with the appointed measures of our sta-

tion as too little ; and there cannot be a less desirable

turn of mind, than one that is influenced by an over-re-

fined philosophy. At least it is by considerations of this

sort, that I endeavour to call off my thoughts from pur-

suing too earnestly those reasonings, which the occa-

sion of this letter is apt to suggest. This use, however,,

one may justly make of the present accident, that whilst

it contracts the circle of friendship, it should render it so

much the more valuable to ms, who yet walk within its li-

mits. Adieu. I am, &c.

LETTER LIX.

TO HORTENSIUS.
May 4, 1740.

Ir the ingenious piece you communicated to me re-

quires any farther touches of y^"!' pencil, I must ae-
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knowledge the trntli to be, what you are inclined to sa^
pect, that my frien^blnp has imposed upon my judj;ment.

But thoughyin the p^c^el)t instance, your delicacy seems
far too refined, yet, in i:cneral,l must agree with you, that

works of the most permanent kind are not the effect of a

lucky moment, nor struck out at a single heat. The best

performances, indeed, have generally cost the most la-

bour ; and that ease, which is so essential to fine writing,

has seldom been attained without repeated and severe

corrections : Ludenfis speciern dahit et tonjuehitur, is a
motto that may be applied, I believe, to most successful

authors of genius. VVith as much facility as the num-
bers of the natural Prior seem to have flowed from him,

they were the result (\i I am not misinfonnedj of much
application : and a friend of mine, who undertook to

transcribe one of the noblest performances of the finest

genius that this, or perhaps any age can boast, has often

assured me, that there is not a single line, as it is now pub-
lished, which stands in conformity with the original ma-
nuscript. The truth is, every sentiinent has its peculiar

expression, and every word its precise place, which do not
always immediately present themselves, and generally

demand frequent trials before they can be properlv ad-
justed ; not to mention the more important difficulties,

which necessarily occur in settling the plan, and regulat-

ing the higher parts which compose the structure of a
finished work.

Those, indeed, who know what pangs it cost even the

most fertile genius to be delivered of a just and regular

production, might be inclined, perhaps, to cry out, with

the most ancient of authors, Oh ! that mine adversanj
had written a book / A writer of refined taste has the

continual mortification to find himself incapable of tak-

ing entire possession of that ideal beauty, which warms
and fills his imagination. His conceptions still rise above
all the powers of his art; and he can but faintly copy
out those images of perfection, which are impressed upon
his mind. Never was any thing, says Tully, more beau-
tiful than the V^enus of Apelles, or the Jove of Phidias

;

yet were they by no means equal to those high notions

M
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of beauty which animated the geniuses of those wonder-
ful artists. In the same manner, he observes, the great

masters of oratory imaged to themselves a certain per-

fection of eloquence, which they could only contem-
plate in idea, but in vain attempted to draw out in ex-

pression. Perhaps no author ever perpetuated his repu-
tation, who could write up to the full standard of his

own judgment : and I am persuaded that he, who, upon
a survey of his compositions, can, with entire compla-
cency, pronounce them good, will hardly find the world
join with him in the same favourable sentence.

The most judicious of all poets, the inimitable Virgil,

used to resemble his productions to those of that ani-

mal, who, agreeably to the notions of the ancients, was
supposed to bring her young into the world, a mere rude
and shapeless mass : he was obliged to retouch them
again and again, he acknowledged, before they acquired
their proper form and beauty. Accordingly, we are told,

that after having spent eleven years in composing his

TEneid, he intended to have set apart three more for the
revisal of that glorious performance. But being pre-

vented, by his last sickness, from giving those finishing

touches, which his exquisite judgment conceived to be
still necessa'-y, he directed his friends Tucca and V^arius

to burn the noblest poem tlwit ever appeared in the Ro-
man language. In the same spirit of delicacy, Mr. Dry-
den tells us, that, had he taken more time in translating

this author, he might, possibly, have succeeded better;

but never, he assures us, could he have succeeded so well

as to have satisfied himself.

In a word, Hortensius, I agree with you, that there is

nothing more difficult than to fill up the character of an
author, who proposes to raise a just and lasting admira-
tion ; who is not contented with those little transient

flashes of applause, which attend the ordinary race of
writers, but considers only how he may shine out to poste-

rity : who extends his views beyond the present genera-

tion, and cultivates those productions which are to flou-

rish in future ages. What Sir William Temple observes

of poetry, may be applied to every other work, where
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taste and ima<^ination are concerned. " It requires the
*' greatest contraries to compose it ; a genius both peno-
." trating and solid; an expression both strong and dcU-
" cate. There must be a great agitation of mind to in-

" vent, a great cahn to judge and correct : there must
" be, upon the same tree, and at the same time, both
" flower and truit." But though I know you would not

vakie yourself upon any pei'formance, wherein these very

opposite and' very singular qualities were not conspicu-

ous
;

yet, I must remind you, at the same time, that

when the file ceases to polish, it must necessarily weaken.

You will remember, therefore, that there is a medium
between the immoderate caution of that orator, who was
three olympiads in writing a single oration, and the ex-

travagant expedition of that poet, whose funeral pile was
composed of his own numberless productions. Adieu.

I am, &e.

LETTER LX.

TO PALEMGN.
May 28, 1739-

I \TRiTE this while Cleora is angling by my side, under
the shade of a spreading elm, that hangs over the banks
of our river. A nightingale, more harmonious even than

Strada's, is serenading us from a hawthorn bush, which
smiles with all the gaiety of youth and beauty ; while

gentle gaits,

Fanning tbeir odoriProus wings, dispense
l^ative perfumes, s>nd whisper whence they stole

Those balmy spoils. Milton.

Whilst I am thus enjoying the innocent luxury of this ver-

nal delight, I look back upon those scenes of turbulence,

wherein I was once engaged, with more than ordinary

distaste; and despise myself for ever having entertained

so mean a thought as to be rich and great. One of our
monarchs used to say, " that he looked upon those to be
" the happiest men in the nation, wb >se fortune had
" placed them in the country, above a high-constabJe,
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" and below the trouble of a justice of peace." It is in sr

mediocrity of this happy kind that I here pass my life :

with a fortune far above the necessity of engaging in the

drudgery of business, and with desires much too humble
to have any relish for the splendid baits of ambition.

You must not, however, imagine that I affect the stoic,

or pretend to have eradicated all my passions : the sum
of my philosophy amounts to no more than to cherish

none but such as I may easily and innocently gratify, and
to banish all the rest as so many bold intruders upon my
repose. 1 endeavour to practise the maxim of a French
poet, by considering every thing that is not within my
possession, as not worth having :

pour m'assurer le seul bien
Que Von doit estimer au monde,

Tout ce qxieje v'aipas,je le comptepour rien.

Is It not possible, Palemon, to reconcile you to these

unaspiring sentiments, and to lower your flight to the

humble level of genuine happiness? Let me, at least,

prevail with you, to spare a day or two from the certarni-

na divitiarum (as Horace I think calls them), from those

splendid contests in which you are engaged, just to take

a view of the sort of life we lead in the country. If there

is any thing wanting to complete the happiness I here

find, it is that you are so seldom a witness to it. Adieu,

I am, &c.

LETTER LXI.

TO EUPHilONirS.
July 3, 1744.

The beauties of style seem to be generally considered

as below the attention both of an author and a reader. I

kncJvv not, therefore, whether I may venture to acknow-
ledge, that, among the numberless graces of your late

performance, I particularly admired that strength and
elegance with which you have enforced and adorned the

noblest sentiments.

There was a time, however (and it was a period of the
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Sliest refinements) when an excellence of this kind was"

esteemed in the number of the politest accomplishments

;

as it was the ambition of some of the greatest names of

antiquity to distinguish themselves in the improvements

o\' their native tongue. Julius C»sar, who was not only

the greatest hero, but the finest gentleman, that ever,

perhaps, appeared in the world, was desirous of adding

this talent to his other most shining endowments ; and,

we are told, he studied the language of his country with

much application, as we are sure he possessed it in its

liighest elegance. What a loss, Euphronius, is it to the

literary world, that the treatise which he wrote upon this

subject is perished, with many other valuable works of

that age ! But though we are deprived of the benefit of

his observations, we are happily not without an instance

of their effects; and his own memoirs will ever remain

as the best and brightest exemplar, not only of true ge-

neralship, but of fine writing. He published them, in-'

deed, only as materials for the use of those who should

be disposed to enlarge upon that remarkable period of

the Roman story; yet, the purity and gracefulness of his

style were such, that no judicious writer durst attempt to

touch the subject after him.

Having produced so illustrious an instance in favour

of an art, for which t have ventured to admire you, it

would be impertinent to add a second, were I to cite a

less authority than that of the immortal Tully, This

noble author, in his dialogue concerning the celebrated

Roman orators, frequently mentions it as a rery high

encomium, that they possessed the elegance of their na-

tive language ; and introduces Brutus as declaring, that

he should prefer the honour of being esteemed the great

master and improver of Roman eloquence, even to the

glory of many triumphs.

But to add reason to precedent, and to view thi« art

in its use as well as its dignity, will it not be allowed of

some importance, when it is considered, that eloquence

is one of the most considerable auxiliaries of truth ? No-
thinii, indeed, contributes more to subdue the mind to

the force of reason, than her being supported by the
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powerful assistance of niasculii-ie and vigorous oratory.

^\^, on the contrary, the most legitimate arguments may
be disappointed of that success they deserve, by being

attended with a spiritless and enfeebled expression. Ac-
cordingly, that most elegant of writers, the inimitable

Mr. Addison, observes, in one of his essays, that " there
" is as much difference between compi^ehending a thought
^ clothed in Cicero's language, and that of an ordinary
" writer, as between seeing an object by the light of a
" taper and the light of the sun."

It is surely then a very strange conceit of the cele-

brated Malbranche, who seems to think the pleasure

which arises from perusing a well-written piece, is of the

criminal kind, and has its source in the weakness and ef-

feminacy of the human heart. A man must have a very

uncommon severity of temper indeed, who can tind any

thing to condemn in addiiig charms to truth, and gain-

ing the heart by captivating the ear ; in uniting roses

with the thorns of science, and joining pleasure with in-

sti-uction.

The truth is, the mind is delighted with a fine style^

upon the same principle that it prefers regularity to con-

fusion, and beauty to deformity. A taste of this sort is,

indeed, so far from being a mark of any depravity of our

nature, that I should rather consider it as an evidence,

in some degree, of the moral rectitude of its constitution^

as it is a proof of its retaining some relish, at least, of har-

mony and order.

One might be apt, indeed, to suspect, that certain wri-

ters amongst us hud considered all beauties of this sort in

the same gloomy view with Malbranche : or, at least, that

they avoided every refinement in style, as unworthy a
Lover of truth and philosophy. Their sentiments are sunk

by the lowest expressions, and seeui condemned to the

first curse, of creeping upon the ground <tll the days of
their life. Others, on the contrary, mistake pomp for

dignity ; and, in order to raise their expressions above
vulgar language, lift them up beyond connnon apprehen-

sions ; esteeming it (one should imagine) a mark of their

genius, that it requires some ingenuity to penetrate their
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irreaning. But how few writers, like Euphronius, know
to hit that true medium which hes between those distant

extremes? How seldom do we meet with an author, whose
expressions, like those of my friend, are glowing, but not
glaring, whose metaphors are natural, but not common,
whose periods are harmonious, but not poetical; in a
word, whose sentiments are well set, and shewn to the

understanding in their truest and most advantageous
lustre. I am, &c.

LETTER LXII.

TO ORONTES.

I INTENDED to have closed with your proposal, and
passed a few weeks with you at * * *

; but some unlucky

affairs have intervened, which will engage mc, I fear, the

remaining part of this season.

Among the amusements which the scene you are in af-

fords, I should have esteemed the conversation of Timo-
clea as a very principal entertainment ; and as I know you
are fond of singular characters, I recommend that lady

to your acquaintance.

Timoclea was once a beauty; but ill health, and worse
fortune, have ruined those charms, which time would yet

have spared. However, what has spoiled her for a mis-

tress, has improved her as a companion; and she is far

more conversable now, as she has much less beauty, than

when I used to see her once a week triumphing in the

drawing-room. 'For, as few women (whatever they may
pretend) will value themselves upon their minds, while

they can gain admirers by their persons, Timoclea never

thought of charming by her wit, till she had no chance of

making conquests by her beauty. She has seen a good
deal of the world, and of the best company in it, as it is

from thence she has derived whatever knowledge she

possesses. You cannot, hideed, flatter her more, than

by seeming to consider her as fond of reading and retire-

ment. But the truth is, nature formed her for the jays of
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society ; and she is never so thoroughly pleased as when
she has a circle round her.

It is upon those occasions she appears to full advantage;
as I never knew any person who was endowed with the

talents for conversation to a higher degree. If I were dis-

posed to write the characters of the age, Timoclea is the

iirst person in the world to whose assistance I should ap-
ply. She has the happiest art of marking out the distin-

guishing cast of her acquaintance, that I ever met with;

and I have known her, iii an afternoon's conversation,

paint the manners with greater delicacy ofjudgment, and
strength of colouring, than is to be found either in Theo-
phrastus or Bruyefe.

She has an inexhaustible fund of wit : but if I may
venture to distinguish, where one knows not even how to

define, I should say, it is rather brilliant than strong.

This talent renders her the terror of all her female ac-

quaintance; yet she never sacrificed the absent, or mor-
tified the present, merely for the sake of displaying the

force of her satire : if any feel its sting, it is those only

who first provoke it. Still, however, it must be owned,
that her resentments are frequently without just founda-

tion, and almost always beyond measure. But though

she has much warmth, she has great generosity in her

temper; and, with all her faults, she is well worth your
knowing.
And now, having given yon this general plan of the

strength and weakness of the place, I leave you to make
your approaches as you shall see proper. I am, &c.

LETTER LXIIL

TO THE SAME.

I LOOK upon verbal criticism, as it is generally exer*

cised, to be no better than a sort of learned legerdemain,

by which the sense or nonsense of a passage is artfully

conveyed away, and some other introduced in its stead.
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as best suits with the purpose of the profound juggler.

The dissertation you recommended to my perusal has but

served to confirm me in these sentiments : for though I

admired the ingenuity of the artist, I could not but greatly

suspect the justness of an art, which can thus press any

author into the service of any hypothesis.

I have sometimes amused myself with considering the

entertainment it would afford to those ancients, whose

works have had the honour to be attended by our com-
mentators, could they rise out of their sepulchres, and
peruse some of those curious conjectures, that have been

.raised upon their respective compositions. Were Horace,

for instance, to read over only a few of those number-
less restorers of his text, and expositors of his meaning,

that have infested the republic of letters,—what a fund

of pleasantry might he extract for a satire on critical eru-

dition ! How many harmless words would he see cruelly

banished from their rightful possessions, merely because

they happened to disturb some unmerciful philologist

!

On the other hand, he would, undoubtedly, smile at

that penetrating sagacity, which has discovered mean-
ings which never entered into his thoughts, and found

out concealed allusions in his most plain and artless ex-

pressions.

One could not, I think, set the general absurdity of

critical conjectures in a stronger light, than by applying

them to something parallel in our own writers. If the

English tongue should ever become a dead language, and

our best authors be raised into the rank of classic wri-

ters, much of the force and propriety of their expres-

sions, especially of such as turned upon humour, or al-

luded to any manners peculiar to the age, would in-

evitably be lost ; or, at best, would be extremely doubt-

ful. How would it puzzle, for instance, future commen-
tators to explain Swift's epigram upon our musical con-

tests ! I imagine one might find them descanting upon that

little humorous sally of our English Rabelais, in some
such manner as this:
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"EPIGRAM ON THE FEUDS BETWEEN HANDEL AJTD

BONONCIM.

Strange all this difference should be
'Twixt Tweedle-dum and Tweedle-dee I

NOTES OF VARIOUS AUTHORS.

" Tzveedle-dum and Tweedle-dee.] I am persuaded
" the poet gave it Twiddle drum and Tzciddle key. To
" twiddle signifies to make a certain ridiculous motion
" with the fingers : what word, therefore, could be more
*' proper to express this epigram-writer's contempt of the
*' performances of those musicians, and of the folly of
*' his contemporaries in running into parties upon so ab-
•" surd an occasion ? The drum was a certain martial in-

"strumentused in those times ; as the word kei/ is a tech-

"••nical term in music, importii^ the fundamental note

"which regulates the whole composition. It means also
" those little pieces of wood which the fingers strike against
" in an organ, &c. in order to make the instrument sound.
" The alteration here proposed is so obvious and natuialy

"that I am surprised none of the commentators hit upon
" it before. L. C. D."

" Tweedle-dum and Tweedle-dee^ These words have
" greatly embarrassed the critics, who are extremely ex-
" pert in finding a difficulty where there is none. Tweedle-
" dum and Twcedle-dee are, most undoubtedlj/, the names
" of the two musicians; and though they are styled by
" ditferent appellations in the title of this epigram, yet
*' that is no objection ; for it is well known that persons,
** in those times, had more surnames than one. S. M.*'
*' Absurd ! here is evidently an error of the press, for
'* there is not a single hint in all antiquity of the family
" of the Tweedk-dums and Tweed/e-dees. The learned
" S. M. therefore nodded when he undertook to explain
" this passage. The sense will be ^ ery plain, if we
"read, with a small alteration, Wheedle-Tom, and Waddle-
" THE ; THE being a known contraction for Theodore,
"" as Tom is for Thomas. Waddle and Wheedle are like-
•" wise classical words. Thus Pope

:
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" As when a dab-chick waddles ihro' the copse. Dun. ii SQ.

" Obliquely waddling to the mark in view. lb. ii. 150.

* And though, indeed, I do not recollect to have met with

" tlie verb to wheedle in any pure author, yet it is plain

" that it was in use, since we find the participle wheedling

" in an ancient tragedy composed about these times:

" A laughhig, toying, wheedling, whimp'ring she
" Will make him amble on a gossip's message,
" And hold the distaff with a hand as patient
•' As eer did Hercules. Jane S/iore.

" Thomas and Theodore, therefore, were most certainly

" the christian names of these two musicians, to the con-
" tractions of which, the words wheedle and waddle are
" added as characteristical of the persons and disposi-

" tions of the men : the former implying that Torn was a
" mean sycophant, and the latter that THE had an awk-
" ward and ridiculous gait. F. J. Zr

I know not, Orontes, how I shall escape your satire, for

venturing to be thus free with a science which is some-
times, I think, admitted into a share of your meditations

:

yet, tell me honestly, is not this a faithful specimen of

the spirit and talents of the general class of critic-writers?

Far am I, however, from thinking irreverently of those

useful members of the republic of letters, who, with mo-
desty and proper diffidence, have offered their assistance

in throwing a light upon obscure passages in ancient au-

thors. Even when this spirit breaks out in its highest

pride and petulance of reformation, if it confines itself to

classical enquiries, I can be contented with treating it

only as an object of ridicule. But I must confess, when
I find it, with an assured and confident air, supporting re-

ligious or political doctrines upon the very uncertain

foundation of various readings, forced analogies, and pre-

carious conjectures, it is not without some difficulty I cub

suppress my indignation. Farewel. I am, &c.
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LETTER LXiy.

TO PHILOTES.
Tunbridge, An». 4.

I THINK I promised you a letter from this place : yet I

nave nothing more material to write than that I got safe

hither. To any other man I should make an apology for

troubling him with an information so trivial : but, among
true friends, there is nothing indifferent ; and what would
seem of no consequence to others, has, in intercourses of

this nature, its weight and value. A by-stander, unac-
quainted with play, may fancy, perhaps, that the coun-
ters are of no more worth than they appear ; but those

who are engaged in the game, know they are to be consi-

dered at a higher rate. You see I draw my allusions

from the scene l)efore me : a propriety which the critics,

I think, upon some occasions, recommend,
I have often wondered what odd whim could first in-

duce the healthy to follow the sick into places of this

sort, and lay the scene of their diversions amidst the most
wretched part of our species: one should imagine an
hospital the last spot in the world, to which those who
are in pursuit of pleasure would think of resorting. How-
ever, so it is, and by this means, the company here fur-

nish out a tragi-comedy of the most singular kind. While
some are literally dying, others are expiring in metaphor;
and, in one scene, you are presented with the real, and,

in another, with the fantastical pains of mankind. An
ignorant spectator might be apt to suspect, that each par-

ty was endeavouring to qualify itself for acting in the op-

posite character : for the infirm cannot labour more ear-

nestly to recover the strength they have lost, than the ro-

bust to dissipate that which they possess. Thus the dis-

eased pass not more anxious nights in their beds, than

the healthy at the hazard-tables ; and I frequently see a

game at quadrille occasion as severe disquietudes as a

fit of the gout. As for myself, I perform a sort of mid-
dle part in this motley drama; and am sometimes dis-

posed tojoin with the invalids in envying the healthy, and
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sometimes have spirits enough to mix with the gay in pi-

tying the splenetic.

The truth is, 1 have found some benefit by the waters;

but I shall not be so sanguine as to pronounce with cer-

tainty of their eft'ects, till I see how they enable me to

pass through the approaching winter. That season, you
know, is the time of trial with me ; and if I get over the

next with more ease than the last, I shall think myself

obliged to celebrate the nymph of these springs in grate-

ful sonnet.

But let times and seasons operate as they may, there

is one part of me over which they will have no power;

and in all the changes of this uncertain constitution, my
heart will ever continue fixed and firmly yours. I am,

&c.

LETTER LXV.

TO ORONTES.
May 6, 1T35.

Let Others consider you for those ample possessions

you enjoy : suffer me to say, that it is your application of

them alone which renders either them or you valuable in

my estimation. Your splendid rocfs and eleiiant accom-
modations I can view without the least emotion of en-

vy : but when I observe you in the full power of exerting

the noble purposes of your exalted generosity—it is then,

I confess, I am apt to reflect, with some regret, on the

humbler supplies of my own more limited finances. Ni-
hil habet (to speak of you in the same language that the

first of orators addressed the greatest of emperors) fortu-

na tua majus, guam ut possis ; nee natura melius, qvclm ut

zelis servare quumplurimos. To be able to soften the ca-

lamities of mankind, and inspire gladness into a heart

oppressed with want, is, indeed, the noblest privilege of

an enlarged fortune : but to exercise that privilege in all

its generous refinements, is an instance of the most un-

common elegance both of temper and understanding.
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In the ordinary dispensations of bounty, little address
is required : but when it is to be applied to those of a su-

perior rank and more elevated mind, there is as much
charity discovered in the manner as in the measure of
ene's benevolence. It is something extremely mortifying
to a well- formed spirit, to see itself considered as an ob-
ject of compassion ; as it is the part of improved huma-
nity to humour this honest pride in our nature, and to

relieve the necessities without offending the delicacy of
the distressed.

I have seen charity (if charity it might be called) in-

sult with an air of pity, and wound at the same time that

it healed. But I have seen, tou, the highest munificence
dispensedwith the most refined tenderness, and a bounty
conferred with as much address as the most artful would
employ in soliciting one. Suffer me, Orontes, upon this

single occasion, to gratify my own inclinations in vio-

lence to yours, by pointing out the particular instance I

have in my view ; and allow me, at the same time, ta
join my acknowledgments with those of the unfortunate

person I recommend to your protection, for the generous
assistance you lately afforded him. I am, &c.

LETTER LXVI.

TO CLEORA.
Sept. 5, 17 sr.

Shall I own to you that I cannot repent of an offence

which occasioned so agreeable a reproof? A censure con-

veyed in such genteel terms, charms more than corrects,

and tempts rather than reforms. I am sure, at least,

though I should regret the crime, I shall always admire

the rebuke, and long to kiss the hand that chasteneth in

so pleasing a manner. However, I shall, for the future,

strictly pursue your orders; and have sent you, in this

second parcel, no other books than what my own hbrary

supplied. Among these you will find a collection of let-

ters : I do not recommend them to you, having never
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read them ; nor, indeed, am I acquainted with their cha-

racters; but they presented themselves to my hands as I

was tumbling over some others; so I threw them in with

the rest, and gave them a chance of adding to your

amusement. I wish I could meet with any thing that had

even the least probability of contributing to mine. But,

forlorne of thee,

Whither shall I betake me, where subsist ? Milton,

Time, that reconciles one to most things, has not been

able to render your absence, in any degree, less uneasy

to me. I may rather be said to haunt the house in which

I live, than to make one of the family. I walk in and
out of the rooms like a restless spirit: for I never speak

till I am spoken to, and then generally answer, like Ban-
quo's ghost in Macbeth, with a deep sigh and a nod. Thus
abstracted from every thing about me, I am yet quite

ruined for a hermit; and find no more satisfaction in re-

tirement, than you do in the company of ***.

How often do I wish myself in possession of that fa-

mous ring you were mentioning tl>e other day, which had
the property of rendering those who wore it invisible ! I

would rather be master of this wonderful unique^ than of

the kingdom which Gyges gained by means of it ; as I

might then attend you, like your guardian angel, without

^censure or obstruction. How agreeable would it be to

break out upon you, like iEneas from his cloud, where

you least expected me ; and join again the dear compa-
nion of my fortunes, in spite of that relentless power who
has raised so many cruel storms to destroy us ! But whilst

I employed this extraordinary ring to these and a thou-

sand other pleasing purposes, you would have nothing to

apprehend from my being invested with such an invisible

faculty. That innocence which guards and adorns my
Cleora in her most gay and public hours, attends her, I

well know, in her most private and retired ones; and she,

who always acts as under the eye of the Best of Beings.

has nothing to fear from the secret inspection of any

mortal. Adieu. I am, &c.
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LETTER LXVII.

TO EUPHRONIUS.
May 5, 17*3.

If you received the first account of my loss from other

hands than mine, you must impute it to the dejection of
mind into which that accident threw me. The blow,
indeed, fell with too much severity, to leave me capable

of recollecting myself enough to write to you immediate-
ly ; as there cannot, perhaps, be a greater shock to a
breast of any sensibility, than to see its earliest and most
valuable connections irreparably broken ; than to find it-

self for ever torn from the first and most endeared object

of its highest veneration. At least, the affection and
esteem I bore to that excellent parent were founded
upon so many and such uncommon motives, that his death

has given me occasion to lament not only a most tender

father, but a most valuable friend.

That I can no longer enjoy the benefit of his animating

example, is one among the many aggravating circum-

stances of my affliction ; and I often apply to iTiyself^

what an excellent ancient has said upon a similar occa-

sion, Vereor ne nunc 7iegligentius vivam. There is no-

thing, in truth, puts us so much upon our guard, as to act

under the constant inspection of one, whose virtues, as^

well as years, have rendered venerable. ISiever, indeed,

did the dignity of goodness appear more irresistible in any
man : yet there was something, at the same time, so gen-

tle in his manners, such an innocency and cheerfulness

in his conversation, that he was as sure to gain affection

as to inspire reverence.

It has been observed (and I think by Cowley) " That
" a man in much business must either make himself a
" knave, or the world will make him a fool." If there

is any truth in this observation, it is not, however, with-

out an exception. My father was early engaged in the

great scenes of business, where he continued almost to

his very last hour
;
yet, he preserved his integrity firm an«J

unbroken, through all those powerful assaults he must
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necessarily have encountered in so long a course of
acrion.

If it were justice, indeed, to his other virtues, to single

out any particular one as shining; with superior lustre to

the rest, I should point to his prohity as the hrightest part

of his character. But the truth is, the whole tenor of his

conduct was one uniform exercise of every moral quality

that can adorn and exalt human nature. To defend the
injured, to relieve the indigent, to protect the distressed,

was the chief end and aim of all his endeavours ; and his

principal motive both for engaging and persevering in his

profession was, to enable himself more abundantly to gra-

tify so glorious an ambition.

No man had a higher relish of the pleasures of retired

and contemplative life; as none was more qualified to en-
ter into those calm scenes with greater ease and dignitv.

He had nothing to make him desirous of flying from the

reflections of his own mind, nor any passions which his

moderate patrimony would not have been more than suf-

ficient to have gratified. But to live for himself only,

was not consistent with his generous and enlarged senti-

ments. It was a spirit of benevolence that led hira into

the active scenes of the world ; which, upon any other
principle, he would either never have entered, or soon
have renounced. And it was that godlike spirit which
conducted and supported him through his useful progress,

%o the honour and interest of his family and friends, and
to the benefit of every creature that could possibly be
comprehended within the extensive circle of his benefi-

cence.

I well know, my dear Euphronius, the high regard you
pay to every character of merit in general, and the esteem
m which you held this most valuable man in particular.

I am sure, therefore, you would not forgive me, were I to

make an apology for leaving with you this private monu-
ment of my veneration for a parent, whose least and low-
est claim to my gratitude and esteem is, that I am in-

debted to him for my birth. Adieu. Iam,&c.
v
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LETTER LXVIII.

TO PHILOTES.

I AM particularly pleased with a passage in Homer,
wherein Jupiter is represented as taking off his eyes, vvitfa

a sort of satiety, from the horror of the Held of battle, and
relieving himself with a view of the Hippomolgi, a people
famous, it seems, for their innocence and simplicity of
manners. It is in order to practise the same kind of ex-

periment, and give myself a short remission from that

scene of turbulence and contention in which 1 am en-

gaged, that I now turn my thoughts on you, Philotes,

whose temperance and moderation may well justify me in

calling you a modern Hippomolgian.
I torget which of the ancients it is that recommends

this method of thinking over the virtues of one's acquaint-

ance : but 1 am sure it is sometimes necessary to do so,

in order to keep one's self in humour with our species,

and preserve the spirit of philanthropy from being en-

tirely extinguished. Those who frequent the ambitious

walks of life, are apt to take their estimate of mankind
from the small part of it that lies before them, and consi-

der the rest of the world as practising, in different and under
parts, the same treachery and dissimulation, which mark
out the cliaracters of their superiors. It is dithcult, indeed,

to preserve the mind from falling into a general contempt
of our race, whilst one is conversant with the worst part

of it. I labour, however, as much as possible, to guard
against that ungenerous disposition ; as nothing is so apt

to kill those seeds of benevolence, which every inaa

should endeavour to cultivate in bis breast.

Ill surely, therefore, have those wits employed their

talents, who have made our species the object of their

satire, and affected to subdue the vanity, by derogating

from the virtues of the human heart. But it will be

fotmd, I believe, upon an impartial examination, that

there is more folly than malice in our natures, and that

mankind ofteuer act wrong tlnough ignorance tlian de-
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sign. Perhaps the true measure of human merit is nei-

ther to be taken from the histories of former times, nor
from what passes in the more striking scenes of the pre-

sent generation. The greatest virtues have, probably,

been ever the most obscure ; and I am persuaded, in all

ages of the world, more genuine heroism has been over-

looked and unknown, than either recorded or observed.

That aliquid divinum, as Tully calls it, that celestial spark,

which every man, who coolly contemplates his own mind,

may discover within him, operates where we least look

for it ; and often raises tlie ik>blest productions of virtue

in the shade and obscurity of life.

But it is time to quit speculation for action, and return

to the common affairs of the world. I shall certainly do
so with more advantage, by keeping Philotes still in ray

view; as I shall enter into the interests of mankind with

more alacrity, by thus considering the virtues of his honest

heart as less singular than I am sometimes inclined to

suppose. Adieu. I am, &c.

LETTER LXIX.

TO THE SAME.
Aus;. S, 1735.

Let it not be any discouragement to you, Philotes. tliat

you have hitherto received but little satisfaction from
those noble speculations wherein you are employed.
" Truth (to use the expression of the excellent Mr. Wol-
" laston) is the offspring of unbroken meditations, and of
" thoughts often revised and corrected." It requires, in-

deed, great patience and resolution to dissipate that,

cloud of darkness which surrounds her ; or (if you will

allow me to go to an old philosopher for my allusion) to

draw her up from that profound well in which she lies

concealed.

Tliere is, however, such a general connexion in the

operations of nature, that the discovery even of a single

n-uth opens the way to numberless others; and nljcu onoe
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the mind has hit upon a right scent, she cannot wholly

pursue her enquires in vain.

Canes vt montivaga persapefera'i
Naiiius inveniunt intectasfronde quietes,

Cum semel institerint vestigia certa via'i:

Sic aliud ex alio per te tute ipse videre >

—in rebus poteris, caicasque Latebras
Insimuire omnes, etverum protrahereinde. Lucret.

It must be owned, nevertfieless, that after having ex-

erted all our sagacity and industry, we shall scarce arrive

at certainty in many speculative truths. Providence does

not seem to have intended that we should ever be in pos-

session of demonstrative knowledge, beyond a very limited

compass; though, at the same time, it cannot be supposed,

without the highest injustice to the benevolent Author of

our natures, that he has left any veceamry truths without

evident notes of distinction. But while the powers of the

mind are thus limited in their extent, and greatly fallible,

likewise, in their operations, is it not amazing, Phiiotes,

that mankind should insult each other for difference in

opinion, and treat every notion that opposes their own,
with obloquy and contempt ? Is it not amazing that a
creature, with talents so precarious and circumscribed,

should usurp that confidence which can only belong to

much superior beings, and claim a deference which is

due to perfection alone ? Surely the greatest arrogance

that ever entered into the human heart, is that which not

(mly pretends to be positive itself in points wherein the

best and wisest have disagreed, but looks down with all

the insolent superiority of contemptuous pity on those

whose impartial reasonings have led them into opposite

conclusions.

There is nothing, perhaps, more evident, than that

our intellectual faculties are not formed by one general

standard ; and, consequently, that diversity of opinion is

of the very essence of our natures. It seems probable

that this disparity extends even to our sensitive powers :

and though we agree, indeed, in giving the same names
to certain visible appearances,— as whiteiiess, for instance,

tjo snow,—yet it is by no means demonstration, that the
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particular body which affects us with that sensation, raises

the same precise idea in aHy two persons who shall hap-

pen to contemplate it together. Thus I have often heard

you mention your youngest daughter as being the exact

counter-part of" her mother : now she does not appear to

me to resemble her in any single feature. To what can

this disagreement in our judgments be owing, but to a

difference in the structure ot" our organs of sight? Yet as

justly, Philotes, might you disclaim me for your friend,

and look upon me with contem})t for not discovering a si-

militude which appears so evident to your eyes, as any
man can abuse or despise another for not apprehending

the force of that argument which carries conviction to his

own understanding.

Happy had it been for the peace of the world, if our

maintainers of systems, either in religion or politics, had
conducted their several debates with the full impression

of this truth upon their minds. Genuine philosophy is

ever, indeed, the least dogmatical ; and I am always in-

clined to suspect the force of that argument which is ob-

truded with arrogance and sufficiency.

I am wonderfully pleased with a passage I met with the

other day, in the preface to Mr. Boyle's Philosophical

Essays ; and would recommend that cautious spirit, by
which he professes to have conducted himself in his phy-
sical researches, as worthy the imitation of enquirers after

truth of every kind.
" Perhaps you will wonder," says he, " that in almost

" every one of the following essays, I should use so often,

" perhaps, it seems, it is not improbable, as argue a diffi-

" dence of the truth of the opinions I incline to ; and
" that I should be so shy of laying down principles, and
" sometimes of so much as venturing at explications. But
" I must freely confess, that having met with many things
** of which I could give myself no one probable cause, and
** some things of which several causes may be assigned,

" so differing as not to agree in any thing, unless in their

" being, all of them, probable enough, I have often
" found such difficulties in searching into the causes and
" manner of things, and I am so sensible of my own dis-
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" ability to surmount those difficulties, that I dare speak
" confidently and positively of very few things, except
" matter of fact. And when I venture to deliver any
" thing by way of opinion, I should, if it were not for
" mere shame, speak yet more diffidently than I have
" been wont to do. Nor have my thoughts been al-

" tot^ether idle—in forming notions, and attempting ta
" de\i^e hypotheses. But I have hitherto (though not
" always, yet not unfrequently) found, that what pleased
" me for a while, was soon after disgraced by some far-

" ther or new experiment. And, indeed, I have the
*' less envied many (for I say not all) of those wi-iters^

" who have taken upon them to deliver the causes of
" things, and explicate the mysteries of nature ; since
" I have had an opportunity to observe how many of
" their doctrines, after having been, for a while, ap-.
" plauded, and even admired, have afterwards been con-
" futed by some new phaenomenon in nature, which wa*
" either unknown to such writers, or not sufficiently con-
" sidered by them."

If positiveness could become any man, in any point

of mere speculation, it must have been this truly noble

philosopher, when he was delivering the result of his

studies in a science, wherein, by the united confession

of the whole world, he so eminently excelled. But he
bad too much generosity to prescribe his own notions

as a measure to the judgment of others, and too much
good sense to assert them with heat or conhdence.

Whoever, Philotes, pursues his speculations with this

humble, unarrogating temper of mind, and with the

best exertion of those faculties which Providence has

assigned him, though he should not find the convic-

tion, never, surely, can he fail of the reward of truth.

I am, (Sec.
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LETTER LXX.

TO PALAMEDES.

If malice had never broke loose upon the world, till

it seized your reputation, I might reasonably condole with

you on falling the first prey to its unrestrained rage. But
this spectre has haunted merit almost from its earliest

existence : and when all mankind were as yet included
within a single family, one of them, we know, rose up in

malignity of soul against his innocent brother. Virtue, it

should seem, therefore, has now been too long acquainted
with this her constant persecutor, to be either terrified or
dejected at an appearance so conmion. The truth of it

is, she must cither renounce her noblest theatre of action,

?md sedujle herself in cells and deserts, or be contented
to enter upon the stage of the world with this fiend in her
train. She cannot triumph, if she will not be traduced

;

and she should consider the clamours of censure, when
joined with her own conscious applause, as so many ac-

clamations that confirm her victory.

Let those who harbour this worst of human disposi-

tions, consider the many wretched and contemptible cir-

cumstances which attend it : but it is the business of him
who unjustly suffers from it, to reflect how it may be
turned to his advantage. Remember, then, my friend,

that Generosity would lose half her dignity, if Malice did

not contribute to her elevation ; and lie that has never
been injured, has never had it in his power to exercise

the noblest privilege of heroic virtue. There is another
consolation which may be derived from the rancour of
the world, as it will instruct one in a piece of knowledge
of the most singular benefit in our progress through it

:

it will teach us to distinguish genuine friendship from
counterfeit. For he only who is warmed with the real

flame of amity, will rise up to support his single nega-
tive, in opposition to the clamorous votes of an undis-

tiiiguishing multitude.

He, indeed, who can see a cool and deliberate injury
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doney to his friend, without feeling himself wounded in

his most sensible part, has never known the force of the

most generous of all the human affections. Every man,
who has not taken the sacred name of friendship in vain,

will subscribe to those sentiments which Homer puts into

the mouth of Achilles, and which Mr. Pope has opened
and enlarged with such inimitable strength and spirit

;

A gen'rous friendship no cold medium knows,
Burns with one lo%'e, with one resentment glows

:

One should our int'rests and our passions be

;

My friend must hate the man that injures me. ix. 609.

It may greatly also allay the pain which attends the

wounds of defamation, and which are always most se-

verely felt by those who least deserve them, to reflect,

that though Malice generally flings the lirst stone, it is

Folly and Ignorance, it is Indolence or Irresolution,

which are principally concerned in swelling the heap.
When the tide of Censure runs strongly against any par-

ticular character, the generality of mankind are too care-

less or too impotent to withstand the current; and thus,

without any particular malice in their own natures, are

often indolently carried along with others, bv tamely
falling in with the general stream. The number of those

who really mean one harm, will wonderfully lessen after

the deductions which may fairly be made of this sort

:

and the cup of unjust reproach must surely lose much of
its bitterness, where one is persuaded that Malevolence
has the least share in mingling the draught. For nothing,

perhaps, stinsxs a generous mind more sensibly in wrongs
of this sort, than to consider them as evidences of a ge-

neral malignity in human nature. But, from whatever
causes these storms may arise. Virtue would not be true

to her own native privileges, if she suffered herself to

sink under them. It is from that strength and firmness,,

which upright intentions will ever secure to an honest

mind, that Palamedes, I am persuaded, will stand supe-

rior to those untnerited reproaches which assault his cha-

racter, and preserve an unbroken repose amidst the little

noise and strife of ignorant or malicious tongues. Fare-
wel. I am, &c.
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LETTER LXXI.

TO PIIILOTES.

April 9, 1740.

There is no adv{inta2;e which attends a popular genius

that T am so much inclined to envy, as the priviletre of ren-

dering merit conspicuous. An author who has raised the at-

tention of the pubhc to his productions, and gained a whole
nation for his audience, may be considered as guardian

of the temple of Fame, and invested with the preroga-

tive of giving entrance to whomsoever he deems worthy

of that glorious distinction. But the praise of an ordinary

writer, obstructs rather than advances the honour due to

merit, and sullies the lustre it means to celebrate. Im-
potent panegyric operates like a blight wherever it falls,

and injures all that it touches. Accordingly, Henry the

IVth. of France, was wont humorously to ascribe his

early grey hairs to the effect of numberless wretched
compliments, which were paid him by a certain ridicu-

lous orator of his times. But though the wreaths of folly

should not disgrace the temple they surround, they wi-

ther, at least, as soon as received; and if they should

not be offensive, most certainly, however, they will be
transient. Whereas those, on the contrary, with which

an Horace or a Boileau, an Addison or a Pope, have
crowned the virtues of their contemporaries, are as per-

manent as they are illustrious, and will preserve their co-

lours and fragrance to remotest ages.

If I could thus weave the garlands of unfading ap-

plause,—if I were in the number of those chosen spirits,

whose approbation is fame,—your friend should not want
that distinguishing tribute which his virtues deserve, and
you request. I would tell the world, (and tell it in a

voice that should be heard far, and remembered long)

that Euscbes, with all the knowledge and experience of
these later ages, has all the innocence and simplicity of
the earliest : that he enforces the doctrines of his sacred

function, not with the vain pomp of ostentatious elo-

quence, but with the far more powerful persuasion of ac-
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tive and exemplary virtue : that he softens the severity

of precept with the ease and familiarity of conversation
;

and, by generously mint^ling with the meanest committed
to his care, insinuates the instructor under the air of the

companion : that, whilst he thus fills up the circle of his

private station, he still turns his regards to the public,

and employs his genius, his industry, and his fortune, in

prosecuting and perfecting those discoveries, which tend
most to the general benefit of mankind : in a word, that

whilst others of his order are contending for the ambi-
tious prizes of ecclesiastical dignities, it is his glorious

pre-eminence to merit the highest, without enjoying or

soliciting even the lowest. This, and yet more than this,

the world should hear of your friend, if the world were
inclined to listen to my voice. But though you, perhaps,

Philotes, may be willing to give audience to my Muse,

Tinrnqve tu solebas
Mens esse aliquid putare nugas. Catul.

can she hope to find favour, likewise, in the sight of the

public ? Let me, then, rather content myself with the

silent admiration of those virtues, which I am not w orthy

to celebrate ; and leave it to others to place the good
works of Eusebes, where they may shine forth before

men. I am, &c.

LETTER LXXII.

TO THE SAME.
Dec. 7, 1737.

The visits of a friend, like those of the sun at this

season, are extremely enlivening. I am sure, at least,

they would both be particularly acceptable to me at pre-

sent, when my mind is as much overcast as the heavens.

I hope, therefore, you will not drop the design your let-

ter intimates, of spending a few days with me, in your

way to ***. Your company will greatly contribute to

disperse those clouds of melancholy which the loss of a
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very valuable friend has hung over me. There is some-
thing, indeed, in the first moments of separation from
those whom a daily commerce and long habitude of
friendship has grafted upon the heart, that disorders our
whole frame of thought, and discolours all one's enjoy-

ments. Let Philosophy assist with the utmost of her

vaunted strength, the mind cannot immediately recover

the firmness of its posture, when those amicable props,

upon which it used to rest, are totally removed. Even
the most indifferent objects, with which we have long

been familiar, take some kind of root in our hearts; and
" I should hardly care" (as a celebrated author has with

great good-nature observed) " to have an old post pulled
" up, which I remembered ever since I was a child."

To know how to receive the full satisfaction of a pre-

sent enjoyment, with a disposition prepared at the same
time to yield it up without reluctance, is hardly, I doubt,

reconcileable to humanity : pain, in being disunited from
those we love, is a tax we must be contented to pay, if

we would enjoy the pleasures of the social affections.—

One would not wish, indeed, to be wholly insensible to

disquietudes of this kind ; and we must renounce the

most refined relish of our being, if we would, upon all oc-
casions, possess our souls in a stoical tranquillity.

That ancient philosopher, whose precept it was to

converse with our friends, as if they might one day prove
our enemies, has been justly censured as advancing a very

ungenerous maxim. To remember, however, that we
must one day most certainly be divided from them, is a

reflection, methinks, that shonld enter with us into our
tender connexions of every kind. From the present dis-

composure, therefore, of my own breast, and from that

share which I take in whatever may affect the repose of
yours, I cannot bid you adieu, without reminding you, at

the same time, of the useful caution of one of your poeti-

cal acquaintance

:

Quicquid amas, cupias nan placuiss& nimis.

I am, &c.
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LETTER LXXIIL

TO FALAMEDES.
Feb. 13, 1741.

If one would rate any particular merit according to

its true valuation, it may be necessary, perhaps, to consi-

der how far it can be justly claimed by mankind in ge-

neral. I am sure, at least, when I read the very uncom-
mon sentiments of your last letter, I found their judici-

ous author rise in my esteem, by reflecting, that there is

not a more singular character in the world, than that of a
thinking man. It is not merely having a succession of
ideas, which lightly skim over the mind, that can with any
propriety be styled by that denomination. It is observ-

ing them separately and distinctly, and ranging them un-
der their respective classes; it is calmly and steadily

viewing our opinions on every side, and resolutely tracing

them through all their consequences and connexions, that

constitutes the man of reflection, and distinguishes rea-

son from fancy. Providence, indeed, does not seem to

have formed any very considerable number of our spe-

cies for an extensive exercise of this higher faculty ; as

the thoughts of the far greater part of mankind are ne-

cessarily restrained within the ordinary purposes of ani-

mal life. But even if we look up to those who move in

much superior orbits, and who have opportunities to im-

prove, as well as leisure to exercise, their understand-

ings, we shall find that thinking is one of the least ex-

erted privilegss of cultivated humanity.

It IS, indeed, an operation of the mind which meets
with many obstructions to check its just and free direc-

tion; but there are two principles which prevail more or

less in the constitutions of most men, that particularly

contribute to keep this faculty of the soul unemployed :

1 mean pride and indolence. To descend to truth through

the tedious progression of well-examined deductions, is

considered as a reproach to the quickness of understand-

ing ; as it is much too laborious a method for any but

those who are possessed of a vigorous and resolute acti-
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vity of mind. For this reason, the greater pnrt of our
species generally choose either to seize upon their con-

clusions at once, or to take them by rebound from others,

as best suiting with their vanity or their laziness. Ac-
cordingly Mr. Locke observes, that there are not so many
errors and wrong opinions in the world as is generally

imagined. Not that he thinks mankind are by any
means uniform in embracing truth; but because the ma*-

jority of them, he maintains, have no thought or opinion

at all about those doctrines concerning which they raise

the greatest clamour. Like the common soldiers in an
army, they follow where their leaders direct, without

knowing, or even enquiring into the cause for which thej

so warmly contend.

This will account for the slow steps by which truth has

advanced in the world, on one side; and foi- those absurd

systems which, at different periods, have had an univer-

sal currency on the other. For there is a strange dispo-

sition in human nature, either blindly to tread the same
paths that have been traversed by others, or to strike out

into the most devious extravagancies : the greater part of
the world will either totally renounce their reason, or

reason only from the wild suggestions of an heated ima-
gination.

From the same source may be derived those divisions

and animosities which break the union both of public

and private societies, and turn the peace and harmony of
human intercourse into dissonance and contention. For
while men judge and act by such measures as have not
been proved by the standard of dispassionate reason,

they must equally be mistaken in their estimates both of
their own conduct and that of others.

If we turn our view from active to contemplative life,

we may have occasion, perhaps, to remark, that thinking

is no less uncommon in the literary than the civil world.

The number of those writers who can, with any justness

of expression, be termed thinking authors, would not

form a very copious library, though one were to take iii

all of that kind which both ancient and modern times

kave produced. Necessarily, I imagine, must one ex-
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dude from a collection of this sort, all critics, commen-
tators, modern Latin poets, translators, and, in short, all

that numerous uuder-tribe in the commonwealth of lite-

rature, that owe their existence merely to the thoui::hts of

others. I should reject, for the same reason, such com-
pilers as Valerius Maxiraus and Aulus Gellius : though it

must be owned, indeed, their works have acquired an ac-

cidental value, as they preserve to us several curious

traces of antiquity, which time would otherwise have en-

tirely worn out. Those teemine geniuses, likewise, who
have propagated the fruits of their studies through a long

series of tracts, would have little pretence, I helie^ e, to

be admitted as writers of reflection. For this reason, I

cannot regret the loss of t!n)se incredible numbers of

compositions which some of the ancients are said to have

produced

:

Quotefmt Cassi rapidofer>'(mtiusamm
Irt'rpy.ium ; crtpsis queinfama est esse librisqiie

Aiiwustum propr/ii. Horace.

Thus Epicurus, we are told, left behind him three hun-
dred volumes of his own works, wherein he had not in-

serted a single quotation; and we have it upon the au-

tlwrity of \'arro*s own words*, that he himself composed
four hundred and ninety books. Seneca assures us, that

Didymus, the Grammarian, wrote no less than four thou-

sand ; but Origen, it seems, was yet more prolific, and ex-

tended his performances even to six thousand treatises.

It is obvious to imagine with what sort of materials the

productions of such expeditious workmen were wrought
up : sound thought mid well-matured reflections could

have no share, we may be sure, in these hasty perform-
ances. Thus are books multiplied, whilst authors are

scarce ; and so much easier is it to write than to think !

* This passafiic is to be found in Aul. Gellius, who quotes it from a
treatise wJiich Varro had written concpining the wonderful effects of the
number seven. But the subject of this piece cannot be more ridiculous

tlian the style in which it appf urs to have been composed : for that most
Jejirned author of his times (as Cicero, if I mistake not, somewhere calls

•him) informed his readers in tliat perlor"'ance, se jam duodcdjimm
armorvn/ hehdonuidnm iripressum esse, cL nd ez/ui dzeni septiiaginta
hcbdomadas libroi-umconscripsisse. Aul. G. 11. iii. 10,
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But shtill I not myself, Palamedes, prove Mi instance that

it is so, if I suspend, any longer, your own more imporrawt

refiectious, by interrupling you with such as mine ? Adieu.

1 am, 6cc.

LETTER LXXIV.

TO ORONTES.

It is with much pleasure I look back upon that philo-

iKjphical week which I lately enjoyed at **'
; as there is

nt> part, perhaps, of social life, which affords more real

satisfaction, tlum those hours which one passes in rational

and unreserved conversation. The free communica-
tion of sentiments amongst a set of ingenious and specu-

lative friends, such as those you gave me the opportunity

of meeting, throws the mind into the most advantageous

exercise, and shews the strength or weakness of its opi-

nions with grciittr force of conviction, than any other

method we can employ.

That it is not good for man to he alone, is true in more
views of our species than one; and society gives strength

to our reason, as well as polish to our manners. The
soul, when left entirely to her own solitary contempla-

tions, is insensibly drawn by a sort of constitutional

bias, which generally leads her opinions to the side of her

inclinations. Hence it is that she contracts those pecu-
liarities of reasoning, and little habits of thinking, which
so often confirm her in the most fantastical errors. But
nothing is more likely to recover the mind from this false

bent, than the counter-warmth of impartial debate,

Convei-sation opens our views, and gives our faculties a
more vigorous play; it puts us upon turning our notions

on every side, and holds them up to a light that discovers

those latent flaws, which would, probably, have lain con-

cealed in the gloom of unagitated abstraction. Accord-
ingly, one may remark, that most of those wild doctrines

which have been let loose upon the world, have generally
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owed their birth to persons, whose circumstances or dis-

positions have given them the fewest opportunities of can-
vassing their respective systems, in the way of free and
friendly debate. Had the authors of many an extrava-

gant hypothesis discussed their principles in private cir-

cles, ere they had given vent to them in public, the ob-
servation of \ arro had never, perhaps, been made (or

never, at least, with so much justice) that "• there is no
" opinion so absurd, but has some philosopher or other to
" produce in its support."

Upon this principle, I imagine, it is, that some of the

finest pieces of antiquity are written in the dialogue man-
ner. Plato and TuUy, it should seem, thought truth

could never be examined vvith more advantage, than
amidst the amicable opposition of well-regulated con-
verse. Tt is probable, indeed, that subjects of a serious

and philosophical kind were more frequently the topics

of Greek and Roman conversations, than they are of
ours; as the circumstances of the world had not yet given

occasion to those prudential reasons which may now, per-

haps, restrain a more free exchange of sentiments

amongst us. There was something, likewise, in the very

scenes themselves, where they usually assembled, that

almost unavoidably turned the stream of their conversa-

tions into this useful channel. Their rooms and gardens

were generally adorned, you know, with the statues of the

greatest masters of reason, that had then apueared in

the world; and while Socrates or Aristotle stood in their

view, it is no wonder their discourse fell Hj)on those sub-

jects, which such animating representations would natu-

rally suggest. It is pnibable, therefore, that many of
those ancient pieces which are drawn up in the dialogue

manuei-, were no imaginary conversations invented by
their authors, but faithful transcripts from real life: and
it is this circumstance, perhaps, as much as any other,

which contributes to give them that remarkable advan-

t-ige over the generality of tnodern compositions, which
have been formed upon the same plan. I am sure, at

least, I could scarce name more than three or four of

thi" kind, which have appeared in our language, worthy
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of notice. My lord Shaftesbury's dialo2;ue, intituled The
Moralkts ; Mr. 7\ddisoii's upon Ancient Coins; Mr.
Spence's upon the Odyssey ;. together with those of my
very ingenious friend Philemon to Hydaspes, are almost

the only productions, in this way, which have hitherto

come forth amongst us with advantage. These, indeed,

are all master-pieces of the kind, and written in the true

spirit of learning and politeness. The conversation in

each of these most elegant performances is conducted,
not in the usual absurd method of introducing one dis-

putant to be tamely silenced by the other, but in the

more lively dramatic manner, where a just contrast of
characters is preserved throughout, and where the seve-

ral speakers support their respective sentiments with all

the strength and spirit of a well-bred opposiiicyi.

But of all the conversation-pieces, whether ancient or

modern, either of the moral or polite kind, 1 know not
one which is more elegantly written than the little anony-
mous dialogue concerniiiif the rise and decline of elo-

quence among the Romans. I call it anonymous, though
I am sensible it has been ascribed not only to Tacitus

and Quintilian, but even to Suetonius. The reasons,

however, which the critics have respectively produced,
are so exceedingly precarious and inconclusive, that one
must have a very extraordinary share of classical faith

indeed, to receive it as the performance of any of those

celebrated writers. It is evidently, however, a compo-
sition of that period in which they flourished ; and, if I

were disposed to indulge a conjecture, I should be in-

clined to give it to the younger Pliny. It exactly coin-

cides with his age ; it is addressed to one of his particu-

lar friends and correspondents ; it is marked with some
similar expressions and sentiments. But, as arguments
of this kind are always more imposing than solid, I recom-
mend it to'you as a piece, concerning the author of which
nothing satisfactory can be collected. This I may, one
day or other, perhaps, attempt to prove in form, as I have
amused myself with giving it an English dress. In the

raeau time, I have inclosed my translation in this packet

;

not only with a view to your sentiments, but in return to

o
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your favour. I was persuaded I could not make you a
better acknowledgment for the pleasure of that conver-

sation which I lately participated through your means,
rhan by introducing you to one, which (if my copy is not
extremely injurious to its original) I am sure, you cannot
attend to without equal entertainment and advantage.

Adieu. I am, &c.

A DIALOGUE CONCERNING ORATORY*.

TO FABIUS.

You have frequently, my friend, required me to assign

a reason whence it has happened, that the oratorical cha-

racter, which spread such a glorious lustre upon former
ages, is now so totally extinct amongst us, as scarce to

preserve even its name. It is the ancients alone, you
observed, whom we distinguish with that appellation

;

vhile the eloquent of the present times are styled only-

pleaders, patrons, advocates, or any th ing, in short, but
orators.

Hardly, I believe, should I have attempted a solution

of your difficulty, or ventured upon the examination of a
question, wherein the genius of the moderns, if they can-

not, or their judgment, if they will not, rise to the same
heights, must necessarily be given up ; had I nothing of
greater authority to offer upon the subject, than my own
particular sentiments. But having been present, in the

very early part of my life, at a conversation between-

some persons of great eloquence, considering the age in

which they lived, who discussed this very point, my me-
mory, and not my judgment, will be concerned, whilst I

endeavour, in their own style and manner, and according

to the regular course of their debate, to lay before )'ou

the several reasonings of those celebrated geniuses : each
of them, indeed, agreeably to the peculiar turn and cha-

* It is necessary to inform those readers of the followina; dialogue, who
may he disposed to compare it with the orifjinal, that the edition of Hea-
naonus, printed at Gottingen, I719, has been geaeially followed, ;
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racter of the speaker, alledging diircinnt, though proba-
ble causes of the suiiie fact; but all of thcni supporting

their respective sentiments with ijigenuity and good
sense. Nor were tlie orators of the present age without
an advocate in this debate : for one of the company
took the opposite side, and treating the ancients with
much severity and contempt, declared in favour of mo-
dern eloquence.

Marcus Aper and Julius Secundus, two distinguished

geniuses of our forum, made a visit to Maternus the day
after he had publicly recited his tragedy of Cato : a
piece, which gave, it seems, great offence to those in

power, and was much canvassed in all conversations.

Maternus, indeed, seemed, tliroughout tiiat whole per-
formance, to have considered only what was suitable to

the character of his hero, without paying a proper re-

gard to those prudential restraints, which were necessary
for his own security. 1 was, at that time, a warm ad-
mirer and constant follower of those great men ; inso-

much, that I not only attended them when they were en-
gaged in the courts of judicature ; but, from my fond at-

tachment to the arts of eloquence, and with a certain

ardency peculiar to youth, I joined in all their parties,

aaid was present at their most private conversations.

Their great abilities, however, could not secure them
from the critics. They alledged, that Secundus had by
no means an easy elocution ; whilst Aper, they pretend-

ed, owed his reputation, as an orator, more to nature than
tO' art. It is certain, never: heless, that their objections

were without foundation. The speeches of the former
were always delivered with sufficient fluency ; and his

expression was clear, though concise : as the latter liad,

most undoubtedly, a general tincture of literature. The
truth is, one could not so properly say he was without, as
ulH}te the assistance of learning. He imagined, perhaps,

the powers and application of his genius would be so
much the more admired, as it should not appear to de-
rive any of its lustre from the acquired arts.

We found Maternus, when we entered his apartment,
with the tragedy in his hand which he had recited the
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(Jay before. ^* Are you then," said Sectmdus, addressin;^

himself to him, " so little discouraged with the malicious

insinuations of these ill-natured censures, as still to cherish

this obnoxious tragedy of yours ? Or, perhaps, you are

revising it, in order to expunge the exceptionable pas-

sages ; and purpose to send your Cato into the world, I

will not say with superior charms, but, at least, with
greater security than in its original form?"—" You may pe-
ruse it," returned he, " if you please

;
you will find it re-

mains just in the same situation as when you heard it

read. I intend, however, that Thyestes shall supply the
defects of Cato : for I am meditating a tragedy upon that

subject, and have already, indeed, formed the plan. I

am hastening, therefore, the publication of this play in-

my hand, that I may apply myself entirely to my new
design."—" Are you then, in good earnest," replied Aper>
** so enamoured of dramatic poetry, as to renounce the
business of oratory in order to consecrate your whole-

leisure to—Medea, I think, it was before, and now, it

seems, to Thyestes ? when the causes of so many worthy
friends, the interests of so many powerful communities^
demand you in the forum : a task more than sufficient

to employ your attention, though neither Cato nor Do-
mitius had any share of it; though you were not con-
tinually turning from one dramatic performance to an-
other, and adding the tales of Greece to the history of
Rome."

" I should be concerned," answered Maternus, " at

the severity of your rebuke, if the frequency of our de-

bates, upon this subject, had not rendered it somewhat
familiar to me. But how," added he, smiling, " can you
accuse me of deserting the business of my profession,

when I am every day engaged in defending poetry against

your accusations ? And I am glad" continued he, looking

towards Secundus, " that we have now an opportunity of
discussing this point before so competent a judge. His

decision will either determine me to renounce all preten-

sions to poetry for the future, or, which I rather hope,

tvill be a sanction for my quitting that confined species
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af oratory, in which, methinks, I have sufficiently labouret^

and authorize the devoting myself to the more enlarged

and sacred eloquence of the Muses."
" Give me leave," interposed Secundus, " before Aper

takes exception to his judge, to say, what all honest ones
usually do in the same circumstances, that I desire to be
excused from sitting in judgment upon a cause, wherein I

must acknowledge myself biassed in favour of a party con-
cerned. All the world is sensible of that strict friendship

which has long subsisted between me and that excellent

man, as well as great poet, Saleius Bassus. To which let

Ine add, if the Muses are to be arraigned, I know of none
who can offer more prevailing bribes."

" I have nothing to alledge against Bassus," returned
Aper, " or any other man, who, not having talents for

the bar, chooses to establish a reputation of the poetical

kind. Nor shall I suffer Maternus (for I am willing to

join issue with him before you) to evade my charge, by
drawing others into his party. My accusation is levelled

singly against him ; who, formed as he is, by nature, with
a most masculine and truly oratorical genius, chooses to

suffer so noble a faculty to lie waste and uncultivated.

I must remind him, however, that, by the exercise of this

commanding talent, he might, at once, both acquire and
support the most important friendships, and have the
glory to see whole provinces and nations rank them-
selves under his patronage ; a talent, of all others, the
most advantageous, whether considered with respect to

interest, or to honours ; a talent, in short, that affords

the most illustrious means of propagating a reputation,

not only within our own walls, but throughout the whole
compass of the Roman empire, and, indeed, to the most
distant nations of the globe.

If utility ought to be the governing motive of every ac-

.tion and every design of our lives; can we possibly be
employed to better purpose, than in the exercise of an
art, which enables a man, upon all occasions, to support
the interest of his friend, to protect the rights of the
stranger, to defend the cause of the injured ? that not
only renders him the terror of his open and secret adver-
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saries, but secures him, as it were, hy the most firm and
permanent guard ?

Tlie particular usefulness, indeed, of this profession is

evidently manifested in the opportunities it supplies of

serving others, though we should have no occasion to ex-

ert it in our own behalf: but should we, upon any oc-

currence, be ourselves attacked, the sword and buckler

is not a. move powerful defence in the day of battle, than

oratory in the dangerous season of pubHc arraignment.

Wiiat had Marcellus lately to oppose to the united re-

sentment of the whole senate, but his eloquence ? Yet,

supported by that formidable auxiUary, he sood firm and
unmoved, amidst all the assaults of the artful Helvidius;

who, notwithstanthng he was a man of sense and elocu-

tion, was totally mexpert in the management of this sort

of contests. But I need not insist farther on this head ;

well persuaded, as I am, that Maternus will not contro-

vert so clear a truth. Rather let me observe the plea-

sure which attends the exercise of the persuasive art : a

pleasure which does not arise only once, perhaps, in a

whole life, but flows in a perpetual series of gratifications.

What CiUi be more agreeable to a liberal and ingenuous

mind, formed with a relish of rational enjoyments, than

to see one's levee crowded with a concourse of the most
illustrious personages, not as followers of your interest or

your power.; not because you are rich, and destitute of

hcira; but singly in consideration of your superior quali-

fications. It is. not unusual, upon these occasions, to ob-

serve the wealthy, the powerful, and the childless, ad-

dressing themselves to a young man (and probably no
rich one) in favour of themselves or their friends. Tell

me now, has authority or wealth a charm equal to the sa-

tisfaction of thus beholding persons of the highest dignity,

venerable by their age, or powerful by their credit, in the

full enjoyment of every exiernal advantage, courting your

assistance, and tacitly acknowledging that, great and dis-

tinguished as they are, there is something still wanting to

them more valuable than all their possessions? Repre-
sent to yourself the honourable crowd of clients conduct-

ing' the orator from his house, end attending him iu iu«
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return ; think of the £rlorious appearance he makes in

public, the distinguishing respect that is paid to him in

the courts of judicature, the exultation of heart when he
rises up before a full audience, hushed in solemn silence

and fixed attention, pressing round the admired speaker,

and receiving every passion he deems proper to raise !

Yet these are but the ordinary joys of eloquence, and vi-

sible to every common observer. There are others, and
those far superior, of a more concealed and delicate kind,

and of which the orator himself can alone be sensible.

Docs he stand forth prepared with a studied harangue ?

As the composition, so the pleasure, in this instance, is

more solid and equal. If, on the other hand, he rises in

a new and unexpected debate, the previous solicitude,

which he feels apon such occasions, recommends and im-

proves the pleasure of his success ; as indeed the most ex-

quisite satisfaction of this kind is, when he boldly hazards

the unpremeditated speech. For it is in the productions

of genius, as iji the fruits of the earth ; those which arise

spontaneously, are ever the most agreeable. If I may
venture to mention myself, I must acknowledge, that nei-

ther the satisfaction I received when I was first invested

with the laticlave, nor even when I entered upon the se-

veral high posts in the state ; though the pleasure was
heightened to me, not only as those honours were new to

my family, but as I was born in a city by no means fa-

vourable to my pretensions:— the warm transports, I say,

which I felt at those times, were far inferior to the jov
which has glowed in my breast, when I have successfully

exerted my humble talents in defence of thbse causes and
clients committed to my care. To say truth, I imagined

myself, at such seasons, to be raised above the highest

dignities, and in the possession of something far more va-

luable, than either the favour of the great, or the bounty
of the wealthy can ever bestow.

" Of all the arts or sciences, there is no one which crowns
its votaries with a reputation in any degree comparable to

that of eloquence. It is not only those of a more exalted

»ank in the state, who are witnesses of the orator's fame ;

it is extended to the observation even of our very youth
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of any hopes or merit. Whose example, for instance, do
parents more frequently recommend to their sons? Or who
are more tlie gaze and admiration of the people in e;eue-

ral ? Whilst every stranger that arrives, is curious of see-

ing the man, of whose character he has heard such ho-

nourable report. I will venture to affirm that Marcellus,

whom I just now mentioned, and Vibius (for 1 choose to

produce my instances from modern times, rather than
from tho«e more remote) are as well knownin the most
distant corners of the empire, as they are at Capua or

Vercellai, the places, it is-said, of their respective nativity :

an honour for which they are by no means indebted to

their immense riches. On the contrary, their wealth may
justly, it should seem, be ascribed to their eloquence.

Every age, indeed, can produce persons of genius, who,
by means of this powerful talent, have raised themselves

to the most exalted station. But the instances I jnst now
mentioned, are not drawn from distant times : they fall

within the observation of our own eyes. Now the more
obscure the original extraction of those illustrious persons

was, the more humbte the patrimony to which they were
born, so much stronger proof they afford of the great ad-

vantage of the oratorical arts. Accordingly, without the

recommendation of family or fortune, without any thing

very extraordinary in their virtues (and one of them ra-

ther contemptible in his address) they have for many
years maintaiiied the highest credit and authority among
their fellow citizens. Thus, from being chiefs in the i'(t-

rum, where they preserved their distinguished enjinence

as long as they thought proper, they have passed on to

the enjoyment of the same high rank in Vespasian*s fa-

vouv, whose esteem for them seems to be mixed even
with a degree of reverence : as indeed they both support

and conduct the whole weight of his administration.

That excellent and veneralble prince (whose singular cha-

racter it is, that he can endure to hear truth) well knows
that the rest of his favourites are distinguished only as

they are the objects of his munificence ; the supplies of
which he can easily raise, and with the same facility con-

fer on others. Whereas Crispus and Marcellus recom-
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mended themseU'es to his notice, by advantages which no
•earthly potentate either did or could hestow. The truth

of it i>, inscriptions and statues, and ensigns of dinnity,

could claim but the lowest rank, amidst their more illus-

trious distinctions. Not that they are unpossessed of ho-
nours of this kind, any more than they are destitute of
wealth or power ; advantages, much oftener affectedly

depreciated, than sincerely despised.
" Such, my friends, are the ornaments, and such tlie

rewards of an early application to the business of the fo-

rum, and the arts of oratory ! But poetry, to which Ma-
ternus wishes to devote his days (for it was that which
gave rise to our debate) confers neither dignity to her fol-

lowers in particular, nor advantage to society in general.

The whole amountof her pretensions is nothing more than
the transient pleasure of a vain and fruitless applause.

Perhaps what I have already said, and am going to add,

may not be very agreeable to my friend Maternus; how-
ever, I will venture to ask him, what avails the eloquence
of his Jason or Agamemnon ? What mortal does it either

defend or oblige ? Who is it that courts the patronage, or
joins the train of Bassus, that ingenious (or if you think

the term more honourable) that illustrious poet ? Emi-
nent as he may be, if his friend, his relation, or himself,

were involved in any litigated transactions, he would be
under the necessity of having recourse to Secundus, or,

perhaps, to you, my friend :* but by no means, however,
as you are a poet, and in order to solicit you to bestow
some verses upon him: for verses he can compose him-
self, fair, it seem*, and iioodly.—Yet, after all, when he has,

tit the cost of much time, and many a laboured lucubra-

tion, spun out a single canto, he is obliged to traverse the

whole town in order to collect an audience. Nor can he
procure even this compliment, shght as it is, without
actually purchasing it: for the hiring a room, erecting

a stage, and dispersing his tickets, are articles which
must necessarily be attended with some expence.

—

And let us suppose his poem is approved : the whole ad-
miration is over.in a day or two, like tliat of a fine flower

* Alaternu*.
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which dies away without producing any fruit. In a word,
it secures to him neither friend nor patron, nor confers

even the most inconsiderahle favour upon a sinsile crea-

ture. The whole amount of his humble gains is the fleet-

ing pleasure of a clamorous applause ! We looked upou
it, lately, as an uncommon instance of generosity in Ves-
pasian, that he presented Bassus with fifty thousand ses-

terces.* Honourable, I grant, it is, to possess a genius

which merits the imperial bounty : but how much more
glorious (if a man's circumstances will admit of it) to ex-

hibit in one's own person an example of munificence and
liberality ? Let it be remembered, likewise, if you would
succeed in your poetical labours, and produce any thing

of real worth in that art, you must retire, as the poets
express themselves,

To silent grottoes and sequestered groves :

that is, you must renounce the conversation of your
-friends, and every civil duty of life, to l>e concealed ia

gloomy and unprofitable solitude.

" If we consider the votaries of this idle art with re-

spect to fame, that single recompence which they pretend

to derive, or, indeed, to seek, from their studies, we shall

find they do not, by any means, enjoy an equal proportion

-of it with the sons of Oratory. For even the best poets

fall within the notice of but a very small proportion of

oiiankind ; whilst indifferent ones are universally disre-

.garded. Tell rae, Maternus, did ever the reputation of
the most approved rehearsal of the poetical kind reach

.the cognizance even of half the town; much less extend

itself to distant provinces? Did ever any foreigner, up-

on his arrival here, enquire after Bassus? or if he did, it

was merely as he would after a picture or a statue
;
just

to look upon him, and pass on. I would in no sort be

understood as discouraging the pursuit of poetry in those

who have no talents for oratory ; if happily they can, by
that means, amuse their leisure, and establish a just cha-

vracter. I look upon every species of eloquence as veiie-

About four huta:drecl poun'da of our money.
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Tftble and sacred ; and prefer her, in whatever guise «he
may think proper to appear, before any other of her sis-

ter-arts : not only, Maternus, when she exhibits herself

•in your chosen favourite, the solenui tragedy, or lofty he-

roic, but even in the pleasant lyric, the wanton elegy, the

«evere iambic, the witty epigram, or, in one word, in

whatever other habit she is pleased to assume. But (I

repeat it j«!;ain) my complaint is levelled singly against

you ; who, designed as you are, by nature, for the most
exalted rank of eloquence, choose to desert your station,

and deviate into a lower order. Had you been endued
with the athletic vigour of Nicostratus, and born in

Greece, where arts of that sort are esteemed not unwor-
thy of the most refined characters ; as I could not pa-

tiently have suffered that uncommon strength of arm,
formed for the nobler combat, to have idly spent itsetf

in throwing the javelin, or tossing the coit: so I now call

you forth from rehearsals and theatres, to the fomm, and
business, and high debate : especially since you cannot
urge the same plea for engaging in poetry which is now
generally alledged, that it is less liable to give offence

than oratory. For the ardency of your genius has al-

ready flamed forth, and you haveincurred the displeasure

of our superiors : not, indeed, for the sake of a friend ;—
.that would have been far less dangerous ; but in support
truly of Cuto ! Nor can you offer, in excuse, either the

duty of your profession, justice to your client, or the un-
guarded heat of debute. You fixed, it should seem, upon
this illustrious and popular subject with deliberate

design, and as a character that would give weight and
authority to your sentiments. You will reply (I am
aware) * it was that very circumstance which gained you
* such universal applause, and rendered you the gencrjfi

* topic of discourse.' Talk no more, then, I beseech
you, of security and repose, whilst you thus industriously

raise up to yourself so potent an adversary. For my
own part, at least, I am contented with engaging in ques-

tions of a more modern and private nature; wherein, if,

in defence of a friend, I am under a necessity of taking

liberties unacceptable, perhaps, to my superiors, the
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honest freedom of my zeal will, I trust, not only be ex-
cused, but applauded."

Aper having delivered this with his usual warmth
and earnestness, " I am prepared," replied Maternus, in

a milder tone, and with an air of pleasantry, " to dra^r

up a charge against the orators, no less copious than my
friend's panegyric in their behalf. I suspected, inde€(^
he would turn out of his road, in order to attack the
poets : though I must own, at the same time, he has some-
what softened the severity of his satire, by certain con-
cessions he is pleased to make in their favour. He is

willing, I perceive, to allow those whose genius does not
point to oratory, to apply themselves to poetry. Never-
theless, I do not scruple to acknowledge, that, with some
talents, perhaps, for the forum, I choose to build my re-

putation on dramatic poetry. The first attempt I made
for this purpose, was by exposing the dangerous power of
Vatinius : a power which even Nero himself disapproved,

and which that infamous favourite abused, to the profa-

nation of the sacred Muses. And I am persuaded, if I

enjoy any share of fame, it is to poetry, rather than to

oratory, that I am indebted for the acquisition. It is my
fixed purpose, therefore, entirely to withdraw myself
from the fatigue of the bar. I am by no means ambi-
tious of that splendid concourse of clients, which Aper
has represented in such pompous colours, any more thaa

I am of those sculptured honours which he mentioned
;

though, I must confess, they have made their way into my
family, notw ithstandingniy inclinations to the contrary.

Innocence is, now at least, a surer guard than eloquence;

and I am in no apprehension I shall ever have occasion

to open my lips in the senate, unless, perhaps, in defence
of a friend.

" Woods, and groves, and solitude, the objects of
Aper's invective, afford me, I will own to him, the most
•exquisite satisfaction. Accordingly, I esteem it one of
the great privilrges of poetry, that it is not carried on in

the noise and tumult of the world, amidst the painful

importunity of anxious suitors, and the affecting tears of

distressed criminals. On the contrary, a mind ena-
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mouredofthe Muses, retires into scenes ofinnocence anct

repose, and enjoys the sacred haunts of silence and con-

templation. Here genuine eloquence received her birth,

and here she fixed her sacred and sequestered habitation.

Twas here^ in decent and becoming:; garb, she recom-
mended herself to the early notice of mortals, inspiring

the breasts of the blameless and the good : here first the

voice divine of oracles was heard. But she, of modern
growth, offspring of lucre and contention, was born in

evil days, and employed (as Apcr very justly expresses

it) instead of weapon : whilst hjippier times, or, in the

language of the Muses, the golden age, free alike from
orators and from crimes, abounded with inspired poets,

who exerted their noble talents, not in defending the
guilty, but in celebrating the good. Accordingly, no cha-

racter was ever more eminently distinguished, or more
augustly honoured : first by the gods themselves, to whom
the poets were supposed to serve as ministers at their

feasts, and messengers of their high behests, and after-

wards by that sacrerl offspring of the gods, the first vene-

rable race of legislators. In that glorious list we read
the names, not of orators, indeed, but of Orpheus, and
Liims, or, if we are inclined to trace the illustrious roll

still higher, even of Apollo himself.
" But these, perha{)S, will be tre:ited by Aper as he-

roes of romance. He cannot, however, deny, that Ho-
mer has received as signal honours from posterity as De-
mosthenes ; or tliat the fame ofSophocles or Euripides is

as extensive as that of Lysias or Hyperides; that Ci-
cero's merit is less universally confessed than VirgiPs; or

that not one of the compositions of Asinius or Messalla
is in so much request as the Medea of Ovid, or the

Thyestes of V^arius. I will advance even farther, and ven-

ture to compare the unenvied fortune and happy self-

converse of the poet, with the anxious and busy life of
the orator ; notwithstanding the hazardous contentions of
the latter may possibly raise him even to the consular dig-

nity. Far more desirable, in my estimation, was the

calm retreat of Virgil : where yet he lived not unhonour-
ed by his prince, nor unregarded by the world. If tht
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truth of either of these assertions should be questioned,
the letters of Augustus will witness the former; as the
latter is evident from the conduct of the whole Roman
people, who, when some verses of that divine poet were
repeated in the theatre, where he happened to be pre-
sent, rose up to a man, and saluted him with the same
respect that they would have paid to Augustus himself.

But, to mention our own times, I would ask whether
Secundus Pomponius is any thing inferior, either in dig-

nity of life, or solidity of reputation, to Afer Doraitius ?

As to Crispus or Marcellus, to whom Aper refers me for

an animating ex^unple, what is there in their present ex-
alted fortunes really desirable? Is it that they pass their

whole lives either in being alarmed for themselves, or in

striking terror into others? Is it that they are daily

under a necessity of courting the very men they hate

;

that, holding their dignities by unmanly adulation, their

masters never think them sufficiently slaves, nor the peo-
ple sufficiently free ? And, after all, what is this their so

much envied power ? Nothing more, in truth, than what
many a paltry freed-man has frequently enjoyed. But—
'Me let the lovely Muses lead,' (as Virgil ^ings) ' to si^

lent groves and heavenly-haunted streams, remote frora

business and from care ; and still superior to the painful

necessity of actiiig in wretched opposition to my belter

heart. Nor let me more, with anxious steps and dan-
gerous, pursue pale Fame amidst the noisy forum ! May
never clamorous suitors, nor panting freed-man with
officious haste, awake my peaceful slumbers ! Uncer-
tain of futurity, and equally unconcerned, ne'er may I
bribe the favour of the great ; by rich bequests to ava^

rice insatiate ; nor accumulation vain ! amass more
wealth than I may transfer as inchnation prompts,

whenever shall arrive my life's last fatal period : and
then, not in horrid guise of mournful pump, but
crovvn'd with chaplets gay, may I be entombed ; nor let

a friend, with unavailing zeal, solicit the useful tribute

of posthumous memorials !'

"

Matcrnus had scarce finished these words, which he
uttered with great emotion, and with an air of inspiration,
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^vhen Messalla entered the room ; who, observing mueb
attention in our countenances, and imagining the conver-

sation turned upon something of more than ordinary im-

port :
" Perhaps," said he, " you are engaged in a consul-

tation ; and, I donbt, I am guihy of an unseasonable in-

terruption."—" By no means," answered Secundus: "on
the contrary, I wish you had given us your company
sooner; for, lam persuaded, you would have been ex-

tremely entertained. Our friend Aper has, with great

eloquence, been exhorting Maternus to turn the whole
strength of his genius and his studies to the business of
the forum ; while Maternus, on the other hand, agree-

ably to the character of one who was pleading the cause
of the Muses, has defended his favourite art with a bold-

ness and elevation of style more suitable to a poet than

an orator."
" It would have afforded me infinite pleasure," replied

Messalla, " to have been present at a debate of this kind.

And I cannot but express my satisfaction, in finding the

most eminent orators of our times, not confining their

geniuses to points relating to their profession ; but can-

vassing such other topics, in their conversation, as give a
very advantageous exercise to their faculties, at the same
time that it furnishes an entertainment of the most in-

structive kind, not only to themselves, but to those who
have the privilege of being joined in their party. And
believe me, Secundus, the world received, with much
approbation, your history of J. Asiaticus, as an earnest

that you intend to publish more pieces of the same na-

ture. On the other side," continued lie, with an air of
irony, " it is observed, with equal satisfaction, that Aper
bas not yet bid adieu to the questions of the schools, but
employs his leisure rather after the example of the mo-
dern rhetoricians, than of the ancient orators."

" I perceive," returned Aper, " that you continue to

treat the moderns with your usual derision and contempt,
while the ancients alone are in full possession of your
esteem. It is a maxim, indeed, I liave frequently heard
you advance, (and, allow me to say, with much injustice

to yourself, and to your brother) that there is no such
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tfiing in the present age as an orator. This you are the
less scrupulous to maintain, as you imagine it cannot be
imputed to a spirit of envy ; since you are willing, at the

same time, to exclude yourself from a character, which
every body else is inclined to give you/^

" I have, hitherto," replied Messalla, " found no rea-

son to change my opinion ; and I am persuaded, that even
you yourself, Aper, (whatever you may sometimes affect

to the contrary) as well as my olher two friends here, join

with me in the same sentiments. I should, indeed, be
glad, if any of you would discuss this matter, and ac-

count for so remarkable a disparity, which 1 have often

endeavoured in my own thoughts. And what to some
appears a satisfactory solution of this phenomenon, to

me, I confess, heightens the difficulty : for I find the very-

same difference prevails among the Grecian orators; and
that the priest Nicetes, together with others of the
Ephesian and Mitylenean schools, who humbly content
themselves with raising the acclamations of their tasteless

auditors, deviate much farther from itschines or De-
mosthenes, than you, my friends, from Tully or Asinius.

" The question you have started," said Secundns, " is a
very important one, and well worthy of consideration.

But who so capable of doing justice to it as yourself?

who, besides the advantages of a fine genius and great

literature, have given, it seems, particular attention to

this enquiry."—" I am very willing," answered Messalla,
•* to lay before you my thoughts upon the subject, pro-
vided you will assist me with yours as I go along."—" I

will engage for two of us," replied Maternus :
" Se-

cundns, and myself, will speak to such points as you
shall, I do not say omit, but think proper to leave us.

As for Aper, you just now informed us, it is usual with

him to dissent from yon in this article : and, indeed, I

see he is already preparing to oppose us, and will not
look with indifference upon this our association in support
of the ancients."

" Undoubtedly," returned Aper, " I shall not tamely
suffer the moderns to be condemned, unheard and unde-
fended. But first let me ask, whom is it you eall an-
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tients ? What age of orators do you distinguish by that

designation ? The word always suir^ests to nie a Nestor,

or an Ulysses, men who lived above a thousand years

since; whereas you seem to apply it to Demosthenes
and riyperides, who, it is ajj;reed, flourished so late as

the times of Philip and Alexander, and, indeed, survived

them. It appears, from hence, that there is not much
above four hundred years distance between our age and
that of Demosthenes : a portion of time, which, consi-

dered with respect to human duration, appears, I ac-

knowledge, extremely long; but, if compared with that

immense ara which the philosophers talk of, is exceed-
ingly contracted, and seems almost but of yesterday. For
if it be true, what Cicero observes in his treatise inscnbed
to Hortensius, that the great and genuine year is that

period in which the heavenly bodies return to the same
position, wherein they were placed when they first began
their respective orbits ; and this revolution contains

12,954 of our solar years ; then Demosthenes, this an-
cient Demosthenes of yours, lived in the same year, or

rather, I might say, in the same month, with ourselves.

But to mention the Roman orators; I presume, you will

scarcelyp refer Menenius Agrippa (who may, with some
propriety, indeed, be called an ancient) to the men of
eloquence among the moderns. It is Cicero, then, I sup-

pose, together with Ccelius, Cffisar, and Calvus, Brutus,

Asinius, and Messalla, to whom you give this honourable
precedency : yet I am at a loss to assign a reason, why
these should be deemed ancients rather than moderns.
To instance in Cicero : he was killed, as his freedman
Tiro informs us, on the 26th of December, in the consul-

ship of Hirtius and Pansa, in which year Augustus and
Pedius succeeded them in that dignity. Now, if we take
fifty-six years for the reign of Augustus, and add twenty-
three for that of Tiberius, about four for that of Cains,

fourteen apiece for Claudius and Nero, one for Galba,
Otho, and Vitellius, together with the six that our present

excellent prince* has enjoyed the empire, we shall have

• From this passa<Tr Fabricius asserts, that this dialogue was written
in tl»e 6th year of Vespasian s reign ; but he evidently mistakes the time

P
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about one hundred and twenty years from the death of
Cicero to these times : a period to which it is not impos-
sible that a man's life may extend. I remember, when
I was in Britain, to have met with an old soldier, who as-

sured me, he had served in the array whicli opposed Cae-
sar's descent upon that island. If we suppose this per-
son, by being taken prisjoner, or by any other means, to
have been brought to Rome, he might have heard Caesar
and Cicero, and likewise any of our contemporaries. I

appeal to yourselves, whether, at the last public donative,
there were not several of the populace who acknowledged
they had received the same bounty, more than once, from
the hands of Augustus ? It is evident, therefore, that these
people might have been present at the pleadings both of
Corvinus and Asinius : for Corvinus was alive in the mid^
die of the reign of Augustus, and Asinius towards the latter

end. Surely, then, you will not split a century, and call

one orator an ancient, and another a modern, when the
very same person might be an auditor of both ; and thus,

as it were, render them contemporaries.
" The conclusion I mean to draw from this observa-

tion is, that whatever advantages these orators might de-
rive to their characters, from the period of time in which
they flourished, the same will extend to us : and, indeed,
with much more reason than to S. Galba, or to C. Car-
bonius. It cannot be denied that the compositions of
these last are very inelegant and unpolished performances;
as I could wish, that not only your admired Calvus and
Coelius, but, I will venture to add too, even Cicero him^-

self (for I shall deliver my sentimeuts with great freedom)
had not considered them as the proper models of their

imitation. Suffer me to premise, however, as I go along^

that eloquence changes its qualities as it runs through
different ages. Thus, as Gracchus, for instance, is much
more copious and florid than old Cato, so Crassus rises

into a far higher strain of politeness and refinement than

in which the scene of it is laid, for that in which it was composed. It
is upon arcunients not better founded, that the critics have given Ta-
citus and QuintiHan the honour of Uiis elegant performance. Vid. F«-
bHc. Bib. Lat. V. I. 559.
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Gracchus. Thus, likewise, as the speeches of Tully are

more regular, and marked with superior elegance and
suhHmity, than those of the two orators last mentioned;
so Corvinus is considerably more smooth and harmonious
in his periods, as well as more correct in his language,

than Tully. I am not considering which of them is most
eloquent : all I endeavour to prove at present is, that

oratory does not manifest itself in one uniform figure, but

is exhibited by the ancients under a variety of cHfferent

appearances. However, it is by no means a just way of

reasoning, to infer, that one thing must necessarily be
worse than another, merely because it is not the same.

Yet such is the unaccountable perversity of human na-

ture, that whatever has antiquity to boast, is sure to be
admired, as every thing novel is certainly disapproved.

There are critics, I doubt not, to be found, who prefer

even Appius Caecus to Cato ; as it is well known that Ci-

cero had his ccnsurers, who objected that his style was
swelling and redundant, and by no means agreeable to

the elegant conciseness of attic eloquence. You have
certainly read the letters of Calvus and Brutus to Cicero.

It appears, by those epistolary collections, that Cicero

considered Calvus as a dry, unanimated orator, at the

same time that he thought the style of Brutus negligent

and unconnected. These, in their turn, had their objec-

tions, it seems, to Cicero : Calvus condemned his orato-

rical compositions, for being weak and enervated; as

Brutus (to use his own expression) esteemed them feeble

and disjointed. If I were to give my opinion, I should

say, they each spoke truth of one another. But I shall

examine these orators separately hereafter ; my present

desisn is only to consider them in a general view.
" The admirers of antiquity are agreed, I think, in ex-

tending the sera of the ancients as far as Cassias Severus;

wham they assert to have been the first that struck out

from the plain and simple manner, which, till then, pre-

vailed. Now I affirm that he did so, not from any defi-

ciency in point of genius or learning, but from his su-

perior judgment and good sense. He saw it was neces-

sary to accommodate oratory, as I observed before, to
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the different times and taste of the audience. Onr an-
cestors, indeed, might be contented (and it was a mark
of their ignorance and want of poHteness that they were
so) with the immoderate and tedious length of speeches,

which was in vogue in those ages; as, in truth, to be
able to harangue for a whole day together was itself

looked upon, at that illiterate period, as a talent worthy
of the highest admiration. The immeasurable introduc-

tion, the circumstantial detail, the endless division and
Subdivision, the formal argument drawn out into a dull

variety of logical deductions, together with a thousand
other impertinencies of the same tasteless stamp, which
you may find laid down among the precepts of those

driest of all writers, Hermagoras and Apoaodorus, were
then held in supreme honour. And, to complete all, if

the orator had just dipped into philosophy, and could
sprinkle the harangue with some of the most trite maxims
of that science, they thundered out his applauses to the

skies. For these were new and uncommon topics to

them ; as, indeed, very few of the orators themselves had
the least acquaintance with the writings either of the phi-

losophers or the rhetoricians. But in our more enlight-

ened age, where even the lowest part of an audience have
at least some general notion of literature. Eloquence is

constrained to find out new and more florid paths. She
is obliged to avoid every thing that may fatigue or offend

the ears of her audience ; especially as she must now ap-

pear before judges, who decide, not by law, but by au-

thority; who prescribe what limits they think proper to

the orator's speech: nor calmly wait till he is pleased to

come to the point, but call upon him to return, and
openly testify their impatience whenever he seems dis-

posed to wander from the question. Who, I beseech you,

would, in our days, endure an orator, who should open
his harangue with a tedious apology for the weakness of

his constitution ? Yet almost every oration of Corvinus
sets out in tliat manner. Would any man now have pa-

tience to hear out the five long books against Verres? or

tliose endless volumes of pleading in favour of Tully, or
Caecina ? The vivacity of our modern judges even pre-
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vents the speaker; and they are apt to conceive some
sort of prejudice against all he utters, unless he has the

address to bribe their attention by the strength and spirit

of his arguments, the liveliness of his sentiments, or the

elegance and brilliancy of his descriptions. The very po-

pulace have some notion of the beauty of language, and
would no more reUsh the uncouthness of antiquity in a
modern orator, than they would the gesture of old Roscius

or Ambivius in a modern actor. Our young students too,

who are forming themselves to eloquence, and for that

purpose attend the courts of judicature, expect not merely
to hear, but to carry home something worthy of remem-
brance : and it is usual with them, not only to canvass

among themselves, but to transmit to their respective

provinces, whatever ingenious thought or poetical orna-

ment the orator has happily employed. For even the

embellishments of poetry are now required : and those

too, not copied from the heavy and antiquated manner of
Attius or Pacuvius, but formed in the lively and elegant

spirit of Horace, Virgil, and Lucan. Agreeably, there-

fore, to the superior taste and judgment of the present

age, our orators appear with a more polished and grace-

ful aspect. And most certainly it cannot be thought that

their speeches are the less etficacious, because they soothe

the ears of the audience with the pleasing modulation of
harmonious periods. Has Eloquence lost her power, be-

cause she has improved her charms ? Are our temples less

durable than those of old, because they are not formed
of rude materials, but shine out in all the polish and
«plendour of the most costly ornaments ?

" To confess the plain truth, the effect which many of
tlie ancients have upon me, is to dispose me either to

laugh or sleep. Not to mention the more ordinary race of

orators, such as Canutius, Arrius, or Furnius, with some
others of the same dry and unaffecting cast; even Calvus
himself scarce pleases me in more than one or two short

orations : though he has left behind him, if I mistake

not, no less than one and twenty volumes. And the

world in general seems to join with me in the same opi-
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nion of them : for how few are the readers of his invec-

tives against Asinius or Drusus ? Whereas, those against

Vatinius, are in every body's hands, particularly the se-

cond, which is, indeed, both in sentiment and language,

a well-written piece. It is evident, therefore, that he
had an idea of just composition, and rather wanted ge-

nius than inclination, to reach a more graceful and ele-

vated manner. As to the orations of Ccelius, though they

are by no means valuable upon the whole, yet they have
their merit, so far as they approach to the exalted ele-

gance of the present times. Whenever, indeed, his com-
position is careless and unconnected, his expression low,

and his sentiments gross, it is then he is truly an. ancient

;

and I will venture to affirm, there is no one so fond of

antiquity as to admire him in that part of his character.

We may allow Caesar, on account of the great affairs in

which he was engaged, as we may Brutus, in consideration

of his philosopJiy, to be less eloquent than might other-

wise be expected of such superior geniuses. The truth

is, even their warmest admirers acknowledge, that, as

orators, they by no means shine with the same lustre

which distinguished every other part of their reputation.

Caesar's speech in favour of Decius, and that of Brutus,

in behalf of king Dejotarus, with some others of the same
coldness and languor, have scarcely, I imagine, met with

any readers; unless, perhaps, among such who can relish

their verses. For verses, wc know, they writ, (and pub-
lished too) I will not say with more spirit, but undoubted-
ly with more success, than Cicero, because they had the

good fortune to fall into much fewer hands. Asinius, one
would guess, by his air and maimer, to have been con-

temporary with Mencnius, and Appius ; though, in fact,

he lived much nearer to our times. It is visible he was
a close imitator of Attius and Pacuvius, ,not only in his

tragedies, but also in his orations; so remarkably dry and
unpolished are all his compositions! But the beauty of

eloquence, like that of the human form, consists in the

smoothness, strength, and colour of its several parts.

Corvinus. I am inclined to spare, though it was his ovyi
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fault that he did not equal the elegant refinements of mo-
dern compositions, as it must be acknowledged his ge-
nius was abundantly sulticient for that purpose.

•*' The next I shall take notice of is Cicero; who had
the same contest with those of his own times, as mine,
ray friends, with you. They, it seems, were favourers
of the ancients, whilst he preferred the eloquence of his

contemporaries ; and, in truth, he excels the orators of
his own age in nothing more remarkably, than in the so-

lidity of his judgment. He was the ilrst who set a polish

upon oratory ; who seemed to have any notion of deli-

cacy of expression, and the art of composition. Accord-
ingly, he attempted a more florid style ; as he now and
then breaks out into some lively flashes of wit; particu-

larly in his later performances, when much practice and
experience (those best and surest guides) had taught him
a more improved manner. But his earlier compositions
are not without the blemishes of antiquity. He is tedious
in his exordiums, too circumstantial in his narrations, and
careless in retrenching luxuriances. He seems not easily

aflected, and is but rarely fired ; as his periods are sel-

dom either properly rounded, or happily pointed ; he has
nothing, in tine, you would wish to make your own. His
speeches, like a rude edifice, have strength, indeed, and
permanency ; but are destitute of that elegance and
splendor which are necessary to render them perfectly

agreeable. The orator, however, in his compositions, as

the man of wealth in his buildings, should consider orna-
ment as well as use : his structure should be, not only

substantial, but striking; and his furniture not merely
convenient, but rich, and such as will bear a close and
frequent inspection : whilst every thing that has a mean
and awkward appearance ought to be totally banished.

—

Let our orator, then, reject every expression that is ob-
solete, and grown rusty, as it were, by age : let him be
careful not to weaken the force of his sentiments by a
heavy and inartificial combination of words, like our dull

compilers of annals : let him avoid all low and insipid,

raillery ; in a word, let him vary the structure of his [»er

riods,nor end every sentence with the same uniforno close.
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" I will not expose the meanness of Cicero's conceits,

nor his affectation of concluding almost every other pe-
riod with, as it. should seem, m^ie^iA of pointing them with
some lively and spirited turn. I mention even these with

reluctance, and pass over many others of the same inju-

dicious cast. It is singly, however, in little affectations

of this kind, that they who are pleased to style them-
> selves ancient orators, seem to admire and imitate him.

I shall content myself with describing their characters,

without mentioning their names; but, you are sensible,

there are certain pretenders to taste who prefer Lucilius

to Horace, and Lucretius to Virgil ; who hold the elo-

quence of your favourite Bassus or Nonianus in the ut-

most contempt, when compared with that of Sisenna or

Varro : in a word, who despise the productions of our
modern rhetoricians, yet are in raptures with those of
Calvus. These curious orators prate in the courts of
judicature after the manner of the ancients, (as they call

it) till they are deserted by the whole audience, and are

scarce supportable even to their very clients. The truth

of it is, that soundness of eloquence, which they so much
boast, is but an evidence of the natural weakness of their

genius, as it is the effect alone of tame and cautious art.

No physician would pronounce a man to enjoy a proper

constitution, whose health proceeded entirely from a stu-

died and abstemious regimen. To be only not indispos-

ed, is but a small acquisition; it is spirits, vivacity, and
vigour that I require : whatever comes short of this, is

but one remove from imbecility.
" Be it then (as with great ease it may, and, in fact, is)

the glorious distinction of you, my illustrious friends, to

ennoble our age with the most refined eloquence. It is

with infinite satisfaction, Messalla, I observe, that you
single out the most florid among the ancients for your
model. And you, my other two ingenious friends*, so

happily unite strength of sentiment with beauty of ex-

pression ; such a pregnancy of imagination, such a sym-
metry of ordonnance, distinguish your speeches; so co-

• Materaus and Secundus.
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pious or so concise in your elocution, as different occa-
sions require ; such an inimitable gracefulness of style,

anil such an easy flow of wit, adorn and dignify your com-
positions : in a word, so absolutely you command the
passions of your audience, and so happily temper your
own, that, however the envy and malignity of the pre-

sent age may withhold that applause which is so justly

your due, posterity, you may rely upon it, will speak of
you in the advantageous terms which you well deserve."

When Aper had thus finished : "It must be owned," said

Maternus, " our friend has spoken with much force and
spirit. What a torrent of learning and eloquence has he
poured fourth in defence of the moderns ! and how com-
pletely vanquished the ancients with those very weapons
which he borrowed from them! However", continued he,

applying himself to Messalla" you must not recede from
your engagement. Not that we expect you should enter
Hito a defence of the ancients, or suppose (however
Aper is pleased to compliment) that any of us can stand
in competition with them. Aper, himself, does not sin-

cerely think so, I dare say ; but takes the opposite side

in the debate, merely in imitation of the celebrated man-
ner of antiquity. We do not desire you, therefore, to

entertain us with a panegyric upon the ancients : their

well-established reputation places them far above the

want of our encomiums. But what we request of you
is, to account for our having so widely departed from
that noble species of eloquence which they displayed :

especially since we are not, according to Aper's calcula-

tion, more than a hundred and twenty years distant from
Cicero."

" I shall endeavour," returned Messalla, " to pursue the

plan you have laid down to me.—I shall not enter into

the question with Aper, (though, indeed, he is the first

that ever made it one) whether those who flourished

above a century before us, can properly be styled anci-

ents. I am not disposed to contend about words; let

them be called ancients or ancestors, or whatever other

name he pleases, so it be allowed their oratory was su-

perior to ours. I admit too, what he just now advanced,
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that there are various kinds of eloquence discernible m
the same period ; much more in different ages. But, as

ainong the attic orators, Demosthenes is placed in the

first rank, then /Eschines, Hyperides next, and, after

him, Lysias and Lycurgus ; an aera which, on all hands,

is agreed to have been the prime season of oratory : so,

amongst us, Cicero is, by universal consent, preferred to

all his contemporaries; as, after him, Calvus, Asinius,

Caesar, Coelius, and Brutus, are justly acknowledged to

have excelled all our preceding or subsequent orators.

Nor is it of any importance to the present argument,

that they differ in manner, since they agree in kind. The
compositions of Calvus, it is confessed, are distinguished

by their remarkable conciseness; as those of Asinius

are, by the harmonious flow of his language. Brilliancy

of sentiment is Cassar's characteristic: as poignancy of

wit is that of Coelius. SoUdity recommends the speeches

of Brutus; while copiousness, strength, and vehemence,
are the predominant qualities in Cicero. Each of them,

however, displays an equal soundness of eloquence ; and
one may easily discover a general resemblance and kin-

dred likeness run through their several works, though di-

versified, indeed, according to their respective geniuses.

That they mutually detracted from each other, (as it

must be owned there are some remaining traces of ma-
lignity in their letters) is not to be imputed to them as

orators, but as men. Calvus, Asinius, and even Cicero

himself, were liable, no doubt, to be infected with jea-

lousy, as well as with other human frailties and imper-

fections. Brutus, however, I will singly except from all

imputations of malignity, as I am persuaded he spoke the

sincere and impartial sentiments of his heart : for can it

be supposed that He should envy Cicero, who does not

seem to have envied even Caesar himself? As to Galba,

Lselius, and some others of the ancients, whom Aper has

thought proper to condemn ; I am wiUing to admit that

they have some defects, which must be ascribed to a
growing and yet immature eloqueixce.

After all, if we must relinquish the nobler kind of

o^tory, and adopt some lower species, I should certainly
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-pcefer the impetuosity of Gracchus, or tlie incorrectness

of Crassus, to the studied foppery of Maecenas, or the

childish jingle of GaUio: so much ratlier would I see

eloquence cloathed in the most rude and negligent garb,

than decked out with the false colours of aftected orna-

ment ! There is something in our present manner of elo-

cution, which. is so far from being oratorical, that it is

not even manly ; and one would imagine our modern
pleaders, by the levity of their wit, the aftected smooth-
ness of their periods, and licentiousness of their style,

had a view to the stage in all theW compositions. Ac-
cordingly, some of them are not ashamed to boast (which
one can scarce even mention without a blush) that their

speeches are adapted to the soft modulation of stage-

music. It is this depravity of taste which has given rise

to the very indecent and preposterous, though very fre-

quent expression, that such an orator speakn smooth It/, and
such a dancer moves eloqvaiUij. I am willing to admit,

therefore, that Cassius Severus (the single modern whom
Aper has thought proper to name) when compared to

these his degenerate successors, may justly be deemed an
orator; though, it is certain, in the greater part of his

compositions, there appears far more strength than spi-

rit. He was the first who neglected chastity of style,

and propriety of method. Inexpert in the use of those

very weapons with which he engages, he ever lays him-
self open to a thrust, by always endeavouring to attack

;

and one may much more pro.perly stiy of him, that he
pushes at random, tban that he comports himself accord-

ing to the just rules of regular combat. Nevertheless, he
is greatly superior, as I observed before, in the variety of
his. learning, tlie agreeableness of his wit, and.tiie strength

of his genius, to those who succeeded him : not one of
whom, however, has Aper ventured to bring into the

field. I imagined, that after having deposed Asinius, and
Coilius, and Calvus, he would have substituted another
set of orators in their place, and that'he had numbers to

produce in opposition to Cicero,- -to Csesar, and the rest

whom he rejected ; or, at least, one rival to each of
-thein. On the contrary, he, has diBtinctlv aaid separately .
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censured all the ancients, while he has ventured to com-
mend the moderns in general only. He thought, per-

haps, if he singled out some, he should draw upon him-
self the resentment of all the rest : for every declaimer

among them modestly ranks himself, in his own fond

opinion, before Cicero, though, indeed, after Gabinia-

nus. But what Aper was not hardy enough to under-

take, I will be bold to execute for him ; and draw out

liis oratorical heroes in full view, that it may appear by
what degrees the spirit and vigour of ancient eloquence

was impaired and broken."
" Let me rather entreat you," said Maternus, interrupting

him," to enter, withoutany farther preface, upon the dif-

ficulty you first undertook to clear. That we are infe-

rior to the ancients, in point of eloquence, I by no means
want to have proved; being entirely of that opinion;

but my present enquiry is how to account for our sink-

ing so far below them ? A question, it seems, you have

examined, and which I am persuaded you would discuss

with much calmness, if Aper's unmerciful attack upon
your favourite orators had not a little discomposed you."
" I am nothing offended," returned Messalla, " with the

sentiments which Aper has advanced; neither ought you,

my friends, remembering always that it is an established

law in debates of this kind, that every man may, with en-

tire security, disclose his unreserved opinion."—" Proceed
then, I beseech you," replied Maternus, " to the examina-
tion of this point concerning the ancients, with a free-

dom equal to theirs: from which I suspect, alas! we
have more widely degenerated, than even from their elo-

quence."
" The cause," said Messalla, resuming his discourse,

" does not lie very remote : and, though you are pleased to

call upon me to assign it, is well known, I doubt not,

both to you and to the rest of this company. For is it

not obvious that eloquence, together with the rest of
the politer arts, has'fallen from her ancient glory, not for

want of adniirers, but through the dissoluteness of our
youth, the negligence of parents, the ignorance of pre-

ceptors, and the universal disregard of ancient manners ?
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evils, which derived their source from Rome, and tnence
spread themselves through Italy, and over all the pro-

vinces ; though the mischief, indeed, is most observable

witliin our own wails. I shall take notice, therefore, of
those vices to which the youth of this city are more peculi-

arly exposed ; which rise upon them in number as they

increase in years. But before I enter farther into this

subject, let me premise an observation or two concern-
ing the judicious method of discipline practised by our
ancestors, in training up their children.

" In the lirst place, then, the virtuous matrons of those

wiser ages did not abandon their infants to the mean ho-
vels of mercenary nurses, but tenderly reared them up
at their own breasts ; esteeming the careful regulation of
their children, and domestic concerns, as the highest

point of female merit. It was customary with them,
likewise, to choose out some elderly female relation, of
approved conduct, with whom the family in general en-

trusted the care of their respective children, during their

infant years. This venerable person strictly regulated,

not only their more serious pursuits, but even their very

amusements; restraining them, by her respected pre-

sence, from saying or acting any thing contrary to de-

cency and good manners. In this manner, we are in-

formed, Cornelia, the mother of the two Gracchi, as also

Aurelia and Attia, to whom Julius and Augustus Caesar

owed their respective births, undertook this office of fa-

mily education, and trained up those several noble youths

to whom they were related. This method of discipline

wa!s attended with one very singular advantage : the minds
of young men were conducted sound and untainted to

the study of the noble arts. Accordingly, whatever pro-

fession they determined upon, whether that of arms, elo-

quence, or law, they entirely devoted themselves to that

single pursuit, and, with undissipated application, pos-
sessed the whole compass of their chosen science.

" But, in the present age, the little boy is delegated to-

the care of some paltry Greek chamber-maid, in con-

junction with two or three other servants, (and even those

generally of the worst kind) who are absolutely unfit for
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every rational and serious office. From the idle tales

and wross absurdities of these worthless people, the ten-

der and uninstructed mind is suffered to receive its ear-

liest impressions. It cannot, indeed, be supposed, that

any caution should be observed among the domestics;

since the parents themselves are so far from training their

young families to virtue and modesty, that they set them
the first examples of luxury and licentiousness. Thus our
youth gradually acquire a confirmed habit of impudence,
and a total disregard of that reverence they owe both to

themselves and to others. To say truth, it seems as if a
fondness for horses, actors, and gladiators, the peculiar

and distinguishing folly of this our city, was impressed
upon them even in the womb : and when once a passion

of this contemptible sort has seized and engaged the

mind, what opening is there left for the noble arts ?

" All conversation in general is infected with topics of
this kind ; as they are the constant subjects of discourse,

not only amongst our youth, in their acadenaies, but even
of their tutors themselves. For it is not by estabhsbing

a strict discipline, or by giving proofs of their genius, that

this order of men gain pupils : it is by the meanest com-
pliances and most servile flattery. Not to mention how
ill-instructed our youth are in the very elements of lite-

rature, sufficient pains is by no means taken in bringing

them acquainted with the best authors, or in giving thera

a proper notion of history, together with a knowledge of

men and things. The whole that seems to be considered

in their education, is to find out a person for them called

a rhetorician. 1 shall take occasion, iiimiediately, to

give you some account of the rise and progress of this

profession in Rome, and shew you with what contempt it

was received by our ancestors. But it will be necessary

to lay before you a previous view of that scheme of dis-

cipline which the ancient orators practised; of whose
amazing industry, and unwearied application to every

branch of the polite arts, we meet with many remarkable

accounts in their own writings.

" I need not inform you, that Cicero, in the latter end of

his treatise intituled Brutus, (the former part of which is
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employed in commeraorating the ancient orators) gives

a sketch of the several progressive steps by which he

formed his eloquence. He there acquaints us, that he

studied the civil law under Q. Mucins; that he was in-

structed in the several branches of philosophy by Philo

the academic, and Diodorus the stoic; that, not satisfied

with attending the lectures of those eminent masters, of

which there were, at that time, great numbers in Rome,
he made a voyage into Greece and Asia, in order to en-

large his knowledge, and embrace the whole circle of sci-

ences. Accordingly he appears, by his writings, to have

been master of logic, ethics, astronomy, and natural phi-

losophy, besides being well versed in geometry, music,

grammar, and, in short, in every one of the line arts.—

For thus it is, my worthy friends, from deep learning and
the united confluence of the arts and sciences, the resrst-

less torrent of that amasing eloquence derived its strength

and rapidity.

" The faculties of the orator are not exercised, indeed,

as in other sciences, within certain precise and determi-

nate limits : on the contrary, eloquence is the most com-
prehensive of the whole circle of arts. Thus, he alone

can justly be deemed an orator, who knows how to em-
ploy the most persuasive arguments upon every question,

who can express himself suitably to the dignity of his

subject, with all the powers of grace and harmony; in a
word, who can penetrate into every minute circumstance,

and manage the whole train of incidents to the greatest

advantage of his cause. Such, at least, was the high idea

which the ancients formed of this illustrious character.—
In order, however, to attain this eminent qualification,

they did not think it necessary to declaim in the schools,

and idly waste their breath upon feigned or frivolous

controversies. It was their wiser method to apply them-
selves to the study of such useful arts as concern life and
manners, as treat of moral good and evil, of justice and
injustice, of the decent and the unbecoming in actions.

And, indeed, it is upon points of this nature that the bu-
siness of the orator principally turns. For example, in

the judiciary kind, it relates to matters of equity ; as in
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the deliberate it is employed in determining the fit and
the expedient: still, however, these two branches are

not so absolutely distinct, but that they are frequently

blended with each other. Now it is impossible, when
questions of this kind fall under the consideration of an
orator, to enlarge upon them in all the elegant and enli-

vening spirit of an efficacious eloquence, unless he is per-

fectly well acquainted with human nature ; unless he un-
derstands the power and extent of moral duties, and can
distinguish those actions which do not partake either of
vice or virtue.

" From the same source, likewise, he must derive his in-

fluence over the passions. For if he is skilled, for in-

stance, in the nature of indignation, he will be so much
the more capable of soothing or enflaming the breasts of
his judges: if he knows wherein compassion consists, and
by what workings of the heart it is moved, he will the

more easily raise that tender alFcction of the soul. An
orator trained up in this discipline, and practised in these

arts, will have full command over the breasts of his audi-

ence, in whatever disposition it may be his chance to find

them : and,_thus furnished with all the numberless powers
of persuasion, will judiciously vary and accommodate his

eloquence, as particular circumstances and conjunctures

shall require. There are some, we find, who are most
struck with that manner of elocution, where the argu-

ments are drawn up in a short and close style : upon
such an occasion, the orator will experience the great ad-

vantage of being conversant in logic. Others, on the

contrary, admire flowing and diffusive periods, where the

illustrations are borrowed from the ordinary and familiar

images of common observation : here the Peripatetic

writers will give him some assistance ; as, indeed, they

will, in general, supply him with many useful hints in all

the different methods of popular address. The Acade-
mics will inspire him with a becoming warmth : Plato

with sublimity of sentiments, and Xenophon with an easy

and elegant diction. Even the exclamatory manner of

Epicurus, or Metrodorus, may be found, in some circum-

stances, not altogether unserviceable. In a word, what
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the stoics pretend of their wise men, ought to be verified

in our orator , and he should actually possess all human
knowledge. Accordingly, the ancients who applied them-
selves to eloquence, not only studied the civil laws, but
also grammar, poetry, music, and geometry. Indeed,
there are few causes (perhaps, I might justly say there

are none) wherein a skill in the first is not absolutely ne-
cessary; as there are many in which an acquaintance
with the last-mentioned sciences is highly requisite.

" If it should be objected, that* eloquence is the single
* science requisite for the orator ; as an occasional re-
* course to the others will be sufficient for all his pur-
' poses,' I answer : in the first place, there will always
be a remarkable difference in the manner of applyiiig

what we take up, as it were, upon loan, and what we pro-

perly possess ; so that it will ever be manifest, whether
the orator is indebted to others for what he produces, or
derives it from his own unborrowed fund. And in the

next, the sciences throw an inexpressible grace over our
compositions, even where they are not immediately con-
cerned ; as their effects are discernible where we least

expect to find them. This powerful charm is not only
distinguished by the learned and the judicious, but strikes

even the most common and popular class of auditors

;

insomuch that one may frequently hear them applauding
a speaker of this improved kind, as a man of genuine eru-

dition; as enriched with the whole treasures of elo-

quence ; and, in one word, acknowledge the complete
orator. But I will take the liberty to affirm, that no
man ever did, nor, indeed, ever can, maintain that ex-
alted character, unless he enters the forum supported by
the full strength of the united arts. Accomplishments,
however, of this sort, are now so totally neglected, that

the pleadings of our orators are debased by the lowest

expressions; as a general ignorance both of the laws of
our country and the acts of the senate, is visible through-

out their performances. All know ledge of the rights and
customs of Rome is professedly ridiculed, and philoso-

phy seems at present to be considered as something tliat

ought to be shunned and dreaded. Thus eloquence, like

Q
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a dethroned potentate, is banished lier rightful dominion*,
and confined to barren points and low conceits : and she,

who was once mistress of the whole circle of sciences,

and charmed every beholder with the goodly appearance
of her glorious train, is now stripped of all her attend-

ants, (I bad almost said of all her genius) and seems as

one of the meanest of the mechanic arts. This, there-

fore, I consider as the first, and the principal reason of
our having so greatly declined from the spirit of the an-

cients.

" If I were called upon to support my opinion by au-

thorities, might I not justly name, among the Grecians,

Demosthenes ? who, we are informed, constantly attend-

ed the lectures of Plato : as, among our own countrymen,

Cicero himself assures us, (and in these very words, if I

rightly remember) that he owed whatever advances Jie

had made in eloquence, not to the rhetoricians, but to the

academic philosophers.
" Other, and very considerable reasons might be pro-

duced for the decay of eloquence. But I leave them, ray

friends, as it is proper I should, to be mentioned by you
;

having performed my share in the examination of this

question : and with a freedom, which will give, I imagine,

as usual, much offence. I am sure, at least, if certain of
our contemporaries were to be informed of what I have

here maintained, I should be told, that in laying it down-
as a maxim, that a knowledge both of law and philosophy

are essential qualifications in an orator, I have been
fondly pursuing a phantom of my own imagination."

" I am so far from thinking," replied Mateni us, " you
have completed the part you undertook, that I should

rather imagine you had only given us the first general

sketch of your design. You have marked out to us, in-

deed, those sciences wherein the ancient orators were in-

structed, and have placed in strong contrast their success-

ful industry, with our unperforming ignorance. But:

something farther still remains ; and, as you have shewn
us the superior acquirements of the orators in those more
improved ages of eloquence, as well as the remarkable

deficiency of those in our own umes; I should be glad you.
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would proceed to acquaint us witli the particular exer*

cise8 by which the youtii of those earlier days were wont
to strengthen and improve their geniuses. For I dare
say you will not deny that oratory is acquired by practice /

tar better than by precept : and our other two tViends^

here seem willing, I perceive, to admit it/'

To which, when Aper and Secundus had signified their

assent, Messalla, resuming his discourse, continued as

follows:
" Having, then, as it should seem, disclosed to your sa-

tisfaction the seeds and first principles of ancient elo-

quence, by specifying the several kinds of arts to vvhich

the ancient orators were trained, I shall now lay before

you the method they pursued, in order to gain a facility

in the exertion of eloquence. This, indeed, I have, in

some measure, anticipated, by mentioning the prepara-
tory arts to which tliey applied themselves : for it is im-
possible to make any progress in a compass so various and-

so abstruse, unless we not only strengthen our knowledge
by reflection, but improve a general aptitude by frequent

exercise. Thus it appears that the same steps must be
pursued in exerting our oratory, as in attaining it. But
if this truth should not be universally admitted; if any
should think that eloquence may be possessed without
paying previous court to her attendant sciences; most
certainly, at least, it will not be denied, that a mind duly
impregnated with the polite arts, will enter with so much
the more advantage upon those exercises peculiar to the
oratorical circus.

" Accordingly, our ancestors, when they designed a
young man for the profession of eloquence, having previ-

ously taken due care of his domestic education, and sea-

soned his mind with useful knowledge, introduced him to
the most eminent orator in liome. From that time, the
youth commenced his constant follower, attending Ijim

upon all occasions, whether he appeared in the public
assemblies of the people, or in the courts of civil judica-
ture. Thus he learned, if I may use the expression, the
arts of oratorical confiiot in the very field of battle. The
advant^es which flowed from this method, were coasi-
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derable: it animated the courage and quickened the

judgment of youth, thus to receive their instructions in

the eye of the world, and m the midst of affairs, when no
man could advance an absurd or a weak argument, with-

out being rejected by the bench, exposed by his adver-

sary, and, in a word, despised by the whole audience.—
By this method they imbibed the pure and uncorrupted

streams of genuine eloquence. But though they chiefly

attached themselves to one particular orator, they heard,

likewise, all the rest of their contemporary pleaders, in

many of their respective debates. Hence, also, they had
an opportunity of acquainting themselves with the various

sentiments of the people, and of observing what pleased

or disgusted them most in the several orators of the fo-

rum. By this means they were supplied with an instruc-

tor of the best and most improving kind, exhibiting, not

the feigned semblance of eloquence, but her real and
lively manifestation : not a pretended, but a genuine ad-

versary, armed in earnest for the combat ; an audience,

ever full and ever new, composed of foes as well as

friends, and where not a single expression could fall un-

censured or unapplauded. For you will agree with me,
I am well persuaded, when I assert, that a solid and last-

ing reputation of eloquence must be acquired by the cen-

sure of our enemies, as well as by the applause of our
friends ; or rather, indeed, it is fram the former that it

derives its surest and most unquestioned strength and
firmness. Accordingly, a youth thus formed to the bar,

a frequent and attentive hearer of the most illustrious

orators and debates, instructed by the experience of

others, acquainted with the popular state, and daily con-

versant in the laws of his country, to whom the solemn
presence of the judges, and the awful eyes of a full au-

dience, were familiar, rose at once into affairs, and was
equal to every cause. Hence it was that Crassus, at the

age of nineteen, Csesar at twenty-one, PoUio at twenty-
two, and Calvus when he was but a few years older, prfj-

nouuced those several speeches against Carbo, Dola-
bella, Cato, and Vatinius, which we read to this hour
with admiration.
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" On the other hand, our modern youth receive their

education under certain declaimers, called rhetoricians :

a set of men who made their first appearance in Rome, a

little before the time of Cicero. And that they were by
no means approved by our ancestors, plainly appears

from their bcint^ enjoined, under the censorship of Cras-

sus and Domitius, to shut up their schools of impudence^

as Cicero expresses it.—But I was iioiny; to say, we are

sent to certain academies, where it is hard to determine

whether the place, the company, or the method of in-

struction is most likely to infect the minds of young peo-

ple, and produce a wrons; turn of thought. For nothing,

certainly, can there be of an affectinij; solemnity in an
audience, where all who compose it are of the same low
decree of understanding ; nor any advantage to be re-

ceived from their fellow-students, where a parcel of boys
and raw youths of unripe judgments, harangue before each
other, without the least fear or danger of criticism. And
as for their exercises, they are ridiculous in their very

nature. They consist of two kinds, and are either decla-

matory or controversial. The first, as being easier and
requiring less skill, is assigned to the younger lads : the

other is the task of more mature years. But, good gods!
with what incredible absurdity are they composed ! The
truth is, the style of their declamations is as false and
contemptible, as the subjects are useless and fictitious.

Thus, being taught to harangue, in a most pompous dic-

tion, on the rewards due to tyrannicides, on the election

to be made by deflowered virgins*, on the licentiousiiess

of married women, on the ceremonies to be observed in

times of pestilence, with other topics of the same uncon-
rerning kind, which are daily debated in the schools, and
scarce ever at the bar ;

* they appear absolute novices in
* the affairs of the world, and are by much too elevated
^ for common life.'

"

* t Here Messalla paused : when Secundus, taking his

* It was one of the questions usually debated in these rhetoric schools,
whether the party who had been ravished should choose to marry the
violator of her chastity, or rather have him put to death.
t The latter part of Messalla's discourse, together with what imnifidi

atfly followed it in the original, is lo»t ; the chasm, however, does u<4.
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* turn in the conversation, began with obsemng, that'

the true and lofty spirit of eenuiiie eloquence, like that

of a clear and vigorous flame, is nourished by proper fuel,

excited by agitation, and still brightens as it Ifurus. " It

was in this manner," said he, " that the oratory of our
ancestors was kindled and spread itself. The naoderns

have as much merit of this kind, perhaps, as can be ac-

quired under a settled and peaceable government : but far

inferior, no doubt, to that which shone out in the times of

licenti(mi>ness and confusion, when he was deemed the

ablest orator, who had most influence over a restless and
uugoverned multitude. 7"o this situHtion of public affairs

was owing those continual debates concerning the Agra-
rian laws, and the popularity consequent thereupon

;

those long harangues of the magistrates, those impeach-
ments of the great, those factions of the nobles, those

hereditary enmities in particular families ; and, in fine,

those incessant struggles hetween the senate and the

commons; which, though^each of them prejudicial to the

state, yet most certainly contributed to produce and en-

courage that rich vein of eloquence which discovered it-

self in those tempestuous days. The way to dignities lay

directly through the paths of Eloquence. The more a
man signalized himself by his abilities in this art, so much
the more easily he opened his road to preferment, and
maintained an ascendant over his colleagues, at the same
time that it heightened his interest with the nobles, his

authority with the senate, and his reputation with the

people in general. Tlwi patronage of these admired ora-

tors was courted even by foreign nations ; as the several

magistrates of our own endeav©uFed to recommend them-

5eein to be so great as some of the commentators suspect. The trans-

lator, therefore, has ventured to fill it up in his own- way, with those
lines which are distinguished by inverted commas. He has, likewise,

given the next subsequ' nt part of" the conversation to Secundus ; though
it does not appear in tiie orisiiiKvl to ichom it belonss. Tt would be of no
great importance to the English reader, to justify this last article ;

though, perhaps, it would not bo very difiicult, if it were necessary.

To save the reader tlie trouble of turning to a second note upon a like

occasion, it is proper to observe in this place, that he will find the same
inverted commas in pacre CSJ'. The words included between them are
also an addition of the transletor's ; and for the same reason, as tliatjust

now mentioned.
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selves to their favour and protection, by shewing therti

the highest marks of fionour whenever they set out for

the administration of their respective provinces, and bj
studiously cultivating afriendship with them at their re-

turn. They were called upon, without any solicitation on
their own part, to fill up the supreme dignities of the state.

Nor were they even in a private station without great

power, as, by means of the persuasive arts, they had a
very considerable influence over both the senate and the

people. The truth is, it was an estabhslied maxim in

those days, that, without the oratorical talents, no man
could either acquire or maintain any high post in the go-

vernment. And, no wonder, indeed, that such notion

should universally prevail ; since it was impossible for any
person, endued with this commanding art, to pass his

life in obscurity, how much soever it might be agreeable

to his own inclinations; since it was not sufficient merely
to vote in the senate, without supporting that vote with

good sense and eloquence ; since, in all public impeach-
ments or civil causes, the accused was obliged to answer
to the charge in his own person ; since written deposi-

tions were not admitted in judicial matters, but the wit-

nesses were called upon to deliver their evidence in open
court. Thus our ancestors were eloquent, as much by
necessity as by encouragements. To be possessed of the

persuasive talents, was esteemed the highest glory ; as

the contrary character was held in the utmost contempt.

In a word, they were incited to the pursuit of oratory, by
a principal of honour, as well as by a view of interest.

They dreaded the disgrace of being considered rather as

clients than patrons ; of losing those dependents which
their ancestors had transmitted to them, and seeing them
mix in the train of others ; in short, of being looked upon
as men of mean abilities, and consequently either passed
over in the disposal of high offices, or despised in the ad-

ministration of them.
" I know not whether those ancient historical pieces,

which were lately collected and published by Mucianus,
from the old libraries where they have hitherto been pre-

-served, have vet fallen into your hands. This collection
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consists of eleven volumes of the public journals, and
three of epistles ; by which it appears that Pompey and
Crassus gained as much advantage from their eloquence,

as their arms; that LucuUus, Metellus, Lentulus, Curio,

and the rest of those distinguished chiefs, devoted them-
selves with great application to this insinuating art ; in a

word, that not a single person, in those times, rose to

any considerable degree of power, without the assistance

of the rhetorical talents,

" To these considerations may be farther added, that

the dignity and importance of the debates in which the

ancients were engaged, contributed greatly to advance
their eloquence. Most certain, indeed, it is, that an
orator must necessarily find great difference with respect

to his powers, when he is to harangue only upon some
trifling robbery, or a little paltry form of pleading ; and
when the faculties of his mind are warmed and enlivened

by such interesting and animating topics as bribery at

elections, as the oppression of our allies, or the massacre
of our fellow-citizens. Evils these, which, beyond all

peradventure, it were better should never happen ; and
we have reason to rejoice that we live under a govern-

ment where we are strangers to such terrible calamities
;

still it must be acknowledged, that wherever they did

happen, they were wonderful incentives to eloquence.

For the orator's genius rises and expands itself in propor-

tion to the dignity of the occasion upon which it is ex-

erted ; and I will lay it down as a maxim, that it is im-

possible to shine out in all the powerful lustre of genuine

eloquence, without being inflamed by a suitable import-

ance of subject. Thus the speech of Demosthenes
against his guardians, scarcely, I imagine, established his

character; as it was not the defence of Archias, or

Quinctius, that acquired Cicero the reputation of a con-

summate orator. It was Catiline, and Milo, and Verres,

and Mark Antony, that warmed him with that noble

glow of eloquence, which gave the finishing brightness to

his unequalled fame. Far am I from insinuating, that

such infamous characters deserve to be tolerated in a

.state, iu order to supply convenient matter of oratory :
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All I contend tor is, that this art flourishes to most ad-
vantage in turbulent times. Peace, no doubt, is infi-

nitely preferable to war ; but it is the latter only that

forms the soldier. It is just the same with Eloquence :

the of'tener she enters, if 1 may so say, the field of bat-

tle, the more wounds she gives and receives ; the niore

powerful the adversary with which she contends, so much
the more ennobled she appears in the eye of mankind.
For it is the disposition of human nature always to ad-
mire what we see is attended with danger and difficulty

in others, how much soever we may choose ease and secu-
rity for ourselves.

" Another advantage which the ancient orators had over
the moderns, is, that they were not confined in their

pleadings, as we are, to a few hours. On the contrary,

they were at liberty to adjourn as often as they thought
proper : they were unlimited as to the number of days
or of counsel, and every orator might extend his speech
to the length most agreeable to himself. Porapey, in his

third consulship, was the first who curbed the spirit of
eloquence: still, however, permitting all causes to be
heard, agreeably to the laws, in the forum and before the

pragtors. How much more considerable the business of
those magistrates was, than that of the centumvirs, who,
at present, determine all causes, is evident from this cir-

cumstance, that not a single oration of Cicero, Ca?sar, or

Br«tus, or, in short, of any one celebrated orator, was
spokcji before these last, excepting only those of Pollio

in favour of the heirs ofUrbinia. But then it must be
remembered, that these were delivered about the middle
of the reign of iVugustus, when a long and uninterrupted
peace abroad, a perfect tranquillity at home, together
with the general good conduct of that wise prince, had
damped the flames of eloquence as well as those of se-

dition.

" You will smile, perhaps, at what I am going to say,

and I mention it for that purpose : but is there not some-
thing in the present confined garb of our orators, that has
an ill effect even upon their elocution, and makes it ap-
pear low and contemptible? May we not suppose, like-

wise, that much of the spirit of oratory is sunk, by that
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close and despicable scene wherein many of our causes

are now debated ? For the orator, like a generous steed,

requires a free and open space wherein to expatiate

;

otherwise, the force of his powers is broken, and half

the energy of his talents is checked in their career.

There is another circumstance also exceedingly prejudi-

cial to the interest of eloquence, as it prevents a due at-

tention to style : we are now obliged to enter upon our
speech whenever the judge calls upon us; not to men-
tion the frequent interruptions which arise by the exa-

mination of witnesses. Besides, the courts of judicature

are, at present, so unfrequented, that the orator seems to

stand alone, and talk to bare walls. But eloquence re-

joices in the clamour of loud applause, and exults in a
full audience, such as used to press round the ancient

orators when the forum stood thronged with nobles ; when
a numerous retinue of clients, when foreign ambassadors,

and whole cities assisted at the debate; and when even

Rome herself was concerned in the event. The very ap-

pearance of that prodigious concourse of people, which
attended the trials of Bestia, Cornelius, Scaurus, Milo,

and Vatinius, must have eniiamed the breast of the cold-

est orator. Accordingly, we find, that of all the ancient

orations now extant, there are none which have more
eminently distinguished their authors, than those which
were pronounced under such favourable circumstances.

To these advantages we may farther add, likewise, the

frequent general assemblies of the people, the privilege

of arraigning the m(5St coi>siderable personages, and the

popularity of such impeachments ; when the sons of ora-

tory spared not even Scipio, Sylla, or Pompey ; and whenj.

in consequence of such acceptable attacks upon sus-

.perted power, they were sure of being heard by the peo-

ple with the utmost attention and regard. How must
these united causes contribute to raise the genius, and
inspire the eloquence of the ancients!

* Maternus, who, you will remember, was in the midst
* of his harangue in favour of poetry, when Messalla first

* entered into the room, finding Secundus was now silent,

* took that opportunity of resuming his invective against
* the exercisse of the oratorical arts ii> general.' " That
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species of eloquence," said he, "wherein poetry is cob-

cerned, is culm and peaceable, moderate and virtuous:

whereas, that other supreme kind which my two friends

here have been descrihinjr, is the offspring of licentious-

ness (by fools miscalled liberty) and the companion of se-

dition ; l)old, obstinate, and haughty, unknowing how to

yield, or how to obey, an encourager of a lawless popu-
lace, and a stranger in all well-reiiulated connnunities.

\^ iio ever heard of an orator in Lacedaemon or Crete ?

cities which exercised the severest discipline, and were
governed by tlie strictest laws. We have no account of

Persian or Macedonian eloquence, or, indeed, of that of

any other state which submitted to a regular adniinistrsb-

lion of government. Whereas, Rhodes and Athens (places

of popular rule, where all things lay open to all men)
swarmed with orators innumerable. In the same manner,
Rome, while she was under no settled policy; while she

was torn with parties, dissentions, and factions; while

there was no peace in the forum, no harmony in the se-

nate, no moderation in the judges; while there was nei-

ther reverence paid to superiors, nor bounds prescribed

to magistrates—Rome, under these circumstances, pro-

duced, beyond all dispute, a stronger and brighter vein of
eloquence; as some valuable plants will flourish even in

the wildest soil. But the tongue of the Gracchi did no-

thing compensate the republic for their seditious laws
;

nor the superior eloquence of Cicero make him any
amends for his sad catastrophe.

" The truth is, the forum (that single remain which
novv survives of ancient oratory) is, even in its present si-

tuation, an evident proof that all things amongst us are

not conducted in that well-ordered manner one could

wish. For, tell me, is it not the guilty or the miserable

alone, that fly to us for assistance.? When any communi-
ty implores our protection, is it not because it either is

insulted by some neighbouring state, or torn by domestic

feuds ? And what province ever seeks our patronage, till

she has been plundered or oppressed? But far better it

surely is, never to have been injured, than, at last, to be
redressed. If there was a government in the world free

from commotions and disturbances, the profession of
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oratory would there be as useless, as that of medicine to

the sound : and, as the physician would have little prac-

tice or protit among the healthy and the strong, so nei-

ther would the orator have much business or honour
where obedience and good manners universally prevail.

To what purpose are studied speeches in a senate, where
the better and the major part of the assembly are alrea-

dy of one mind ? What the expediency of ha'-anguing the

populace, where public affairs are not determined by the

voice of an ignorant and giddy multitude, but by the

steady wisdom of a single person ? To what end volunta-

ry informations, where crimes are unfrequent and incon-

siderable ? or of laboured and invidious defences, where
the clemency of the judge is ever on the side of the ac-

cused ? Believe me, then, my worthy (and, as far as the

circumstances of the age require, my eloquent) friends,

had the gods reversed the date of your existence, and
placed you in the times of those ancients we so much ad-

mire, and them in yours : you would not have fallen short

of that glorious spirit which distinguished their oratory,

.nor would they have been destitute of a joroper tempera-
ture of moderation. But, since a high reputation for

eloquence is not consistent with great repose in the pub-
lic, let every age enjoy its own peculiar advantages, with-

out derogating from those of a former."

Maternus having ended, Messalla observed, that there

were some points which his friend had laid down, that

were not perfectly agreeable to his sentiments : as there

were others, which he wished to hear explained more at

large :
" but the time is now," said he, " too far advanced."—" If I have maintained any thing," replied Maternus,

*' which requires to be opened more explicitly, I shall be
ready to clear it up in some future conference :" at the

same time, rising from his seat and embracing Aper

:

" Messalla and I," contimicd he, smiling, " shall arraign

you, be well assured, before the poets and admirers of
the ancients."—" And I, both of you," returned Aper,
" before the rhetoricians." Thus we parted in mutual
jjood-humour.

THE END.
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